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Preface

by Andras Szöllösi-Nagy
Secretary of the International Hydrological Programme and

Deputy Assistant Director General for Natural Sciences,
UNESCO

The recent World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) held from 26 August to
4 September 2002 in Johannesburg, South Africa has, once more, pointed out that the signs of a
looming water crisis are evident. Since water is essential to every aspect of life, this crisis will likely
affect everything—health, human rights, environment, economy, welfare, politics, culture—and will
be, therefore, well beyond the scope of any individual country or sector to deal with unilaterally.

To take appropriate action is particularly urgent in the 261 river basins which are shared by two or
more states. These basins include nearly half of the territory and population of the world. Indeed,
given the multifaceted and often transboundary nature of the diminishing water resources of the
Earth and their variable occurrence in time and space, many people fear an increase in inter-state
tensions, and some even allege that such tensions will inevitably lead to armed conflicts.

Certainly, tensions have arisen over the use of water resources. A growing number of states are
experiencing permanent water stress, and the mechanisms and institutions needed to manage
disputes over water resources are often absent or inadequate. However, historical evidence shows
that water has rarely been the primary reason for armed conflicts between sovereign states. On the
contrary, it is precisely due to its essential nature that freshwater was and continues to be a powerful
incentive and catalyst for cooperation.

Water as a potential cause of conflicts and water as an agent of cooperation can be seen as two sides
of the same coin. Yet it requires determination and intervention to have the cooperative side prevail.
The need to find integrated, cooperative and culturally adapted solutions which take into account
the diversity of human interactions with water constitutes clearly an imperative of international
scientific and political cooperation. In response to this challenge, the current, Sixth phase of
UNESCO’s International Hydrological Programme (IHP-VI) focusses on “Water Interactions:
Systems at Risk and Social Challenges”.

In this perspective, IHP-VI has launched the preparation of the multivolume “History of Water and
Civilization” as a tool to raise the awareness about the political and socio-cultural functions of
water. IHP and the International Water History Association (IWHA) cooperate closely in this
endeavor. Indeed, IHP supported the second IWHA Conference on "The Role of Water in History
and Development" held in August 2001 in Bergen, Norway. Most of the articles constituting this
volume have been presented at that occasion.

Furthermore, IHP contributes to the UN-wide World Water Assessment Programme (WWAP),
housed in UNESCO, through the project "From Potential Conflict to Cooperation Potential”
(PC CP). Since December 2001, IHP has joined forces with the Green Cross International project
“Water for Peace”. The joint initiative “PC CP: Water for Peace” strives to examine and foster the
potential for shared water resources to become a catalyst for regional peace and development
through dialogue, cooperation and participatory management of transboundary river basins.

The conference papers published herein illustrate the political and historical dimensions of water
resources and their primordial role for conflict, cooperation and development within and among
countries and regions. Of course, the examples chosen from Africa, the Arab States, Europe, Central
and East Asia, and the Americas do not claim to be exhaustive nor geographically representative.
However, they are an arbitrary but valid sample of the diversity of historical, political and cultural
perspectives of water-related cooperation and conflict. This diversity needs to be taken into account
in the governance of international water resources: as precondition and, especially, as major asset
for the creation of efficient solutions for the planet’s water problems.
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Editorial Note

SASKIA CASTELEIN & ALEXANDER OTTE

Consultants
Division of Water Sciences, UNESCO

Paris, France

“Water is probably the only natural resource to touch all aspects
of human civilization – from agricultural and industrial
development to the cultural and religious values embedded in
society… and… the need and demand for water… have been a
driving force of social, economic and cultural development
throughout human history.”

Koï chiro Matsuura, Director General of UNESCO, message to
World Water Day 2002

The articles of this volume are drawn from contributions made to the International Water History
Association’s Conference on the “Role of Water in History and Development”. Like the conference,
they reflect a diversity of historical, political and cultural perspectives on water. Despite the variety
of underlying concepts, methods or disciplines, geographical scope or historical period of their
articles, all authors care particularly about one common aspect: the linkage between history and the
future of sharing and developing water resources.

Their contributions can be understood as illustrations of how “History can be [a] mirror to reflect
our visions in the experience of the past”, as expressed in the UNESCO keynote presented by Mr.
Janos Bogardi at the above-mentioned conference held in Bergen, Norway, in August 2001. Some
particular examples also confirm that the “developing countries might bear the best solutions in
their own heritage” and that “traditional ways of water sharing, protection and management need to
be explored and could prove useful to cope with the looming crises, not only in their countries of
origin”, but sometimes also in highly industrialized states. (Ibid.)

While focussing on “Systems at Risk: Water Interactions and Social Challenges”, the International
Hydrological Programme’s sixth phase (2002-2007 – IHP-VI) strives to enlarge water resources
research and development through the integration of knowledge, perceptions and values dealing
differently with water than it is done up to now in the dominating industrialized societies.

Thus, IHP-VI provides the interdisciplinary framework for this publication to present some facets of
the complex interactions of water and humanity. The volume contributes to IHP’s Theme 4 “Water
and Society”, in particular its focal areas Water, civilization and ethics and Water conflicts –
prevention and resolution. It also contributes to the joint UNESCO/Green Cross International
initiative “PC CP: Water for Peace” which is linked to the aforementioned IHP focal areas and to
the UN-wide World Water Assessment Programme.

The following conference papers were chosen by the editors in close collaboration with Mr. Janos
Bogardi, Chief of the Unit for Sustainable Water Resources Management in the Division of Water
Sciences of UNESCO. The papers have been regrouped to highlight regional and/or topical linkages
and contrasts. Indeed, it is hoped that this open structure encourages cross-reading and fertile
dialogue among the diverse and sometimes very personal perceptions of the water problems,
conflicts and cooperation dynamics in the past and present ages.

The papers received little editing and no changes regarding their contents. All the authors are
responsible for the scientific accuracy and the opinions expressed.

An electronic version of this document (pdf-format) will be online at http://
webworld.unesco.org/ihp_db/publications.

http://
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Social System vs Solar System: Why Policy Makers Need History

*Department of Engineering
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**Director, Centre for Resource and Environmental Studies
The Australian National University

Abstract

In this paper we argue that, because of the dynamic complexity of coupled natural/social systems, water-
policy development requires a systems approach with a strong experimental and historical base. Our
discussion revolves around a comparison of the dynamics of social and physical systems. Dynamically simple
systems, such as the Solar System, behave in a highly predictable manner. Thus, the ancients could detect
patterns in the movement of celestial bodies and so develop a useful knowledge of astronomy; and we can
compute reliable tide tables and navigate spacecraft with precision. In contrast, the dynamical behaviour of
coupled natural/social systems is complex, being driven by a multitude of internally generated forces that
arise from causal (feedback) loops with delays. As a result, our ability to anticipate policy outcomes is
limited. Here this problem is examined via a brief causal analysis of some of the unintended outcomes of the
"levees-only" policy for flood-loss mitigation. In our attempts to establish sustainable resource management,
when system responses to policy initiatives are characterised by long time scales and uncertainty, we cannot
ignore the "policy experiments" carried out by our predecessors. In such circumstances, our ability to
establish an adaptive policy-making process depends critically on how well we can detect and interpret the
signals from the past.

1. Introduction

On the 5th March 1979 the spacecraft Voyager 1 reached the Jupiter system and began to transmit a
steady stream of spectacular images back to Earth. The one-tonne vehicle had been launched
eighteen months earlier from the NASA Kennedy Space Center at Cape Canaveral, Florida, USA.
Voyager's trajectory past Jupiter was designed so that the planet's enormous gravitational field
could be used to alter the spacecraft's heading and accelerate it on towards Saturna manoeuvre
called a "gravity-assist swing-by". The Jupiter swing-by added some 60,000 kilometres/hour to the
speed of the spacecraft, which made its rendezvous with Saturn on 12th November 1980. Its twin,
the spacecraft Voyager 2, followed an even more complex path, using three gravity-assist swing-bys
to complete its Grand Tour flight to Neptune via Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus. Voyager 2 swung past
Neptune on 25th August 1989, a full twelve years after its launch from Cape Canaveral on 20th
August 1977 (Figure 1).

On 23th April 1990, seven months after Voyager 2 passed Neptune and headed out into interstellar
space, the small town of Nyngan in central New South Wales, Australia, was inundated by the
Bogan River (Figure 2). After a week of desperate effort by the residents, during which time some
250,000 sandbags were used to build up those sections of the permanent levees that had low
freeboard, one of the sandbag levees breached and the floodwaters poured into the town. The town's
2,300 residents were evacuated by helicopter and some $47 million worth of damage was inflicted
in the urban area. According to the New South Wales Department of Water Resources (DWR) the
"April 1990 flood devastated Nyngan: it disrupted the social, financial and community foundations
of the town; it imposed tremendous financial loss and psychological despair on the residents". This
was not the first Bogan River flood to cause problems in the areathe historical record indicates
that flood waters have reached the Nyngan Post Office a number of times since the township was
first "submerged" in July 1875 (DWR 1990).

From the earliest times policies designed to improve the management of water resources have had
counterproductive outcomes (Tainter 1988). For example, Jacobsen and Adams (1958) describe the
likely contribution of irrigation developments, via accumulations of salt and silt, to the breakup of
ancient Mesopotamian civilisations. Modern approaches to river control still produce unanticipated
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problemsit is not unusual for flood-risk reduction policies to result in increased actual risk
(Parker 2000, Smith 2000). For example, proponents of the "levees-only policy" reject the use of
other structural or natural measures (such as cut-offs or floodplain storage in tributaries and
wetlands) and social measures (such as reduced floodplain occupancy) despite evidence that levees
often fail to work as anticipated and can increase the risk of flood-induced damage. The great
Mississippi floods of 1927 and 1993 provide powerful examples (Barry 1997, Larson 1997,
Changnon 2000). The debate over the value of levees continues to this day (see articles by
Hallowell and Jehl in the New York Times, April-May, 2001).

VOYAGER 1 
Launch
5 Sept 77

VOYAGER 2 
Launch
20 Aug 77

Jupiter
5 Mar 79

Jupiter
9 July 79

Saturn
12 Nov 80 Saturn

25 August 81

Uranus
24 Jan 86

Neptune
25 Aug 89

VOYAGER 2

VOYAGER 1

Figure 1. The Voyager Flights. The filled grey circle in the centre represents the Sun. The filled
black circles represent the planets. The date labels indicate when the spacecraft were launched and
when each of the planets was intercepted. Data from NASA internet site.

Figure 2. Nyngan Post Office on the morning of 24th April 1990. (Source: DWR (1990), Section
4, page 4.)
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Why, in an age when scientists and engineers can develop effective spacecraft navigation policies,
do flood-mitigation policies still produce unintended and unwanted outcomes?

Our answer is that, from the dynamical point-of-view, it is much easier to design and implement
good spacecraft-navigation policies than to design and implement good flood-risk mitigation
policies. While the Voyager scientists and engineers faced daunting technical challenges, they knew
the simple dynamical laws (established in the 17th century by Isaac Newton) that would govern the
trajectories of their spacecraft. In contrast, those who established the Nyngan flood-risk mitigation
policies were forced to deal with a system whose dynamical laws are much more difficult to
discover and understand. A river system in flood is driven by complex and contingent interactions
between weather, topography, turbulent flows, sediments and soils. When such a system is tightly
coupled with a human social system, which has behaviour that is even more complex and
contingent than that of the natural system, it becomes very difficult to design policies that work as
intended (even when their implementation is well funded).

Management studies carried out over the last 40 years, under the general heading of "System
Dynamics", have made it clear that policy makers need to understand the basic dynamics of
feedback systems if they want to avoid surprise and to identify leverage points for system
improvement (Forrester 1961, Forrester 1969, Senge 1990, Sterman 2000). In this paper we use one
of the tools developed by the System Dynamics community, causal-loop diagrams, to structure a
discussion of some possible reasons why the levees-only policy has unintended outcomes and why
it persists despite its limitations. Our analysis is intended to provide a glimpse of the way that
internally-generated forces dominate the behaviour of complex systems. We contend that policy
making, as a fundamental component of society's adaptive process, needs to have an experimental
focus to compensate for the weakness of forecasting as a management strategy in coupled
natural/social systems. In such situations the history of system behaviour is an essential source of
learning because it contains an invaluable array of completed, long-term "experiments".

2. Definitions

A number of the terms that we will use in this discussion have various definitions. We will adopt
the following:

System: A system is something composed of discernible parts (elements, agents) that interact to
constrain each others' behaviour. It is these mutual constraints, operating between the parts of the
system, that limit the range of behaviours available to the system as a wholeand thus give rise to
its "emergent" (or synergistic) properties. In other words, the characteristic (or lawful) behaviour of
the system arises from the internally-generated (endogenous) forces imposed on parts of the system
by parts of the system.

The existence of mutual constraints means that causality within the system will always be
"circular". Causal loops (feedback loops) will be common. Imagine a situation where a change in A
causes a change in B; then the change in B causes a change in C; then the change in C causes a
further change in A and so on around the loop. Such circularity, while dominant in the world, is
often hard to see (particularly if there are delays in the loops) and so is not well represented in our
everyday thinking. We are far more used to thinking in terms of linear causality without delays.
This is the case when a change in A causes an immediate change in B and then the change in B
causes a corresponding immediate change in Cbut the change in C has no influence on
subsequent changes in A.
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System Boundary

Figure 3. Definition of System. The filled circles represent entities or agents. The arrows between
the circles represent interactions between the entities. Because we define a system to be something
composed of discernible parts (elements, agents) that interact to constrain each others' behaviour,
only those entities that participate in one or more "causal loops" are parts of the system. Thus, the
system boundary is shown enclosing those entities that participate in causal loops and excluding
those entities that are not participants in causal loops. Entities in the second category are considered
to be parts of the system's environment  that is, their influences are exogenous.

In Figure 4 we briefly describe the conventions that we will use in our causal-loop diagrams. The
three small sketches represent different cause-and-effect situations involving two variable
quantities. A change in the value of variable A is the "cause", and the resultant change in the value
of variable B is the "effect". In a real-world system A many be only one of many variables that can
influence B. In such a situation, if the A→→B link is positive and A increases, then the most we can
say is that B will increase "above what it might otherwise have been". This qualification is
necessary because, if changes in other variables are driving the value of B downward, then an
increase in A may do no more than slow the rate at which B is decreasing. See Sterman (2000) for a
rigorous, but accessible, discussion.

A AAB BB+ - +

Figure 4. Labelling Conventions for Causal Links. The arrows represent possible causal links from
the variable A to the variable B. Each link is assigned a "polarity"; a plus sign indicates that a link
has "positive polarity" and a minus sign indicates "negative polarity". The polarity of the causal
link between A and B is said to be positive when an increase/decrease in A causes B to
increase/decrease (above/below what it otherwise would have been). A causal link is negative
when an increase/decrease in A causes B to decrease/increase (below/above what it otherwise
would have been). A short line drawn across a casual link indicates that there is a delay between a
change in A and the corresponding change in B.

Dynamics: We will use the word "dynamics" to refer to the way that the state of a system changes
over time in response to both external (exogenous) forces and internal (endogenous) forces. A study
of the dynamics of a system can produce an explanation of its emergent behaviour and can improve
our ability to design good policy. Note that, because a system's emergent behaviour is dominated by
the mutual constraints between its parts, its dynamics will be dominated by endogenous forces
(Forrester 1969, Sterman 2000). "Dynamic complexity" arises when the behaviour of a system is
controlled by a number of competing feedback loops, particularly if delays are involved (Senge
1990).
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Understanding: Throughout this discussion we will consider that a person understands something
when they have an adequate working mental representation (mental model) of it. An adequate
working representation is one that "works the same way as the thing represented in some essential
respect" (Newell 1989). Such a representation captures some of the basic causal mechanisms of the
thing represented. It thereby empowers its owner to anticipate the behaviour (of the thing
represented) to a useful level of accuracy. We will use the phrase "model of causality"
interchangeably with the phrases "working mental representation" and "mental model".

Risk: In accordance with the standard terminology adopted by the United Nations Department for
Humanitarian Affairs, we define "risk" to be the arithmetic product of (a) the "hazard"which is
the probability of occurrence of a damaging event, and (b) the "vulnerability"which is the degree
of loss that will be suffered if a damaging event occurs (Askew 1997). We also need to distinguish
"actual risk" from "perceived risk" (as estimated by individuals in the community). We can never
know the actual risk involved in any given activity. Our estimates of risk will tend to become more
"accurate" as we improve our awareness and understanding of the systems within which we act, but
our perceptions of and responses to risk will always be driven by a complex mixture of influences
that include beliefs, values, power relations, and opportunities.

Policy Making: We define policy making to be the process of attempting to design systems with
the required emergent behaviour. Thus, policy making includes designing the structure of the
system (its composition, the flows of information and influence between parts), the decision rules
(or operational policies) that govern the flows of influence and information, and the settings of any
parameters that are embedded in the decision rules. We consider the process of policy-making to be
an "attempt" because all policy making involves prediction and prediction is hazardous. Note that
we take a broader view of "policy" than Forrester (1961) does in his seminal discussion of system
dynamics. While Forrester uses the term "policy" to mean only "the decision rules", we consider
policy making to encompass all levels of system designstructure, decision rules, and parameter
settings.

3. Policy Making and Dynamics

Policies prescribe the structure of those sub-systems that can be managed and the decision rules that
are to be applied by the managersnew policies introduce new constraints that are designed to alter
the behaviour of the managed sub-systems. If policy makers understand the dynamics of the overall
system, then their policies can be expected to "work" as anticipated. If the dynamics of the new
system are not well understood, then their policies are likely to have unintended, often undesirable,
outcomes (see, for example, Forrester 1961, Carson 1962, Forrester 1969, Senge 1990, Tenner
1996, Jervis 1997, Sterman 2000).

In the case of Voyager navigation, the dynamics were understood well in advance. The Solar
System provides an archetypical example of a simple, deterministic, physical system that is
relatively stable over time scales of thousands of years1. To an Earth-bound observer astronomical
phenomena are eye-catching and regular. The alternation of day and night, and the apparent
movement of the stars as seen at night, are direct outcomes of the steady rotation and revolution of
the Earth. The Moon is also well behaved. The movement of the planets is more complex but, given
a sufficiently patient observer, the pattern of their wanderings can be described reliably. Solar
system astronomy is one of the oldest sciences because of this "visibility of pattern". It is also for
this reason that the full history of mankind's long-term study of the dynamics of the solar system
could be compressed eventually into Newton's simple and effective laws of motion and gravitation.

Newton's laws provided the Voyager managers with the decision rules required for space craft
navigation. Because Jupiter and Voyager influence each other (Figure 5), the spacecraft-planet
combination satisfies our definition of a "system". During the gravity-assist swing-by, the
gravitational attraction between Jupiter and Voyager alters the orbits of both bodies. Nevertheless,
the significance of the two effects differ by many orders of magnitude. If we arbitrarily assign the

1 In this discussion we can ignore the small effects of deterministic chaos (Glieck 1987, Stewart 1989) and
relativity.
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value 1 as a measure of the significance of the Jupiter→Voyager effect, then the Voyager→Jupiter
effect has significance ~10-24 (essentially zero). This means that, in designing and applying their
navigation "policy", the Voyager team could completely ignore the effect of Voyager on Jupiter and
could assume that only the trajectory of Voyager would be influenced during the encounter.
Because the system can be treated so simply, and because the basic laws of the interaction were
known, the navigators' models of causality were accurate, prediction was reliable, and policy
making was easy and effective.

Jupiter Voyager
Spacecraft

Influence

Influence

110
-24

Jupiter

Voyager

a b

Figure 5. Jupiter-Voyager System. Panel a: The Swing-By. The light curved arrow represents the
trajectory of Voyager as it passes Jupiter. The heavy upward arrow represents the gravitational
acceleration imparted to Voyager by Jupiter and the light downward arrow represents the
acceleration imparted to Jupiter by Voyager. The numbers affixed to the arrows indicate the
relative magnitude of the two accelerations (in units of Voyager's acceleration). Jupiter has a strong
effect on Voyager's trajectory, but Voyager has essentially no effect on Jupiter. Panel b: Influence
Diagram. The heavy curved arrow represents the influence of Jupiter on the Voyager spacecraft.
The light curved arrow represents the insignificant influence of Voyager on Jupiter.

The Nyngan flood-mitigation problem is vastly more difficult. Attempts to build good policies for
the management of coupled natural/social systems are seriously impeded by the dynamic
complexity of these systems. The following discussion of selected aspects of the levees-only policy,
while limited in scope, will serve to demonstrate the nature of the impediments that confront policy
makers in this arena. The analysis presented below is based on our general knowledge of the
dynamics of fluvial systems, on our experience with natural-resource and industrial management,
and on a sampling of the literature. It comprises a set of hypotheses, concerning the dynamics of
flood-mitigation, that need to be tested in studies of the behaviour of natural/social systems. As will
be apparent from our discussion, these studies need to include research into individuals' beliefs and
models of causality. The causal-loop diagrams presented in Figures 6 and 7 represent our view of
three major "paradoxical" effects of the levees-only policy that were identified by Smith (1998,
2000).

Floods in populated areas cause community losses that are highly visible and can be substantial.
Such losses include those associated with damage to property and infrastructure, disruption of
business and production, death of stock, psychological stress, injury and death. In Figure 6 the
causal link between the variable "Flood Losses" and the variable "Public Pressure for Action"
indicates that accumulating flood losses increase public pressure for authorities to take action to
reduce flood losses. Then, under the levees-only policy, the mounting pressure for "someone to do
something" results in levees being built or extended.
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Flood Losses

Public Pressure
for Action

Levee
Extent/Height

Height of River at
Overbank Flow

Probability of
Disastrous

Floods

Actual Hazard

Actual Risk +

+

++

+

+

+

R
Severity

Figure 6. The Severity Loop. This is an example of a "causal loop" diagram. The curved arrows
represent causal links. The plus signs indicate that all of the links have positive polarity (see Figure
4). The circled "R" in the centre of the loop indicates that we are dealing with a "reinforcing" (or
"positive feedback") loop. The loop is labelled "Severity" to indicate that it captures the unintended
consequence that levees, while intended to reduce flood losses, increase the severity of major
floods and so increase the accumulated losses (above what they otherwise would have been). See
text for discussion.

Increased levee construction leads to increases in the maximum height when a river flows overbank,
because levees are bottlenecks that cause spatial and temporal concentration of flood waters.
Increased height (stage) of the river at overbank flow increases the probability that, if a flood does
occur, it will cause extensive damage. Increased probability of disastrous floods increases the actual
hazard. Increased actual hazard means increased actual risk to the community and increased actual
risk means that the accumulated flood losses will increase over time. Thus, the causal chain closes
to form a loop.

The causal loop diagram shown in Figure 6 provides an example of the way that positive feedback
works. Over time the loop leads to higher and higher levees and more and more flood damage.
Smith (1998) cites a case, in Palmerston North, New Zealand, "where the levees have been
upgraded five times in response to overtopping floods".

In Figure 7 we have added two more positive-feedback loops to the "Severity" loop. The
"Inexperience" loop captures the fact that local communities can learn about floods when the floods
are of manageable size, but they cannot learn effectively when they are in the grip of a major flood
and battling for survival. The loop can be read as follows: accumulating flood losses lead to public
pressure for action and thus to levee construction. More and bigger levees means fewer small-to-
medium sized floods, because levees work well for small flood events (note the negative causal
link). The reduced frequency of small-to-medium floods reduces the community's opportunities to
learn from a range of manageable experiences and so the community's store of experience and
understanding is reduced (the "delay" symbol on this causal link indicates the need to allow time for
the decay of experience and understanding). A lack of experience and understanding reduces the
community's flood-response skills and the extent and quality of their disaster plans. Reduced skills
means increased actual vulnerability (another negative link). An increase in actual vulnerability
means increased actual risk which leads to increased flood losses. So once again the unintended
outcome of levee construction is increased flood damage.
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Flood Losses

Public Pressure
for Action

Levee
Extent/Height

Height of River at
Overbank Flow

Probability of
Disastrous Floods

Actual Hazard

Actual Risk +

+

++

+

+

+

Frequency
Small/Medium Floods

Experience/
Understanding of 

Floods

Community
Readiness and Flood

Response Skills

Actual Vulnerability

-

+

+

-

+

Perceived
Hazard

Population/Development
on Flood Plain

Perceived Risk

-

+-

+

R

R
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Figure 7. The Inexperience and Floodplain Development Loops. See text for discussion.

One of the attractions of levees, particularly for those in authority, is that they are a highly visible
sign that "something is being done". This same visibility acts to reduce the perceived hazard of
floodplain development as seen by all sectors of the community. This effect is captured by the
"Floodplain Development" loop: increased flood-related losses lead to increased public pressure for
preventative action and so stimulate levee construction. An increase in the prevalence and size of
the levees reduces the perceived hazard (negative causal link), and thus the perceived risk, of
floodplain activity. Widespread perception that the risk has been reduced leads to increased
development on the floodplains (a negative link with a delay). Increased floodplain population and
development increases the actual vulnerability of the community. Increased actual vulnerability
means increased actual risk and increased flood losses.

Finally, consider the general effect of flood-relief schemes. In Figure 8 we have added a fourth
positive-feedback loop, labelled "Compensation". Increased flood losses lead to an increase in
public pressure for compensationthat is, for ways to directly reduce the magnitude of the losses
suffered when a flood does occur (vulnerability). In some cases, this pressure eventually leads to the
establishment of government-funded flood-relief schemes (link with delay). Increased availability
of flood-relief for individuals then leads to a perception that community vulnerability, and hence
risk, has been reduced. Once again, as in the "Floodplain Development" loop of Figure 7, reduced
perceived risk leads to increased floodplain development, increased actual risk, and increased flood
losses.
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Figure 8. Adding the Insurance Addiction Loop. See text for discussion.
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Figure 9. Delays Hide Causes of Counterproductive Outcomes. The "Better in Short Term" loop
represents the immediate success of levees in reducing flood losses due to the relatively frequent
small events. The circled "B" in the centre of the loop indicates that this is a balancing (negative
feedback) loop: an increase in accumulated flood losses causes an increase in levee construction,
increased levee construction reduces losses caused by small flood events, reduced losses due to
small flood events reduces the rate of accumulation of flood losses. As a result levee construction is
reduced (the levees have done their job) and the levees-only policy gathers support. The "Worse in
Long Term" loop summarises the four positive feedback effects shown in Figure 8. The delay in
this loop helps to hide the role of levees in increasing flood-plain risk and so contributes to what we
could call "levee lock-in"when levees fail a common response is to build more levees.
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The effects diagrammed in Figure 9 explain to some extent why the levee-only policy persists
despite its shortcomings. There are, of course, other powerful drivers at work within the wider
system. While the causal-loop diagram presented in Figure 8 illustrates the some of the complexity
of the natural/social system, within which the levees-only policy is intended to operate, it captures
only a part of the full feedback structure. There are many other feedback loops at work, at all levels
of the hierarchy, in both the natural and social sub-systems, and over a wide range of spatial and
temporal scales. For example, in Figure 10 we present a higher level diagram of the system, where
economic growth is shown competing with the sustainability of floodplain development.

In the reinforcing "Growth" loop of Figure 10, increased floodplain development leads to increased
economic activity and thence to increased wealth of the floodplain community. Increased wealth
then leads to further development. In the balancing "Collapse" loop, increased floodplain
development leads to increased damage to the environment after a long delay (decades or hundreds
of years). Increased damage to the environment leads to reduced sustainability of floodplain
development and so to reduced wealth of the floodplain community. Reduced wealth then dampens
floodplain development. The delay in the "Collapse" loop allows the "Growth" loop to dominate in
the beginning. Eventually, however, the loop-dominance shifts to favour the "Collapse" loop and
development slows down. In cases where environmental degradation is severe, the floodplain
community may be forced to disperse (Jacobsen and Adams 1958, Tainter 1988).

Floodplain
Development

Economic Activity

Damage to
Environment

Sustainability of
Floodplain

Development

Wealth of
Floodplain
Community

+

+

+ +

-

+

R B

Growth Collapse

Long Delay

Figure 10. Short-term Growth versus Long-term Collapse. See text for discussion.

Thus, according to the hypotheses represented in Figures 9 and 10, the levees-only policy persists
because it is not easy for people to see the contribution of levees to flood-loss and because there are
strong economic drivers for floodplain development. Sustainability arguments often are given low
weight because of the long time delays between cause and effect. In addition, once a significant
number of people have moved onto the floodplain, there are high-level lock-in effects (Arthur 1994)
that work against alternative policiesfor example, it obviously is difficult to return developed land
to its natural state or to move people off the floodplain.

One hypothesis of how lock-in might work on the floodplain is shown in Figure 12. In this view a
community's "Understanding of System and Its Dynamics" is considered to be embedded in two
opposing loops. The "Share the Blame" and "Subjugate Nature" loops are both reinforcing loops
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that have the opposite effect on a society's "Understanding of System and Its Dynamics". The
system is thus unstable and will tend to lock-in to one or other of the two loops.

We can read the "Subjugate Nature" loop starting with "Flood Losses". Increasing "flood losses"
increases "focus on flood events". An increasing event focus reduces "detection of patterns" of
behaviour and so reduces "understanding of system and its dynamics". Reduced understanding of
the system then increases "tendency to blame nature" and so increases "desire to constrain nature".
Under the levees-only policy increased desire to constrain nature leads to more "levee construction"
and so to more "flood losses". This is a positive feedback loop that locks-in to a poor understanding
of the system and a narrow focus on levees and flood events. The "Levee Lock-In" loop, which
summarises the four reinforcing loops presented in Figure 8, serves to strengthen the "Subjugate
Nature" loop.

We can read the "Share the Blame" loop starting from "Understanding of System and Its
Dynamics". An increase in "understanding of system and its dynamics" leads to an increase in
"tendency to blame society". A tendency to blame society increases "desire for long-term view",
which increases "attention to history of system". An increased attention to history increases "ability
to detect patterns" of behaviour and so increases "understanding of system and its dynamics"thus
closing the loop.
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Figure 11. Lock-In on the Floodplain. See text for discussion.

4. Policy Making as Experiment and the Role of History

Given the complexity of coupled natural/social systems, and the resultant propensity for policy
changes to have unintended consequences, it is essential that policy initiatives be seen as
experiments in management rather than as "confident predictions" (Dovers and Mobbs 1997). Thus,
any effective policy-making process will involve an iterative "learning loop" (Figure 12). For this
reason, we believe that it is useful to recognise policy making as a form of the basic experimental
process of "adaptation". Here we use the term "adaptation" to refer to the fundamental learning-
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from-experience process that underlies any attempt to optimise (or improve) the fit between a
system and its environment. In his discussion of the functioning of a wide range of adaptive
systems, Gell-Mann (1994) notes that:

"The common feature of all these processes is that in each one a complex adaptive
system acquires information about its environment and its own interaction with that
environment, identifies regularities in that information, condensing those regularities
into a kind of "schema" or model, and acting on the real world on the basis of that
schema. In each case, there are various competing schemata, and the results of the
action in the real world feedback to influence the competition between those
schemata."

Thus, seeing policy making as an adaptive process helps us to recognise the importance of
innovation. If we want to improve our understanding of coupled natural/social systems, and to
improve the policies that we develop to help us survive as parts of those systems, then we need to
find ways to allow a range of policies (and the corresponding range of beliefs about complex
systems) to compete for survival.

Use patterns to improve
understanding (mental models)
of system and its interactions

with environment

Use new understandings to
build new policies

Apply policies as
experiments

Gather information
about effectiveness of

policies (history)

Identify patterns in
the information

Figure 12. Policy Making as Adaptive Experiment. The boxes represent the basic steps in an
iterative "learning-from-experience", or adaptive, process. In this experimental process, policies are
used as the basis for action, the actual outcomes of actions are compared with the intended outcomes,
and then the policies (and the mental models upon which they are based) are adjusted in an attempt to
reduce discrepancies between intended and actual outcomes. This iterative process is fundamental to
all human learning and forms the basis for the scientific method. It has long been recognised as
fundamental in a range of fields. Sterman (2000) presents a good discussion of the role and
functioning of "learning loops" in our attempts to understand complex systems. Note that this
diagram represents the flow of an iterative process; it is not a causal-loop diagram.

Regarding policy making as an experiment in adaptation also clarifies the role that history needs to
play in the process. We interpret the term "history" broadly to mean any information from the
pastin particular, we regard all forms of observational and experimental data as historical sources.
Holland (1992) points out that one of the fundamental questions that arises in all attempts to adapt
is: "What part of the history of its interaction with the environment does the organism (system,
organisation) retain?". Clearly, it is not possible to learn from experience without assessing the
results of past actions.

Even when history appears to be absent, it is actually present in the mental models or formal laws
that have grown from experience. For example, the physical laws used to compute the Voyager
spacecrafts' trajectories represent a distillation from many mathematical and dynamical
investigations that included observational and theoretical studies of the behaviour of the Solar
System. The maturity of this field, made possible by its dynamic simplicity, becomes obvious when
we consider the remarkably small set of succinct mathematical laws that now can be used to capture
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the essence of the patterns revealed by experiments and observations that had stretched over
centuries.

When we are dealing with coupled natural/social systems the importance of historical studies cannot
be overemphasised. Because feedback delays are prevalent, system responses to policy changes can
have characteristic times of decades, centuries, or even longer. Without historical studies, these
delays between implementation and outcomes make it difficult for policy makers to see beyond
individual events to the patterns of behaviour that can reveal the underlying system (Figure 11). In
addition, some experiments that policy makers could learn from are unethical or dangerous. In all
such cases it is clearly impossible to proceed via a step-by-step learning process, as outlined in
Figure 12; policy makers must instead rely on existing "experiments" in the form of past policy-
making endeavours. It is here that the feedback loop that should exist between system
understanding and historical studies becomes apparent. According to Forrester (1961) "[a]
perceptive history of past managerial situations is one of the inputs to the better understanding of
system dynamics". Conversely, an understanding of system dynamics "should make historians more
sensitive to the important system variables" and so able to contribute more effectively to a "better
understanding of system dynamics" .

5. Conclusions

We have defined policy making as the process of attempting to design systems with the required
emergent behaviour (§2). Thus, in any attempt to build good policy, the probability of success
depends critically on the degree to which policy makers understand the dynamics of the system that
they seek to design or influence. When policy makers understand the dynamics of the system, as
was the case for the Voyager navigation team, then their policies will have a high probability of
working as expected. When policies produce outcomes that take the policy makers by surprise, as
was the case at Nyngan, then we can be sure that the dynamics of the system were difficult to
understand.

We believe, therefore, that our attempts to improve the policy-making aspects of natural resource
management will benefit if we can:

1. Continue to educate ourselves in systems principles and methods of analysis. While a "systems
approach" has long been used in a number of disciplines (including many areas of policy
making), and its use is maturing and spreading, we need to sharpen our understanding of
dynamics. In particular, we need good intuitions about feedback, the effect of delays, the basic
types of dynamical behaviour, and the likely responses of coupled natural/social systems to new
policies (perturbations). Dynamical theory, particularly as captured in the rapidly-developing
field of System Dynamics (Sterman 2000), has wide applicability and offers a powerful way to
strengthen interdisciplinary endeavours.

2. See policy making as system design and develop ways to implement a solid experimental
approach to the task. Such approaches should aim to take advantage of those "experiments"
already carried out by our predecessors, as well as recognising the need to track the impact of
new policies over generous time periods. Where possible we need to compare the outcomes (or
likely outcomes) of competing policies. We also need to recognise that it is often possible to
redesign the structures, decision rules, and parameter settings of selected sub-systems in order
to reduce their dynamic complexity. Simplification of sub-systems will help us to build better
understanding of the dynamics of the whole system and thus improve our ability to anticipate
policy outcomes.

3. Capitalise on existing "experiments from the past" by developing "systems histories"that is,
historical studies of policy-making initiatives, and of the range of outcomes from those
initiatives, that focus on revealing the richness of the dynamics of the whole system.

Those charged with the protection of Nyngan were dealing with a complex system that comprised
(at least) the Bogan River in flood, the levee system, individuals and groups in the Nyngan and
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local-area communities, the local and Australian economies, and the Local, State and Federal
governmentsexternal forcings included those provided by the weather system and the world
commodity market. Their policy-development task, in many ways more difficult than that which
faced the Voyager navigators, continues to this day. The challenge, which is shared by any group
which attempts to establish sustainable ways for us to live in our coupled natural/social systems, is
to design effective policies that have the minimum number of unexpected outcomes. As noted
above, the likelihood that we will be successful in meeting challenges of this type depends directly
on the extent to which we understand system dynamics. Our understanding is embodied in models,
both formal and informal, of the nature and effect of causal links within extant natural/social
systems. The adequacy of these models, in turn, depends critically on the extent to which we have
observed, and interpreted well, the largely unintended policy-making experiments of the past. This
is why policy makers need history.
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In these fringes which refuse to wear the mark of the man,
Faces have the virtue of landscapes,
And their stigmas give evidence of this disproportionate fight with the water,
Of which obsessing intimacy is that of an enemy.
Gilles Saussier, Are disasters natural ? Bangladesh, unstable ground1

Introduction

Before tackling some aspects of a history of water in deltas, I wish to remind the main issue. We all
agree on the fact that the history of water raises multiple issues including ecology, agricultural
economy, political economy, cultural and social aspects and, finally, the history of technology.
Building an aqueduct, digging an irrigation canal or practicing irrigated agriculture is determined
both locally and globally2. Among these multiple factors, I wonder about a major one which could
determine the others. Does ecology lead to shape both the culture and the specific constraints for
implementing irrigation infrastructures? Or what is the impact of political forces on dynamisms and
crises while infrastructures would be simply the result of an adaptation due to the local
inventiveness and empiricism? 3

(SLIDE 1) Is history of agricultural water led by a special feature? Existing thesis are many:

- An ecological history following in the footsteps of Worster, Taylor …
- Agricultural economics:  Boserup, Mazoyer (neo-malthusian)
- Political and institutional: Jaubert de Passa (1846) and Wittfogel
- Cultural: Steward, Geertz …
- Technique as history of hydraulics: Biswas, Garbrecht, Forbes, Nordon, ICID

as well as a few time scaling (“periodisation”) as that of Ohlsson’s three stages.

The thesis I would like to suggest through deltas is that of a history of water, which is much more
political than social practices, institutions and government polity let suppose. Indeed, recent but
omnipresent power of Occidental technocracy (water administration and agencies) led to impose a
point of view, a social representation and words which form a coherent and common-sense-shaped
system. But words as delta, irrigation or still watershed4 are much less disinterested and neutral than

1 Le Monde diplomatique, December, 1998 :16. Are disasters natural ? Bangladesh, unstable ground.
2 In 1846, Jaubert de Passa wrote an authoritative history of irrigation. His exhaustive analysis allowed him to
highlight countries with no more or with no irrigation at all (as Greece and Roman Italy). He raised the issue
about the reasons for such “abnormalities”.
3 Worster should answer that it also depends on the goal of the message: for instance, the environmental issue
is “natural” for who wants to show the current ecological mess. For a hydrologist, the obvious entry will be
technology as if empiricism had not driven the most sophisticated works for millenniums.
4 and every hot issues such as pricing, scarcity, crop diversification, rehabilitation, water resources, offer and
demand which put more problems to technocrats than to users.
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we believe. They introduce a bias into the analysis and even mark out conclusions. There are
preconceptions in their choice that it is necessary to reveal by “deconstructing” them5.

To try to answer such questions, I shall deal with the biggest, not aquatic wet territories: deltas.
More exactly, I shall call on the Chao Phraya delta (Mollard, Doras) at which I tried to aggregate
bibliographical knowledge, discussions or personal information6 about other deltas: China -J. de
Passa, Huang-, Vietnam –Gourou, Brocheux-, Tunisia –Paskoff- and specially Rhone and Nile
deltas which provide an impressive historiography. This variety makes possible to take into account
a range of cultural groups, scales of time and types of delta.

At first, I shall try to show convergence or difference in the historical agricultural pathways. I shall
deduct from it the relevant features about technical, cultural, ecological and political issues. My
conclusion will try then to estimate the gap between the delta concept in the public opinion and
among the administration, on one hand, and the current and historical reality, on the other hand.
Thus the deconstruction of a preconception aims to identify the stakes in power. Governance in
irrigation is currently the stake of such a fight between technical or social dominance.

Before beginning, and to be more precise, here are, at first, the remote images of the three deltas
(SLIDE 2), since an image is part of the social representation and, then, the definition of the delta
which is given in the international glossary of hydrology. As every definition since the Treasury of
French language in the XVII-th century until the current dictionaries including Unesco’s one, a
delta is a sedimentary landform at the mouth of a stream. By the way, the glossary adds: a
geographic and landform entity which results from it. Such an addendum raises the question if it
is a geographic entity and especially a hydraulic management unit.

The answer is already provided by Herodotus. Herodotus was not obsessed by irrigation, watershed
and other concepts whose aptness, universality and bona fide sincerity, today, has to be questioned.
Speaking about the queen Nitocris confronted with the invasions of Medes, he writes : "First of all,
she modified the course of the Euphrates, which crosses Babylon. It was made sinuous upstream to
delay waters." A dike of big height and a lake to break the stream completed the device. "By these
two works, the artificial meanders of the Euphrates and the lake collecting the waters of a swampy
region, she wanted both to break the stream of the river and to slow down it, and to make longer
descent by water on Babylon."

1. Political development model of delta

Through three contrasted deltas, I show that agricultural water is not inevitably a good guiding
thread for the history of a fitted out region, nor water is a good guiding thread for the history of a
wet region. The omnipresence of water does not guarantee indeed the continuity of stakes, the
continuity of infrastructures or still the continuity of economic functions of water. As a result, we
suggest the absence of any single pattern of historic development in deltas.

1.1 Definition of a delta

The delta ecology displays an internal organization which can be characterized as a "sequential
mosaic"; then we propose a social definition and we sketch a more political definition based on
stakeholders in terms of power and social representations which underpin and justify the decisions
of the dominant groups.

1.1.1 Ecological definition (SLIDE 3)

The delta is a deposit of clay, silt and sand formed at the mouth of a river where the stream loses
velocity and drops part of its sediment load7. The successive bed shifting (diffluence) results in an
intricacy of alluvial “lobes” or “sheets”  where more or less salted and coarse alluviums mix8.

5 The history of words themselves is illuminating.
6 I thank Thierry Ruf for his experience on Egyptian agriculture.
7http://zhongwen.com/ In Chinese (http://zhongwen.com), triple idea of earth (earth, heaven and humanity),
horn and islands (ground and water).
8 For the processes of delta building and typology: see Dacharry, 2000 et Coll., w.d.

http://zhongwen.com
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Superficially soils mirror such interweaving and gradients and the spatial distribution is complicated
with former salted water wedges far inland and former sulfate acid soils (Doras). Former levees and
sandy bars at old mouths built a kind of more or less apparent, raised grid. This widely crossed
substratum is itself affected by a uneven sensibility to regular or occasional, deep or superficial
flood and, in more or less effective drainage. In dry season, this wet environment becomes a huge
barren area, sometimes with poor vegetation and difficult human settlement.

Those multiple factors before any human activity results in a large variety of wet environment. One
feet in height make difference between two areas akin, to the point where internal variability is
more important than that distinguishing the delta itself with the river valley upstream or surrounding
regions. Obviously, the image of the Nile surrounded with the desert is misleading because it is
specific. As a result, the same minimal height modifies human activity, as shown by staggered crop
systems depending on the probability to be touched by the flood in Bangladesh.

However, symmetries and sequences organize a delta. If they do not inevitably give a consistent
distribution, they make easier the implementation of a model from which abnormalities can be
underlined and discussed (Continuation of SLIDE 3).

So each delta can be divided in many parts. We simplified them with a succession of three zones.
Even with such a simplification, delta landforms are very variable:

Camargue (Rhone delta) : 1/2 Middle Delta and 1/2 of Coastal Delta
Nile : 1/5 Higher Delta, 3/5 Middle Delta and 1/5 of Coastal Delta
Chao Phraya : 2/5, 2/5 and 1/5

Where :
Coastal Delta is the permanently wet zone with brackish waters in dry season and
fresh water in wet season.
The Middle Delta is a relatively flat zone where wide, low flood spread. Flood is
irregular (it would here be necessary to distinguish parts under marine influence,
fresh, tidal-led influence and fluvial influence).
The Higher Delta is the maze of levees with more or less temporary ponds. It includes
the flooding plain with regular, deep floods.

1.1.2 Social definition

A delta is a territorial stake and a resource stake. History shows two opposite types of deltas : those
with an ancient organization and those with late coming ones, these latter showing that, according to
the society, delta wet environment is not a priority9. For the Nile and the Chinese deltas, history is
unclear and begins with the writing and the administration, making very speculative the earlier
events. On the other hand, Camargue, Southeast Asian deltas, Medjerda in Tunisia, those of the
New World, etc. have been reclaimed in the last centuries, and some African deltas remain idle
(Lacoste). Resource in wood, fishing and salt have been exploited at a particular moment. Such time
scheduling also exists for hydraulic reclamation with the possibilities of silt-based soil fertility,
control of pests and weeds by flood, irrigation, river communication, even for military purposes,
source of energy and drinking water supply to cities. During time, the economic functions of water
diverged, interwove, changed streams and even disappeared. However, rights, institutions and
sometimes equipments of a particular period deposited and headed following events. Sometimes,
sparse population with poor previous rights on such a huge territory have been rushed away by
invaders. As a result, the concerns of a delta are, on one hand, bound to the history of surrounding
regions and, on the other hand, to political systems. An organized group can both appropriate the
delta AND reclaim it10. A delta is suitable for any kind of despotism, and not only in Eastern

9 In China, the emperor Yu would have set up the control of waters, the writing and the administration of the
country at the same time (Jaubert of Passa, 1846).
10 A cultural system peculiar to an ethnic group can play a role, depending on the cultivated plants (rice also
exists in Africa) and housing (on post in Thailand and on one floor in the Vietnamese deltas), etc.
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countries11 as soon as there is a significant surplus to extort and because water management suits
large public works. Wittfogel is not wrong, but it is not possible to generalize his view.

1.1.3 Political definition

Delta environment is convenient to large-scale reclamation for two reasons : institutional because of
badly asserted rights and extensive resource management, and geographic because of an extensive,
flat and aquatic area where civil engineering and labor mobilization are often previously required.
Individual reclamation as raised-bed plots (“hortillonnages”), poldered set of fields and levee
openings (as in the Niger delta today) are possible in a more progressive way. However, the extent
of disasters or the scope of economic stakes contribute to doing a  preserve of the administration
whose answer is the hugeness of civil engineering. It is not possible to understand a delta without
this double reference to good and evil which are the two faces that administration wields. So it
justifies the work supervision and control of water by fighting against disasters and by trying to
benefit from agricultural abundance. The strength of such a double-faced mental scheme associated
to water is that it is accepted without discussion and without perception of ambiguities. It is very
convenient for the administration, and current social representation is here comparable to an
ideology or a religion as in antique Egypt.

To summarize, the delta is a poorly specific environment whose high internal variety results from
ecology and management. Considering a delta as a single region of economic planning because of
sedimentary geology, soils, hydraulic resources or still human populating is not at all an evidence.
History is ready to show us that social interest for water not only changed over time, but still that
the economic functions of water were changeable, as if the logic of use depended on necessities of
the very moment and on local circumstances: adaptation more than structural changes up to the
global intervention of government agencies.

1.2 The three stages of development of a delta

1.2.1 Precedents

Before agricultural reclamations and up to roads and railway building, the history of a delta began
by easily navigable ways and relations with nearby and distant regions by sea. In this respect, the
initial pattern of the three deltas was different (SLIDE 4).

As an interface between sea and mainland a delta was at first convenient to the business. As Huang
(1990) writes: “It was the distinctive transport network of the delta and its low cost water links to
the middle and the upper Yangzi regions and the southern seacoast that permitted a higher degree
of involutionary commercialization of the peasant economy than in a region such as North China”.
The internal or close urban network and the economic environment, that is the array of regions and
resources, outlined intensity and direction of commercial roads. Orientation of canals and
exchanges entailed important consequences for long and the situation of the delta within a national
territory mattered. On the other hand, difficulties always existed to create a port in a delta because
of few possibilities of mooring for boats and because of the sand bar in the mouth (Rosette branch
for the Nile, Chao Phraya, silting of Aigues-Mortes when Marseilles did not belong to the king of
France).

Another precedent was the preliminary appropriation of lands. Unlike wet valleys and inland
swamps, an extensive delta did not lead to massive ownership unless a strong social group was
involved. It has been the case of cattle breeders, which often belonged to major political, warrior-
organized groups. Indeed, an actual settlement often required preliminary works beyond the banks.
Without preliminary rights, administration was able not only to be necessary but it sometimes
acquired a monopoly making the farmers depending on the access to the water and to the land 12.

11  Government agencies of Occidental type including in developed countries can rest on little democratic
practices.
12 The explanation by the wild fauna or malaria being a major hindrance to settlement is poorly conceivable
because numerous deltas eventually have been used before the invention of the DDT. On the other hand,
inland forest resources and slash and burn agriculture could have been more profitable than delta agriculture.
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1.2.2 Second phase (SLIDE 5abc-1)

Second phase was that of agricultural reclamation without considering the delta as a whole. Every
part of the mosaic has been reclaimed according to its resources and its own environment. The State
intervened, but, even in Egypt, it only improved a peasant or private system which was an
adaptation to local conditions. The environmental “artificialisation” might be technologically
sophisticated, but there was no will of systematic exploitation or voluntarism which distinguished
the third phase. This absence of global attitude was not a shortcoming as Occidental engineers later
claimed.

Egypt

In the three deltas, crops, techniques and chronology of events were different. The reclamation of
the Nile delta dates back several millenniums. Geographic continuity and homogenization between
the valley and the delta were remarkable. The flood was spread owing to hods or checked-layout
bunded fields with a collective intake upstream and a collective outlet for complete draining.
Challenge was to regulate a fluctuating phenomenon from one year to the other one and to protect
land from inconvenient inundations. Maybe, the height of the dike was originally lower to be
enough to only trap waters and silt. Human settlements required elevations with local
embankment13. The progressive extra height of the dike and the digging of long feeder canal for
remote new lands doubtless increased water control and regularity: no reservoirs as in Sri Lanka, no
irrigation as it was the case later (except for some gardens). It was not an irrigated or submerged
farming, but a décrue farming. Dryness was a problem although wheat more than sorghum was the
main crop. Fallow was useless, labor needs were reduced and productivity widely exceeded the
population needs.

The Pharaohs dug several big canals which connected the arms of the Nile, as well as canals for
flood spreading in inter fluvia areas (interfluve). After the farmers or the noble persons, the State
prematurely substituted for the peasant communities. In fact, recent reclaimed deltas show that
every kind of institutional reclamation was possible: private entrepreneurship of feudal landowners,
peasant reclamation or state projects. On the other hand, conflicts and especially a very strong
productivity and surplus extortion paved the way to strengthen no-producer classes and
administrative agencies to justify such classes. Religion as ideology, judges of waters stemming
from the priest class and scribes to collect taxes, rule irrigation and raise dikes were at the origin of
a highly organized civilization among the first in the world.

During this stage, no vision of the delta as a whole prevailed. Lower Egypt was distinguished for
political reasons (independent kingdoms and capitals before the reunification, strategic to the sea)
more than its own resources: salt, papyrus, etc. were complementary in the same way that upstream
production (meadows, Nubian cattle production, etc.).

Under the Arabic and especially Turkish empires, the delta experienced a strong regression with the
abandonment of numerous canals and their blocking with sand from the desert and silting. Jaubert
of Passa (1846) carried out a fine institutional analysis. For him, the Arabs had already destroyed
the pillar of the religion ; with the Turks, the subjection of Egypt in the suburb of the Empire
according to a social code of exploitation would be the major cause of the crisis. The voluntarism of
Mohamed-Ali, maybe more modern than rooted in the history of the Egyptian despotism, led the
country to unequalled performances (even though the fellah is more than ever exploited).

1.2.3 Camargue (Rhone delta)

Some millenniums later, Camargue experienced agricultural reclamation with regard to preliminary
extensive management. Nowadays, reed swamp, extensive animal husbandry for cattle and horses,
and salt-panning goes on being used. Medieval abbeys and big farms, in connection with the
aristocracy and the bourgeoisie in Arles mainly, created sections of drain to lixiviate salty soils. A
partial embankment made possible to partially escape the flood in order to grow a strongly
speculative wheat. However, silt as manure and inundation as pest and weed control yielded a high

13  Which remains an important activity in unprotected deltas such as in Thailand.
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productivity relatively to labor. For big farmers who could stabilize their incomes from animal
husbandry, from big flocks of sheep in particular, speculation was possible while it would have
been more difficult for small farmers who would have favored another type of farming and
hydraulic devices. Even today, the longitudinal drains divide up the North of the delta in small
independent basins where irrigation will be set up later.

As a closed area locked at its apex by Arles14, Camargue induced a cultural peculiarity. The figure
of the guardian (cowboy) associated to bullfights and herds of bulls and horses is a part of the
regional folklore. Strangely, it is noteworthy that much of this  lore arose from the imagination of
the marquis of Baroncelli at the end of the last century.

1.2 4 Thailand

In Southeast Asian deltas, settlement is relatively late. The Chao Phraya delta still had many idle
lands in the thirties. Unlike décrue farming prone to drought as in other deltas, rice growing was
flooded. However, the difference with other deltas only entails a different crop timing with regard to
flood while the water spreading, the absence of fallow and a simplified crop management
(fertilizing, weeding) made these systems comparable.

Levee opening to spread the floods where they were more regular was the first reclamation work.
Now, in spite of several meters deep inundation, the flooding plain benefited from the regularity
which yielded the first settlement. So from the XV-th to the XIX-th century, floating and deep water
rice growing was successful. With a low labor burden, surpluses were considerable. The Siamese
kingdom was then badly articulated outside, mainly exporting forest products to China (Pallegoix).
The main internal concern of the king was the connection of the kingdom with the capital
Ayutthaya at the very middle of the delta. Digging of transverse canals aimed at first to ensure both
commercial and military communications (Takaya, Hubbard). The lower and middle parts of the
delta were the most concerned areas because of the tide influence which reduced silting15.

In the end of XIX-th century, the middle part (fresh water) and the coastal part (brackish water) of
the delta experienced the onset of spontaneous, peasant settlement with different chances. In the
middle central delta, that is to say the interfluve which is the best water supplied area, the gentry
undertook to dig oblique canals for settlement, still designed for communication and for flood
spreading. Paddy fields could keep water according to high bunds as for deep water rice growing.

The less favorable and still idle areas, where flooding was irregular and drought dramatic, were
reclaimed by the government which turned upside down the situation by establishing a vast,
channeled schemes. Land tenures were there different from the peasant areas, creating a social
asymmetry where nature had not it (SLIDE 5c2). Communication with Bangkok remained the
major concern in the Rangsit scheme with oblique canals joining the center of the delta. Such layout
has had later consequences on the fate of the different parts of the delta. In the twenties, the water
supply of the scheme has been improved, as well as the control of the flood. Settlement could then
increase dramatically and Thailand became the first rice export country in the world.

In the thirties, State intervention gradually spread by achieving longitudinal canals to drain the
flooding plain and improved water supply in the middle delta. It resulted in a grid of crisscrossing
canals (or klong) with low administrative supervision unlike hierarchically-designed, gravidity
irrigation systems implemented later. Indeed, Thai government intervention was not excessive and
has long refused to follow the blueprint conceived by Occidental engineers.

1.2.5. Third phase (SLIDE 5abc-2)

The third phase is characterized by massive State intervention with modern technological devices, a
technically competent administration and a global approach at the level of the watershed or a delta.
Such an approach obviously makes water the central factor at the expense of other factors of

14 Camargue makes up the biggest commune in France.
15 Let us note that the section of the river since the apex until Chiang-Maï 's mountain kingdom was empty of
people and that communication on the Suphan arm in the delta was impossible in the XIX-th century
(Pallegoix).
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production and, by the way, at the expense of other government agencies. Flood becomes the major
concern to solve before planning agricultural intensification and irrigation, which removes the
“last"  hindrance.

Once again, the Nile is the earliest delta in this respect. The French, Dutch and especially English
engineers proposed a technical model along with that of the Punjab scheme under the slogan that
reason and Occidental technique are sources of progress. And water complied with all the quirks of
the technocracy16. Some monumental mistakes eventually found a solution in new colossal
engineering, and the heated debate around Aswan’s dam has had many precedents. Whatever the
issues, the administrative path has been leading to a full artificialisation of the delta with no
concerns for peasant or alternative ways. The basic idea was to consider the delta as a whole, every
sub-area being a component in hierarchical dependence within the watershed. A second idea
stemming from the temperate climate of Europe was cropping intensification of land with
increasing returns (the productivity of the work is not taken into account, nor the invested capital).
Effective low yields expressed a backward technology and indigenous knowledge, a necessary
thinking to justify any progress. Technology was sufficient and necessary, and the farmer, yesterday
slavish of the Lord, depended at that time on administrative decisions. The collective profit was
supposed to result from individual profits in spite of early warnings (see Dumont, Gouru, de
Schlippé in the interwar period). It is noteworthy that such a situation did not change half a century
later in irrigated area while rain-fed agriculture experienced Farming System Research and
Indigenous knowledge (see further).

Classically, a diversion dam raised water level at the apex of the delta in order to supply feeder
canals and plots by gravity. One argument was labor and cattle saving in pumping (widespread
animal disease affected the livestock)17. On the Nile, this first large diversion dam was widely
criticized at the time. Mohamed-Ali settled the question because he simply wanted to have his name
remembered by history (Jaubert de Passa, 1846).

For flood protection, engineers opposed here to governments. The dike should have been the
essential part of a multi-purpose system of water control. Gravity irrigation model has been used in
many regions in the world, and not only in deltas. Thailand succeeded in escaping both until the
fifties by refusing any colonial intervention and due to the ingenuity of successive governments
which preferred small projects and rejected any global projects.

Occidental water agencies, arisen from technical and centralist conceptions, would have improved
their shortsighted approach if they had taken into account alternatives. Alternative technology exists
but breaks in sacrosanct principle of hydraulic global nature; it was sent back in the limbs of the
most reactionary traditionalism. Hortillonnages, sluices on canals and partial projects were not even
studied. Furthermore, failures in colossal, administrative schemes could question the social
representation justifying the government agencies.

In Camargue, large landowners eventually draw the attention of a progressive State under Napoleon
III's administration. It is the period of key progress against obscurantism and peasant traditionalism
with large public works and reclamation of uncultivated regions as Landes of Gascony. The
organizations of engineers coped with everything and build at first protection dikes as well as drains
to eliminate salt and excess of water. The pumping was motorized and irrigation completed the full
system. A little later, rice growing has been necessary to eliminate salt in new lands. Since about ten
years, Camargue has lived a new, fourth stage of negotiations between several user groups.
Government agencies initiated a withdrawal to only play an arbitrator's position. As for the previous
period, social representation leads debates and it is not from a new awareness of failures or public
needs that administration is changing: its social representation remains unbroken.

The Chao Phraya delta escaped the flood protection in spite of repeated intrigues carried out by
Occidental engineers since the beginning of the century. It is not impossible that such a work will

16 Before the engineers’ commitment, canals had been more profoundly dug to facilitate intakes of water and
as a reservoir for irrigation. Sakiehs multiplied in the country.
17 In spite of development of mechanic pumps, gravity irrigation were always on the agenda of post-war years
engineers.
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be implemented in the future, less for agricultural than urban reasons. Indeed, in spite of the flood
diversion in the interfluve, Bangkok is occasionally flooded. Although the Occidental engineers
managed the first water agency, the government postponed those colossal projects by putting
forward financial and farmer scarcity. Indeed, in a recently settled and low populated delta,
extensive deep water rice growing was the best global solution in spite of poor land return (2 t / ha
instead of expected 4; nowadays 6 - 7 t / ha). Nowadays, flood protection is likely to boost
intensification with three harvests a year (the third during the flood season). However, it would
entail then a new scarcity, that of water, because reservoirs are sometimes not filled. Furthermore,
crop intensification is directed to vegetable cropping, and not rice. Now, horticulture spreading in
the delta depends on hortillonnages farming and, as a peasant revenge to government agencies, such
a technology does not require any master plan for flood protection!

World Bank loans in post-war era overcame the resistance of the government which set up then
reservoirs dams, diversion dams and large gravity irrigation schemes in the outskirts of the delta.
Some told that Van der Heyde’s blueprint at the end of the last century was at last achieved. But
besides the technical difficulties of the irrigation, one can wonder who has been right.

The three stages of water control (precursors, phases of adaptation and full artificialisation, with a
initiating fourth one of negotiation between users) are present in three deltas. One could generalize
this simplistic model in other deltas and irrigated schemes. While irrigation is in the heart of current
stakes, water is far from having always had this function. One can even say that agricultural water
was often only a additional stake with regard to the land and territory stakes, to the necessities of
settlement, of export, of communication, even of military strategy. There is a gap between the
image of full control needed for irrigated agriculture, which implies a tight management and the
absence of alternatives, and the very facts, in particular when agriculture results from many factors
other than irrigation. Because it is advisable to insist on the failures of irrigation, rarely total, but
never reaching technocratic optimism.

In conclusion, internal variety of deltas is such, even originally, as that: 1. it always led to promote
local adaptation by the farmer or the State and 2. a single management in a delta is technocratic and
often exaggerated. Its excesses result from a social representation within government agencies with
poor linkage with reality and people needs.

2. Lessons for the history of the irrigation

In conclusion of this preliminary panorama of comparative history, the process of regional
reclamation around water comes less within the scope of some invariants or regularities than within
variety and contingent adaptation because of the sedimentation of reclamation devices and rights.
This variety keeps on increasing, either in the stemmed Camargue or in the no stemmed Chao
Phraya delta. This ecological enrichment challenges the idea of uniqueness of management and
suggests an opposite direction of what has been planned for long by government agencies.
Certainly, a more “ordinary” landscape is built when technocracy succeeded in imposing its way of
thinking, as it is the case in the Nile delta, but resistances are uncountable (corruption, water
efficiency, etc.) and, in such a case, the technocratically-shaped “social landscape” is particular.
Water understanding makes necessary to study such administrative way of thinking (the ethos or the
social representation18) which not only underpin government projects, but still our own
 "unconsciousness"  toward the things of water.

2.1 The idiosyncrasy of water

Water embodies two opposite faces with, on one side, catastrophic destruction and, on the other
one, abundance, forever-checked food shortage and food providence, in other words a purpose to be
achieved. Authorized speeches enjoys conjugating this double face with the word AND while the

18 Character common to a group of individuals belonging to the same company or society. Social
representation: A cognitive procedure which is characterized by a systematic mental activity which, by taking
place in a given social environment, generates original and structured productions. They also make possible a
revamping of the reality for which individual and collective data are essential (Guimelli, 1998:16)
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word OR should be preferable (for example : Commission on Geosciences, 1996). In front of
imminence or after a disaster, who would not call for help competent hydraulic agencies? But also,
to improve a general economy, which statesman would not summon the same agency? Such an
administration has the high privilege to glitter as much scarcities or disasters as prosperity without
being liable of anything in case of failures. The search of more colossal works is a convenient
“escape forward” to avoid responsibility while, in return, the same agencies concretely justify the
State and statesmen. Without counterbalance and bound to power, water agencies practices and
rules are never very far from despotism.

Understanding projects stemming from administration means analyzing their way of representation.
This deconstruction was studied in the case of forest (Rossi, Arizpe), but it remains little
investigated in the case of water. Its impalpable character, more a stream than a mapping resource,
does not facilitate the task, but stakes and contradictions which water conceals is probably a major
cause for such ignorance. What can we answer indeed at the double stake of disaster and
prosperity ? Such major issues can easily go along with some shortcomings such as light despotism,
going beyond its due prerogatives, while the most colossal and luxury political equipment justifies
many statesmen job.

Let us return in the physical character of the water. The first characteristic is malleability and
variety of means (without speaking about indigenous technology: Mollard and Walter) : diversion,
stocking, protection, drainage, etc., that is to say a lot of devices to carry out an integrated approach
with, as horizon, full control and artificialisation. The Nile is moreover extreme by its situation.
Cotton farming led to bury drains everywhere in the delta. Nowadays, with the extension of rice
growing, farmers fill them in the wet season to open them in summer (Ruf, pers. com.). Water
flexibility also produced magnificent peasant adaptations, but who knows them since they did not
stop being marginalized physically and mentally ? Who recognizes the interest of these structures
and their relevance with the exception of NGO and some scholars? The questioning of the
administrative monopoly comes from outside, mainly from the public opinion which the World
Bank too closely follows. Because peasant hydraulics contradict administrative action in two
respects: extensive agriculture and local reclamation.

Thus the history of water rests on peasant adaptation and colossal intervention, the latter being
coupled with a social or religious legitimization. These two models are contradictory in
representations and the second one aims at erasing the memory of the first although a few deltas and
preserved wetlands could retain peasant infrastructures19.

A delta benefits from its surface area which, unlike other wetlands easily at stake for neighboring
populations, can not be quickly monopolized without previous reclamation and social organization.
In our simplistic model with three ecological environments and three major stages, two distinctive
features were underlined: communication networks, that pervade every period from the initial
phase, and the degree of despotism with more or less means for full artificialisation and
legitimization. Beyond, we perceive less a culture of water in the ethnological meaning (housing,
cropping pattern, etc.) than a political culture. The water quite justifies actions, including opposite
ones. Indeed, it is the peculiarity of a social representation to keep a certain distance with the reality
while legitimizing its way of thinking by different process : the " bad habits" of the World Bank
exemplify it from the technical voluntarism of post-war years, the " small is beautiful " later, then
durability and, more recently, the good governance. In terms of political or social psychology, the
three stages of the water are the three ages of social representations: the monk (religion or myth),
the ideology of technical progress and the emergence of public opinion (with or without
participative democracy).

2. For a history of water in agriculture

The history of irrigation is, maybe, first a history of ideas and social representations. For the last
century, it is strongly bound to the State and the only use of words as watershed, irrigation and

19 It is not the only place: in France, semi-public development companies and ASA (irrigators’ associations)
silently fight to impose modern technology for the first and for their rights to survive for the others.
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delta, as shown in this paper, may be misleading. The word irrigation, so typically technocratic, is
recent in agriculture (Marzouk) while regional terms were not only more varied (Lachiver), but also
more indeterminate in their functions:  watering (arrosage in French) meant simply a transfer of
water whatever the use. We discussed the word delta which, as a territory, has a high internal
variety which can not be reduced in a single management unless extreme artificialisation. As for
watershed, borrowed to the hydrologists’ language, it is of common use among water agencies
which conceive a single source of water to manage unlike the farmers’ reality (Palerm, Ruf). So
watersheds are designed as “waterproof” compartments and both banks of a river are inevitably
united by their supply but not by the demand.

If words are specially confusing in water issues, scholars have to be cautious. We can criticize the
drift in ecological matters, scarcity, misuse, artificialisation… However, what is the major reason
for so much problems? The history of water in the deltas seems event-led, local and contingent. If
there is a purpose in the reclamation process (a “teleology”), it comes from water agencies from the
last century. Full artificialisation is the hidden goal. The problem is that their social representation
prevents them to change: the change has to come from outside.
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In a parched region like the Middle East, long lived controversies over water shared between neighboring
communities have produced some of the more advanced examples of effective management of internationally
shared water. This paper examines the evolving arrangements for international management of the waters of
the Nile River as a prime example of the successes and failures of this process.

I. Introduction

Approximately 12,000 years ago, massive global climate change accompanied the end of the Ice
Ages, turning the vast region stretching across northern Africa and southwestern Asia from a humid
region of rivers, forests, and grass into immense deserts, of which the Sahara is the best known. In
order to cope with the drying of the range on which their lives depended, hunter-gatherers fleeing
the Sahara descended into the Nile Valley, where some of them discovered that by deliberately
planting seeds they had gathered and stored, they could multiply the yield and sustain their
population despite the increasing aridity of the surrounding lands. This was the beginning of
agriculture and of civilization as we know it.

Today, the Middle East is the driest region on earth and people there have available less water per
capita than any other comparably sized region on the planet.1 Many of the region’s water resources
are internationally shared rivers, giving rise to severe tensions over the how to divide those waters
among the several interested states. As a result, observers of the region frequently predict that the
next war in the Middle East will be over water, not over oil or land2—predictions that do not even
consider the pressures from another possible massive global climate change.3

1Water in the Arab World: Perspectives and Prognoses (Peter Rogers & Peter Lydon eds. 1994); Pamela
LeRoy, Troubled Waters: Population and Water Scarcity, 6 Colo. J. Int’l Envtl. L. & Pol’y 299, 306-11
(1995); Miriam Lowi, Rivers of Conflict, Rivers of Peace, 49 J. Int’l Aff. 123, 124 (1995).
2Ewan Anderson, White Oil, Geographical Mag., Feb. 1991, at 10; Richard Chesnoff, When Water Feeds
Flames, U.S. News & World Rep., Nov. 21, 1988, at 47; John Cooley, The War over Water, 54 For. Aff. 3
(1984); Peter Gleick, Water and Conflict: Fresh Water Resources and International Security, 18 Int’l Security
79 (1993); Thomas Homer-Dixon, Environmental Scarcities and Violent Conflict, 19 Int’l Security 17 (1994);
Thomas Homer-Dixon, On the Threshold: Environmental Changes as Causes of Acute Conflict, 16 Int’l
Security 106 (1991); Christopher Kukk & David Deese, At the Water’s Edge: Regional Conflict and
Cooperation over Fresh Water, 1 UCLA J. Int’l L. & For. Aff. 21 (1996); Jeffrey Lee & John Bulloch, Spirit
of War Moves on Mid-East Waters: Arab States Fear a Plot to Control Their Supplies of Water, The
Independent, May 13, 1990, at 13; Valentina Okaru-Bisant, Institutional and Legal Frameworks for
Preventing and Resolving Disputes Concerning the Development and Management of Africa’s Shared Rivers,
9 Colo. J. Int’l Envtl. L. & Pol’y 331, 332 (1998); Deborah Pugh, Egypt: Next War Could Be over Water
Quotas from the Nile, The Guardian, Oct. 12, 1990, at 33; Joyce Starr, Water Wars, 82 For. Aff. 17 (1991);
Niveen Tadros, Comment, Shrinking Water Resources: The National Security Issue of This Century, 17 Nw.
J. Int’l L. & Bus. 1091 (1997); Christopher Walker, Seeds of Conflict Are Water-Borne in Parched Middle
East, The Times (London), Mar. 27, 1990, at 11; Christopher Walker, Egypt Warns Sudan over New Threat to
Cut Nile Waters, The Times (London), July 4, 1995, at 11 (“Walker, Egypt Warns”).
3See F.A. Bazzaz, Global Climate Change and Its Consequences for Water Availability in the Arab World, in
Water in the Arab World, supra note 1, at 243; Joseph Dellapenna, Adapting the Law of Water Management
to Global Climate Change and Other Hydropolitical Stresses, 35 J. Am. Water Resources Ass’n 1301 (1999);
Gretta Goldenman, Adapting to Climate Change: A Study of International Rivers and Their Legal
Arrangements, 17 Ecol. L.Q. 741 (1990); Michael Hulme, Global Climate Change and the Nile Basin, in The
Nile: Sharing a Scarce Resource 139 (P.P. Howell & J.A. Allen eds. 1994). See also Symposium,
Safeguarding Our Water, 284 Sci. Am. 38 (Feb. 2001); Symposium, Water Resources and Climate Change,
35 J. Am. Water Resources Ass’n 1297 (Pt. I) (1999), 36 J. Am. Water Resources Ass’n 251 (Pt. II) (2000);
A. Dan Tarlock, How Well Can International Water Allocation Regimes Adapt to Global Climate Change?,
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Elsewhere, I have argued that “water wars” in fact are unlikely.4 Water is simply too critical a
resource to fight over. A river basin, including both its surface waters and its underground waters,
hydrologically form a single unit best managed without regard to international borders.5 The ideal is
seldom achieved even within a national legal system, and when it is achieved within a nation state,
the nation state cannot disregard national boundaries in applying its law. Thus, if something
approximating optimal water management is to be achieved, we must turn to international law to
accomplish that goal. Such a process has played itself out several times in the last century regarding
the Nile River.6 An examination of the role international law has played regarding the
internationally-shared waters of the Nile demonstrates some important lessons about international
dispute settlement and the role of international law in that process.

II. The Emergence of the Nile River Treaty System

International law remains a rather primitive legal system, by which I mean that it largely lacks
centralized institutional structures for law-making and law-enforcing, relying instead on the
decentralized processes of self-help, agreement, and custom. Today, there is widespread agreement
about the basic rule of international law regarding internationally shared water resources. As set
forth in the United Nations Convention on the Law of Non-Navigational Use of International
Watercourses,7 the basic rule is expressed as an obligation to undertake an “equitable utilization” of
the water resources (article 5) along with the duty, subordinate to equitable utilization, to use “due
diligence” to avoid causing “significant harm” to another watercourse state (article 7). These are
vague standards. Even if each interested state agrees that the principles of equitable utilization and
due diligence are the controlling law, states would still dispute how to apply those standards
properly. The general absence of a neutral enforcement mechanism, however, means that
international law usually has nothing better to offer for sanctioning violations than the law of the
vendetta.8 As a result, customary international law has been unable by itself to solve the problem of
managing transboundary water resources.9 This in turn means that the settlement of disputes over

15 J. Land Use & Evntl. L. 423 (2000); Sherwood Willing Wise, jr., The Antarctice Ice Sheet: Rise and
Demise, 15 J. Land Use & Envtl. L. 383 (2000)
4Joseph Dellapenna, Designing the Legal Structures of Water Management Needed to Fulfill the Israeli-
Palestinian Declaration of Principles, 7 Palestine Y.B. Int’l L. 63, 70-72 (1994) (“Dellapenna, Designing
Legal Structures”); Joseph Dellapenna, Treaties as Instruments for Managing Internationally-Shared Water
Resources: Restricted Sovereignty vs. Community of Property, 26 Case-W. Res. J. Int’l L. 27, 27-33 (1994)
(“Dellapenna, Treaties”); Joseph Dellapenna, Water in the Jordan Valley: The Potential and Limits of Law, 5
Palestine Y.B. Int’l L. 15, 15-19 (1989) (“Dellapenna, Jordan Valley”).
5Leonard Rice & Michael White, Engineering Aspects of Water Law 1-11 (1987).
6See generally Robert Collins, The Waters of the Nile: Hydropolitics and the Jonglei Canal, 1900-1988
(1990); The Nile: Resource Evaluation, Resource Management, Hydropolitics and Legal Issues 193, 197-98
(P.P. Howell & J.A. Allan eds. 1990); Ludwik Teclaff, The River Basin in History and Law 105-08, 112-15
(1967); John Waterbury, Hydropolitics of the Nile Valley (1979); Joseph Dellapenna, Rivers as Legal
Structures: The Examples of the Jordan and the Nile, 36 Nat. Resources J. 217, 237-50 (1996); Albert
Garretson, The Nile Basin, in The Law of International Drainage Basins 256 (Albert Garretson, Robert
Hayton, & Cecil Olmstead eds. 1967); Omer Mohamed Ali Mohamed, Conflict and Cooperation in the Nile
Basin, in 2 The Nile Valley Countries: Continuity and Change 1 (Mohamed Beshir ed. 1984).
7United Nations Convention on the Law of Non-Navigational Uses of International Watercourses, art. 5,
approved May 21, UN Doc. No. A/51/869, reprinted in 36 Int’l Legal Mat’ls 700 (1997) (“UN Convention”).
8See Richard Bilder, Some Limitations of Adjudication as an International Dispute Settlement Technique, 23
Va. J. Int’l L. 1 (1982); Richard Falk, The Beirut Raid and the International Law of Retaliation, 63 Am. J.
Int’l L. 415 (1969).
9See Dellapenna, Designing Legal Structures, supra note 4, at 72-90; Joseph Dellapenna, Surface Water in the
Iberian Peninsula:  An Opportunity for Cooperation or a Source of Conflict?, 59 U. Tenn. L. Rev. 803, 814-
22 (1992) (“Joseph Dellapenna, Iberian Peninsula”); Dellapenna, Jordan Valley, supra note 4, at 37-40;
Albert Utton, International Streams and Lakes Generally, in 5 Waters and Water Rights ch. 49 (Robert Beck
ed. 1991); William Van Alstyne, The Justiciability of International River Disputes:  A Study in Case Method,
1964 Duke L.J. 207.
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internationally shared water resources has nearly always required negotiation of a treaty regime to
resolve the sharing of the transboundary water.

Today, there are several hundred treaties in force regarding internationally shared waters.10

Elsewhere, I have analyzed in detail the logical progression of these treaties from simple promises
to consult before changing a water source, to promises not to interfere in water uses in the other
state, to attempts to partition the waters or their benefits, to cooperative management, and finally to
integrated management.11 Here, I examine the primary example of a treaty regime in the Middle
East: the treaties relating to the utilization of the waters of the Nile.

The Nile is a paradigm that exemplifies the possibilities and difficulties of transnational
management of fresh water.12 The Nile is, after all, the classic example of an “exotic river.” The
river receives no inflow of tributary water and negligible rainfall for the last 3,000 kilometers of its
6,825-kilometer length and steadily loses water as it crosses the Sahara Desert to the Mediterranean
Sea.13 The Nile and its tributaries traverse ten countries, “united by the Nile ‘as a string threads
together the beads of a necklace.”14 The Blue Nile is the major, and highly variable (75-90 percent),
source for the flow of the Nile in northern Sudan and Egypt.15 The remainder derives from the
While Nile that originates in Central Africa. Although Egypt contributes none of the flow of the
Nile, it has always been and remains today the primary consumer of the waters of the Nile,
consuming approximately 75 percent of the total flow.16

The technology for irrigation and other consumptive uses long remained undeveloped preventing
any serious drawdown of the river.17 The major form of irrigation in Egypt well into the present
century remained the annual Nile floods.18 This pattern began to change with the construction of
low-level dams (“barrages”) in the mid-nineteenth century,19 followed by modern hydraulic works,
most notably the Aswan High Dam, in the twentieth century.20 Thereafter, attention inevitably
turned to protecting the flow of water on which these facilities depended.

10Report of the U.N. Commission for Europe, Legal Aspects of Hydro-Electric Development of Rivers and
Lakes of Common Interest, 95-152 U.N. Doc. E/ECE/136 (1952); Treaties Concerning the Non-Navigational
Uses of International Watercourses—Europe (FAO Legislative Study no. 50, Stefano Burchi ed. 1993);
United Nations, Legislative Texts and Treaty Provisions Concerning the Utilization of International Rivers for
Other Purposes than Navigation, ST/LEG/SER.B/12 (1964); Dellapenna, Treaties, supra note 4; Stephen
Schwebel, The Law of Non-Navigational Uses of International Watercourses, U.N. Doc. A/CN.4/348, [1982]
II Y.B. Int’l L. Comm’n 76-82; Utton, supra note 8, § 49.03(a).
11See Dellapenna, Treaties, supra note 4, at 42-47.
12John Waterbury, The Near Term Challenge of Managing Resources in the Nile Basin, in 1 The Nile Valley
Countries, supra note 6, at 165, 166.
13Nurit Kliot, Water Resources and Conflict in the Middle East 15-16, 22, 29-30 (1994); Waterbury, supra
note 6, at 18; Water in the Middle East: Conflict or Cooperation? 125, 127 (Thomas Naff & Ruth Matson eds.
1984).
14Bonaya Adhi Godana, Africa’s Shared Water Resources: Legal and Institutional Aspects of the Nile, Niger,
and Senegal River Systems 199 (1985) (quoting Mekki Abbas, The Sudan Question 73 (1952)).
15Collins, supra note 6, at 18-25, 27, 277; Godana, supra note 14, at 80; Daniel Hillel, The Struggle for Water
and the Quest for Peace in the Middle East 58-59, 116-19 (1994); H.E. Hurst, The Nile: A General Account of
the River and the Utilization of its Waters 33-62 (1952); Kliot, supra note 13, at 25-29; Greg Shapland,
Rivers of Discord 57-60 (1997); Waterbury, supra note 6, at 17-19, 23-29.
16Kliot, supra note 13, at 58-63; Waterbury, supra note 6, at 65-73, 213-31.
17See generally Hurst, supra note 15, at 54-62; Waterbury, supra note 6, at 25-32.
18Hillel, supra note 15, at 58-61, 111, 120-21; Kliot, supra note 13, at 32; Shapland, supra note 15, at 60;
Waterbury, supra note 6, at 25-31.
19Hillel, supra note 15, at 121; Helen Rivlin, The Agricultural Policy of Mohammed Ali in Egypt (1961);
Shapland, supra note 15, at 61-63; Waterbury, supra note 6, at 32-37; Water in the Middle East, supra note
13, at 141-42.
20Collins, supra note 6, at 108-11, 235, 238-41; Hillel, supra note 14, at 121-31; Kliot, supra note 13, at 32-
49; Shapland, supra note 15, at 63; Waterbury, supra note 6, at 33-34, 40-42, 87-89, 94-153; Water in the
Middle East, supra note 13, at 145-50.
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Gaining control of the upper reaches of the Nile actually was not so difficult in the nineteenth
century. The British, after gaining effective control of Egypt in 1882, struggled for a little over two
decades to subdue the sparsely peopled Sudan and to race other colonial powers to find and secure
control of the headwaters of the Nile.21 Although the British did not quite succeed, they did secure
the headwaters in Kenya and Uganda (and later in Tanzania), and obtained sovereign control over
nearly the whole of the Nile valley. The British then obtained, by treaty, the agreement of the
Congo Free State (controlled by Belgium), Ethiopia, and Italy (the other states controlling various
sources of the Nile) not to change the flow of the waters of the Nile without British consent.22

Agreements to permit no new works unless approved by the several interested states do solve
problems when water is relatively plentiful, enabling both states to trade off consent for projects in
each state. Such agreements are common, and often involve a succession of agreements, each
apparently of limited import but cumulatively representing a high degree of joint development of a
basin’s water resources.23 Water scarcity relative to demand, however, causes the need for consent
to every significant change in water use simply to paralyze further development of the water.
Except when, as in the Anglo-Italian agreement on the Atbara River (a tributary of the Nile),24 one
or both states seek to paralyze development, these agreements quickly cease to be acceptable and
attempts to evade the treaty’s strictures will breed suspicion and hostility.

After securing the agreement of the states in control of the headwaters that they would do nothing
on the Nile without British consent, the British undertook to extend irrigation in Sudan and to assure
water supplies in Egypt.25 Fiscal considerations prevented work on the Egyptian part of the plans
even after the plans for Sudan were finished in 1925; instead, the British set about to satisfy
Egyptian needs through the Sennar Dam in Sudan.26 When Egyptian nationalists, demanding the
incorporation of Sudan into Egypt, murdered the British Governor-General of Sudan in 1924, the
British responded by threatening unlimited Sudanese irrigation.27 Eventually, the British and

21Lois Aroian & Richard Mitchell, The Modern Middle East and North Africa 120-22, 185-93 (1984); Collins,
supra note 6, at 26-65, 76-89; Godana, supra note 14, at 101-08; Waterbury, supra note 6, at 43-47; Christina
Carroll, Note, Past and Future Legal Framework of the Nile River Basin, 12 Geo. Int’l Envtl. L. Rev. 269,
276-79 (1999); C.O. Okidi, History of the Nile Basin and Lake Victoria Basins through Treaties, in The Nile:
Sharing a Scarce Resource, supra note 3, at 323.
22Protocol Delimiting Spheres of Influence in East Africa, signed Apr. 15, 1891, Italy-United Kingdom, art. 3,
83 Brit. & For. State Papers 21; Treaties Relative to the Frontiers Between the Sudan, Ethiopia, and Eritrea,
signed May 15, 1902, Ethiopia-Italy-United Kingdom, art. 3, Cmd. No. 1370 (T.S. No. 16 of 1902), 23
Hertslet, Comm. Treaties 344 (“Ethiopian Frontier Treaties”); Agreement Relating to the Boundaries of the
Sudan, signed May 9, 1906, Congo Free State-United Kingdom, ¶ 1, BTS No. 4, Cmd. 2920; Exchange of
Notes Respecting Concessions for a Barrage at Lake Tsana and a Railway across Abyssinia from Eritrea to
Italian Somaliland, Dec. 14-20, 1925, Italy-United Kingdom, 121 Brit. & For. State Papers 805 (1929). See
Collins, supra note 6, at 38; Godana, supra note 14, at 104-06.
23See generally Ludwik Teclaff, Water in Historical Perspective 428-29, 438-43, 458-61, 450-51 n.28 (1985)
(describing the evolution of agreements relating to U.S.-Canadian waters and the Rhine); Dellapenna,
Treaties, supra note 4, at 42-44; Albert Utton, Canadian International Waters, in Waters and Water Rights,
supra note 9, ch. 51; George Radosevich, Implementation: Joint Institutional Management and Remedies in
Domestic Tribunals (Articles 26-28, 30-32), 3 Colo. J. Int’l Envtl. L. & Pol’y 261, 263-66 (1992) (describing
the evolution of the Mekong Committee).
24Protocol, supra note 22. See Lisa Jacobs, Comment, Sharing the Gifts of the Nile: Establishment of a Legal
Regime for Nile Waters Management, 7 Temple Int’l & Comp. L.J. 95, 106-07 (1993).
25Collins, supra note 6, at 36-39, 111-12, 115-21, 147-51, 158-60; Arthur Gaitskell, Gezira (1959);
Waterbury, supra note 6, at 41, 45, 180-81, 185-86, 195-97; Water in the Middle East, supra note 13, at 142-
44; Garretson, supra note 6, at 266-70, 278-84; Sayed Hosni, The Nile Regime, 17 Revue égyptienne de droit
international 70, 73-80 (1961).
26W.A. Wilcocks, The Nile Projects (1920). See also Kliot, supra note 13, at 81-82; Garretson, supra note 6,
at 270-71, 279-83.
27Collins, supra note 6, at 148, 152; Empire on the Nile: Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, 1898-1945, at 306-07 (M.W.
Daly ed. 1986); Godana, supra note 14, at 115-17; Waterbury, supra note 6, at 47-48, 64-67. See generally
Collins, supra note 6, at 118-56.
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Egyptian governments agreed in 1929 on continued British control of Sudan with Sudan’s water
needs to be subordinated to Egypt’s water needs.28

Even before Sudan became formally independent in 1956, the Sudanese government demanded
modification of the 1929 agreement as too restrictive of Sudanese development. The Sudanese
particularly objected to plans for the Aswan High Dam that would flood parts of Sudan and to the
requirement of Egyptian approval before new works could be constructed in Sudan.29 The outcome
was a new treaty (“the Nile Treaty”) ratified in 1959;30 the Nile Treaty settled most outstanding
questions between the two countries. The new treaty included reciprocal consents to new dams in
each country, the High Dam at Aswan in Egypt and a new dam on the Blue Nile in Sudan.31 The
treaty allocated the flow of the Nile—48 billion cubic meters (BCM) to Egypt and 4 BCM to Sudan,
measured at Aswan.32 The two states also agreed to undertake the draining of the immense Sudd
swamp in the south of the Sudan, with the “surplus” water to be obtained thereby to be allocated
more favorably to Sudan—up 14.5 BCM to the Sudan and only 7.5 BCM to Egypt.33 The treaty
further committed Sudan to undertake additional reclamation works in the upper Sudan with the
water reclaimed to be divided equally between the two nations.34 Finally, the treaty sought to
present a united front to other Nile basin states through the following remarkable clause:

[B]oth republics agree to study together [the claims of other Nile basin states] and
adopt a unified view thereon.  If such studies result in the possibility of allotting an
amount of water to one or the other of these territories, then the value of this amount at
Aswan shall be reduced in equal shares from the share of each of the two Republics.35

III. The Unraveling of the Nile Treaty Regime

Agreements such as the Nile Treaty work well when there is enough water to satisfy all reasonable
needs. The Nile Treaty temporarily solved most water-related problems of the two signatory
countries. Within 25 years, however, Egypt’s burgeoning population had made its share of the water
barely adequate.36 In Sudan, the water situation has become truly difficult, with growing resentment
about having to watch the bulk of the Nile flow by unused while their fields parch. The Sudanese
now complain of “shortages in the midst of plenty.”37 While the treaty strains under the current
needs of the two nations that are parties to the treaty, the states that sit upon the headwaters of the

28Exchange of Notes Regarding the Use of the Waters of the Nile for Irrigation, May 7, 1929, Egypt-United
Kingdom, 93 LNTS 43. See generally Collins, supra note 6, at 153-58, 161-62, 209-10; Godana, supra note
14, at 103-08, 143-44, 169-71; Kliot, supra note 13, at 36-38, 87-89; Waterbury, supra note 6, at 43-67; R.K.
Batstone, The Utilization of Nile Waters, 7 Int’l & Comp. L.Q. 523, 523-33 (1959); Aziza Fahmi,
International River Law for Non-Navigable Rivers with Special Reference to the Nile, 23 Revue égyptienne de
droit international 39, 58-60 (1967); Garretson, supra note 6, at 264-74, 276, 282-87; Hosni, supra note 25, at
80-87; Jacobs, supra note 24, at 108-10; Okidi, supra note 21, at 326-27. See generally ‘Abd el-Fattah Sayed
Badour, Sudanese-Egyptian Relations (1960).
29Collins, supra note 6, at 238, 240, 250-55, 264-65; Waterbury, supra note 6, at 48-55, 67-77, 186; Batstone,
supra note 28, at 537, 547-50; Garretson, supra note 6, at 286-92.
30Agreement on the Full Utilization of the Nile Waters, signed Nov. 8, 1959, Sudan-United Arab Rep., 453
UNTS 51.
31Id., art. 2, §§ 1, 2.
32Id., art. 1.
33Id., art. 2, § 4.
34Id., art. 3.
35Id., art. 5. Since then, the two states have taken further steps to integrate their economies and have made
occasional gestures towards integrating their governments, but without much success in either regard. Collins,
supra note 6, at 307, 309-10, 318-21, 387, 391; Waterbury, supra note 6, at 75-83.
36Waterbury, supra note 6, at 118-19, 151-53, 213-31.
37Waterbury, supra note 6, at 210. See generally id. at 231-41; Abdin Salih, The Nile inside the Sudan—
Increasing Demands and Their Consequences, 10 Water Int’l 73 (1985); Bret Wallach, Irrigation in Sudan
since Independence, 78 Geographical Rev. 417 (1988); Dale Whittington & Elizabeth McLelland,
Opportunities for Regional and International Cooperation in the Nile Basin, in Countries Experience with
Water Resource Management 81, 86 (Guy Le Moigne et al. eds. 1992).
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Nile, most of which have become independent since 1959, have also undertaken to develop their
economies through exploiting the waters of the Nile—and they are not parties to the Nile Treaty.

Because of the hydrogeography of Burundi, the Central African Republic, Kenya, Rwanda,
Tanzania, Uganda, and Zaire, the uppermost states on the White Nile, activities in those states do
not affect Egypt or Sudan north of the Sudd.38 This has not prevented Egypt from attempting, and
largely establishing, control over water projects in these states.39  Egypt manages the Owen Falls
Dam at the outlet of Lake Victoria (in Uganda).40 The Permanent Joint Technical Committee,
established by Egypt and Sudan pursuant to the Nile Treaty, has consultative authority; it has been
extended to include representatives of most Nile basin states.41 The World Meteorological
Organization also operates a common study and planning process for the upper White Nile
(HYDROMET) that includes the White Nile states, Egypt, and Sudan.42 Finally, the White Nile
states, along with the Central African Republic, Egypt, and Sudan, have established an organization
(“UNDUGU”) for the exchange of information on economic development generally, including
water issues.43

Ethiopia, and to a lesser extent Eritrea, on the Blue Nile and Atbara Rivers, stand in a different
posture. Almost anything they do will have effects on Sudan and Egypt. Continuing political
turmoil in Eritrea and Ethiopia prevented those countries from developing the Nile’s waters before
the waters reach Sudan. If the current regimes in those countries succeed in stabilizing the country
and undertaking major development projects, however, that picture must change. The major threat
to Egyptian and Sudanese interests arise from Ethiopia rather than from Eritrea, if only because the

38Waterbury, supra note 6, at 14-17, 23-24; C.O. Okidi, History of the Nile and Lake Victoria Drainage
Basins through Treaties, in The Nile, supra note 6, at 216-19. Even when projects are designed that some
hope can produce significant water out of the Sudd, the continuing civil disorder in the south of the Sudan has
prevented implementation. Mohammed Beshir, The Jonglei Canal and the Upper Nile Swamps (1985);
Collins, supra note 6, at 101, 126-29, 164-246, 274-75, 292-300, 310-405; Kliot, supra note 13, at 36-37, 56,
71, 88; Waterbury, supra, at 75-78, 200-06; Water in the Middle East, supra note 13, at 137-39, 151, 153-54.
39Collins, supra note 6, at 274-76, 286; Kliot, supra note 13, at 86; Dellapenna, supra note 6, at 127; Hosni,
supra note 25, at 87-89. There is a separate regional arrangement for the development of the Kagera River, a
major source of Lake Victoria. Agreement for the Creation of an Organization for the Management and
Development of the Kagera Basin, Aug. 24, 1977, Burundi-Rwanda-Tanzania, 1089 UNTS 165 (“Kagera
Basin Agreement”). See generally Collins, supra note 6, at 289-90; Godana, supra note 14, at 191-93; C.O.
Okidi, Development and the Environment in the Kagera Basin under the Rusumo Treaty (1986); G.P.
Gasarasi, A Cooperative Approach to Development: The Organization for the Management and Development
of the Kagera River Basin, in The Nile Valley Countries: Continuity and Change 100 (Mohammed Beshir ed.
1984); Okaru-Bisant, supra note 2, at 355; Okidi, supra note 38, at 210-13.
40Exchange of Notes on the Construction of the Owen Falls Dam, Jan. 5, 1953, ¶ 1, Egypt-United Kingdom,
207 UNTS 278; Exchange of Notes Regarding Co-Operation in Meteorological and Hydrological Surveys in
Certain Areas of the Nile Basin, Feb. 28, 1950, Egypt-United Kingdom, 226 UNTS 288; Exchange of Notes
Regarding the Owen Falls Dam, May 31, 1949, Egypt-United Kingdom, ¶ 4, 226 UNTS 274. See Collins,
supra note 6, at 2, 24, 88-89, 283, 285; Hosni, supra note 25, at 87-89; Okidi, supra note 38, at 205-07, 213-
14, 217-18.
41Protocol Concerning the Permanent Joint Technical Commission, Jan. 11, 1960, Sudan-United Arab Rep.
See generally Collins, supra note 6, at 273-74, 285-300, 310-18, 332-37, 363-65; Godana, supra note 14, at
189, 258; E.E. Seaton & S.T. Maliti, Tanzanian Treaty Practice 90-92 (1973); Samir Ahmed, Principles and
Precedents in International Law Governing the Sharing of Nile Waters, in The Nile, supra note 6, at 225,
232-33; Goldenman, supra note 3, at 754-56; Hosni, supra note 25, at 98-99; A.M. Ibrahim, Development of
the Nile River System, in 1 The Nile Valley Countries, supra note 6, at 96, 117-18; Jacobs, supra note 24, at
114-15; Okidi, supra note 38, at 209-10.
42Agreement for the Hydrometeorological Survey of the Lakes Victoria, Kyoga, and Albert [Mobutu], signed
May 3, 1967, Egypt-Kenya-Sudan-Tanzania-Uganda-UNDP-WMO, 751 UNTS 41. See also Shapland, supra
note 15, at 76-77; Carroll, supra note 21, at 280-81.
43Hillel, supra note 15, at 134-35; Shapland, supra note 15, at 78; Ahmed, supra note 41, at 233-37; Carroll,
supra note 21, at 281; Dellapenna, supra note 6, at 127; Jacobs, supra note 24, at 115-16; John Waterbury,
Transboundary Water and the Challenge of International Cooperation in the Middle East, in Water in the
Arab World, supra note 1, at 39, 51-52.
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flow of the Blue Nile out of Ethiopia is both larger and more reliable than the flow of the Atbara
(from Ethiopia to Eritrea to Sudan).44

Ethiopia wants to develop hydropower facilities along the Blue Nile, which would not threaten
Egypt and Sudan. Ethiopia also wants to develop irrigation drawing from the Blue Nile in projects
that might take as much as 39 percent of the river’s water.45 Egypt and Sudan insist that Ethiopia
undertakes no works without Egyptian and Sudanese consent, based upon a colonial agreement
between the British and Ethiopia in 1902.46 Ethiopia, however, renounced this agreement in the
1950s, invoking (among other grounds) the Egyptian and Sudanese practice of denouncing
“unequal” colonial-era treaties when they are not in Egypt’s or Sudan’s interest.47 Ethiopian plans
have so alarmed Egypt that President Anwar Sadat in 1980 and Foreign Minister Boutros Boutros
Ghali both threatened the use of force to prevent any such projects.48 Ethiopia, on the other hand,
has not considered the purported obligation to obtain Egyptian and Sudanese consent binding since
at least 1956, and protested against Egypt and Sudan negotiating a Nile treaty without including
Ethiopia in the process.49

As R.K. Batstone and others foresaw as early as 1959, the very year the present treaty was signed,
only by reworking the Nile regime into a coordinated regional management authority could the
basin’s problems possibly be solved.50 Rather than doing so, however, Egypt and Sudan initially
sought to ignore Ethiopian claims, while Ethiopia sought unsuccessfully to proceed with its own
development plans without attention to Egyptian and Sudanese claims. Then, rather than presenting
a united front to Ethiopia as required by article 5 of the 1959 Nile Treaty, Egypt and Sudan have
undertook separate negotiations with Ethiopia.51 A new treaty regime for the Nile River has begun
to emerge out of these negotiations, although its final contours remain unclear at this time.52

IV. Crafting a New Treaty Regime?

Since ancient times, water has been a central political factor in the Middle East. Its very importance
makes conflict over water appear likely, but this importance in fact has made cooperation over
water even more likely than conflict.53 The shared need for optimum management of water, both
because it is scarce and because of it is an imperative human need, can become a source of regional
unity rather than regional discord if the contending states are prepared to exploit this possibility
actively and effectively rather than to allow themselves to drift into mutually destructive
competition. The competing states must commit to a fully developed legal and institutional

44The Atbara fluctuates more severely than the Blue Nile, and is virtually dry for six months of the year.
Collins, supra note 6, at 23-24; D.G. Knott & R.M.G. Hewitt, Water Resources Planning in the Sudan, in The
Nile, supra note 1, at 93, 96; J.V. Sutcliffe & J.B.C. Lazenby, Hydrological Data Requirement for Planning
Nile Management, in The Nile, supra, at 107, 121.
45Kukk & Deese, supra note 2, at 44.
46Ethiopian Frontier Treaties, supra note 22, art. 3. See generally Batstone, supra note 28, at 551-55;
Garretson, supra note 6, at 291-92; Hosni, supra note 25, at 89-91; Okidi, supra note 38, at 197-98.
473 Marjorie Whiteman, Digest of International Law 1011-12 (1964); Okidi, supra note 21, at 324; Okidi,
supra note 38, at 197-98. See also Collins, supra note 6, at 268, 277-83; Carroll, supra note 279; Dellapenna,
supra note 6, at 128; Yimer Fisseha, State Succession and the Legal Status of International Rivers, in The
Legal Regime of International Rivers and Lakes 177 (Ralph Zacklin & Lucius Caflisch eds. 1981); Garretson,
supra note 6, at 290-92.
48Kukk & Deese, supra note 2, at 44-45. See also Sandra Postel, Last Oasis: Facing Water Scarcity 73 (1992);
Norman Myers, Environment and Security, 74 For. Pol’y 29 (1989); Tadros, supra note 2, at 1091-92.
49Collins, supra note 6, at 268, 277-81; Water in the Middle East, supra note 13, at 147; Ibrahim, supra note
41, at 96, 116.
50Batstone, supra note 28, at 555-58. See also Okidi, supra note 38, at 219-20.
51Egypt: Ethiopia Calms Fears on Nile Dams, Middle East Econ. Digest, Feb. 9, 1990, at 15; Sudan: Call for
Ethiopia to Consult Khartoum about Plans to Build Blue Nile Dams, Middle East Econ. Digest, Feb. 9, 1990,
at 29; Waterbury, supra note 43, at 52.  Article 5 is quoted supra at note 35.
52See also Jacobs, supra note 24, at 116-22.
53See the authorities supra at note 4.
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framework in the face of increasingly desperate water shortages.54 Not surprisingly, the Nile Valley
states have begun to move in this direction, although to date they have been unable to agree to do
anything more than consult with one another. This project began with the establishment of the
Technical Cooperation Committee for the Promotion of the Development and Protection of the Nile
Basin (TECCONILE) to replace the earlier Hydromet and the Nile 2002 series of conferences.55

TECCONILE in turn developed the “Nile Basin Action Plan” with a wish-list of technical
assistance projects.56

In the mid-1990s, a serious effort to negotiate a basinwide treaty promoted by the UN Development
Programme (UNDP) and funded by the UNDP, the World Bank, the FAO, and the Canadian
International Development Agency (CIDA) grew out of these early steps at cooperation.57 As yet,
no treaty exists that is binding on all ten states that share the basin. When such an agreement might
be reached remains completely uncertain. In the interim before the successful negotiation of a new
Nile treaty, the states (with the help of the international funding agencies) have established a
Council of Ministers for Water Affairs of the Ten Nile Basin States, a Nile Technical Advisory
Committee (Nile-TAC), and a Secretariat.58 This trio of institutions replaced TECCONILE in 1999.
The international funding agencies have also established an International Consortium for
Cooperation on the Nile into which various countries donate funds for supporting the Nile Basin
Action Plan, including the negotiations for a new treaty.59

Progressing from those interim arrangements to a new, comprehensive, basin-wide treaty will not be
easy.60 The states sharing the Nile Basin cannot simply adopt the UN Convention61 as a mechanism
for instituting basinwide management. That treaty, which is not yet in force among its signatories,
provides only a framework for negotiations.62 The UN Convention largely simply codifies the
relevant general customary international, and like the customary rules themselves, it cannot resolve
disputes over shared water resources except through much more specific agreement among, and the
creation of the necessary institutional structure by, the interested basin states.63 Furthermore, the
Nile Basin states are not in agreement on the merits of the convention.

At the voting in the General Assembly to approve the UN Convention, of the Nile Basin states only
Kenya and Sudan voted for it, while only Burundi voted against it.64 The other seven states (Congo,
Egypt, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Rwanda, Tanzania, and Uganda) either abstained or simply did not
participate in the voting. Several of the abstaining states had indicated disagreement with particular
provisions of the convention during its discussions in the Working Group that prepared it for the

54See generally Teclaff, supra note 6, at 113-203; Dellapenna, Jordan Valley, supra note 4, at 40-45.
55See Ali Shady, The Nile 2002: The Vision toward Cooperation in the Nile Basin, 19 Water Int’l 77 (1994).
See also Carroll, supra note 21, at 297-98.
56Carroll, supra note 21, at 298.
57Nile Basin Cooperative Framework, UNDP, Project Doc., UN Doc. GLO/98/115/A/11/31 (1998); World
Bank-UNDP-CIDA, Nile Basin Initiative, Nile River Basin Action Plan Review: Toward a Strategic Action
Program, Consolidated Report (1998) (“Nile Basin Initiative”). See generally Carroll, supra note 21, at 298-
300.
58Nile Basin Initiative, supra note 57, at vi, 6.
59Carroll, supra note 21, at 299-300.
60Id., at 300-04.
61UN Convention, supra note 7.
62While the treaty is not directly denominated a “framework convention,” that was the common understanding
of its status and a simple perusal of the document will confirm this understanding. See UN GAOR 6th Comm.,
62nd Meeting, at 12, UN Doc. A/C.6/51/SR.62 (1997).
63Dellapenna, Designing Legal Structures, supra note 4, at 72-90; Dellapenna, Iberian Peninsula, supra note
9, at 814-22; Dellapenna, supra note 6, at 227-28; Dellapenna, Jordan Valley, supra note 4, at 37-40; Albert
Utton, International Streams and Lakes Generally, in 5 Waters and Water Rights ch. 49 (Robert Beck ed.
1998 replacement vol.); William Van Alstyne, The Justiciability of International River Disputes: A Study in
Case Method, 1964 Duke L.J.  207.
64GA Res. 229, UN GAOR, UN Doc. A/RES/51/229 (1997).
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consideration of the General Assembly.65 None of the Nile Basin states has ratified the UN
Convention.

The UN Convention endorses the primacy of equitable utilization in managing internationally
shared water resources.66 Converting that noble yet vague precept into actual allocations or
management decisions within the basin will be difficult.67 Given the growing shortages in the basin
the interested states cannot avoid the attempt. Perhaps negotiations should stress initially the
provisions in the convention relating to consultations and environmental protection.68 The Nile
states already have agreements on sharing hydrological data (Hydromet, TECCONILE, and the
Technical Advisory Committee), so that process should not be problematic.

V. Less Comprehensive Agreements

While rather little progress has been made on comprehensive agreements, there has been some
progress made bilaterally. To understand how potential conflicts over water are resolved among
states sharing a water basin, one must understand the way in which the human use of water evolves
in a water basin and how this pattern of development impacts upon legal claims and on economic,
political, and military power. In any dispute, an upper basin state would appear to have a significant
advantage in a contest with a lower basin state. After all, the upper basin state has the water, and
could stop its flow before it enters a lower state. That arguably has been a decisive advantage been
between Mexico and the United States69 or between Portugal and Spain.70 Furthermore, the
generally gentler slopes lower down in the basin allowed easier farming (with or without irrigation)
and invited urbanization and development, while the lesser gradient of flow allows for easier
navigation. The development of human use therefore usually occurs in the lower basin earlier and
faster than in the upper basin.71 One might think that this would make a lower basin state even more
vulnerable to a water cut-off by an upper basin state. In fact, it does just the opposite. The
hydrologically “weaker” state usually is actually in the stronger position.72

For millennia, upper basin states did not have the technology to achieve anything more than short-
term interruptions of the flow of water to lower basin states, while a simple military expedition
would reopen water channels. Today, the technology to block the flow of major rivers exists, but it
is expensive and often is beyond the reach of the relatively undeveloped economies one generally
finds upriver. On the other hand, while lower basin states today confront serious institutional
impediments to protecting their interests militarily, lower basin states have other resources—
economic, legal, and political. Simply because a lower basin state is typically more economically
developed than an upper basin state, lower basin states can offer various forms of aid as incentives
for cooperation by the upper basin state. Lower basin states can also deploy legal and political, as
well as economic, resources to impede or even to block the upper state’s development plans. The
Nile Basin illustrates this pattern of water resources development.73

65Carroll, supra note 21, at 287.
66UN Convention, supra note 7, arts. 5 to 7.
67Carroll, supra note 7, at 287-91.
68UN Convention, supra note 7, arts. 11 to 28. See Carroll, supra note 21, at 290-98.
69See Alberto Székely, “General Principles” and “Planned Measures” Provisions in the International Law
Commission’s Draft Articles on the Non-Navigational Uses of International Watercourses: A Mexican Point
of View, 3 Colo. J. Int’l Envtl. L. & Pol’y 93 (1992).
70Dellapenna, Iberian Peninsula, supra note 8.
71J. Bruhàcs, The Law of Non-Navigational Uses of International Watercourses 132-43 (1993); Charles
Bourne, Principles and Planned Measures, 3 Colo. J. Int’l Envtl. L. & Pol’y 65, 92 (1992); Garretson, supra
note 6 at 264-65; Northcut Ely & Abel Wolman, Administration, in International Drainage Basins, supra note
6, at 124, 124-25; Terje Tvedt, The Struggle for Water in the Middle East, in Sustainable Water Resources
Management in Arid Countries: Middle East and North Africa 13, 28-29 (Eric Schiller ed. 1992).
72See Patricia Wouters, Allocation of the Non-Navigational Uses of International Watercourses: Efforts at
Codification and the Experience of Canada and the United States, 30 Can. Y.B. Int’l L. 43, 82 (1992)
73Albert Garretson termed the Nile “the archtype of the usual historical pattern of international river basin
development.” Garretson, supra note 6, at 264-65. See also Ahmed, supra note 41, at 225-29.
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A number of factors work against developing a basin-wide treaty regime for the Nile. Unlike, for
example, the Euphrates and Tigris basin, in the Nile basin major differences of cultures, languages,
and religions among the basin states that serve as impediments to agreement.74 Without a common
border, Egypt cannot easily threaten Ethiopia militarily, although this has not prevented Egyptian
presidents from talking of war were Ethiopia to interfere with the flow of the Nile.75 Ethiopia,
however, has been too poor and too disorganized to construct dams and related infrastructure for
exploiting the Blue Nile and the Atbara without outside financial assistance.76 Egypt is not a
wealthy state; with a per capita gross domestic product of only US$ 630/year, it is one of the poorer
states in the Middle East.77 Yet Egypt is wealthier than Sudan (US$ 540/year).78 This disparity was
significant in negotiating the 1959 Nile Treaty, probably more so than were certain threatening
military gestures Egypt was making at the time.79 Poor as they are, Egypt and Sudan are far
wealthier than Ethiopia (US$ 120/year).80 A recent study by the World Bank ranked Ethiopia last
among all nations in terms of national wealth per capita.81 Egypt succeeded for many years in
exploiting its greater political importance to block international financing of Ethiopian dams and
related works.82

As part of its diplomatic program opposing international assistance to Ethiopia for the construction
of dams on the Blue Nile and the Atbara, Egypt deployed legal arguments. Egypt and Sudan
invoked a strong version of the “no harm” rule as expressed in the 1991 version of the Draft
Articles of the International Law Commission.83 In effect, Egypt and Sudan are claiming a right to
the absolute integrity of the river based on their prior use and the asserted duty of upper basin states
to avoid causing significant harm to existing uses.84 Reliance on the “no harm” rule, however, is

74See Jacobs, supra note 24, at 115-18.
75Hillel, supra note 15, at 38, 140; Goldenman, supra note 3, at 751; Pugh, supra note 2; Walker, Egypt
Warns, supra note 2.
76Kliot, supra note 13, at 67-69; Scott Smith & Hussam al-Rawahy, The Blue Nile: Potential for Conflict and
Alternatives for Meeting Future Demands, 15 Water Int’l 217 (1990).
77Kliot, supra note 13, at 73-76.
78Id., at 75; Waterbury, supra note 6, at 176-77.
79See Robert Collins, Historical View of the Development of Nile Water, in The Nile, supra note 6, at 153,
162-65.
80 Kliot, supra note 13, at 75. See also Hillel, supra note 15, at 135-36.
81According to the World Bank, Ethiopia has total wealth of only US$ 1,400 per capita compared to US$
704,000 per capita for Canada (ranked first), US$ 565,000 per capita for Japan (ranked fifth) or US$ 421,000
per capita for the United States (ranked twelfth). Peter Passell, The Wealth of Nations: A “Greener”
Approach Turns List Upside Down, N.Y. Times, Sept. 19, 1995, at C1 (the title refers to dropping Japan and
the United States out of the top two spots, not to the ranking of Ethiopia last).
82Hillel, supra note 15, at 142; Alan Cowell, Now, a Little Stream, Later, Maybe a Water War, N.Y. Times,
Feb. 2, 1990, at A11; Tadros, supra note 2, at 1097. On World Bank lending policies that play into the
Egyptian position, see Raj Krishna, International Watercourses: World Bank Experience and Policy, in Water
in the Middle East: Legal, Political and Commercial Implications 29 (J.A. Allan & Chibli Mallat eds. 1995)
(“Implications”). See also Dellapenna, Treaties, supra note 4, at 54; Okaru-Bisant, supra note 2, at 333; Greg
Shapland, Policy Options for Downstream States in the Middle East, in Implications, supra, at 301, 309-11.
     Because of Egyptian opposition, Ethiopia has able to obtain World Bank loans for water supply in Addis
Ababa--outside the Nile Basin--but not for Nile projects. See, e.g., Guarantee Agreement for the Addis Ababa
Water Supply and Sewerage Project, signed May 2, 1972, Ethiopia-IBRD, 849 UNTS 113. The United
Nations Capital Development Fund also underwrote the upgrading of Ethiopian wells. Grant Agreement
Regarding Water Supply, signed Sept. 20, 1975, Ethiopia-United Nations, 982 UNTS 187. Some 35 years
earlier, the legal dispute between Egypt and Sudan over the waters of the Nile blocked World Bank (and
western) funding of the high dam at Aswan and helped drive President Nasser into his alliance with the
USSR. Tom Little, High Dam at Aswan 28-35 (1965); Waterbury, supra note 6, at 67-68, 101-09.
83Int’l L. Comm’n, Draft Articles on the Law of Non-Navigational Use of International Watercourses, art. 7,
UN Doc. A/CN.4/L.463/Add.4 (1991), reprinted in 3 Colo. J. Int. Envtl. L. 1 (1992). See Collins, supra note
6, at 281; Godana, supra note 14, at 32-35.
84‘Abd el-Fattah Sayed Badour, Sudanese-Egyptian Relations 212-13 (1960); Collins, supra note 6, at 123,
154-57, 265; Godana, supra note 14, at 143-44, 169-71; Waterbury, supra note 6, at 68; Batstone, supra note
28, at 540; Awad El Morr, Water Resources in the Middle East: Some Guiding Principles, in Implications,
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seriously undercut by the revisions of the Draft Articles in transforming them into the UN
Convention. Those changes clearly indicate that the “no harm” rule is subordinate to the rule of
equitable utilization.85 While priority of use is relevant to the equitable allocation of water among
nations,86 priority of use has never been entirely controlling under international law.87 Any greater
emphasis on the avoidance of harm would utterly eviscerate the rule of equitable utilization. Nor
would allowing priority of use to override all other values, or even to dominate the other values, be
conducive to the developmental equity proclaimed under various banners at the United Nations.88

To accord such priority to existing uses in the Nile Valley condemns Ethiopia to remain
impoverished and dependent on international food aid to stave off mass starvation, for the benefit of
the relatively richer Egyptians and Sudanese.89

The difficulty in the Egyptian argument is demonstrated in the uncertainties evident in the work of
Stephen McCaffrey, the Special Rapporteur who largely drafted the 1991 draft of the International
Law Commission’s Draft Articles. In doing so, he strongly asserted the primacy of the no-harm
rule.90 Yet McCaffrey has since argued that there is not only a personal right to water but also a
social right for nations to receive, flowing from co-riparian nations, the water necessary for the
receiving community to develop and flourish.91 McCaffrey has yet to explain how he would
reconcile these two conclusions.

As noted above, Egypt and Sudan undertook to negotiate with Ethiopia independently of each other
despite their treaty commitment to present a united front regarding Nile water issues.92 That Egypt
and Sudan should negotiate separately with Ethiopia is not surprising as the two states have very

supra note 82, at 293, 297-98; Fahmi, supra note 28, at 51-54; Garretson, supra note 6, at 268-69; Hosni,
supra note 25, at 81-82; Okidi, supra note 38, at 201-02; Mohammed Abdel Hady Rady, Satisfying National
and International Water Demands, 20 Water Int’l 9, 10 (1995).
85UN Convention, supra note 7, art. 7.
86UN Convention, supra note 7, art. 6(1)(d) (requiring consideration of “existing and potential uses of the
watercourse”). See also Godana, supra note 14, at 62; D.M.M. Goldie, Effect of Existing Uses on Equitable
Apportionment of International Rivers: A Canadian View, 1 U.B.C. L. Rev. 399 (1959); R.W. Johnson, Effect
of Existing Uses on the Equitable Apportionment of International Rivers: An American View, 1 U.B.C. L.
Rev. 389 (1959).
87Bruhàcs, supra note 71, at 132-40; Bourne, supra note 71, at 233, 257; Garretson, supra note 6, at 287-89;
Tiyanjana Maluwa, Towards an Internationalisation of the Zambezi River Regime: The Role of International
Law in the Common Management of an International Watercourse, 25 Comp. & Int’l L.J. S. Afr. 20, 30-33
(1992); Hillel Shuval, Approaches to Resolving Water Conflicts between Israel and Her Neighbors—A
Regional Water-for-Peace Plan, 17 Water Int’l 133, 136-38, 141-42 (1992); Wouters, supra note 72, at 82.
For a contrary view, see Fahmi, supra note 28, at 51-54.
88See GA Res. 41/128 (Dec. 4, 1986; vote:  146-1) (“Declaration on the Right to Development”). See also GA
Res. 3281 (XXIX), UN Doc. A/9631 (1974) (“Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States”); GA Res.
3202 (S-VI), U.N. Doc. A/9559 (1973) (“Programme of Action on the Establishment of a New International
Economic Order”); GA Res. 3201 (S-VI), UN Doc. A/9559 (1973) (“Declaration on the Establishment of a
New International Economic Order”); GA Res. 2626 (XXV), Oct. 24, 1970 (“Declaration of U.N.
Development Decades”); GA Res. 2552 (XXIV) (1969) (“Declaration on Social Progress and
Development”); Human Rights and Development: International Views (David Forsythe ed. 1989); The Right
to Development at the International Level (René Dupuy ed. 1980); UN Secretariat, The International
Dimensions of the Right to Development as a Human Right, UN Doc. E/CN.4/1334 (1979); UN Secretariat,
Regional and National Dimensions of the Right to Development as a Human Right, UN Doc. E/CN.4/1421
(1980); Mohammed Bedjaoui, The Right to Development and the Jus Cogens, 2 Lesotho L. Rev. No. 2, at 93
(1986); Rhoda Howard, Women’s Rights and the Right to Development, in Women’s Rights, Human Rights:
International Feminist Perspectives 301 (Julie Peters & Andrea Wolper eds. 1995); Kéba M’Baye, Le droit au
developpement comme un droit de l’homme, 5 Revue des droits de l’homme 505 (1972).
89Kliot, supra note 13, at 77-78.
90Stephen McCaffrey, The Law of International Watercourses: Some Recent Developments and Unanswered
Questions, 17 Den. J. Int’l L. & Pol’y 505, 509-10 (1989).
91Stephen McCaffrey, A Human Right to Water: Domestic and International Implications, 3 Geo. Int’l Envtl.
L. Rev. 1 (1992). See also Charles Bourne, The Right to Utilize the Waters of International Rivers, 3 Can.
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different long-term interests.93 Egypt is now focusing on developing the waters of the White Nile by
cutting a channel through the Sudd.94 Sudan has less interest in that project, focusing instead on the
Blue Nile the major focus of Ethiopian plans.95 Sudan and Ethiopia also share an interest in
suppressing separatist movements supported by the Nilotic peoples within their borders.96 The
common concerns of Ethiopia and Sudan perhaps explain why Ethiopia and Sudan reached an
agreement on the Blue Nile and Atbara as early as 1991.97 The two states agreed to be governed by
the principle of equitable utilization and established joint technical committee to exchange data and
explore cooperation.

Ultimately, Egypt also reached an agreement with Ethiopia, although not until 1993.98 The
agreement, covering a wide range of issues of mutual cooperation, included a clause by which each
nation agreed not to undertake any activity relating to the Nile that would harm the other, and to
consult and cooperate on mutually beneficial projects on the basis of the principles of international
law.99 The agreement is ambiguous enough that it does little to resolve future disagreements,
particularly as the agreement did not establish even an ongoing consultative process. If one takes
the promise not to inflict harm as controlling, the agreement benefits only Egypt:  Egyptian
activities on the Nile cannot inflict harm on Ethiopia, and Ethiopia has agreed to an Egyptian veto
on Ethiopian projects to develop the waters of the Blue Nile and the Atbara. On the other hand, if
one reads into the agreement to consult and cooperate on the basis of the principles of international
law seriously, Ethiopia has gained Egyptian consent to the rule of equitable allocation without any
absolute priority to preexisting uses.100

The Egyptian-Ethiopian agreement did have one immediate effect. Egypt thereafter did not object to
a loan application by the Ethiopians for a small-scale irrigation project on the Blue Nile.101 This
might well have been the pay-off for Ethiopia’s apparent agreement to an Egyptian veto over their
development projects. Still, one can only expect the two nations to disagree about how to interpret
this agreement.

The difficulties that Egypt and Ethiopia experienced in reaching a agreement over the Blue Nile
illustrates the tension between protecting “historic rights” and providing for developmental equity.
That tension can be managed only if the water is cooperatively managed by the several neighboring
states in such a way as to assure equitable participation in the benefits derived from the water from
all communities sharing the basin.102 Customary international law, in its somewhat primitive state of
development, simply cannot solve the management problems of the region. While uncertainty of
legal right can induce cooperation among those sharing a resource, it can also promote severe

93Kliot, supra note 13, at 68-69, 71, 89.
94Francis Deng, Northern and Southern Sudan: The Nile, in Culture and Negotiation: The Resolution of Water
Disputes 85 (Guy Olivier & Jeffrey Rubin eds. 1993); P. Howell & M. Lock, The Control of the Swamps of the
Southern Sudan: Drainage Schemes, Local Effects and Environmental Constraints on Remedial Development in
the Flood Region, in The Nile: Sharing a Scarce Resource , supra note 4, at 253.
95See Hillel, supra note 15, at 142.
96Kliot, supra note 13, at 89.
97Accord on Peace and Friendship, signed Dec. 23, 1991, Ethiopia-Sudan. See Shapland, supra note 82, at
304; Waterbury, supra note 43, at 53.
98Abd-al-Mun’im, Mubarak, Ethiopia’s Meles Sign Cooperation Pact, Foreign Broadcast Information
Service, FBIS-NES-93-125, July, 1993, at 8-9.
99See Courtney Flint, Recent Developments of the International Law Commission Regarding International
Watercourses and Their Implications for the Nile River, 20 Water Int’l 197, 201-02 (1995).
100Some Egyptians have long accepted that they would have to acquiesce in at least some Ethiopian
withdrawals from the Blue Nile and Atbara. See Mamdouh Shahin, Response to Jovanovich, 11 Water Int’l
317 (1986).
101Personal communication from an officer of the World Bank.
102See generally Report of the United Nations Water Conference, Mar del Plata, Argentina, UN Pub.
E/77/II/A/12 (1977), at 53; Global Water Resource Issues (Gordon Young, James Dooge, & John Rodda eds.
1994); Teclaff, supra note 23, at 427-28; F.L.E. Goldie, Equity and the International Management of
Transboundary Resources, in Transboundary Resources Law 103 (Albert Utton & Ludwik Teclaff eds. 1987);
Utton, supra note 9, §§ 49.03, 49.09.
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conflict,103 particularly if one or more communities see their interests so compromised by the
existing order that the community prefers the prospect of military defeat to continued slow death.104

Nor can a partitioning of the waters be an adequate resolution when there simply is too little water
to divide. Ideally, to create the sort of regime necessary to allay conflict and optimize the use and
preservation of the resource will require a new treaty, one that includes all basin communities,
creates appropriate representative basin-wide institutions, and has the clout to enforce its
mandates.105 International practice does provide numerous examples to use as models for institution
design.106 All that is needed is the political will.

103See Marla Radinsky, Retaliation: The Genesis of a Law and the Evolution toward International
Cooperation: An Application of Game Theory to Modern International Conflicts, 2 Geo. Mason U. L. Rev. 52
(1994). See generally Robert Axelrod, The Evolution of Cooperation (1984); Robert Ellickson, Order without
Law: How Neighbors Settle Disputes (1991); Roger Fisher & Scott Brown, Getting Together 197-202 (1988);
Jonathan Bendor, Uncertainty and the Evolution of Cooperation, 37 J. Conflict Resolution 709 (1993); Lewis
Kornhauser, Are There Cracks in the Foundation of Spontaneous Order? Order without Law: How Neighbors
Settle Disputes (book rev.), 67 NYU L. Rev. 647 (1992); David LeMarquand, Politics of International River
Basin Cooperation and Management, in Water in A Developing World: The management of a Critical
Response 147 (Albert Utton & Ludwik Teclaff eds. 1978); Oran Young, The Politics of International Regime
Formation: Managing Natural Resources and the Environment, 43 Int’l Org. 349 (1989).
104Cf. William Mark Habeeb, Power and Tactics in International Negotiations: How Weak Nations Bargain
with Strong Nations (1988).
105See Dellapenna, Designing Legal Structures, supra note 4; Dellapenna, Treaties, supra note 4. See also
Hillel, supra note 15, at 175-76; Lowi, supra note 1, at 130-34.
106See generally Teclaff, supra note 6, at 443-48; Dellapenna, Treaties, supra note 4, at 46-47, 51-55.
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Abstract

Many of the rivers in West Africa originate from highlands in the sub-region. Senegal and Niger rivers take
their source from the Fouta Djallon mountains of Guinea. The Volta basin is fed by rivers that originate from
Burkina Faso. These are the Black, Red and White Voltas and the Oti River with Pendjari as its main
tributary. The Benue and Logone Rivers originate from the Mandara mountains of Cameroon whilst some of
the tributaries of the Zaire River start from the highlands of Angola. Many rivers systems in West Africa are
also accompanied by floodplains that form extensive deltas and wetlands. There are also important natural and
man-made lakes and other small water bodies.

Traditionally, Water in West Africa was free and not sold. It was believed to have powers of purification and
to shelter spirits which have to be honored in order to obtain their blessing. These spirits are believed to be
capable of withholding rain and drying out rivers, stream and reservoirs when they do not receive the requisite
offerings and sacrifices.

Access to the water resource may be both national and international. There are migrations of fishers within
and between countries. The ethnicity of fishers involved in a long tradition of fishing includes the Bozos and
Somonos  (Mali , Houssa (Nigeria and the Central delta of the Niger) the Ewe and Fanti (Ghana, Benin and
Togo). They operate in other regions by often having an agreement with the local traditional chief or Master
of waters in order to gain access to the fishery resources of the water body. There are also bi-lateral
agreements between countries sharing a river basin for mutual access to the water resource. An example is
access to hydroelectric power from the Volta Lake granted to neighbouring countries. In sharing the same
water resource within a basin, conflicts may arise between individuals and countries. The various developments
on the White Volta by Burkina Faso will have adverse effects on the hydrology of the river in Ghana.

This paper reviews the traditional management of water in West Africa in terms of collective ownership, the
influence of religious authority, the decline of traditional management, conflicts that arise in sharing the same
water resource across countries and some modern approaches to water management in West Africa.

1. Introduction

In Africa, many ancient civilizations have been associated with water, for example, the Nile and the
Niger Rivers. This was because man found out that if he lived close to water, he always had food.
The surface and groundwater resources of West Africa are used for transport, agriculture, fishing,
drinking, recreation, mining activities and irrigation. The trade centers established in the Niger
basin connected the West African coast to the Mediterranean and the Sudan as far back as the first
century (Balek, 1977). The water resources of West Africa have always been in existence, though
some have been “discovered” in recent times.

Since ancient times the African man has been dependent on the natural resources of the continent
and the fluctuation of the hydrological cycle has influenced his life and development to a great
extent (Balek, 1977). The water balance in West Africa is generally affected by high radiation,
evaporation, run off and rainfall which has a seasonal variation. The changes in weather are
reflected in the amount of rainfall rather than on temperature. The ‘wet’ and ‘dry’ seasons are terms
to describe the two periods of the year. The wet season normally lasts from April to September with
a peak in June/July and the dry season lasts from October to March with December and January
being the driest months. There are two main climatic regions in West Africa. The places in the south
with double maxima rainfall where there are two periods of heavy rainfall in a year, and those in the
north with single maximum rainfall. The double maxima rainfall line divides the two areas.

Floods and drought are natural hazards affecting the water resources of West Africa. One of the
worst droughts in West Africa occurred during 1968-1974 in the Sahel region. Chad, Mali,
Mauritania, Niger, Burkina Faso and Gambia, suffered the most. During this period, the rivers
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Senegal and Niger fell to their lowest level. Lake Chad evaporated to one-third its normal size. Due
to the poor quality of soil in the arid zone, most of the water flows away as surface runoff.

With the increasing water demand for human consumption, industrial production, agriculture and
the generation of hydro-electricity, acute water shortages have affected many West African
countries. Customary laws and practices in the past have covered water conservation, pollution
control, and protection of catchments of fisheries. These were enforced through various fetish
priests and priestesses. These laws have been appropriate for small and rural communities where
traditional authority was strong but have not been very effective in urban areas with their rapid
population expansion. The last few decades have seen an increasing pace of change affecting
traditional management of water resources in West Africa.

2. Water Resources

The water resources in West Africa can be found in rivers, lakes, reservoirs, lagoons and
groundwater. West Africa has five major rivers and smaller ones that drain southwards ending in
coastal lagoons prior to discharging into the Atlantic Ocean. A lot of the river systems are
accompanied by flood plains either fringing the main channel or forming extensive internal and
coastal deltas. The region is less rich in lakes, Lake Chad, Bosumtwi and Gueires are the main
natural lakes. There are a number of man-made lakes and reservoirs, which have been constructed
for hydroelectric power and irrigation (Figure 1).

2.1 Rivers and Flood Plains

Many of the rivers in West Africa originate from highlands in the sub-region. The five principal
river basins in West Africa are the Niger, Volta, Senegal, Chad and Congo-Zaire. Senegal and Niger
Rivers, take their source from the Fouta Djallon Mountains of Guinea (Welcomme, 1985). The
Volta basin is fed by rivers that originate from Burkina Faso. These are the Black, Red and White
Volta and the Oti River with Pendjari as its major tributary. The Benue and Lagone Rivers originate
from the Mandara mountains of Cameroon whilst some of the tributaries of the Zaire River start
form the highlands of Angola.

A number of important rivers drain southwards often ending in complex lagoons before discharging
into the Atlantic Ocean. The short rivers of West Africa include the Cross River, and Umo of
Nigeria, the Pra, Tano, and Ankobra of Ghana and the Sassandra, Bandema and Comoe of Côte
d’Ivoire and Mono and Oueme in Benin. The rivers in West Africa are created by floods and
springs and the volume of the rivers depend on the quantity and supply of rain water. Most of the
rivers are accompanied by flood plains that form extensive internal or coastal delta.

2.2 Lakes

A number of natural lakes occur in West Africa and the most important ones are Lake Chad, Lake
Bosumtwi and Lake Gueires. Lake Chad is a large shallow eutrophic lake shared by Chad (50%),
Nigeria (25%), Niger  (18%) and Cameroon. (7%). It lies in the Sahel zone of West –Central Africa.
It was formed as a result of tectonic movements and its dimensions are influenced by the fluctuation
in rainfall, seasonally and annually. Lake Chad exists in two phases: the ‘Normal Chad’ phase
which covers an area of about 18, 000km2 and the ‘Little Chad’ phase with an area of 2000km2 .
The lake reached its maximum size of about 22 000 km2 in the early 1960’s and has since declined
progressively to the current size of about 6000km2.

Lake Bosumtwi is a crater lake, which lies in the rainforest zone of Southern Ghana. It has a
diameter of 8 km, an area of 49 km2 and a maximum depth of about 78 m. Its basin has a radial
drainage pattern extending to a radius of about 13 km from the centre of the lake, which is wholly
isolated from the general drainage system in Ghana. There is no river flowing out of the lake; it is
an enclosed basin, into which drain more than 37 streams, some of which dry up, in the dry season.
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Lake Guieres is a natural lake in Senegal located on the left bank of the Senegal River. It appears to
be a lateral lake, which may have been formed by deposition of sediments across the mouth of a
tributary of the Senegal River.

2.2.1. Man-made Lakes and Reservoirs

The two largest man-made lakes in the sub-region are Kanji (Nigeria) and Volta (Ghana). There are
also other smaller reservoirs, some of which are; Selingue and Manantali (Mali) Kossou, Buyo and
Ayame(Cote d’Ivoire), and Tiga (Chad). In Burkina Faso, the Bagre, Loumbila and Ziga dams have
been built on the Volta River,

The Volta lake was formed when River Volta was dammed at the Akosombo Gorge in 1964 to store
up water to generate hydro-electricity. The lake is also used for transportation, fishing, irrigation
and water supply for domestic and industrial purposes. The lake reached its maximum level of 84 m
in 1968. As a result of reduction in rainfall in sub-Saharan Africa, the lake reached its minimum
level of 71.9m in 1984. The lake, with a surface area of 8,2276 km2 is the largest man-made lake in
Africa.

The Kainji Lake was created in 1968 by the damming of the River Niger at Kainji for hydroelectric
power. The Lake is situated between latitude 90 o 30' N to 10 o 35' N and longitude 4 o 25' to 4 o 45'
E 25 km at its widest point. It has a total surface area of 1270km2 and a mean depth of 11 m. The
Lake is used for hydroelectric power, fishing and irrigation.

2.3 The Coastal area

The coastal area is a transition zone between the terrestrial and marine environment. A number of
ecosystems and habitats exist along the coast of West Africa. Among these are coastal lagoons,
mangrove forests, sea grass beds, and sandy beaches. The West African sub-region has a large
number of coastal lagoons and extensive delta systems found mainly in the Gulf of Guinea, from
Côte d’Ivoire to eastern Nigeria.

2.3.1 Coastal Lagoons

Two types of lagoons are found, the open and closed lagoons. A large river usually feeds the open
lagoon (sometimes referred to as estuaries), which is open to the sea all year round. The closed
lagoon is usually fed by small rivers and streams and is cut of from the sea by sandbars during the
dry season. Local inhabitants occasionally breach the sandbars during the rainy season. The coast of
Ghana with over 90 lagoons and the Niger River delta and associated coastal wetlands rank among
the largest in the world. The Volta, Senegal, Gambia and Niger rivers have estuaries at their
mouths.

3. Access to Water

Access to water in West Africa is not always easy. The problems associated with access to water are
scarcity, erratic rainfall and domestic pollution. Most of the sources of water supply to households
may be pipe-borne water, which is treated, shallow boreholes, dugout wells, ponds, streams, rivers,
springs, lakes and other impoundments. Women usually walk ling distances and spend a lot of time
looking for and fetching water. Urban centers make large point withdrawals of water and also return
large quantities of wastewater to the water systems. Effective treatment of urban and industrial
waste is not very good.

In many rural areas in West Africa without pipe-borne water the population depends on rainfall as
their source of drinking water. The rainwater is collected from the roofs of houses. Troughs made
from iron or aluminum sheets are fixed against the edges of the roofing sheets. The troughs are
brought to a common joint which enter a barrel or bucket or tank at the opened end. Rainwater
flows down the rooftop and is led into the container by troughs (Novieku, 1980).

Irrigation is widespread through the more arid parts of West Africa. Traditional irrigation entails the
use of small-scale developments using manual or animal power or small pumps to obtain water
from dugout wells or ponds. Temporary river diversions are also used for irrigation. Some large-
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scale projects such as the Perimeters Iriguees of Mali, for which the Markala barrage provides the
water, are sponsored directly by governments and were created through large international funding
(Welcomme, 2000). Agriculture is either rainfed, irrigated, animal husbandry or fishing. About 80%
of agriculture in West Africa is rain fed (Ayibotele, 1987). Dry season agriculture on a small scale
and the rearing of cattle are traditional uses of floodplain wetlands during the dry season. The need
for irrigation is highest in the dry season when levels of water in the rivers are at their lowest.

There is considerable internal migration of fishers within the fishing regions of West Africa. The
fishermen follow the migration of fish seasonally along the rivers and lakes. Traditionally, the
migrant fishers pay some dues to the Chief fisherman of the fishing village they migrate to. This
may be in the form of money, drinks or fish. This arrangement is to ensure that the migrant fisher
will be accorded some assistance in the time of need.

4. Traditional Management of Water Resources

Traditionally, water in West Africa was free and not sold. It was believed to have powers of
purification and to shelter spirits which have to be honored in order to obtain their blessing. These
spirits are believed to be capable of withholding rain and drying out rivers, stream and reservoirs
and preventing fish from rising to the surface to be caught by fishermen when they do not receive
the requisite offerings and sacrifices (Baijot et al, 1997).

The various water policies existing in West Africa re given  provided by Balek 1977. Water
institutions, administrations and legislation in  West Africa are derived from several legal systems.
There is African customary law,  Moslem law, and Roman law.  Roman law was adapted to suit the
needs of colonial systems. African customary law covered land ownership, cultivation, watering and
fishing rights. With African customary law, private ownership of water was unknown and
individuals had the right to use water whilst land tenure was unknown.

According to Moslem law, all waters are deemed common property, no one can refuse anybody
water without sinning against man and Allah. Most of the countries in West Africa are Moslem.
Roman law decides water into three categories, private, common and public. Private water, found
within one’s property is part of the property. Common water is any water not owned by anyone,
such as rain, the seashore and non navigable rivers. Public water includes large rivers canals lakes,
which are generally navigable and governed by public law.

4.1 Traditional management of Rivers

According to Gyau-Boakye and Tumbulto (2000), community participation in watershed
management had been carried out in Ghana for a very long time. The communities respected certain
indigenous customary laws and regulations, which were enforced by fetish priests and traditional
rulers. There were protected grove yards at the headwaters of rivers and streams no farming
activities were allowed to be carried out there. The low lands were cleared and used for farming,
leaving the hills protected by forest vegetation to ensure that the water sources were protected.

There was also a ban on entry into streams and rivers at certain times of the year and regulation with
respect to bathing, washing and blocking of the streams and rivers. Unfortunately with the advent of
colonialism and western ideas, most of these regulations are no longer adhered to. The forests were
being cut to provide wood for canoes for fishing, smoking of fish as well as fuel wood and to make
way for farmlands and urbanization.

 As a result, there has been degradation of a lot of these watersheds, resulting in exposure of the
streams and rivers to the vagaries of the weather, thus causing seasonal drying up of the sources of
some rivers and streams (Gyau-Boakye and Tumbulto 2000).

4.2. Traditional management of lakes and Reservoirs

In Northern Ghana, where a lot of small reservoirs have been established for water supply and
irrigation, authority for these reservoirs rested with traditional chiefs who appoint responsible men
as ‘Master of Fisheries’ to manage the daily utilization of the water. They were expected to deal
with any misuse of water and to report any situation beyond their control (Braimah, 1990).
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Some of the traditional management systems put in place as documented by Braimah (1990), were:

i. Closed fishing seasons. These varied from Master of Fisheries to the other. For the same
period from February to June, fishing is allowed in some areas and is prohibited in other
areas where it is believed that living fish prevent the water from frying up.

ii. Development of tourism where fishing is prohibited. In Paga in the northern region of
Ghana, when a crocodile dies, it is expected that someone in the village will also die.
Fishing is prohibited to endure adequate supply of fish for the crocodiles.

iii. At the beginning of the rainy season some villages stock their reservoirs with catfish.

4.3 Traditional management of lagoons

The Nokoue lagoon and Lower Oueme in Benin have a long-standing practice of ‘acadja’ fishing.
Acadja fishing is a form brushpark fisheries, the fishery on Lake Aheme is mainly capture fishing.
According to Weigel (1985), before the colonial period, in the Nokoue lagoon;

i. There was prohibition of small mesh sized nets,

ii. There was the existence of prohibited fishing zones whose importance was due to the practice
of Voodoo rather than to resource preservation, and

iii. Regulation of acadja practices.

The fishers both local and migrant respected the rules.

Adegbite (1995) reports that some of the unwritten traditional rules include:

i. The observance of one day during which fishing was forbidden; this day generally
coincided with the market day at Dantokpa, Cotonou,

ii. The use of purse seine nets and all kinds of fishing likely to affect the quality of the lagoon
was forbidden,

iii. The forbidden of fishing in certain sacred zones.

In Ghana, traditional management of fishery resources of the lagoons has been practiced for a long
time. Every lagoon has a god or goddess protecting it with its unique set of rules and regulations
and a fetish Priest acting as custodian. The priest performs the traditional rites and is responsible for
enforcing the laws and regulations governing the use of the lagoon.

The principal traditional management practices employed in all the lagoons in Ghana according to
Entsua- Mensah and Dankwa, 1997 are:

(a) Closed fishing seasons (usually some weeks before festival times);

(b) Closed fishing days (most lagoons have days believed to be sacred days of the gods);

(c) Restriction of mesh sizes (cast nets with mesh sizes below 25 mm not allowed in some lagoons

 (d) Restriction of certain gears (outboard motors not allowed and drag nets not allowed in certain
lagoons);

(e) Regulation of entry (only indigenous people are allowed to fish in some of the lagoons);

(f) Regulation of access by gender; most of the active gears such as drag nets and cast nets were
used by men and the passive gears such as fish and crab traps were used by women.

The breakdown of these traditional systems and the undermining of community level institutional
arrangements in many coastal areas in West Africa can be attributed to the advent of Christianity
and Islam, migration of fishers, the need for institutional restructuring and modern technology.

4.4 Traditional Fishery Management

Traditional fishery management practices, which are similar to scientific management systems,
existed (and remnants still exist) in many West African fisheries (Neiland et al., 1994a, 1994b;
Brainerd, 1991; Flood, 1994, and Weigel, 1985). Traditional management practices are a way of
ensuring that the fish in the water bodies grow to maturity and breed without being disturbed. They
are also meant to regulate the harvesting of fish, preserve the water quality and conserve the
mangroves (Ntiamoa-Baidu, 1991, Entsua-Mensah and Dankwa, 1997, Koranteng et al., 1998).
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According to Satia (1995), most of the traditional practices were inadvertent strategies but there
were also intentional strategies. Inadvertent strategies with potential consequences on management
include, water tenure, superstition and taboos, ritual prohibitions on certain areas, attitude adverse to
fish and fishing. The intentional strategies were gear restrictions, closed seasons and days, and
habitat modification.

In traditional fishery management systems, elders, fishers and other user groups decide collectively
on who should have the authority or stewardship to formulate and enforce rules and guidelines for
the welfare of all concerned (Satia, 1995). Everyone is expected to adhere to the rules and
guidelines. Such practices seem to have worked well in many cases because of strong group
coherence, emphasis on social obligations, consensus based in decision making, high degree of
social conformity and social sanctions within the group (Hviding and Jul-Larsen, 1993).

In the Central delta of the Niger River, the main ethnic fishing groups are the Bozo, and the
Somonos who live near Mopti and also the Houssa. The Bozo and Somonos are the main owners of
rights to manage the water resources, which are the basis of traditional fisheries. This management
is the ji tigiya (the right to fish standing waters) belonging to the Bozos and the ba tigiya (the right
to fish the rivers) belonging to the Somonos. The ji tigiya was temporarily given to people outside
the family who agreed to pay a tax, which represents about 30% of the total catch. Both ji tigiya and
ba tigiya forbade any fishing practices, which could seriously damage the fish, stocks and closed
areas in the water bodies to ensure reproduction and preservation of the fish stocks. This
arrangement, which was the precursor of fisheries management in Burkina Faso, has changed over
the years as a result of colonisation, new fishing techniques, increasing fishing effort and the
prolonged drought in the Sahel.

In the Sourou Valley in Burkina Faso, the Markas, originally from the central delta of the Niger are
the dominant ethnic groups.  A village chief along with a “Master of Waters” and “Master of lands”
rules each community, both of whom have an essentially religious function. They offer sacrifices in
order to ensure high yields of crops and to protect fishers from accidents including drowning.
Traditionally, Sourou is divided into several river sectors, each having its own Master of Waters
(Baijot et al, 1997)

In northern Nigeria, three main objectives in their traditional fishery management are the control of
fishing rights and reduction of conflict, generation of food and income for the family, and
conservation of the fish stocks. The main method of management is the control of access, and the
decision-making authorities are the leaders of the community and traditional government although
all users have input into this process under certain circumstances.

5. Conflicts

In sharing the same water resource within a basin, conflicts may arise between individuals or
countries. Some migrant fishers on the Volta Lake sometimes fail to pay their dues resulting in
conflict between them and the host fishing community. Also along the Volta Lake where migration
of fishers is a recent activity some of the local chiefs who are not fishers impose heavy taxes on the
migrant fishers, and this also is a source of conflict. Conflict may also arise between the fishers and
the Fisheries Department over the use of illegal mesh sized nets and the use of poisonous chemicals,
explosives and herbs.

Along the River Gambia and its tributaries, shrimp fishermen often have confrontations with fishers
using set gill nets in the same fishing area. The set gillnet fishers complain that the shrimp fishers
deliberately cut apart their nets in order to create fishing space for themselves and that the small
mesh size of the shrimp fishers destroy a lot of juvenile fish. This has created tension between
communities (Njie, 1993).

In Benin there are professional Ghanaian migrant fishers mainly from the Ewe, Ga or Fanti ethnic
group who use very efficient gear. They have better catches and this sometimes results in conflict
with their local hosts.

The various developments on the White Volta by Burkina Faso will have adverse effects on the
hydrology of the river in Ghana. Some of these developments are:
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a. The Bagre dam for the development of power and irrigation,

b. The Loumbila dam for the supply of water to Ouagadougou,

c. The Ziga dam for the expansion of domestic and industrial water supply to Ouagadougou.

Raising living standards in the upper watershed of the Volta basin will definitely have a negative
impact on Ghana in terms of the quantity and quality of water reaching it, being the most
downstream state.

6. Water Policies

Modern methods of planning water seek to have all water brought under government control to
ensure its efficient utilization.  The Water Resources Commission has been set up in Ghana to co-
ordinate and to monitor all water resources activities in Ghana.  Until the Water Resources
Commission Act was passed in 1996, water agencies and institutions in the country were set up by
legal enactment that provided the legal framework for the management of the resource. The water
policy of Ghana is that “ The property in and control of all water resources is vested in the president
on behalf of, and in trust for the people of Ghana.”

The UN Conference on the Environment and Development (UNCED), held in Rio de Janeiro in
1992, recognized the “interconnectedness of freshwater systems demands that freshwater
management be holistic and based on a balanced consideration for the needs of the people and of
government’. Ghana is moving towards integrated water resources management and development
that recognizes conflicting demands on fresh water resources.

Some of the guiding principles of integrated water resource management in Ghana’ water policy
are;

• The principle of fundamental rights of all people to adequate water to meet basic human needs
• The principle of recognizing water as a finite and vulnerable resource given its multiple uses
• The principle of adopting the watershed as a planning unit
• The principle of integrating water resource management with environmental management in

order to manage water resources with equal regard to quality and quantity.
• The principle of participatory decision making at the lowest level in the community aiming for

the situation where the most affected have the most say in decision making and incorporating
beneficial traditional customs

• The principle that international co-operation is a requisite for sustainable development of shared
basins.

7. Agreements

International agreements on African rivers can be traced back as far as 1885 when the navigation of
the Congo and Niger of all nations was announced at the Berlin Conference. . At the Berlin
Conference for the Partitioning of Africa, The British statement at the West African Conference
claiming the Niger was;  “ The Niger has, it may be said, always been a British River. This country
has sacrificed many lives and spent much money in keeping open navigation and maintaining the
freedom and security of trade. This trade has been open to all countries, and the fact of it being
almost entirely in British hands is due solely to British enterprise”

The Lake Chad Basin Commission was formed in 1964 by Cameroon, Chad, Niger and Nigeria,  to
regulate and control the use of water resources as well as the initiation, promotion and coordination
of projects as well as the settlements of disputes. The Senegal basin development scheme was
announced in 1969 by four states sharing the basin; guinea, Mali, Mauritania, Senegal and Gambia.

In Ghana, access to hydroelectric power from the Volta Lake has been granted to neighboring
countries. Ghana has since 1975 supplied power from the Akosombo plant to Togo and Benin.
Imports for Burkina Faso landed at either Tema or Lome port and some other goods go by road to
Akosombo and are shipped along the Volta Lake to Buipe Port and then by road to Burkina Faso.
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The structures in place in West Africa for the control, protection and management of water bodies
are rather weak. The World Bank has recommended certain policy guidelines for the establishment
of common accords among river basins with regards to flow regulation, water sharing, and pollution
control and for the establishment of river basin organizations.

8. Conclusion

Knowledge of the water resources of West Africa has been accumulated through a long series of
observations and transmitted from generation to generation. These laws have been appropriate for
small and rural communities where traditional authority was strong but have not been very effective
in urban areas with their rapid population expansion. The trend now is for water resources to be
vested in the governments and managed   by comprehensive water policies based on sound water
assessments and coordination with other countries sharing the same water resource.
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Introduction

This paper critically engages with the controversial issue of the river politics in the West African
sub-region. The primary objective is to provide an understanding of how rivers in West Africa are
both a source of co-operation and of conflict. This contradictory element of co-operation and
conflict is reflected in the fact that the Senegal, Niger, Benue, Mano, The Gambia rivers and the
Chad basin have provided opportunities for regional and sub-regional inter-state and
intergovernmental functional co-operation in economic, political, socio-cultural, financial, technical
and development issues. At the other end of the spectrum, the regional co-operation to utilise river
resources and harmonise water development policies for national and regional development have
often flowed into inter-state conflicts and disputes. The dynamics of co-operation and conflict is
rooted in the fact that the majority of the river basins in West Africa are shared by more than one
country.

Rivers in West Africa are therefore vital to the survival of the peoples in the sub-region, hence any
perceived threat to the water resources, real or imagined, is bound to provoke political tensions,
complicate the already divisive geo-politics and further compound the security complex in the
region. This paper therefore analytically addresses the river politics in West Africa, with a particular
emphasis on the Senegal River basin. The Senegal River which divides Senegal and Mauritania has
been and will continue to be a source of co-operation and conflict. Even the name ‘Senegal River’
has been hotly contested by Mauritania on the grounds that it tendentiously gives ownership to
Senegal. Critically engaging with the hydropolitics of West Africa is important because potential
water scarcity is becoming a security and development constraint for many of the riparian states.
The paper will therefore focus on the emerging hyropolitical security complex and the geo-political
implications with regards to peace and conflict resolution in the sub-region. It is hoped that the
analysis of the West African scenario will provide useful insights into the global phenomenon of
river politics in other parts of the world.

Conceptualising River Politics: The Regional and Global Dimensions

The emerging co-operation and conflict dynamics over river resources is increasingly becoming a
global phenomenon. The potential water scarcity in most regions of the world has elevated river
politics to a national security issue. This is not surprising because in most of these regions, rivers
are central to the survival of the people and even the security of the state. In Africa, Asia, Middle
East, Latin America and Europe, the story is the same, though with different degrees of threat
perception due to water scarcity. The West African sub-region is among the regions that have been
identified as one of the area of impending water stress and crisis mainly due to low rainfall,
population increases and increasing demands for more water from agriculture and industry.1 In
effect, some of the countries in West Africa could be classified as water-scarce states.

The emerging water scarcity in some regions of the world and the threat to national and regional
security has led to the conclusion by some political analysts and media commentators that future
wars would be increasingly fought over water resources. Daniel Deudney suggests that water wars

∗ Dr. David J. Francis lectures at the Department of Peace Studies, University of Bradford, UK. He has
written extensively on development, economic and security regionalisms in Africa. His forthcoming
publication is Uniting Africa: Building Regional Security Systems Boulder: Lynne Rienner.
1 Leif Ohlsson (ed.) Hyropolitics: Conflicts over Water as a Development Constraint London: Zed Books,
1995, pp. 12-3.
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may potentially arise due to disputes over river resources because ‘the many rivers that cross
international boundaries and water is increasingly scare in several arid regions’. But Deudney also
argues that it ‘seems less likely that conflicts over water will lead to interstate war than that the
development of jointly owned water resources will reinforce peace’.2 Notwithstanding Deudney’s
caution about the future potential for water wars, history is littered with examples of how rivers and
water issues have led to international disputes and conflicts. The control of the water resources of
the Euphrates has often led to disputes between Iraq, Syria and Turkey. Similarly, the conflicts over
the river resources of the Euphrates/Tigris were a contributing factor to the Iraq-Iran war in the
1980s. Also, conflicts over rivers have led to strained relations between India and Pakistan. Egypt is
renowned for its usual war threats over the waters of the Nile Basin. Even the developed and
industrialised countries are not exempted from this classic riparian problem. The proposal for the
diversion of the Great Lakes led to political and diplomatic tensions between Canada and the United
States.3 However, hyping this classic riparian problem as providing the source for potential future
water wars is rather unhelpful. Helena Lindolm therefore warns that ‘scholars will otherwise
become warmongers, through making oversimplified connections between issues of conflict and the
actual potential for the outbreak of war’.4

The river politics in West Africa can be conceptualised within the general framework of a regional
security complex. Barry Buzan defines a security complex as a group of states whose security
concerns are inextricably linked in such a way that the national security of each state cannot be
realistically divorced from one another.5 Within the context of West Africa, the security of the
riparian states is inextricably linked in a complex dynamic to the extent that what happens in one
state invariably affects the other states. In effect, these riparian states are locked into a dynamic of
security vulnerabilities. The river politics in West Africa is therefore perceived as producing a
regional security complex delimited by shared river basins. This emerging phenomenon in West
Africa has been described elsewhere as a ‘hydropolitical security complex’.6  Drawing from
Schulz’s conceptualisation of hydropolitical security complex, A.R. Turton defines this as including
‘those states that are geographically part ‘owners’ and technically ‘users’ of shared rivers’.7 Inherent
in the hydropolitical security complex within the West African sub-region are the dynamics of co-
operation and conflict. Just as the rivers provide opportunities for political, functional,
developmental and economic co-operation, so also they serve as sources of inter-state disputes and
conflicts. Ohlsson explains that the English words ‘river’ and ‘rival’ come from the same root,
rivus, meaning ‘stream’ in Latin. It is from this Latin rivus that is derived rivalis, which means
sharing the same stream.8

The hydropolitical security complex is not unique to West Africa. The global situation is that any
river diversion or utilisation project immediately exacerbates the traditional riparian problem
because what happens upstream of the river inevitably affects countries downstream. The Nile river
basin illustrates the lengths to which countries can go when they perceive their access to water
resources threatened. Though the Nile basin is shared by ten riparian states, Egypt considers the
Nile as central to its survival. What is more, Egypt’s security vulnerability is heightened by the fact
that it has no control over the stream flows of the river that originates in an upstream country,
Ethiopia. Ethiopia in 1956 stated that it ‘reserved the right to utilise the water resources of the Nile
for the benefit of its own people, whatever might be the measure of utilisation of such waters sought
by riparian states’. Egypt as the most dependent downstream user perceives the Nile as a vital

2 Daniel Deudney, ‘Environment and Security: Muddled Thinking’ The Bulletin of Atomic Scientists April
1991, p. 26.
3 Leif Ohlsson, Hydorpolitics 1995, p. 21.
4 Helena Lindholm, ‘Water and the Arab-Israeli Conflict’ in Leif Ohlsson, 1995, p.55.
5 Barry Buzan, People, States and Fear: An Agenda for International Security Studies in the Post-Cold War
Era New York: Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1991, p. 190.
6 M. Schulz, ‘Turkey, Syria and Iraq: A Hydropolitical Security Complex’ in L. Ohlsson, 1995.
7 A. R. Turton, ‘Water Wars: A Hydropolitical Security Complex and its Relevance in the SADC Region’
Trends  2001, p. 21.
8 L. Olsson, 1995, p. 23.
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national security interest.9  When the Egyptian government announced the proposal for the
construction of the Aswan Dam, it provoked serious political friction with the Sudanese
government. The government of Sudan for its part expressed reservations about the far-reaching
implications for the country and in particular, the resettlement of thousands of Nubians whose
homelands were to be flooded.10 Similarly, when the Sudanese government announced its proposal
for the construction of a dam on the Blue Nile for irrigation and hydroelectric power, it immediately
sparked off a political dispute with Egypt. The Egyptian government perceived the Sudanese
proposal as a threat to its own Aswan Dam project. However, co-operation led to the peaceful
resolution of the disagreements over the utilisation of the Nile water by setting up a joint
commission for the Nile Basin.

The Orange River Basin shared by Lesotho, South Africa and Namibia is another example
illustrating the hydropolitical security complex. A.R. Turton explains that the 1998 political unrest
in Lesotho led to the military deployment of South African soldiers to protect the Katse Dam
Complex. The Katse Dam installation on the upper Orange River is vital to the industrial and
economic development of South Africa. The South African military deployment was therefore a
strategic response in defence of national security. Another example is the inter-state dispute over the
Okanvango River that is shared between Angola, Namibia and Botswana. The Namibian proposal to
construct a pipeline in order to extract water from the Okanvango River led to a political dispute
with Botswana. As far as Namibia was concerned, it was merely exercising its legitimate
international riparian right to utilise the river resources for the benefit of its own people. Botswana
on the other hand saw this proposed water extraction scheme as having an adverse long-term effect
on the Okanvango Delta. What Namibia and Botswana had not taken into consideration is the fact
that Angola controls the upstream reaches of the Okanvango River Basin, and thus any attempt by
post-war Angola to develop the river for economic and industrial developments would adversely
affect both countries. The Namibia-Botswana dispute was settled by setting up the Okanvango
River Basin Commission (OKACOM) with responsibility for the management of the Okanvango
basin. These examples illustrate the security threats and dilemmas faced by riparian states and the
attempt at the resolution of dispute arising from river politics.

Pre-colonial and Colonial River Politics in West Africa

The river politics and the struggle for survival in West Africa predate the post-colonial era. In the
pre-colonial period strategic river basins such as Niger, Benue, Senegal and The Gambia were
instrumental in the emergence of powerful West African empires between AD 800 and 1600 such as
Ghana, Mali, Songhay, and prominent trading centres such as Jenne, Wangara, Kangaba, Gao and
Kanem Bornu. The river ways and waterheads were vital to empire building and expansionist
projects through warfare pursued by the early West African kings. The waterways and river
confluences were strategic to the commercial and economic development of these empires. The
early settlements along the river basins and confluences developed into towns, cities, ‘states’ and
empires. For example, the small town of Kangaba, near the headwaters of River Niger later
developed into the empire of Mali around AD 1240. According to Basil Davidson, one of the early
iron-making centres in Africa around 500 BC was in the region of the confluence of the Niger and
Benue rivers, in present day Nigeria. The region also became the centre of the Nok culture, a region
skilled in making clay sculptures.11 These river basins were not only central to the empire building
and commercial development of the early kingdoms, but were also instrumental in the development
of early civilisation in West Africa.

It was during the period of European mercantilism and colonialism that the struggle for the control
of river basins in West Africa occupied centre stage. I will use the River Gambia to illustrate the
nature and ferocity of the colonial river politics amongst European powers in Africa. The River
Gambia runs through the length of the small state of The Gambia and empties into the Atlantic
Ocean. The Gambia itself is ‘sandwiched’ between Senegal. Basil Davidson explains that the

9 Turton, Trends, p. 22.
10 Jan Hultin, ‘The Nile: Source of Life, Source of Conflict’ in L. Ohlsson, 1995, p. 33.
11 Basil Davidson, West Africa Before the Colonial Era London: Longman, 1998, p. 11.
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estuary and lower reaches of the River Gambia was strategically important because it provided
favourable trading opportunities and a safe anchoring ground for European ships.12 In 1651 the
Germans built a fort on James Island which later led to many disputes with the French and Dutch.
The British Royal African Company however seized Fort James Island in 1661 from the German
garrison. This was a strategic naval response to strengthen the British control of the important port
of Bathurst (now Banjul). Bathurst gives immediate access to the Atlantic Ocean. The French
African Company, in an attempt to rival the British company, also established a base on the north
bank of the Gambia River opposite James Island, at Albreda in 1681. Albreda developed into a
prosperous trading centre. Basil Davidson therefore argues that;

The eighteenth century was filled with wars between the British and French fighting
each other for supremacy at sea; and most of the forts and trading states of Western
Guinea changed hands several times. After the middle of the century the British
became the stronger, and were able to base themselves at St. Louis in the Senegal
River as well as on James Island in the Gambia River.13

The British supremacy during this period led to the establishment of a Crown Colony government
and the creation in 1765 of a British ‘province of Senegambia’. The British built Fort Bullen, at
present day Barra Point on the Gambia River as a protective strategy to guard the approaches to
Bathurst and the river.

The attempt to unite Senegal and Gambia by the British was interpreted by the French as a direct
threat to its national interest. The French therefore attacked and seized James Island in 1778. In the
ensuing war, the British succeeded in recapturing James Island, but not the strategic St. Louis on the
Senegal River. The example of the Gambia River illustrates how rivers in West Africa were vital to
European colonial expansions, the slave trade and mercantilism in Africa. The colonial river politics
could also be seen in the disputes and limited wars between Germany, France and Britain for the
control of the Lake Chad basin.

The Politics of the Senegal River Basin and the Struggle for Survival

The Senegal River has its source in the highlands of Guinea. It flows down through the west of
land-locked Mali and forms the boundary between Senegal and Mauritania. The Senegal River
empties into the sea at St. Louis. The middle valley of the river basin has been central to the
development of extensive socio-economic activities and agricultural development for the
communities that straddle both sides of the river. The river is central to the survival of the peoples
on the basin. The utilisation of the river resources had revolved around the rhythms of the year
linked to the availability of water. Anne Guest explains that when the river level falls in May and
June, the less fertile ground beyond the flood plains was planted with sorghum and vegetables.
Fishing and trading supplemented these agricultural activities and were woven into the yearly
rhythms of pastoralism. Their herds of cattle, sheep and goats grazed the Sahelian grasslands
beyond the valley until the crops were been harvested. The cattle were then brought into the valley
to clear off the stubble and manure the ground.14 This delicate system meant that any failure of the
flood or the rains could result in a dearth of fish and a shortfall of crops. Guest further explains that
any widespread drought affecting the grazing outside the valley brought the animals onto the
cultivated land too early, before crops were harvested. It therefore led to disputes between farmers
and herders.15

The ethnic groups that straddle both sides of the river hardly pay any attention to the formal colonial
boundary that officially divided Senegal and Mauritania. These ethnic groups such as Maure

12 Ibid, p. 213.
13 Ibid, p. 214.
14 Anne Guest, ‘Security in the Senegal River Basin’ C. Thomas and P. Wilkins (ed.) Globalization, Human
Security and the African Experience Boulder: Lynne Rienner, 1999, pp. 102-3.
15 Ibid, p. 103.
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(Arabs) and black Africans in Mauritania16 and the Toucouleur, Wolof, Soninke and Bambara in
Senegal criss-cross the river with relative ease. Historically, these ethnic groups in both countries
belonged to the pre-colonial Futa Tooro Kingdom. In the post-colonial era, these communities are
still influenced by the ‘invisible border mentality’. They continue their socio-cultural, traditional
and religious practices and commercial activities with their kith and kin unhindered by the artificial
colonial divide. In fact, some farmers cultivate plots of land on both sides of the river through
ancestral inheritance. The villages that stretched along and across the river are ‘viewed more as a
link than as a boundary’. Anne Guest therefore argues that the delicate system ‘enabled the
inhabitants of the valley to survive. It was finely tuned to the harsh geographical conditions of the
valley, using interdependence and adaptation to reduce the risks to survival’. 17

The 1972 conventions of the Organisation for the Senegal River Basin (OMVS)18 provided for the
construction of two dams on the river. The Manantali dam in Mali in the upper reaches of the river
would generate hydroelectric power and provide irrigation for agriculture in the valley. This dam
was to benefit Senegal, Mauritania and Mali. The Diama dam between Senegal and Mauritania in
the lower reaches of the delta region was expected to provide hydroelectric power and irrigation
opportunities for both countries. In particular, the land-locked Mali hoped that the constant
regulated depth of the water in the river would allow navigation up to its border and hence provide
access to the coast.19 The plans to develop the river basin and modernise agriculture in the valley
posed a serious threat to the human security in the region. The proposed plan affected the delicate
socio-economic system of the river basin with disastrous implications for crop production and the
natural ecology of the valley, and would result in an increase in waterborne diseases. Guest posits
that what ‘was being proposed was an agricultural revolution for the farmers and total exclusion for
pastoralists, since their animals did not fit into the perimeter scheme at all’.20

The post-independence development problems faced by both Senegal and Mauritania forced them
to co-operate in the utilisation of the river resources. In the late 1960s the utilisation of the Senegal
River for national development assumed significance largely due to the dwindling foreign exchange
earnings from groundnuts (Senegal) and iron ore (Mauritania). The river, according to Guest,
‘suddenly became the hope for the future’. It is therefore not surprising that both countries
increasingly treated the river as a national security issue. The post-independence focus on the
utilisation of river resources was part of the wider African phenomenon that concentrated on
regional integration and co-operation organisations as a development strategy in the late 1960s and
early 1970s. The Senegal River basin therefore provided the basis for co-operation to diversify the
economies of the riparian states.

The ever-present river politics and rivalry soon flowed into the dam construction projects. A
commissioned report by Alexander Gib and Partners in 1978 concluded that the combination of two
dams made less economic sense and that it would be economically prudent to construct only one
dam.21 Despite this assessment, the riparian states maintained that they wanted two dams. The
reasons for this particular stance were geopolitical and realist in nature. Both countries perceived
the construction of the dams as vital to their national interests and security, and thus, each wanted a
stake in a dam. Therefore, taking advantage of a favourable donor environment in the early 1970s
and also of the rivalry between different European states, the riparian states took the opportunity to
play off the European states to their own advantage. Guest posits that in order ‘to obtain funding

16 The Maures or Arab form about 78 per cent of the population and also constitute the ruling and governing
class in the country. The black Africans who, until 1980, have been used as slaves by the Arabs, mainly
occupy the south of the country in the river valley. Here, I acknowledge the useful comments of my
Muaritanian-cum-Senegalese friend, Abdulrahaman Ngaide in Paris.
17 Anne Guest, 1999, p. 103.
18 The Organisation pour la mise en valeur du fleuve Sénégal (OMVS) comprises Senegal, Mauritania and
Mali. The OMVS was set up as a development and functional organisation to manage the Senegal River
Basin.
19 A. Guest, op. cit. p. 104.
20 Ibid, p. 105.
21 Sir Alexander Gib & Partners, Global Evaluation of the Regional Development  Programme Dakar:
OMVS, July 1978.
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from both dams the river basin states therefore played off the French preference for the lower dam
(Diama) against the German preference for the upper dam (Manantali) and managed to obtain
promises of funds for both’.22 The Diama dam was completed in 1986 and Manantali in dam in
1987 with funds from European and Arab states and Arab and African development banks.

The zero-sum game mentality was further demonstrated by the riparian states after the construction
of the Manantali dam. The efforts to secure funding for the turbines needed to produce the power
from the dam ware hampered because the two countries could not agree on the route of the power
line. Each country wanted the power distribution line to run along its own side of the riverbank.
Guest explains that funding was only secured from the donors because of stern warnings to the
riparian states to abandon their ‘belligerent regional co-operation’ mentality. By the 1980s the
fractious nature of the river politics forced the government of Mauritania to even contemplate
leaving the OMVS.

The river politics between the riparian states is also fundamentally changing the traditional system
of land entitlement and hence is a serious threat to the very survival of the peoples. The historic
practice of cultivating farms on both sides of the river by the ethnic groups along the river came to
an end in 1983. The Mauritanian government passed a land act to regularise landholding in the river
basin. This provoked serious tensions and the potential for armed conflict between the ethnic groups
on both sides of the river, and in particular, the Arabs and the black Africans in the south of
Mauritania. These tensions forced both governments to sign a joint agreement, the Aleg Accords in
1988, as an attempt to ‘address the problem of integrating farmers of the valley into the new
landownership patterns required by irrigated agriculture’.23 However, the joint attempt by both
governments to keep the lid on the simmering conflict proved futile. The people rebelled in a
violent conflict because they perceived that their very survival was threatened. The intensifying
conflicts over land between farmers and herders and between Arabs and black Africans was ignited
on an island in the river in April 1989. This was to start a three-year period of sporadic violence
across the river and the breaking off of diplomatic relations between Senegal and Mauritania.

The 1989 uprising led to the mutual expulsion of thousands of Senegalese and Mauritanian
nationals from both countries. For these riparian states, it did not matter whether these en mass
expulsions were in breach of the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS)
Protocol on Free Movement and Right of Residence. The unrest led to the forced migration of
thousands of black Mauritanians into Senegal and Mali. The Mauritanian government which has
traditionally been hostile to its own black African population took advantage of this unrest to
unleash its security agencies on them. More than 70 people were killed and hundreds were deported
and later refused the right to return to their own country. Also, hundreds of Senegalese merchants in
Mauritania had their properties looted and burnt down. The Mauritanian government had often
voiced its opposition to any attempt to use the river confluence for dissident activities. In fact, the
Senegalese government had been accused of covertly supporting the insurgent activities of the
Forces of the African Liberation of Mauritania (FLAM). FLAM comprises black Africans and
northern Senegalese. They use the river to launch military attacks on Mauritania forces. The river
has therefore become a military and defence security issue for both states. The military threat posed
by the Senegal River is not unique to this region. The Mano River had played a strategic military
role in the civil wars in both Liberia and Sierra Leone. The Revolutionary United Front (RUF) used
both the upper and lower reaches of the Mano River to attack Sierra Leone government forces.
Similarly, anti-Charles Taylor forces such as United Liberian Movement (ULIMO) have utilised the
river for military offences against Liberian government forces. In the Horn of Africa, Eritrean
guerrillas fighting for independence from Ethiopian domination used the Nile to launch attacks
against government forces in Ethiopia. Also, the then Mengistu regime in Ethiopia supported
southern Sudanese guerrillas on the banks of the Nile in their secessionist fight against the
Khartoum government.

The co-operation and conflict dynamics is part and parcel of the river politics of the Senegal River
from pre-colonial to the post-colonial era. On 14 June 2000, the new Senegalese President

22 Guest, op. cit. p. 108.
23 Ibid, p. 112.
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Abdoulaye Wade announced a proposal for a Senegal River hydropower and irrigation project. This
announcement immediately sparked off a political and diplomatic row between Senegal and
Mauritania. Each government made the usual threat of expelling each other’s nationals. The
examples of the Nile and Orange River basins illustrate the fact that the Senegal-Mauritania
political row is not unique, but that it is a perpetual phenomenon of the river politics. It becomes
obvious that the riparian disputes over the Senegal River often serve as a front for fundamental
political grievances and differences between the riparian states. The thousands of mostly Halpulaar-
speaking black Mauritanian refugees encamped in the Bakel region of Senegal has always been a
flashpoint between Senegal and Mauritania.24 The Mauritanian government sees the action of the
government of Senegal as harbouring political dissidents that have the potential to threaten national
security of Mauritania. The river politics has therefore become a convenient excuse to hide
fundamental grievances. Arguing from a global perspective, Ohlsson opines that ‘living along the
same large river unavoidably spelled conflicts from other reasons long before the issue at hand
could possibly, by any stretch of the imagination have been scarcity of the physical resources in
common, such as river’.25

The river politics and the struggle for survival between the two riparian states have converted the
sub-region into an emerging hydropolitical security complex. The security threats posed by conflicts
over the Senegal River and the wider regional implications have led to the diplomatic interventions
of other regional leaders. In the recent dispute, the presidents of Mali and The Gambia, Alpha
Oumar Konaré and Yahya Jammeh were instrumental in negotiating a diplomatic and political
settlement of the dispute between Senegal and Mauritania.

Conclusion

The analysis of the river politics and the struggle for survival in West Africa shows that the threat of
increased water scarcity and the implications for conflict have in several respects forced the
disputing riparian states to opt for peaceful solutions over the utilisation of river resources. The
view that is emerging is that sharing what is increasingly becoming a scare resource is better than
fighting to keep what cannot be totally kept in the future. Rivers are therefore emerging as catalysts
for peace and development. Each riparian state is cultivating the habit of the need of developing
common river resources through co-operation rather than conflict. However, the major obstacle to
the co-operative potential of shared rivers in terms of conflict resolution is the perpetual realist
inclination by governments to perceive shared rivers in zero-sum terms. Though the Senegal River
provides many opportunities for co-operation and mutual interdependence, the river politics will
always remain a distraction because even the OMVS is perpetually haunted by the jostling and
bickering about whose nationals should occupy the top jobs in the organisation.

24 ‘Senegal/Mauritania’ NewsAfrica 3 July 2000, p. 7.
25 Ohlsson, op. cit., p. 23.
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Lake Chad basin, situated in the heart of Africa, is a zone of transition between East and West
Africa, and between North Africa and Africa South of the Sahara. Bounded to the North by the
Sahara desert, Lake Chad basin is a haven for people from diverse lands practicing agriculture,
animal husbandry and fishing. In the course of the centuries, specifically from the third millenium
B.C. successive migrations have drained numerous peoples toward this region and, due to the
degradation of the ecological conditions, they have pushed toward the south to the extent of finding
themselves around the lake. These migrations have continued intensifying from the 15th century of
our area, a century within which the reigning dynasty of the Kanem empire, situated East of the
lake, emigrated to the West of this water reserve. Fleeing from the intrigues of new conquerors, like
those of the Boulala shepherds, the Mai (Chiefs) of Kanem escaped not only because they were
militarily weakened, but also and especially because the resources of Kanem were becoming more
and more insufficient. Indeed, the conquest of power and the conquest of useful space are
inseparable in an arid landscape in which the supply of water resources is largely inferior to the
demand.

In migrating to the West of the Lake Chad, the Kanuri sovereigns progressively imposed their
authority on formerly settled groups. It was particularly the case of the Sao whose resistance was
overcome in the sixteenth century by the Mai Idriss Aloma1. Victorious over the Sao and numerous
other peoples and surrounding lands, Idriss Aloma founded the great Bornu empire in the Lake
Chad basin, an empire whose influence in the region lasted till 1893 when the area was conquered
by Rabah. Upon the ashes of Bornu and other Kingdoms as well as Chadian principalities, the latter
created a slaveholding but ephemeral empire, for it was already at the eave of European colonial
conquests.

After defeating Rabah’s troops, France, Great Britain as well as Germany, shared sovereignty over
Lake Chad basin. Thus emerged the nation states of Cameroon, Nigeria and Chad in the south of
Lake Chad. Their common borders are formed in Lake Chad.

In this historical process, water has played and still continues to play a fundamental role in the
attraction and diffusion of peoples. In this connection, Y. Urvoy shows that the movement of
peoples in Bornu and the great wars that accompanied them were provoked, directed and limited by
Lake Chad 2. In their quest for colonies, access to Lake Chad was one of the major objectives of the
French, English and German colonizers. Ever since the accession to Independence of the states
along the banks of this water reserve, the search for new sources of food and the development of
potential water resources have aroused a revival of interest for the lake3.

In order to prevent conflicts, promote relations of good neighborliness and effect sub-regional
cooperation, the waterside states of Lake Chad (Cameroon, Niger, Nigeria and Chad) created the
Chad Basin Commission (CBC) in 1964, an organ entrusted with the responsibility to oversee the
exploitation of natural resources, particularly the waters of the Conventional Basin. Yet all the
measures taken to prevent conflicts of interests could not stop the outbreak of disputes originating
from the unilateral exploitation of the waters of Lake Chad basin. Between Cameroon and Chad the

1 See A. Ibn Fartua, History of the first twelve  years of the reign of Mai Idris Aloma of Bornu (1571-1583),
H.R Palmer (ed), 1970, London, Frank Cass and Co Ltd; D. L. (1987), A sudanic chronicle : the Borno
expeditions of Idris Alauma (1564-1576), Stuttgart, Franz Steiner Verlag Wiesbaden GMBH.
2 Y. Urvoy, Histoire de l’empire du Bornou, Paris, Larose, pp. 9-45.
3 C. Levèque et J. Quensière, « Un lac tropical sous climat semi-aride : le lac Tchad », Yaoundé, IRD ,
microfilm 4002 B, p. 16.
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dispute over the exploitation of the waters of River Logone is of a relative intensity. On the other
hand, the crisis is overt between Cameroon and Nigeria along their common borders, particularly in
the Bakassi peninsula situated in the Golf of Guinea and further North in the Darak zone around
Lake Chad. The frontier disputes between Cameroon and Nigeria have been taken to the
International Court of Justice, at The Hague and the file is presently in process, the judicial task
being to establish the nationality of the disputed territories based on existing documents.

This paper does not tackle that dimension of the question. It essentially aims to establish, from a
historical perspective, the relation between the nature of the frontiers inherited from colonialism, the
effects of recurrent drought and the border dispute between Cameroon and Nigeria around the South
of Lake Chad.

The impact of recurrent drought on Lake Chad

The history of the climate of the Chadian basin is marked by droughts. The available data show that
since 50.000 BC, this region alternates between arid and humid periods. Drought is essentially
caused by shortage in rainfall. Some important phases need to be quoted. Thus, within the period
spanning from 25.000 BC, the sub-saharan zone was characterized by a desert climate in the Lake
Chad region, many sand dunes were formed, the Chadian paleolake dried up completely and the
Sahara desert gained 500 km to the Southward, in the direction of the Chadian basin. From 4500
BC, this region has moved into a phase of structural aridity; the alternation between dry periods and
humid periods is regular4.

In the 20th century, we have witnessed numerous years of drought accompanied by very important
human and social consequences recorded in collective memory. Such years of drought have become
more and more frequent. That was the case with the years between 1972-1973 and 1983-1985.

In the course of this process, Lake Chad has considerably dwindled. During the Pleistocene period,
the Lake was situated between latitudes 5° and 25° North, and Longitudes 7° and 25° East. Today,
it cover between latitudes 12°20’ and 14°30’ North, and 13° and 15°30’ East. From a surface area
of 400.000 km² the paleolake or Mega Chad has dropped down to almost 10.000 km² today. The
banks of the lake are today at about 100 km of the littoral of Mega Chad. The depth of its waters
moved from 320m to 3.5m or 10m depending on the area. Meanwhile, it is today Africa’s most
deepest lake waters. It is the only surviving of all ancient paleolakes, others having dried out5.

In the course of the centuries, the lake has considerably diminished in depth, in surface area and in
water resources. A number of researchers and explorers had predicted its rapid disappearance. In
spite of the harsh effect of the drought, the lake has survived; it represents a great oasis in the heart
of an arid land. For this reason, it exerts a strong attraction on those who, States and individuals
alike, are conscious of the high stakes represented by water in such an arid space. In fact, despite the
effects of drought, Lake Chad is the eleventh of the most important lakes of the world6. Its basin
contains abundant water resources and a vast stretch of fertile lands.

Access to Lake Chad and the colonial conquest

The colonial conquest of the Chadian basin was the work of France, Great Britain and Germany. Up
till 1916, the year in which Germany was defeated in Cameroon during the First World War, this
territory was the protectorate of the Reich. Britain controlled Nigeria while France had a strong hold
on Chad. But before gaining the effective control of these territories, the colonial powers negotiated

4 G. G. R. Thambyapillay, 1983, « The palaeo-hydroclimatology of Lake Chad », Annals of Borno, vol. I,
University of Maiduguri, pp. 133-140.
5 A. Bouchardeau and R. Lefèvre, 1957, Monographie du lac Tchad, T. 1, Paris, ORSTOM, p. 1; J.P.
Carmouze, J. C. Durand and C. Levèque, 1983, Lake Chad : ecology and productivity of a shallow tropical
ecosystem, Yaoundé, IRD, microfilm 16 177; Thambyapillay, 1983, pp. 132-139.
6 Ibrahim James, 1989, « Lake Chad as an instrument of internatioanal cooperation », A. I. Asiwaju and P. O.
Adeniyi (eds), Borderlands in Africa : a multidisciplinary and comparative focus on Nigeria and West Africa,
Lagos, University of Lagos Press, pp. 304-315; M. R. Ofoegu, 1978, « The Chad Basin Commission », A. B.
Akinyemi (ed), Nigeria and the world : readings in Nigerian foreign policy, Lagos, NIIA, p. 82.
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among themselves in order to delimit their respective frontiers. It is thus revealing that words and
expressions which constantly recur during such border delimitation agreements are related to water:
river, lake, bed, navigable branch, tributary, mouth, etc. At time powerful nations that have never
conquered a space succeeded in obtaining a part of this space through negotiations. That is the case
with Germany. The Germans demanded and obtained access to certain fluvial basins, particularly
Lake Chad basin, for their Cameroonian protectorate.

Rivers are certainly natural obstacles which can serve as borders between two nations; nonetheless,
the fact that colonizers, in most cases, make sure that boundaries should be in the middle of rivers,
whenever such rivers serve as boundaries, shows that the river in itself is a resource. It is, on the one
hand, a strategic resource when it serves as a means of communication in an area where roads are
inaccessible during rainy seasons and sometimes even simply inexistent. On the other hand, the
river is a determining natural resource in a precarious natural environment where water is
indispensable to the survival of men and their animals.

That is why the history of the delimitation of the state along the borders of Lake Chad in general
and between Cameroon and Nigeria in particular is the subject of numerous negotiations
corresponding to the different phases of the colonial history of these countries. These negotiations
have led to the signing of agreements of border delimitations. Lets simply mention that it is through
such agreements, particularly the Anglo-German agreement of 15 November, 1893 that the
boundary between German Kamerun and Nigeria was extended to the Southern part of Lake Chad.
But in the wake of the defeat of Germany in Cameroon in 1916, the English and the French
continued the discussion on the delimitation of their respective zones of influence. In this regard,
Great Britain wanted to push the boundary east to the Shari River under the pretext of reconstituting
the ancient Kingdom of Bornu7. Within the context of the Franco-Bristish condominium then put in
place, Great Britain wanted to obtain specifically the administration of the whole of North
Cameroon; this region would then be part of a larger Nigeria. In pushing the boundary till the Shari,
Britain would clearly obtain a territory containing important water resources such that Nigeria could
have a more important access to lake Chad and would reach the banks of River Logone as well as
River Shari.

Chad Basin Commission and the joint exploitation of resources
of the Chadian Basin

The four countries bordering Lake Chad – Cameroon, Chad, Niger, Nigeria – acceded to
Independence in 1960. Soon after Independence, they undertook to organize bilateral and
multilateral cooperation. Thus on 22 May 1964, the Heads of States and Government of these
countries met in Fort-Lamy (present N’Djamena), capital of Chad, where they signed the
convention instituting the Chad Basin Commission (CBC). The conventional basin covers an area
of 42,000 km2 divided as follows: Cameroon: 8.5%, Niger: 29.5%, Nigeria: 21%, Chad: 41.5%. The
conventional basin is carved out at the interior by a hydrographic basin of 2,500,000 km2.

The Commission is regulated by this following: the convention which instituted it, the status related
to the development of the conventional basin, an internal regulation and agreements on the use and
conservation of the waters of Lake Chad basin. In the whole, the texts provide for a joint
exploitation of the resources of the basin.

The member States have committed themselves to avoid unilateral initiatives likely to affect the
general state of the lake. Each state can undertake projects in its own part portion of the
conventional lake, but such projects must assure the conservation of its water resources, maintain
their usefulness, their natural qualities and avoid water pollution. Projects likely to consume
important amounts of water must first obtain the accord of the Commission composed of the
Member States.

7 C. Weladji, 1982, « The Cameroon-Nigeria border, 1914 and after (5th and last instalment) », ABBIA, n°
38-39-40, pp. 213-271.
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During the 1960s, member states respected the rules set-up by the Commission; none undertook a
project that could be harmful to the lake. But during the 1970s, Cameroon and Nigeria, probably
urged by their new economic prosperity, put in place ambitious irrigation projects.

The Cameroonian irrigation projects were based on the pumping of the waters of the Logone in
order to facilitate rice cultivation in the Cameroonian part of the Logone plain. It is needless to
dwell on the details of this issue, the subject of this paper being the boundary between Nigeria and
Cameroon.

Just like Cameroon, Nigeria also undertook to exploit the water resources of the Chadian basin,
particularly those of Lake Chad, for the purposes of national development. Since 1950, studies were
carried out on the hydrology of the basin and the results facilitated the elaboration of small-scale
irrigation projects. These projects were the Yau Scheme and the Gambaru-Ngala Scheme
respectively based on the waters of River Komadugu Yobe and Ebeji, all tributaries of Lake Chad.
Then followed in 1970 the South Chad Irrigation Pilot Project to irrigate 1,000 hectares from the
waters of Ebeji. These projects were less ambitious given that the rivers from which water was to be
drawn were insignificant. But more importantly, these initial experiments faced the effects of the
1973-1974 drought; which, according to M. R. Ofoegbu, might have influenced Nigeria’s decision
to set up large-scale projects relying on waters drawn directly from the lake:

In 1975, perhaps as a Nigerian response to the drought disaster of 1973-74, or as a
mark of dissatisfaction with the slow progress of the CBC [Chad Basin Commission],
but definitely in keeping with a domestic policy in water resource development, the
Nigerian government undertook to develop the following water basins: 1. Lake Chad
Basin Development Authority… The goals of the Authority were outlined as follows:

(1) to implement the South Chad Irrigation Project,

(2) to develop 96 000 km2 of Nigerian land (firki soils) south of the treaty portion of
the Lake Chad Basin;

(5) to relocate or integrate existing villages in the Marte, Monguno, Maolli, and Ngala
districts of Borno State along modern lines;

(6) to break up land acquired by the government and vested in the Chad Basin
Development Authority (CBDA) into small-holding allotments...

(7) to seek to provide direct employment for additional 12.000 farming families, that
is, additional to the existing rural farmers in the area who constitute the mainstay of the
program8

This project is comprised of irrigation canals, pumping stations, dikes and other diverse
infrastructures aimed at facilitating the work. The South Chad Irrigation Project (SCIP) is in fact
supplied by an adduction canal which is 38.3 km long covering from Baga to Kirinowa. In 1982,
another project, the Baga Polder Project, went underway. It had to protect the region from the lake’s
floods thanks to a duke of 32 km and irrigate 20,000 hectares with the help of an adduction canal of
135 km drawing water from the lake9.

Pumping of water from the Logone and Lake Chad arouses a controversy, even tensions between
the member states of Chad Basin Commission. In addition to the dispute between Cameroon and
Chad, it is necessary to note the anger of the Chadian Head of State, Hissène Habré, who
emphasized that the drop in the water level of Lake Chad is not only due to a weak rainfall but also
to the unilateral maneuvers of some members of CBC. But the irrigation projects of Nigeria which
resulted from that country’s desire to develop its North-Eastern part affected by the harsh effect of
drought, were themselves subjected to the drastic consequences of the 1983-1984 drought. That
eventually paved the way for today’s territorial conflict opposing Cameroon and Nigeria around the
southern borders of Lake Chad.

8 Ofeogu, 1978 : 90.
9 Thambyapillay, 1983 : 107-108; O. Yerokun, 1983, « The legal regime of Lake Chad », Annals of Borno,
vol. I, pp. 160-161.
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Drought, migration and conflict

From 1972-73 and 1983-84, Lake Chad basin, just like all other Sahelian lands, underwent a serious
drought. The main consequence of the second period (1983-84) concerns the SCIP whose activities
completely stopped in 1984. The level of the lake dropped to below 279m, a reduction that has
never been recorded for two centuries. The surface of the lake was about 1570 km2. The volume of
the stocked water was below 3 billion cubic meters as against 28 billion cubic meters in 1973,
50 billion m3 in 1964 and 105 billion m3 between 1961 and 196310. Moreover, the entire ponds of
the Northern basin of the lake have disappeared. They no more receive supplies from River
Komadugu Yobe. At the same time, we are witnessing the almost total disappearance of the
immense pastures surrounding the generous waters of the lake.

In Borno State, agricultural statistics were alarming, and in certain areas disastrous. Thus in 1983,
agricultural losses were as follows: rice: 15.3%; wheat: 57.1%; millet: 43%; sorghum: 27.5%;
maize: 17.7%. Agricultural deficits in 1984 were also considerable, evaluated at 62.4%. It was
catastrophic in the SCIP zone where losses were evaluated at 94%. This drastic drop in agricultural
yield provoked an inflation of about 498% in 1985.

As for the people, their response to the drought was to leave their zone of habitation to settle where
natural resources were still available. Immigration to the banks of Lake Chad was thus intense,
involving as many people from the other zones of Logone and Shari division as from the other
countries bordering Lake Chad. Thus, Nigerians represented 41.9% of the population settled along
the Shari and Lake Chad. This proportion increases gradually as we move toward the North in the
direction of the lake. Nigerians, for example, form 57% of the population of the Shari delta, 71% of
the Island of Kofia and 82% of Gore Koubou11. In the West of Shari, the retreat of the lake brings
about the movement of the people to the newly emerged spaces. On the whole, since 1976, the
outlet of the Shari to Lake Chad was mainly populated by Nigerians. The circulation of the Naira
[Nigerian currency] in this region explains the situation better just like the territorial claims that
such a situation can engender12. The Nigerian geographer, Are Kolawole who is carrying out
research work on the banks of the lake, visited the encampments of the dry season commonly called
« dor », and wrote that:

The doro settlement (Buhari, Kapta, Kreta, Kirfi) are in the Republic of Cameroon, the
right of access to Nigerian settlers was granted by the Lawan (District head) of Baderi
and Kirinowa Districts of eastern Borno through their ward heads (bulama). CBRDA
(Chad Basin and Rural Developement Authority) obtained their righ of access directly
from the district head of Baderi. As lake-floor use becomes institutionalized, Lake
Chad, once the scene of international cooperation may become a scene of international
conflict13

In May 1987, just a few days after the General Population and Habitat Census during which
Cameroonians effectively counted this region which is totally integrated into the Nigerian economy,
Nigerian troops occupied the place. Since then, a border dispute has opposed the two countries on the
subject of this region at the southern banks of Lake Chad known under the name of Darak region.

Finally, the drought of early 70s and 80s has had a considerable economic and human consequence.
It has considerably reduced the water resources of the lake and the adjacent regions. Nevertheless,
the retreating lake leaves behind it humid soils, fertile and rich in pasture. Furthermore, the lake
contains dozens of species of fish that people from all the states along its banks come to catch. In

10A. Chouret, « Le lac Tchad et son système d’alimentation : conséquences des périodes de sécheresse »,
Yaoundé, IRD, microfilm 7654; A. Chouret et al, 1974, « Les effets de la sécheresse actuelle en Afrique sur le
niveau du lac Tchad », Cahiers ORSTOM, Série Hydrologie, vol. XI, n°1, p. 35; A. Beauvilain, 1989, Nord-
Cameroun, crises et peuplement, Doctorat thesis, Paris Panthéon-Sorbonne, pp. 92-96.
11 Beauvilain, 1989, T. 2 : 546.
12 Ibid. : 553.
13 A. Kolawole, 1988, « Cultivation of the floor of lake Chad : a response to environmental hazard in Eastern
Borno, Nigeria », The Geographical Journal, vol. 154, part 2, p. 250.
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such circumstances, and in view of the fact that the lacustrian frontiers are not delimited, the
fishermen move from one island to another without noticing that they are involved in an
international migration. It is one of the sources of antagonism among the fishermen, leading
sometimes to the intervention of the forces of their respective countries. That was the case in 1983
between the elements of the forces of Nigeria and Chad14.

What is certain is that, due to the diminishing resources caused by drought, the surrounding peoples,
particularly those that are the subject of the present discussion, that is, Nigerian nationals, have
crossed the boundary and settled in the Southern banks of Lake Chad. This zone contains more
water and fertile soils, thus forming a refuge for all these drought migrants. This part of the
Cameroonian territory being under-populated, these migrants have settled there permanently
without necessary asking for Cameroonian nationality. As long as their presence posed no problem
to Cameroon, such movements and implantations of the natives of other countries were perceived as
a normal phenomenon in an integrated economic, human and cultural space where boundaries have
always been lived as a linking bridge of exchange rather than as a line of demarcation.
Nevertheless, the halting of SCIP, the relatively massive migration of Nigerians toward a zone rich
in natural resources and integrated into the Nigerian economy seem to be factors which, when
combined together, have brought about the occupation of the Darak zone. This especially because
just a few days before this occupation, Cameroon had conducted a population census of this zone,
thus demonstrating its sovereignty over the territory.

Attempts at solution within the CBC

It was, as a matter of fact, in 1983 in the wake of the confrontation between Nigeria and Chadian
soldiers around the lake, that the CBC saw the necessity to seek a global and long-lasting solution to
the disputes that arise from Lake Chad. Thus, from 21 to 23 July 1983, Commissioners representing
member States and experts met in Lagos, Nigeria. While stating the subject of the meeting, the
Nigerian Minister for Water Resources, Dr. Emmanuel Yahaya Atanu, the then acting President of
the Commission, declared that:

... in order to seek a long-lasting solution to the permanent problem often caused by
long undelimited borders between the Member states whatever the depth of their
relationships and in this precise case, the lake in which the borders of our four nations
meet, Nigeria and Chad justly agreed that Chad Basin Commission should be the right
place for the discussions of all the important ramifications of this problem and to once
and for all, seek necessary solutions applicable not only to the two countries, but also
to the entire four member states.15

It clearly meant tackling one of the most thorny problems of interstate relations in Africa, that of
boundaries inherited from colonialism in general and that of maritime and lacustral borders in
particular. Ever since their accession to Independence, the member states of CBC were very
preoccupied by immense interior problems, Nigeria and Chad having witnessed civil wars. The
demarcation of their borders with their neighbors of the Chadian basin was then a trivial issue.
However, by the beginning of the 1980s, Nigeria had become an economic giant and Hissène Habré
had imposed himself as the sole master of N’Djamena. The context was, therefore, favorable for
them to take economic factors into account while elaborating and carrying out their foreign polices
particularly in their immediate neighborhood. The imprecise nature of the borders they inherited
from colonization and the important role water plays in this degrading environment, all give a
particular importance to every centimeter of aquatic space that each country gains to the detriment
of its neighbor.

For this reason, which is at once political and economic, the committee of experts that each member
state sent include not only technicians in cartography or in water resources, but also career
administrators. It is even owing to this political connotation that aid donors refused to finance the

14 J . L. Okon Ekpenyong, 1989, « Potentials of Nigerian boundary corridors as sources of international
economic conflict », A. I. Asiwaju and P. O. Adeniyi (eds) : 293-302.
15  CBC 0045, Report of the Extraordinary Meeting, Lagos, 21-23 July, 1983.
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boundary marking exercise in the lake16. The financing of the demarcation works was equally
shared by the members in the wake of the Head of States Summit of N’Djamena from 28 to 29
October, 1987. They ordered that indications defining their border layout be exactly reconstructed
with the help of the different diplomatic and cartographic documents17.

Work began in March 1988, the period within which the experts determined a certain number of
mutual points and fixed the terms of reference. If in some areas these mutual points were easily
located, problems did not take long to arise when it came to determining the mutual point between
Nigeria and Cameroon. That slowed down the beginning of the demarcation work. Experts of the
four countries met again in N’Djamena from 9 to 11 June 1988 in order to seek a compromise.
While Cameroonian experts were ready to determine the demarcation line on the basis of the maps
provided by the Executive Secretariat of the CBC, their Nigerian partners, lacking full powers,
demanded that the problem be sowed within the context of a ministerial meeting18.

Despite the insistence of the experts of Niger and Chad who favored a solution within a multilateral
context of the CBC, and despite the mediation of the Executive Secretary of the organ, and
notwithstanding three extraordinary meetings of the commissioners between July and September
1988, Nigerian experts insisted on a bilateral solution. All the same, a compromise solution on
Cameroon-Nigeria frontier was arrived at between December 1988 and June 1989.

At the end of the demarcation work on the field, the Heads of States approved the judicial document
relating to the work in 199419. Each state was supposed to ratify it before the N’Djamena meeting of
the Head of States scheduled for 1996. Before this date, the International Court of Justice at The
Hague had been apprised of the entire border disputes between Nigeria and Cameroon.

Conclusion: «edible water» and peaceful coexistence on the southern banks
of Lake Chad

A documentary made by Bjørn Arnstsen20 has posed the problem of relations between Man and
natural resources around the southern banks of Lake Chad with simplicity but also with much
relevance and density. Centered around the daily live of a group of fishermen in the village of
Blangoua, this documentary tackles many questions: the organization and problems of fishing; the
impact of drought and fishing techniques on the fish population, the perenniality of the resources
and the revenue of the fishermen; the relationship between Cameroonian fishermen and others on
the one hand and Nigerian buyers on the other; the joint exploitation of resources by Kotoko and
Shuwa Arabs while these two ethnic communities of Logone and Chari division are politically
opposed, sometimes violently, to one another.

It thus means that if, historically speaking, the control of useful space and the exploitation of
resources have opposed human communities and States, access to water and resources it comprises
tends to mobilize, at the level of the people, a transethnic and transnational identity. The
demarcation of border between the States along the banks of Lake Chad will seemingly not change
this secular deal. It will be able to precise spaces of sovereignty belonging to each State but it is
indispensable to allow positive solidarity to express itself.

In fact, it is clear that fishing is a lucrative activity only because it mobilizes producers and buyers
from various countries. Generally, the development of natural resources in the conventional basin
requires an integrative approach though respectful of the exclusive rights of States. Here, water, at
least the one in Lake Chad, is a transnational resource, for the rivers that feed the lake come from all
the member States of CBC. That explains why Central African Republic, a non-riparian of the lake,

16  CBC 0032, Minutes of the 31st Session, Maroua, 16-21 December, 1985
17  CBC 0014, Minutes od the 6th Conference of Heads of States, N’djamena, 28-29 October, 1987.
18  CBC 0049, Annex F: Report of the Meeting of Experts Assigned to prepare the Extraordinary Session of
Maiduguri.
19  CBC 0043, Minutes of the 43rd Session, Garoua, 13-14 March 1995.
20  Bjørn Arnstsen, « Every year is different, just like the fish ». P.h.D film, Department of Visual
Anthropology, Faculty of Sciences, University of Tromsø, 2001.
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should henceforth be a member of the CBC. The Oubangui river, a tributary of the Shari, flows in
Central African Republic.

Nonetheless, in the Lake Chad Basin in general, water, owing to the fact that it determines the
essentials of the activities of production, influences the quality of life and impacts on sociopolitical
relationships, does have a stronger and denser meaning. That explains our use of the expression
« edible water ». Here, the quality of « drinking water » does not matter, for isn’t it said that the
black peasant’s stomac is vaccinated against water-borne diseases? In reality, what matters most is
the perenniality of sufficient quantity of water that could enable the people to practice agriculture,
animal husbandry and fishing. In this connection, the task of member States of CBC consists in
ensuring the perenniality of the lake with the help of the international community. The « end of
water » in this region will likely be more harmful to peace than the present conflicts caused by the
exploitation of limited water resources.
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In modern social science discourse two polar models for conceptualizing water resources seem to
have emerged: water as commons or water as commodity. According to the commons perspective,
resources are communal property to which individuals can at best be assigned usufruct rights. Water
as commodity implies that resources can be owned and exchanged, an idea appropriate to present-
day capitalist notions of property. The abstract models can take a number of forms including private
ownership, state property or collectively-owned, to name but a few types of management systems.
The models are not mutually exclusive; in fact, they are part of the same conceptual world. Even the
most extreme from of commoditization, a fully-fledged system of private property, rests on shared
sets of assumptions, usually enshrined in writing, about which resources are communal and which
private. In some cases, when referring to particular resources, one model is seen as antidote to the
problems associated with the other. For example, the solution of the notorious “tragedy of the
commons” outlined by Garret Hardin - where opportunistic economic agents pursue individual gain
until the collective resource collapses - is thought to be the extension of property rights to common
resources.1 Or, on the other hand, the solution to untenable levels of inequality might be to loosen
the hold of private ownership and ensure that all have equal rights to resources like land and water.

Differences in preferred model are often linked to the intended policy outcome and the specific
concerns of the scholar. After Hardin’s powerful critique of degradation of the commons, those who
supported conservation of natural resources promoted the introduction of some system of private
property to ensure that people had an interest in the preservation and sustainability of their resource
base: the commoditization of natural resources was viewed as essential for the survival of nature in
a capitalist world. Unless we determine the value of nature, the argument goes, resources will be
degraded according to the inexorable logic of the “tragedy of the commons”.2 There are also
economic arguments for the privatization of the commons, the most important being that providing
title to property enables the poor to access capital and embark on the road to capitalist
development.3  In general biologists and economists have been the most invested in such arguments.
On the other hand, anthropologists, often close to the communities with which they have lived and
worked, have defended the commons from a welfare perspective: the livelihoods of poor traditional
communities rest on continued access to natural resources not declared private property. They
critique the assumptions of economically utilitarian human behavior that informed Hardin’s
“tragedy of the commons” model and argue against the view of the commons as open-access and
without a regulatory apparatus or at least sets of values that ensure communities do not overexploit
their commons.4 And on occasion, such so-called “anti-tragedy” arguments follow up with a
contention that privatizing nature exposes it to forces of production and exploitation that result in

1 Garret Hardin, “The Tragedy of the Commons,” Science 162 (1968): 1243-1247. One of the precursors to
Hardin’s theory was Scott Gordon’s model of the fishery, Scott H. Gordon, “The Economic Theory of a
Common Property Resource: The Fishery,” Journal of Political Economy 62 (1954): 124-142.
2 For an example of this argument applied to fisheries see R.B. Rettig and J.C. Ginter, Limtied Entry as a
Fishery Management Tool (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1978).
3 For the latter argument see Hernando de Soto, The Mystery of Capital: Why Capitalism Triumphs in the
West and Fails Everywhere Else  (Basic Books, 2001).
4 Bonnie McCay and James Acheson, The Question of the Commons: The Culture and Ecology of Communal
Resources (Tucson: Iniversity of Arizona Press, 1987). For a qualified defense of common property theory
against such critiques see Ottar Brox, “Common Property Theory: Epistemological Status and Analytical
Utility,” Human Organization 49(3), 1990: 227-235, 229.
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degradation.5. Thus, the commons should be defended against capitalism not only for the welfare of
poor communities but also for reasons of environmental preservation. Anti-tragedy arguments have
been at the forefront of promoting forms of resource management derived from “local” or
“communal” knowledge systems different to those found in modern capitalist society.6

This paper explores different facets and ideologies of ownership and control over a period that
ranges from pre-colonial to late colonial in one river and lake system in central Africa. I will argue
that conceptions of nature which allow us to think of water as commons or as commodity did not
exist in pre-colonial Africa where nature was part of culture, and culture of nature; the natural world
was thereby integrated with society. This culture of nature was not a free-floating discourse: it was
concretized through the formation of several institutions of resource management. I present a case
study of these institutions and how they mediated human access to natural resources in a central
African river and lake system termed Mweru-Luapula. In essence natural resources were controlled
through an ecological ideology institutionalized in what anthropologists have termed territorial
ecological cults. The central feature of these widespread ecological cults was that the “management
of nature depends on the correct management and control of society.”7 Thus, unlike our modern
discourses of nature as commodity or commons acted on by people, in pre-colonial Africa the
vicissitudes of the natural world were primarily linked to human relationships, both living and dead,
and to nature spirits. Natural resources were not owned privately or communally; they were
described by a cosmology, or a set of stories, that emerged from relationships between people.

We are quite accustomed to distinguishing between resource ownership and control in the pre-
capitalist and capitalist societies. The commons model is thought to be typical of “traditional”
societies not yet dynamised by capitalist relations of production compared to the commodity fetish
of capitalist society and culture, most developed in the United States where, according to one
historian of US law, “the natural world has been everywhere, relentlessly, transformed into
property.”8 Yet the opposition between the traditional commons and modern commodity is a way of
clarifying our present-day relationships to resources and not always an accurate portrayal of the
past. In fact, as this paper will demonstrate, the complex system of ownership and control of water
resources in pre-colonial Africa cannot be described as commodity or commons.

A “commons” implies that certain people in a community have rights to resources as defined by
accepted but often unwritten laws. World Bank development theorists Daniel Bromley and Michael
Cernea have acknowledged as much when they argue that property should not be viewed not as an
object but as “a right to a benefit stream.”9 Of course, rights to benefits from resources can be much
weaker in certain societies than private property rights are in a capitalist and legalistic society.
Nevertheless, common rights are rights to property and are of the same genus if not species as
private property rights. The original English meaning of commons implied some kind of
responsibility, traditional restraint and social obligation towards the commons; in other words, a
system of rights with respect to natural resources. The commons only took on a different meaning
with the rise of more legalistic states, which enclosed property and inscribed it in law, thereby
developing what we consider to be private ownership. In other words, our present-day
conceptualization of a commons rests on an opposition to our system of private ownership in
modern, capitalist societies.

5 For a defense of the commons against privatization in the US context see Theodore Steinberg, Slide
Mountain or the Folly of Owning Nature  (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995). A critique of
developmental perspectives based on privatization of the notion of the tragedy of the commons in Michael
Goldman, ed., Privatizing Nature: Political Struggles and the Global Commons (London: Pluto Press, 1998),
1-53.
6 Fikret Berkes, ed., Common Property Resources: Ecology and Community-based Sustainable Development
(London: Belhaven Press, 1989).
7 J.M Schoffeleers, ed., Guardians of the Land: Essays on Central African Territorial Cults  (Gwelo: Mambo
Press, 1978), 5.
8 Theodore Steinberg, Slide Mountain or the Folly of Owning Nature  (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1995), 10.
9 Daniel Bromley and Michael Cernea, “The Management of Common Property Natural Resources: Some
Operational Fallacies,” World Bank Discussion Papers (October, 1989).
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What, then, was the meaning of “commons” and indeed “ownership” in non-capitalist and
predominantly oral societies? A romantic tradition in Western thought associates it with the core
idea of the allegedly fabricated speech of Seattle where he compared a market in land to buying and
selling the sky: “The idea is strange to us. The earth does not belong to man. Man belongs to the
earth.”10  Similarly, in pre-colonial Africa, with its plentiful land and limited technology, historians
and anthropologists have argued that control over people was more important than ownership of
land and resources. Yet, even in the lineage societies which valued control over people, people
negotiated certain rights to the land through earth priests who in certain cases were actually known
as Guardians or Owners of the Land and Lakes. The basis of ownership of the land, the so-called
“title-deeds” or charters of such Owners, was not held in written document but in story, and often a
gendered story. To be sure, oral stories support fluid types of ownership; encoded laws, by contrast,
support a far stronger form of ownership and ultimately, if the resource allows, types of private
property. Nevertheless, rights to benefits from resources existed in pre-colonial Africa. And
underlying the limited property rights of pre-colonial Africa were not only the material structures of
land and technology but also the cultural agency of oral traditions. Property rights were inscribed in
stories, and the more contested the resource, such as those of under consideration in this paper, the
more important and contested the stories, the charters to natural resources like land, lakes and rivers.

This first part of this paper explores traditions of ownership and control of water resources in pre-
colonial African society, considering the tensions between ecological cults at the territorial level
and secular rulers, and relating the particular traditions of Mweru-Luapula to those found across the
central African savannah. In the second part, I’ll turn to the onset of colonialism, the move towards
bureaucratic forms of state authority, and the implications this would have for older notions of
ownership and control of water resources. In essence, we trace the change from an ideology that
viewed social and natural relationships as entwined, the social and natural worlds as one and the
same, to a view closer to our modern ideas of nature, which have distinguished the river and lake as
property distinct from people, and inscribed water resources in a written legal system. Authorities
responsible for resource management changed from Owners of the Land and Lagoons legitimated
by the ancestral spirits of nature itself to colonial chiefs who ruled by mobilizing the resources of
the bureaucratic state. This separation of nature and culture in cosmology and in institutions is the
epistemological and political ground upon which our view of nature as privately or communally-
owned property rests. For this reason, the commons/commodity distinction is entirely inadequate to
describe resource management in pre-colonial Africa, where distinctions between nature and people
were not at all clear. But the more difficult and problematic implication of the paper is that although
unique forms of resource management did exist in Africa, these were so thoroughly transformed
during colonialism, that we cannot return to an idealized version of “local” or “communal”
ecological knowledge. Thus, while I agree that in pre-colonial Africa ecological cultures defined
limited property rights, these are no longer to be found. We need to be skeptical of resource
strategies that claim to be reflections of indigenous knowledge.

The Cults of Nature

Issues of environment and people, the control and ownership of natural resources, have been of
central concern to researchers in central Africa ever since anthropologist Audrey Richards
published her classic work Land, Labour and Diet in 1939.11 The brilliance of Richard’s work was
its combination of economic, environmental and ideological perspectives in a study of the changing
systems of agriculture of the plateau Bemba. The work was trend-setting: almost all of the Rhodes-
Livingstone anthropologists who predominantly worked in Northern Rhodesia (present-day
Zambia) – including Ian Cunnison who wrote the seminal ethnography of the Luapula Valley --
noticed systems of ecological government, religion, or rituals among central African peoples which

10 Quoted and dicussed in Peter Coates, Nature: Western Attitudes since Ancient Times (Cambridge: Polity
Press, 1998), 92.
11 Audrey Richards, Land, Labour and Diet in Northern Rhodesia: An Economic Study of the Bemba Tribe
(London: Oxford University Press, 1939).
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they termed local cults.12 Their observations, surely not simply an aspect of the early twentieth
century ethnographer’s fascination for man in his natural environment, must be based on some
widespread and shared culture of nature. Were there coherent and similar systems of ecological
management spread across much central and southern Africa prior to the advent of colonialism?

Unfortunately, historians have yet collate the ethnographic data and explore this question to the
depth that it deserves. Until recently central African historiography has been more concerned with
the rise of pre-colonial states, migratory patterns and chiefs.13 Nevertheless, it is apparent that the
answer to the above question is affirmative: there was indeed a systematic and shared system of
environmental management across much of central African savannah. A pioneering attempt to place
these cults in a proper historical, cultural and geographic context was undertaken in an edited
volume by J.M. Schofelleers, a scholar of Malawian ecological cults, with additional studies from
Zambia and Zimbabwe. The collection makes it clear that such cults were primarily “concerned
with man’s role as a transformer and recipient from his natural environment”14; in other words with
the management, the ownership and control, of resources. The study establishes that such territorial
cults, given their similar cultural forms and even terminology, were not idiosyncratic or parochial –
they were not “local” - but rather at one point common to most eastern and southern Bantu-speaking
peoples. To be sure, differences in features and the general significance of the cults of nature
existed; these differences were related to the coexistence of the territorial ecological institutions
with other forms of rulership and to the diverse features of the central Africa savanna itself, which
ranges from water-scarce low forest savanna to the swamp-like southern drainage basin of the
Congo River, the focus of this paper.

The Luapula River begins in the shallow Lake Bangweulu, which is fed by the Chambeshi River
with its source on the Muchinga plateau, home to the Bemba peoples. After leaving Lake
Bangweulu, the wide swamp-like Luapula flows south, then, as it hits the curving plateau, it turns
around, flowing north and forming a river of a few hundred feet width. As it meanders north, it
becomes narrower and faster flowing, and after a hundred miles, the Luapula descends in a series of
rapids called Mambilima Falls. Here the Luapula Valley, the focus area of my research, begins. The
Luapula River continues on its northward journey for about one hundred miles, meandering through
the valley, widening out into shallow swamps called lagoons, and eventually forming Lake Mweru.
The lake itself is some 80 miles long and 25 to 30 miles wide. It is never very deep, reaching a
maximum depth of about fifty feet near its rocky northern edges, and far shallower near the south-
eastern beaches.  At its northern tip, the Luapula continues its journey as the Luvua (locally known
as the Lualaba) until it reaches the Congo River. The lake and river have a distinct fish ecology
which provides a valuable resource for the riparian villages. Most fish spend their adult lives in
Lake Mweru, while the swamps of the Luapula provide spawning grounds and an environment rich
in nutrients for juvenile fish. Yet because of the waterfalls and rapids, fish do not spawn south of
Mambilima where the fish ecology is linked to Lake Bangweulu.

To the east and west of the Luapula Valley the land rises to highlands of mixed woodland and high
grass, known as Chipya. Although the soils are poor, when combined with fertilizer, usually
supplied by burning branches cut from trees (citemene), the land provided prosperous gardens for
millet cultivation. Where trees were not available but rainfall plentiful, as in the lower reaches of
the Luapula Valley -- termed by the colonial geographer, C. G. Trapnell, the Luapula Lake Basin
System -- the cultivation of the cassava was preferred. In the Luapula Valley, citemene agriculture

12 Ian Cunnison, The Luapula Peoples of Northern Rhodesia: Custom and History in Tribal Politics
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1959). Other significant works of Rhodes-Livingstone
anthropologists that relate to economy and environment include Elizabeth Colson, The Social Organisation of
the Gwembe Tonga (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1960); Max Gluckman, Politics, Law and
Ritual in Tribal Society(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1965).
13 The seminal history of this area is a perfect illustration of this shortcoming. Jan Vansina, Kingdoms of the
Savanna: A History of African States until European Occupation (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press,
1968). For the Bemba see Andrew Roberts, A History of the Bemba: Political growth and change in north-
east Zambia before 1900 (London: Longman, 1973). Also see the pre-colonial section of Andrew Roberts, A
History of Zambia (New York: Africana, 1976)
14 Schoffeleers, Guardians, 8.
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was only undertaken on the hills approaching the highlands. In the valley itself little millet was
farmed; instead women specialized in the cultivation of cassava and to lesser extent groundnuts.15

At least four distinct waves of settlers and conquerors converged on the resource-rich valley before
the onset of colonialism. The first was the “pygmy” peoples called the Abatwa, who no longer exist
in the valley, although pockets can be found in the Lake Bangweulu area. Oral traditions then
record the coming of the Bwilile peoples, led by Kaponto, who killed the Abatwa by burning the
land. In the wake of the vast fire, a long period of rain and flood led to the formation of Lake
Mweru. Then, in around the 17th century, the first wave of Luba migrants came to the valley. One
group which probably migrated via the Bemba plateau (Lubemba) and came to rule much of the
valley was led by Nkuba and called Shila, meaning fishers, but probably referring to rituals and
taboos relating to fishing and hunting (imishila sg. umushila).16 The final wave of conquerors were
the so-called Lunda of Mwata Kazembe who arrived in the 1740s; although they called themselves
Lunda, this probably only refers to their adoption of Lunda oral traditions and political institutions,
since their praise poems were recited in archaic Luba.17

Can we then identify a single ecological tradition, a cult of nature, that cuts across this multi-layered
history? While there was no unchanged set of ecological traditions and institutions, there were
stories, associations and shrines that have marked the physical and historical landscape. The closest
to a territorial cult similar to those described in J.M Schoffeleers’ volume -  a cult concerned with
control of nature through the correct management of society - was called Ubutwa. There has been
little written of Ubutwa probably because of the shame associated with the early missionary
condemnation. In an unpublished paper based on oral and archival evidence, Mwelwa
Musambachime argues that Ubutwa originated among the Abatwa pygmies and spread to the
Bwilile inhabitants of Luapula called Mbolela Pano  (I rot here); it was later adopted and spread by
the Shila under Nkuba. According to Musambachime, it was organized in lodges of magicians at a
village level and headed by a Shingulu  (father of spirits); the organization provided a sacred center
for the selection of Shila rulers and legitimized their control over natural resources. 18 A system of
shrines -- some man-made miniature huts called nganda ya imipashi (house of spirits) that housed
relics or occasionally natural phenomenon like the ichitutawile (music without rhythm) waterfall
and sacred springs -- were significant ritual centers through which ancestor veneration was
conducted. By respecting the shrines and their rituals, the ancestors and spirits who were embodied

15 C. G Trapnell,  The Soils, Vegetation an Agriculture of North-Eastern Rhodesia: Report of the Ecological
Survey (Lusaka: Government Printer, 1953), 70-71.
16 For a history of the Shila state see Mwelwa Musambachime, “Changing Roles: The History of the
Development and Disintegration of the Shila State to 1740,” MA Dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1976.
17 The oral traditions of the Eastern Lunda are recorded in Mwata Kazembe XIV, Ifikolwe Fyandi na Bantu
Bandi, translated by Ian Cunnison as Historical Traditions of the Eastern Lunda (Lusaka: Rhodes-Livingstone
Institute, 1961). For praise poems in archaic Luba see Jacques Chileya Chiwale, trans. and ann., Royal Praises
and Praise Names of the Lunda of Northern Rhodesia: Their Meaning and Historical Background (Lusaka:
Rhodes Livingstone Papers, 1961).
18 Musambachime, “Ubutwa: a study of the Role and Function of a Secret Society in Eastern Zaire and North-
East Zambia to the 1920s,” nd 1991-3?; Dugald Campbell, “ A Few Notes on Butwa: An African Secret
Society,” Man  14, 28(1914): 76-81. My oral evidence is unclear on the history of Ubutwa. The few
informants who were prepared to talk to me about Ubutwa insisted that the organization had little to do with
Abatwa; it was called Ubutwa because of the verb –twa (to pound) since members would dance while
pounding a mortar on top of their fellow members. The organization was said to come from the east; members
prophesized (-sesemena), had powerful magic, and were able to find witches. They were especially well-
known for digging up the dead and eating the parts of the dead body that had not rotted and were responsible
for bewitchment of living relatives. Interviews: Dyulu Kabeya, Mansabombwe, 12 Dec. 2000; Ilunga John,
Chilalo’s Village, 15 Jan. 2001; Lukwesa Alam, Musanda, 16 Jan. 2001. Leon Verbeek suggests that Ubutwa
might have adapted Christian doctrines learned from the Portuguese in the Tete region of east Africa during
the eighteenth and nineteenth century. The best evidence for this is the spread by Ubutwa of the term “Lesa”
for God – the term adopted by missionaries -- and Lukele Nganga for Lesa’s son, presumably Jesus. Leon
Verbeek, Le monde des esprits au sud-est du Shaba et au nord de la Zambie  (Rome: Libreria Ateneo
Salesiano, 1990), 13. Musambachime quotes an Ubutwa song which mentions “Lesa”.
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in the natural world would favor the people. However, if rituals were not conducted or taboos
broken, natural calamity would follow.

This local shrine system was a manifestation of a type of ecological-social management that
stretched south to the rain shrines of the Shona ancestral traditions, east to the agricultural rituals of
the Chewa and Ngoni and west to the flood traditions of the Lozi.19 The character of territorial cults
depended largely on two factors: history and nature. Nature was of primary importance to what
people produced and hence what they expected of the environment. It is thus unsurprising that in the
relatively arid areas of Zimbabwe rain shrines were of utmost importance. In Mweru-Luapula,
where rain was sufficient, it was the water and its produce, fish, that needed management. The most
important rituals and shrines would revolve around the river and lakes.

The second factor that influenced the character of ecological cults was the encounter between
secular rulers generally related to the expanding Lunda and Luba political systems and the
institutions and stories of the territorial cults. For example, in Zimbabwe, the ancient Mwali cult’s
shrines and their guardians, with their rain-making functions, were adopted by the conquering
Ndebele which in turn legitimated their rule20; or in western Zambia (Lozi) where the conquering
Kololo paramount adopted the indigenous Nyambe shrine responsible for the flooding and hence
fertility of agricultural fields.21 In Mweru-Luapula, the first conquerors to encounter local shrines
and ecological cults were the Shila under Nkuba around the late 17th century, although the stories of
conquest and the mechanisms of incorporation seem beyond recovery. 22  Relatively more recent
and clear is the incorporation of territorial ecological cults by the Eastern Lunda under Mwata
Kazembe.

The oral tradition of the conquest of the Luapula Valley by the Eastern Lunda is recorded in the
story of Nachituti, the sister of the Shila ruler, Nkuba. The story begins when a jealous Nkuba killed
his sister's son who he accused of committing adultery with his favorite wife. Nkuba placed the skin
of his dead nephew under the royal throne to ensure his eternal submission. But when Nkuba’s
sister, Nachituti, found her son's skin after a drunken party in the royal enclave, she fled to Mwata
Kazembe III, King of the Eastern Lunda, and pleaded for him to avenge the murder of her son.
Kazembe sent his most trusted generals to capture Nkuba. After a protracted expedition, the Lunda
generals conquered and subjugated the Shila and Bwilile, found Nkuba, and executed him. When
the generals returned with Nkuba’s head, Nachituti gave Mwata Kazembe a basket of earth
representing the land and pot of water representing the lake and rivers. Nachituti’s gift of the lands
and rivers became the charter of Lunda rule in Luapula and the story of Nachituti as retold over
some two hundred years functioned to link Eastern Lunda rulership to local traditions of ecological
control and ownership. The Lunda claimed to rule Luapula through the right of conquest; yet, their
authority rested on the recognition of Nkuba’s people as the autochthonous Owners of the Land /
Lagoons (umwine wa mpanga / mwinekabanda). The story of Nachituti explained how the Mwata
Kazembe became the secular ruler of the valley. However, his authority always recognized the older
ecological ideologies and institutions of the Owners of the Land and Lagoons.

The politics and culture of natural world were also entwined with the natural world itself; how the
contested culture of resource management was institutionalized ultimately depended on the lay of
the lands and lakes, the course of the river, and the opportunities for exploitation that these
resources provided. Parts of the lake were inaccessible to fishers with limited equipment, while the
lagoons offered rich fishing grounds. Many areas were unsuited to agriculture because of frequent

19 For an overview see individual chapters in Schoffeleers, ed., Guardians of the Land, 47-207. For a study
concerning shrines in Motopos see Terence Ranger, Voices From the Rocks: Nature, Culture and History in
the Matopos Hills of Zimbabwe (Harare: Baobab, 1999), 19-26. For the Lozi see Gwyn Prins, The Hidden
Hippopotomus: Reapraisal in African history: the early colonial experience in western Zambia (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1980), 139-150.
20 Ranger, Voices From the Rocks, 19-26.
21 Mutumba Mainga, Bulozi under the Luyana Kings: Political Evolution and State Formation in pre-coonial
Zambia (London: Longman, 1973); Roberts, History of Zambia, 96-99.
22 The best attempt to do so is in Mwelwa Musambachime, “Changing Roles”, 27-60. My interviews were not
as revealing of these Shila traditions.
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flooding or sandy soils. Moreover, ecology changed with season, year and human intervention.
During the annual floods fish migrated to the shallow river lagoon; during the dry season they
retreated to the deep waters of the lake; if one species was heavily fished another might prosper to
the detriment of some producers and the advantage of others. It was the duty of the Owners of the
Land and Lagoons to control these dynamics and mediate between any disputes that may arise from
them; the natural world was managed by ensuring the well-being of the people and the ancestors.

Fish, as the most contested resource, provided opportunity for the consolidation of different forms
of political authority. There were three ecological zones with differing levels of human exploitation
and types of authority. First, the relatively deep (forty to fifty feet) open waters of the lake provided
an ideal habitat for large adult fish like pale (Oreochromis macrochir) and mpumbu (Labeo
altivelis). In this zone, fishers remained close to the shore and the vast open areas on the lake were
relatively unexploited. Village leaders exerted little control over fishing, for it was not a limited,
highly-contested resource -- thus the Bwile became known as farmers, not fishers.23

The second zone was the southern, sandy shore and the northern section of the lake. This area
supported a diverse range of adult and juvenile fish and acted as a nesting ground for many of them,
especially pale. Fishermen used dugout canoes and nets to fish the shallow lake areas. The nets
were made from the fibers of local plants, called kaboko, and fishermen either left them overnight
(amalalika) or chased fish into them by the beating of surrounding water (kutumpula).24 The fishing
technology was relatively simple and the fish plentiful. In this environment, too, there was not much
political control over fishing activities. In some areas, leaders like the Shila rulers Mununga and
Nkuba had adopted the old rites of the land when they came to the Mweru-Luapula. Where the
Kalungwishi River flowed into the lake, Mununga conducted an annual "opening" of the fishery by
giving sacrificial offerings to the spirits of the fish when the fish began to spawn.25

The area most important for fishing in the nineteenth century was the third zone, which ran along
the Luapula River for about 100 miles from the village of the Mulundu, at the Mambilima rapids,
north to the Chimbofuma lagoon where the river emptied into Lake Mweru. A few months into the
rainy season, the Luapula flooded its banks and the width of the river extended from a few hundred
feet to a few miles. These flood plains provided especially good feeding grounds for young fish;
thus adult fish regularly spawned during this time. The villagers took advantage of the inundation.
Fishermen in canoes caught spawning fish with floating nets in the river, or nearer the rapids and
falls of Mambilima, villagers built dams and weirs (amâmba sg. ubwâmba) and installed traps
(imyôno sg. umôno) to catch fish as the flood waters receded. Through the careful construction of
such dams and weirs, villagers continued to catch fish well into the dry season.

In the swamps and lagoons south of Lake Mweru political and spiritual authority over the control of
the fishery was most developed. Owners of the Lagoons offered gifts like sorghum meal, the old
food of the valley, to the ancestral and nature spirits. Sometimes they visited the graveyards of the
ancestors and offered beer and white clay (ulupembe). Owners of the Lagoons had privileged access
to the spirit world and this made them responsible for the success of the seasonal catch, the safety of
the fishers and control over the limited fishing grounds. Their traditions resembled environmental
regulations. For example, the Owners of the Lagoons prohibited fishing for several months of the
year and then opened or "unlocked" the fishery (ukufungule sabi) after the spawning season. 26 Yet

23 The Bwile are Luba migrants and should not be confused with the autochthonous Bwilile. Interview: Chief
Puta and Councillors, Puta's Palace, 27 July 1998.
24 For an overview of all the different fishing techniques see Musambachime, "Development and Growth", 48-
73.
25 My oral data is unclear whether the ritual opening of the fishery practised by Munungu represented a
previous actual opening of the fishery such as the kufungule sabi practised in the south of the valley and
discussed below. Interview with Chief Mununga and Councillors, Mununga's Palace, 26 June 1998; Interview
with Chief Puta and Councillors, Puta's Palace, 27 July 1998. Livingstone reports on the fish spawning in the
Kalungwishi in Livingstone, The Last Journals, v.1, 244.
26 Musambachime, "Development and Growth" Vol. 2, "Interview with Kashiba elders", p. 13,  "Interview
with  Fisto Mulongo 18 April 1974", and "Interview with Mwilwa Calwe Kashimoto", 2; Cunnison, The
Luapula Peoples, 218-9; Department of Fisheries (henceforth DOF) /ML/1997 N. Oudwater, "Eating with the
Chiefs: A study of the present management of the Mweru-Luapula Fishery prepared for the DOF," 56-58.
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while these measures might indicate some traditional ethics regarding the management of a
commons, in all likelihood they existed to ensure that villagers further upstream gained access to
fish. The management of nature, after all, depended on the correct management of society.

A typical example of the eco-culture of the fishery was the rites surrounding the spawning of the
mpumbu fish. The Rat Clan leader, Mulundu, was responsible for the spawning of the mpumbu fish
every year after the first heavy floods. During the spawning season, fishers would catch fish in huge
numbers, smoke and export them to the plateau areas. Before catching commenced, Mulundu made
a pilgrimage to an ancient shrine that housed a relic called masombwe. He prayed and made
offerings; the masombwe informed him if the ancestors had accepted the gifts, for as long as the
ancestors remained content the mpumbu continued to spawn. Then Mulundu went with his villagers
to the river and speared the first fish. The women ululated and the catching began. The opening of
the fishery on the correct date was an important duty for if Mulundu authorized the catching of fish
too early the shoals would not have yet reached the upstream settlements.27

This was not an ossified tradition impervious to historical forces. The conquest of the valley by the
Eastern Lunda had changed the relationship of earth and lake priests like Mulundu and Nkuba; they
now accepted the secular authority of Mwata Kazembe and Mwata Kazembe accepted Nkuba and
Mulundu’s roles as Owners of Land and Lagoons, responsible for the management of nature though
the management of people and spirits. Nature was not an autonomous force upon which humans
were imposed: People, living and dead, were part of the land and lakes. This meant that conceptions
of access and ownership took a fundamentally different form to those of the present: natural
resources could not be thought of as commons or as commodity. People were part of nature, tied to
their environment through stories like that of Nachituti. There was no narrative of environmental
degradation, no “tragedy of the commons”; when the fish refused to be caught in the river and lake,
this was because the living had not respected each other and had insulted the spirits and their
stories.

The pre-colonial ecological traditions of the Luapula Valley, similar to those across much of
central-southern Africa, rested on the integration of local territorial cults with a conquering force.
The uneasy relationship between the secular conquerors and the autochthonous ancestral ecological
traditions was the central dynamic behind the ownership and control of natural resources. In general,
this meant that if conquering rulers over-exploited local resources and peoples, ancestral and
environmental forces would retaliate. The idiom of rule in this uneasy relationship between Owners
of the Land and Lunda lords was that the yields of nature hinged on the management of society.

The Laws of Nature

At the end of the nineteenth century, a fifth wave of conquerors descended on the Luapula Valley.
They proved to be the most decisive force in Luapula’s history, reconceptualizing the river and lake
as an international border, inscribing water resources in written laws, and promoting certain pre-
colonial rulers above others. The onset of Belgian and British colonialism, and the coming of
colonial capitalism, redefined the way in which resources were perceived: no longer were people
part of nature, but subject to secular laws of the state; nature was separated out from people, placed
under the jurisdiction of science, and ruled according to discourses which would try to preserve
resources while maximizing exploitability.

The Luapula Valley was divided between two colonial territories. To the west it became part of
King Leopold II’s Congo Free State and taken over by Belgium in 1908; to the east, the colonial
entrepreneur Cecil John Rhodes’ British South Africa Company was granted concession over the
colonial territory named Northern Rhodesia. The British Colonial Office took control of the
territory in 1924. The similarities between the colonial regimes were far more significant than the
differences. Colonialism in Africa was for the most part conducted on the cheap with colonial
administrations struggling to balance their budgets. Sara Berry describes the precarious nature of

27 Interview: Chief Mulundu and Traditional Councillor, Mulundu's Palace, 9 Jan. 1998; NAZ SEC 2/252
Dept. of Native Affairs, Report on the Native Fishing Industry 3 Dec. 1929.
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colonial authority in the countryside as “hegemony on a shoe string”28; indeed, the colonial state
had to rely on a system of “decentralized despotism” based on collaborating chiefs who were most
unreliable in the enforcement of laws.29 After the costs of policing and government, there was little
to spend on infrastructure and economic development; instead colonial administrators invited
expatriate capitalist to develop their colonies.

The differences that did exist on either side of the Luapula had less to do with colonial policies than
on the ground contingencies related to economic and political opportunities and constraints. In the
Belgian Congo, the Luapula Valley was a close and crucial hinterland for the copper mines that
emerged in the 1910s. The Luapula Valley was a source of both labor for the mines and fish to feed
the laborers. The Belgian colonial state felt it could not rely on African fishers to fulfill the urban
demand for fish, and thus invited expatriate to exploit the waters of Mweru-Luapula. They ceded
control over the lakes to expatriate entrepreneurs and attempted to limit access to African fishers;
they effectively embarked on a path of privatization of the river and lake in favor of colonial
entrepreneurs.

The copper mining industry in British Northern Rhodesia developed later than that of the Belgian
Congo. Although cheap labor and food were equally crucial to the development of the copper mines
in Northern Rhodesia, the Luapula Valley, thanks to contingencies of colonial borders that formed
the Congolese pedicle, was a more remote hinterland for the Northern Rhodesian mines and fish
was not in as much demand (beef from the south was more common source of protein for
mineworkers). Since the Luapula Valley was not as crucial to the functioning of the colonial
economy, officials were willing to allow Africans control over Luapula’s resources. They declared
the land and water resources “tribal trust”; in other words, a commons controlled by chiefs who
would grant usufruct rights to the land and lakes. The resources of the Luapula Valley, like much of
colonial Africa, were to be administered by the widely-known Lugardian doctrine of indirect rule.

Indirect Rule and “tribal trust” resources altered the previous balance between secular Lunda rulers
and ecological managers like the Owners of the Land and Lagoons. For example, after colonial
conquest, the Northern Rhodesian administration paid little attention to the Rat Clan of Mulundu,
who was a mediator with spirits of river, and instead recognized the authority of Mwata Kazembe as
the ruler of the entire valley. Mwata Kazembe had the right to enforce fishing regulations, to collect
revenue from the fishery, and issue permits. A pre-colonial leader was provided with mechanisms
of a modern bureaucratic state to control resource access. Owners of the Land and Lagoons were
either ignored by the colonial state or at best subordinated to Mwata Kazembe. In 1932, when the
administration required a local representative in Mulundu's area, they appointed Mulundu as a chief
subordinate to Mwata Kazembe. The previous balance of power between Mulundu and Kazembe
was transformed.30

Prior to the colonialism, Mulundu was not the sole authority in his village. He ruled with a changing
alliance of clan and village elders on behalf of ancestral forces to ensure a bountiful environment.
For example, the head of another matrilineal clan, the Rain Clan (Abena Mfula), was in charge of
preserving the masombwe relic that communicated with the spirits and ensured a prosperous fishing
season. Chief Mulundu could only consult the masombwe in the presence of the heads of five other
clans.31 At the height of colonialism, in the 1930s, the villagers found that the apparatus of eco-
political power had changed. When the colonial administration placed Mulundu under the authority
of Mwata Kazembe many of the clan elders, occasionally women, were deprived of their political
roles. Mulundu had not protected the position of other clan leaders; he was now a servant of Mwata

28 Sara Berry, No Condition in Permanent: The Social Dynamics of Agrarian Change in Sub-Saharan Africa
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1993), 22-42.
29 Mahmood Mamdani, Citizen and Subject: Contemporary Africa and the Legacy of Late Colonialism
(Princeton, 1996).
30 Interviews: Chief Mulundu and councillor, Mulundu's Palace, 9 Jan. 1998; Lubunda, Lubunda's Palace 8
Oct. 1997; Kawambwa District Notebooks, Note on the Mbeba and their Pretensions, June 1937, NAZ, KSG
3/1.
31 Interviews: Chief Mulundu and traditional councillor, Mulundu's palace, 9 Jan. 1998; Elliot Mwitwa
Kankomba and Charles Muyembe, Mambilima, 5 Jan. 1998.
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Kazembe and the African and expatriate fish traders who worked in the Congo. Rumors circulated
that Mulundu was a banyama, a vampire-man, who sold human meat and hearts to the Kaboko
hospital or to the Catholic priests in Kasenga, the administrative headquarters of the Luapula district
in the Belgian Congo where the priests used the meat for magic or sold it to businessmen who
canned it to sell to the people of the valley.32 Commercial elites in tandem with the colonial
authorities had bought the loyalty of Mulundu, the guardian of the lands and lakes.

The secret associations that stored the lore of the territorial ecological cults were also undermined
and discredited by the spread of Christianity. The Plymouth Brethren missionary, Dugald Campbell
admitted that from a “purely native standpoint” the cult that held the secrets to the shrines and
spirits, Ubutwa, held some benefits like “feasting, drinking and orgies”; yet from a government
point of view it was “grossly immoral … [and] contrary to good citizenship in any form.” And from
a missionary perspective, it was simply “pernicious.”33 He disliked the dances and sexuality of the
rituals; but at core the missionary condemnation stemmed from their view of a single God above
nature and not living ancestors as part of nature. Prohibited and repressed by the administrations of
the Congo Free State, the British South African Company and missionaries, Ubutwa seemed to
wither away by the 1920s. But Christianity spread by mission churches was probably of less
significance than the revivalist message of independent African churches, and in particular
Jehovah’s Witness, which spread across the valley in the 1930s. Biblical stories replaced the stories
of the land and the lakes; the charters of rule and ownership of the Owners of the Land and Lagoons
were no longer a core aspect of ecological management.

For the elders of the valley ecological crisis during the colonial period was linked to the collapsed
cults of nature and the end of rituals of nature. When the most popular fish, mpumbu, disappeared
from the fishery due to overexploitation by predominantly Greek fishermen based in the Congo,
people explained their disappearance in a number of stories. The most popular blamed Belgian
ichthyologists who placed rings on the fish to determine breeding patterns and thereby scared the
mpumbu. But in essence the elders thought the problem was that ecological rituals were no longer
performed as certain individuals misused nature’s bounty and became wealthy:

The rituals [ulutambi] were stopped by a powerful Greek from Congo who talked to
Nshimba on Kilwa; he had much power and prevented Nshimba and Kashimba from
performing rituals; he said that he has the right to kill as many fish as he likes. The
Greeks came with many goods and bribed the chiefs, preventing them from performing
rituals -- this is why the mpumbu stopped spawning. The mpumbu had spirits
[imipashi] that we prayed to before they swam to Mambilima and laid eggs; these
spirits were angry and left.34

During the colonial period a multi-layered system of environmental management emerged. The
colonial state, imposed from above and tied to Africa through collaborating chiefs, inscribed natural
resources in a legal systems imported from the metropole. They became either common resources
largely managed by colonial chiefs (Northern Rhodesia) or commodities assigned by the colonial
state to expatriate concessionaire interests (the Belgian Congo). African cults of nature were
undermined but did not completely disappear. New stories that explained nature-human relations
arose. Most prominent were stories of the bible, of greedy individuals, of banyama vampires, of
witches and human crocodiles. It was almost as if the nature spirits deserted the people and wreaked
malice instead of managing nature’s bounty.

32 Interviews: Jackson Bwangu and Joshua Lumbule, Mambilima 31 Dec. 1997; Elliot Kankomba and Charles
Muyembe, Mambilima, 5 Jan. 1998. DC Kawambwa to PC Kasama, 3 Sept. 1945, NAZ, SEC 2/1002. For
more on banyama vampires and Mulundu see Mwelwa C. Musambachime, “The Impact of Rumor: The Case
of the Banyama (Vampire Men) Scare in Northern Rhodesia, 1930-1964,” International Journal of African
Historical Studies, 21, 2 (1988): 201-215, 210; Luise White, Speaking With Vampires: Rumor and History in
Colonial Africa (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000), 269-305.
33 Campbell, “A Few Notes on Ubutwa,” 77-80.
34 Interview: Moses Mwelwa Kasau, Kasau’s Village, 30 Dec. 2000.
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Conclusions

During my stay in the Luapula Valley, I frequently discussed the rituals of the land with clan elders
and those who still called themselves Owners of the Land or Lagoons. In one village, next to the
floodplains of the Luapula River, we talked of an ancient shrine, a spring called Chishima, where
privileged elders had performed rituals to satisfy two spirits who took the form of pythons and
guaranteed the miracles of nature. The spirits made sure that the water from the spring was clear
and delicious to drink. A lush tree provided shade over the spring and it was a favorite place to
gather, collect water and bathe. About fifty years ago, during the height of colonialism,
anthropologist Ian Cunnison, nicknamed the one who talks of clans (Kalanda Mikowa), came to
study the people of the valley. The nature spirit shrines intrigued him and since the Chishima spring
was only a few hundred feet from the caravan where he stayed while he conducted his research, he
asked whether he could perform the rituals. This is how Moses Mwelwa Kasau, a boy at the time,
remembers the consequences:

After Kalanda Mikowa [Ian Cunnison] came to the Chishima fountain to perform
rituals, the snakes disappeared…Cunnison had asked Chibulwa, the village headman at
Chishima, if he could perform the rituals. People agreed and he went to do it. But the
spirits [imipashi] disagreed and instead of water coming from the spring, only mud
came and the snakes disappeared from the spring. So you Europeans caused the
disappearance of our rituals. No more miracles occur since the culture of the Europeans
[ulutambi wa umusungu] is different to ours.35

Of course, cultural conflict and the interventions of skeptical anthropologists did not transform the
natural world. Nevertheless, Kasau’s story is appropriate. During colonialism, ecological traditions,
the cults of nature, were undermined and transformed by the spread of colonial laws, by
Christianity, and by colonial chiefs who mobilized the resources of the bureaucratic state to claim
control over the resources of nature.

In the world of contemporary development discourse, “local” or “traditional” knowledge is a
celebrated alternative to the totalizing schemes of states and development agencies that base policy
on “universal” scientific or economic principles. In Mweru-Luapula aid agencies concerned with
the fisheries are sure to involve Mwata Kazembe and his subordinates in any discussions about the
fishery; some even invoke “traditional” types of resource management as a basis for modern fishing
regulations. “Customary authority”, claims one study, “is a fact of life in Luapula.”36 Yet we need to
be aware that while “local” knowledge and “customary” institutions are important factors in
determining control over resources, they are neither local nor customary; they are a product of
history and the multiple encounters between autochthonous peoples and outsiders. Notions of
resource management are multi-layered, referring to older traditions but equally entwined in a
recent colonial past and in discourses that range from science to the bible. Claims to indigenous
knowledge by agents involved in resource management are also part of power/knowledge equation
and should be treated with similar skepticism to claims based on “universal” modern conceptions
like water as commons or commodity. In contemporary Africa, local forms of knowledge and
ecological management are more likely to be legacies of colonialism than incarnations of ecological
traditions from a pre-colonial “Merrie Africa”.

35 Interview: Moses Mwelwa Kasau, Kasau’s Village, 30 Dec. 2000.
36 B.H.M. Aarnink, “The politics of common resource management in Zambia’s Mweru-Luapula fishery” in
Theo Hilhorst and Nettie Aarnink, Co-managing the Commons: Setting the Stage in Mali and Zambia
(Amsterdam: Royal Tropical Institute, 1999).
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1. The problem of economic centralization and political decentralization

Analysis of problems relating to river basin development in recent times has been located within
two dominant matrixes. The first is the state-citizen matrix within a nation (Amte 1990; D'Souza,
Mukhopadhyay, and Kothari 1998; Fisher 1995; Goldman 1994; Iyer 1994; Thukral 1992). The
second is the 'North-South' matrix in international relations (Aviva 1997; Bakker 1999; McCully
1996; Sklar and McCully 1994). In turn, the two matrixes are founded on two dominant conceptual
building blocks that have influenced our understanding of the post-war world.

The first is the idea of a nation-state as an independent entity. Notwithstanding the political and
economic power imbalances, international law as embodied in the United Nations system
recognizes the sovereign equality of all nation-states. National constitutions in the wake of
nationalist movements for independence support this conception. Following from this conceptual
foundation, in relation to river basin development, the nation-state is seen as primarily responsible
for river basin problems and their solutions.

The second dominant conceptual component relates to privileging economic relations over other
social relations in societies as reflected in the sanctity of private property, autonomy of economic
entities and actors, the mobilization of knowledge towards creation of wealth (Buck-Morss 1995).
Consequently, utilitarian ideas of river basins as economic entities dominate the conceptualization
of problems. Following from this conception, solutions to problems relating to river basin
development are seen as the mobilization of rivers and river basin populations for creating wealth.
Ideas of 'development' within international institutions in the UN system are premised on these
ideas.1

There is, however, a hiatus in our understanding of legal and institutional relationships between the
"the economic" and "the political" in our understanding of river basin development. This paper
traces two contradictory historical moments in relation to river basin development in India.
Beginning with 'high' imperialism of the colonial era in 1857, the trajectories of political
developments progress towards devolving power to the Indian people. The States Reorganization
Act of 1956 was the culmination of a process of constitutional reforms that began in 1905. It saw
India transformed from a unitary state under colonial rule to a federal democratic constitutional
republic. Political controversies over the control and jurisdiction over water reflect this movement
towards decentralization.2

The economic moment in contrast is towards systemic 'centralization'. During the era of 'high'
imperialism in the wake of the Industrial Revolution, a variety of indigenous economic and
production systems existed in the Indian sub-continent within different types of political entities and
institutions. (Alavi 1975; Alavi 1982; Rao 1985; Sengupta 1985b; Sengupta 1986; Wallerstein
1986; Washbrook 1990). Since then, the economic moment has been towards progressive

1 The United Nation's publication series from 1951 to the present, first as 'Flood Control Series' continued
later as 'Water Resources Series', is a useful source for tracing the growth and development of these ideas in
relation to water and river basin development.
2 The amendments to the Indian constitution in 1993, that devolved powers on the village councils, is a further
step in this direction of political devolution. Water is one of the subjects where further devolution of powers
has occurred. However, the more recent changes are not included in the analysis. The focus of this paper is on
the Krishna Award of 1976.
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'centralization', in other words subordination and integration of the economy to external imperial-
capitalist economies. Ideas of development planning generally and river basin planning in particular
gave effect to the centralizing economic direction. This had profound implications for river basin
development.

How the opposing directions of economic and political forces are unified into a coherent political
economy in India is the problematic addressed in this paper. It seeks the answers in law and legal
processes. In the regulation of rivers, law is often seen as an unproblematic instrument designed to
give effect to stated policy goals, ignoring the problematic nature of law in societies with colonial
histories. Colonialism has undergone different phases following the transformation of capitalism
from mercantile capitalism under Dutch hegemony to industrial capitalism under British hegemony
and now finance-capitalism under US hegemony. Summarising each phase simplistically, it is
possible to say the essential feature of colonialism in the mercantile phase was capital accumulation
through unequal trade in products and expropriation of natural wealth of the colonies. Industrial
capitalism saw the structural transformation of social production in the colonies to support the
capitalist/industrial economies of the Western Europe (Alavi 1975; Alavi 1982; Washbrook 1990).
Under finance capitalism the separation of investment and production made possible the
maintenance of colonial/imperial relations through economic control from distant geographical
places. Each phase developed distinctive legal and institutional structures (Chimni 1993). They
involved internal and external dimensions The two dimensions, the internal consisting of domestic
law and institutions and external consisting of international law and institutions, constitute two
dimensions of the same historical moment in the transformation of capitalism from one phase to the
next. Ideological debates preceding, during and after the transformation centred on three types of
arguments: political; economic; moral/ethical. Often the arguments were seen as autonomous issues,
when in fact all three contributed to the specific ways in which colonial-imperial relations were
reconstituted in different places (Darby 1987; Harshe 1997).

In the post-war era, ideas of 'development' and 'development planning' conceptualised river basin
development as a set of discrete projects on a river basin. Internationally, the project-centred
approach to development enabled multilateral and bilateral institutions to mobilise capital globally
and identify projects in national plans for strategic investments. In turn, the project-centred
approach arose from the separation of investment from production functions that accompanied the
monopolistic and oligarchical nature of capitalist expansion in the post-war period. Commenced
during the inter-imperialist rivalries before and during the World Wars, such expansion matured in
the (neo) colonies during the period of post-war reconstruction.

The legal systems introduced first by colonial governments and developed further under the post-
war UN system as international law identified each project as an independent legal entity and
defined the obligations of the social actors involved in it as contractual obligations in law. This
obfuscated the real nature of social relations over water in the context of colonialism historically
and '(under) development' geographically.

2. River basin projects as global commodities

In the post-war world, river basin projects emerged as spatialized global commodities. Marx
commenced his enquiry into capitalist society with analysis of commodity production as the starting
point. In exploring the social and institutional framework required for commodity production, he
analysed capitalism as a total social system. That was under conditions of free enterprise
competition. Later, Marxist theorists analysed post-war capitalism, the emergence of monopolistic
finance capitalism and new divisions of labour (Baran and Sweezy 1973; Sweezy 1970).
Dependency theories, theories of neo-colonialism and imperialism focused on the economic aspects
of the relationship and the political 'fall-out' of the economic relations as if the "economic" and the
"political" were two existential categories that needed to be conceptually integrated (Harshe 1997;
Leys 1996). Geographers introduced the spatial dimensions of capital (Harvey 1982; Harvey 1985;
Massey 1995; Massey, Allen, and Sarre 1999; Slater 1977; Stokke 1993). Later, constitutive
theories interrogated the methodology behind political economy approaches. They suggested that
the two categories did not exist "out there" as independent realities. Instead they were merely
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analytical categories that need to be understood as constitutive elements of a single reality together
with other constitutive elements such as law, space, gender, race and ethnicity, environment and
other social relations (Hunt 1993; Massey 1992).

It is possible to see a river basin project as a "commodity". In the era of monopolistic finance-
capital river basin projects are commodities on expanded spatial scales. The spatial scale of the
commodity makes a qualitative difference to the nature of the commodity, to commodity
production, and to social relations involved in the commodity production. As such, they do not
circulate like other commodities within institutionalised market structures that though, constructed
through law, are dispersed over space. Instead, they compel all other factors of production to
circulate through a specific site, the river basin project.

As spatialized global commodities, river basin project may be seen as embodying in a physical way
the macro-level contradictions in post-war world order. Four types of contradictions are identified
in Figure 1. They are (i.) contradictions between people living in the command areas; (ii.) federal-
State contradictions; (iii.) international -federal contradictions and (iv.) contradictions between
international institutions and western/capitalist governments. The first set of contradictions
embodies tensions between classes and communities that follow river basin projects. In recent
times, they have become the foci of movements for social justice. The second set of contradictions
is located within legal and constitutional structures of the state. They provide the structural
conditions within which the first set of contradictions is played out. In recent time, inter-state
disputes over waters of rivers have exacerbated federal-State tensions in India. The third set of
contradictions embodies the 'North-South' tensions that underpin the politics of development
internationally. These relations have become increasingly contentious since the seventies. The
fourth set of contradictions relates to the normative aspects of the UN system and the tensions
between different international institutions within it on the one hand, and between the UN
institutions and Western governments on the other.

Like other commodity production, river basin projects are possible only within an appropriate legal
and institutional framework. In erstwhile colonies, colonialism, the earlier form of imperialism
provides the legal and institutional fabric supportive of the 'project approach' to river basin
development under post-war finance capitalism. The inter-war years may therefore be seen as a
period of transition when far reaching changes in the constitutional framework, the jurisdiction of
powers over water, and key institutional developments occurred in India (D'Souza 2001; D'Souza
forthcoming). The changes at this time enabled national-political devolution to co-exist with
economic subordination of international capital following World War II.

The nature of the contradictions in the social relations over water are similar to those under
colonisation (Ahmad 1992; Bhatia 1963; Bolding, Mollinga, and Straaten 1995; Rao 1985; Rao
1988; Sengupta 1985a; Sengupta 1985b; Sengupta 1986; Vani 1992). Yet, the legal and institutional
changes that followed the transformation of capital during and after the World Wars help envision
the water problems as 'developmental' conflicts that are new; and not as colonial conflicts that
continue under new conditions. The award of the Krishna Water Disputes Tribunal (KWDT) is
testimony to how "The Law" works to reconcile the different contradictions embodied in river basin
projects and to re-envision the colonial 'project' as a 'developmental' one.
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Figure 1
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1. Federal-state division of powers in the
constitution;

2. Fiscal financial relations,
3. Indebtedness of states,
4. National implications of external debts,
5. Strains in international relations,
6. Need for industrialisation versus agriculture;

7. Political fall out of federal-state politics;

River Basin
Development

PEOPLE v/s PEOPLE

NATIONAL v/s INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS v/s
WESTERN GOVERNMENTS

STATES v/s FEDERATION
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The States of Maharashtra, Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh were involved in an inter-State dispute
on sharing the waters of the inter-State river Krishna in peninsular India. The final award in 1976,
under the Inter-State Water Disputes Act 1956, determined two key issues (amongst others) that
exemplify contradictory movements and the role of law in maintaining the systemic unity of the
centralising economic tendencies and the decentralising political tendencies in relation to river basin
development. One set of disputes relates to an inter-State agreement brought about through the
intervention of the Planning Commission in 1951 (hereafter, the Agreement of 1951), premised on
centralised development planning. Another set of disputes relates to differences arising out of the
States Reorganisation Act 1956 that embraced ideas on democratic federalism.3 The historical and
geographical context of law and its internal and external dimensions extends our understanding of
how the award of the KWDT reconciled the political ideas of democratic federalism and the
economic ideas of 'development' and 'development planning'.

3. The external dimension: The UN system and post-war reconstruction

Post-war reconstruction comprised three components - reconstituting relations between the Allies
and Axis powers, neutralising the 'socialist' bloc and, restructuring relations between the colonies
and the imperialist powers into multilateral imperialism under the UN umbrella. In the post-war
world, 'development' emerged as the key axis around which imperialist relations came to be
reconstituted. The development 'project' as McMichael (1996) calls it consists of economic, political
and moral/ethical arguments. It mobilised economic, political and ideological resources for
imperialism in the post-war world on a global scale. Bjorn Hettne (1978) describes what he calls
'mobilisation from the top' in relation to the colonial government in Mysore (India) under the
Empire. The UN system emerged as the structural umbrella under which US led finance capital
could 'mobilise from the top', comparable to the Empire 'system' that provided the structural
umbrella for industrial capitalism under British leadership to 'mobilise from the top'. The nature of
the components that constitute the United Nations and their inter-relationships reflect this.

In order to understand 'mobilisation from the top', the workings of the UN system and the ways in
which US leadership is secured in international affairs within it, must be grasped. Three
constitutional aspects of the post-war world need mention. The first relates to the UN Charter and
the nature of the institutions created under it and their inter-relationships. Broadly speaking, the UN
system is built around the General Assembly, the Security Council, and the Specialised Agencies.
The second constitutional aspect concerns the status of the Specialised Agencies within the United
Nations, a feature that has implications for the UN system as a whole, from perspectives of
capitalism and imperialism. The third constitutional aspect concerns the relationship of the United
States to the United Nations, its organs, the specialised agencies, and the ways in which US
domestic law and UN institutional structures are synchronised (Brown 1992). Taking a simplistic
view, the Security Council deals with political processes. The Security Council privileges nations
with veto-powers over all other nations. Organs like the International Law Commission deal with
normative aspects of the state system. The Specialised Agencies such as the International Monetary
Fund (IMF), the World Bank (WB) and the World Trade Organisation (WTO) (the Bretton Woods
organisations) deal with international economic regimes. Other Specialised Agencies such as the
UNESCO, WMO, the FAO, deal with science and technology, and generally with the infrastructure
and standardisation needs of a global regime.

Historically, the constitutions of two of the most important Specialised Agencies within the UN
system, the WB and the IMF, were shaped by the US and the UK, their bilateral relations in the
context of Britain's war debts and their negotiations over the nature of the post-war world order. The
constitutions give five of the largest capitalist nations, as largest subscribers to the capital/fiscal
base of the organisations, a dominant position over all other nations/subscribers of the
organisations. Their constitutions synchronise with domestic US laws such as the Bretton Woods
Agreement Act, 1946. Other constitutional features and state organs like the National Advisory

3 Krishna Water Disputes Tribunal ( 1973a; 1973b;  1976).  References to the Award and the proceedings
refer to the three volumes generically unless specified otherwise.
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Council gives the US a special status within the Bretton Woods organisations (Brown 1992;
Dormael 1978; Grabbe 1996).

Amongst the other Specialised Agencies, some were reconstituted from the League of Nations,
others were formed after the UN, but all seek to universalise and integrate globally the dominant
ideological and intellectual resources generated in the West. The UN's Economic and Social
Council (ECOSOC) co-ordinates the different constituents of the UN, the nation-states, private and
public international organisations, science and technology, addressing infrastructure and
standardisation needs of global regimes of capital and reconciling political and economic interests.
The special status of the US in the Bretton Woods organisations and in the Security Council secures
the leadership role of the US. The special status of the five largest capitalist powers within the
Bretton Woods organisations and three allied powers out of the five veto power countries in the
Security Council secures their dominance in the constitution of the post-war world order. The
institutional underpinnings of the UN thus undermine the philosophical premises of sovereign
equality of nation-states on which it is founded. Workings of the three constitutional aspects of UN
go to the heart of the legal and institutional aspects of the development 'project' of which river basin
development has been a major component, internationally and in India.

4. The internal dimension: States reorganisation, democracy,
and development

The constitutional reforms between 1905 to 1956 had two notable dimensions. The first involved
creating provincial units dividing powers between the Central and Provincial governments. The
second spanned efforts to integrate the Princely States into an Indian union. The devolution of
powers had two defining characteristics. In the division of powers, subjects of importance to the
imperial metropolitan economy remained with the Central government, while subjects of local
interest and those involving extensive local administration stayed with the Provinces. Water became
an important issue in the devolution of powers. The constitutional reforms of 1919 transferred water
as a provincial subject but retained central executive powers. The reforms of 1935 placed water as a
provincial subject entirely. Despite the transfer of jurisdiction over water, conceptions of post-war
reconstruction, of which development planning and river basin development were important
constituents, made extensive federal involvement possible. After Independence, India retained a
near intact constitutional framework (D'Souza 2001; D'Souza forthcoming). It was against such
constitutional history that popular movements arose for reorganisation of States mainly based on
language.

Colonial rule had divided people arbitrarily based on the euphemistic term 'administrative
convenience'. Besides the Provinces, there were a number of Princely States, large and small, that
though legally sovereign entities were British protectorates politically. These States had not
developed institutions, political or economic, consistent with the metropolitan economy (Hettne
1978; Hurd 1975a; Hurd 1975b; Maheshwari 1976; Maheshwari 1987; Menon 1956; Ray 1988;
Rukhsana 1994; Sharma 1967). The freedom movement promised to the people in British India
freedom from colonial rule and, to the people in the Princely States freedom from autocratic rule,
and to all people reorganisation of States based on broad linguistic groups. After Independence, the
clamour for linguistic reorganisation of Sates culminated in the States Reorganization Act 1956.
The Act redrew the political boundaries of States in the Krishna basin and created new States with
very different political economies. The State of Hyderabad was dissolved and large parts of it
integrated with the States of Mysore and Andhra Pradesh. The Krishna basin regions of Madras
State merged with Andhra Pradesh. Ideas of statehood and self-determination intertwined and made
States more assertive of their constitutional status. Within the Planning Commission attention
shifted from paternalistic Central government decision making to normative aspects of development
planning. From the Second Plan onwards there was greater sensitivity to States and to procedural
aspects of development planning. That did not necessarily change the character of the federal
structure as the mediator between international economic relations and national/State politics
(D'Souza 2001; D'Souza forthcoming). Instead, it made federal relations more enduring, taking it, to
use a well-worn cliché, from 'rule by men to rule by law'.
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In the popular conception federalism was an extension of the democratic principles embodied in the
struggle for independence. It was conceptualised in a similar fashion to 'sovereignty' as a concept in
international relations. Power was a 'thing', a possession that can be used to achieve goals (Allen
1999). This conception of the primacy of political power fetishised economic power relations. As a
result, the constitutional division of powers that privileged the economic interests of imperial
Britain was quite readily replaced by "Britain-plus-others" in the post-war period, in other words
multilateral imperialism supplanted a unitary imperialism.

Jurisdiction over water became a contentious issue in the Constituent Assembly that drafted India's
constitution. In the interests of integrating the Princely States into an Indian federation, it was
important that too much power was not taken away from the States. Water was an important
resource, especially when agriculture was a State subject. Economic interests saw federal control
over water as an important means of continued expansion of metropolitan interests, international
and national in water resources in the post-war period (Central Water Commission 1993; Rao
1967). The Constituent Assembly retained the status quo ante, by continuing intact, the provisions
for jurisdiction over water in the pre-independence constitution of 1935. Briefly, the 1935 reforms
devolved jurisdiction over water to the provinces but retained the federal dominance over tax
sharing, sources of revenue and fiscal federal-State relations. At the same time they provided for
mechanisms to resolve inter-State disputes over water (Gupta 1989; Mishra 1990; Nanda 1987;
Thimmaiah 1985). The problem of reconciling ideas about democracy and devolution of power with
imperial and federal/ national interests did not go away. Instead, they returned with vehemence in
the movements for linguistic reorganisation of States where river basin projects became a direct
issue in the way State boundaries were demarcated.

The terms of reference of the States Reorganisation Commission reporting in 1956 and appointed to
study and make recommendations on States reorganisation, directed the Commission to give
importance to language and culture of an area in reorganisation of States but to take into account
other economic and administrative factors. It suggested:

changes which interfere with the successful prosecution of such national plan would be harmful to
national interest (Government of India 1955, p. 264).

While affirming language as the basic principle of reorganisation, it introduced four riders of which,
'successful working of the national plan' was one (Government of India 1955, p. 25).

Views about river valley development clearly influenced the Commission's thinking. At one end of
the spectrum, there were demands for absolute affirmation of the linguistic principle. At the other
end there were the 'developmentalists' for whom 'development' and a unified nation-state were
intrinsically bound up, and who insisted that control by two or more States over multipurpose river
valley project should be avoided for more efficient and rational development planning. Rejecting
the view that every State should have access to the headworks of river valley projects which benefit
it, or be able to control the catchment area of the river or water in question, the Commission held:

The number of instances in which headworks are situated on or near the borders of existing States is
so large, and there is so little chance of reducing this number substantially by adopting any scheme
of reorganisation other than one based on the unity of river valleys, that multiple control of
irrigation and power projects cannot be rejected in principle.  …  with so many river valley projects
being planned or in operation the question of redrawing the state boundaries will become very
complicated and secondly, in the case of each new proposal regarding a river valley project if the
boundaries lie outside the State, which benefits from the project, the question of altering the
boundaries will arise. … it is clear to us that where territorial adjustments intended to secure access
to head-works or unified control over river valley projects do not come into conflict with other
important considerations it will be a clear advantage to make provision for them for the reason that
multiplicity of jurisdictions hampers smooth execution of projects and leads very often to
unnecessary friction and controversies (Government of India 1955, p. 57-58).

The Commission rejected absolute principles like regional development and State formation based
on groups of nodal cities, or economic regions, or economic viability of States, or per capita
income. It reiterated the principle that there could not be a single test of either language or culture,
contending that a "balanced approach" taking into consideration all these factors was needed. The
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reorganisation of States remained entangled in local federal-State political relations and continued
until mid-sixties. It is an ongoing bone of contention in federal-State politics and remains
inextricably tied to the politics of 'development'. However, the politics of 'development' underpins
the "New World Order" that emerged under the UN system at the end of the World Wars conferring
a legal and institutional framework for 'development' that has both an international and national
features.

5. Convergence of three strands of development planning

In the post-war period, development planning emerged as the most important vehicle for river basin
development. It was a convergence of three strands in post-war thinking: (i.) the
international/imperial strand; (ii) the national/statist strand; and (iii) popular/democratic strand. All
three strands contributed to the relatively uninterrupted expansion of the development 'project' in
the post war period.

Development planning was the axis around which: (i.) the WB could mobilise capital from private
capital markets and co-ordinate bilateral and multilateral development assistance from western
governments; (ii.) the IMF could maintain monetary and fiscal conditions required for finance
capital to circulate; (iii.) the knowledge organisations in the UN could mobilise private interests in
different sectors of the economy and industry to generate scientific, technological and intellectual
resources in support of development planning and; (iv.) together they could concertedly canvass
development planning as a main vehicle for the development 'project' in developing countries. In
turn, the largest capital contributing nations under US leadership could mobilise the UN organs,
organisations and agencies in support of development 'planning' as the preferred vehicle for the
development 'project' and influence the ways in which development planning was conceptualised.
Within this strand, ideas of development planning was inspired by Keynesian paradigms,
capitalism, private property, the supremacy of market regulation, and individual rights and liberties,
ideas deeply embedded in European social history (Byres 1997; Meier 1987; Meier and Seers 1984;
Tinbergen 1967; Tinbergen 1984; United Nations Department of Economic Affairs 1951). In
"mature" colonies such as India, ideas of development planning and river basin development
emerged under colonial rule during and at the end of the World Wars and before national
independence (Chattopadhyay 1987).

The nationalist strand in development planning is premised on assumptions about the character of
the state. Strengthened by the political and economic space provided by the decline of Britain as a
global power, it sees an interventionist state as a necessary component of a nationalist project that
could mediate between international capital and the national capitalists, externally on the one hand,
and between the nationalist capitalists and the diverse classes of people in India, internally, on the
other. Generally, it is premised upon a view of the state as an instrument of social change, however
that may be interpreted. The state is conceived in "voluntarist" terms as a political entity possessing
"will" that could to be exercised for making political choices. Critical approaches to development
planning in India seek to understand it in terms of class, capital accumulation, hegemony,
productive forces and relations of production (Byres 1997; Chatterjee 1997; Singh 1997). Such
views are also premised on what Peter J.Taylor (1994) calls "the container view" of the state, where
the focus is on the internal dynamics within India.

The popular strand in development planning relates to the aspirations of diverse classes of people of
India and the meaning that ideas of freedom and independence had for them. Ideologically inspired
by socialism of different varieties, this strand saw an interventionist state as the means to an
egalitarian and just social order healing the historical wrongs of imperialism and colonialism on the
one hand and feudalism and tradition on the other. In that conception, political independence was
the first step to economic independence that development planning would bring.

Each strand generated it own historiography. Nevertheless, such convergence of ideas created a
stable political regime for river basin development. The reduction of 'development' to economic
aspects internationally and to political aspects nationally fetished the problematic nature of law and
institutions.
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The 'project approach' was central to development planning. It reduced river basin development to a
series of discrete projects on a river basin that would bring quantifiable benefits at quantified costs
to the area serviced by the project. It enabled federal planning to classify projects into 'major',
'minor' and 'medium'. Major projects justified international involvement, medium justified federal
involvement and minor could be left to the States. In turn, federal planning enabled international
institutions through selective and targeted investments to mobilise the nation for the development
'project' internationally.

Within this historical and geographical framework, we may now turn to how the KWDT reconciled
political ideas of democratic federalism and economic ideas of 'development' and development
planning.

6. The disputed agreement of July 1951

Six sets of disputes came to be determined by the KWDT. The immediate cause for seeking
adjudication arose from the State of Karnataka's (formerly Mysore) frustration with the Planning
Commission's approach to river valley projects as exemplified in the Agreement of 1951.

After Independence on August 15, 1947, India adopted a federal democratic republican constitution
on January 26, 1950. The Planning Commission, in July 1951, convened an inter-State conference
of five States (as they existed prior to reorganisation of States in 1956), Bombay, Madras,
Hyderabad, Mysore and Madhya Pradesh, to discuss the utilisation of the waters of the Krishna and
Godavari rivers and to decide on projects to be included in the First Five Year Plan (1951-55). In
the pre-independence period, the States of Bombay and Madras had already initiated important
schemes that were stalled due to the intervening circumstances. Now, they applied for continuation
of those projects under the First Plan. The First Plan was a continuation of the post-war
reconstruction plans put in place during the Second World War by the Reconstruction Committee in
Council (RCC) of the colonial government. The RCC of the war period was reconstituted as the
Planning Commission in the post-independence period in March 1950.

Before independence, Mysore and Hyderabad were Princely States. Both States were integrated into
the Union of India in 1949 (Menon 1956). Those States were not part of the post-war development
planning under the RCC. After independence the Government of India resumed work on large-scale
river basin projects that had been suspended due to the intervention of the Depression, the world
wars and the struggle for political independence (Central Water Commission 1993; Puttaswamaiah
1980; Rothermund 1981; Rothermund 1981-82). Mysore did not have projects under construction or
consideration in the Krishna basin as most parts of the basin were outside the State at that time.

Members of the Planning Commission, officials from federal ministries, members of the Central
Water and Power Commission (CWPC) and the State ministers with their chief engineers attended
the conference. As Mysore did not have any projects under construction for inclusion in the First
Plan, Mysore had been invited to the conference only as a party with interest in the waters of the
Krishna. Over half a day's proceedings the engineers representing the States and the federal
ministries allocated the waters of the second largest river between States and between a number of
large schemes (Krishna Water Disputes Tribunal 1973b, p. 43).

The CWPC prepared a brief technical note on the allocation of water. The CWPC based its
assessment of water availability on the discharge observations at Bezwada (Vijaywada) from 1895
to 1945 over 51 years. The only gauge and discharge observation site on the Krishna was at
Bezwada (Vijaywada). The mean runoff figures for 21, 30, 37 and 44 years varied widely. Neither
the CWPC nor the engineers saw any of this as problematic. Dr. A.N. Khosala, an internationally
acknowledged expert on water who had held office in the International Commission on Large Dams
and the International Irrigation and Drainage Commission, represented the CWPC as Chairman
(Central Board of Irrigation and Power 1977). The demand by States for projects and water
allocation was neither rationalised nor explained. At the end of the conference a memorandum came
to be signed that purported to allocate waters of the Krishna among the States for a period of 25
years. The legal status of this memorandum was impugned before the KWDT. Notwithstanding its
legal status, the perfunctory nature of the determination of issues fundamental to water allocation,
availability and need, is obvious in the memorandum of 1951.
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International factors existed that could explain the Planning Commission's perfunctory approach to
the Agreement of 1951. In January 1950, the United Kingdom, under the new UN umbrella
convened a Commonwealth Foreign Ministers Conference in Colombo with the aim of keeping the
sterling bloc countries together. The conference finalised the Colombo Plan with the aim of
stimulating productive capacity of the countries of the South and South East Asia. The initiative
was under the ECOSOC. A permanent Consultative Committee of Commonwealth Governments
was formed to recommend the extent of technical and financial assistance to be given to each
country (Khan 1961).

In India, the federal government announced the formation of the Planning Commission on March
15, 1950 and in July 1950 it was called upon, on short notice, to prepare six year plan of economic
development to be placed before the Commonwealth Consultative Committee. The Planning
Commission did that by end of August 1950 and the plan was later incorporated into the Colombo
Plan for Cooperative Economic Development in South and South-East Asia'. In the First Five-Year
Plan such projects included infrastructure projects undertaken by the RCC. They included amongst
other things, large scale river valley project such as the Damodar Valley, the Hirakud and Bhakra
Nangal projects and integrated production programme for food grains, jute and other crops.
Resources for the Colombo Plan were mobilised from bilateral government assistance, multilateral
assistance and from international institutions and private sources. In January 1954 the US agreed to
the use of the IMF's resources for stabilising the sterling convertibility following the Randall
Commission on US Foreign Economic Policy's highlighting the importance of convertibility of the
sterling in the interest of expansion of world trade. The Colombo Plan came into effect on July 1
1951 (Khan 1961). If the Planning Commission wanted to access international capital for the
Second Plan (1956-60) it was vital that projects were identified and investigated quickly.

Thus, ideas about development, the central role of development planning, and the legal and
institutional changes required for it dovetailed ideas about development and development planning
and legal and institutional changes in the international arena.

In determining the legality of the Agreement, how the meeting was conducted became an important
issue before the KWDT. The Planning Commission members emphasised three issues at the
opening session of the inter-State conference. First, only projects that had been thoroughly
investigated and found to be 'technically, economically and financially justifiable', were to be
included in the First Plan (Krishna Water Disputes Tribunal 1973b, p.41). This criteria favoured
areas under direct British rule before independence. In those areas, the structural integration of the
regions with imperial economies had made it possible for law, law enforcement, institutions, and
governance mechanisms compatible with the imperial economy to be better entrenched. Scientific
and technical organisations such as the CWPC and its predecessor organisations had already
functioned for several decades as corporate bodies, investigated and planned projects and
functioned as conduit for ideas from imperial centres (Baber 1998; Central Board of Irrigation and
Power 1977; Central Water Commission 1986). Immediately after independence those regions were
better placed to take advantage of the new capital investments that the post-war reconstruction plans
and expansion of finance capital brought.

The second was the way the Planning Commission defined 'national interest' soon after
independence. Increasing national food production became a matter of 'national interest'. This
implied effacing regional and local boundaries in the interest of "The Nation" and privileged the
international boundary over all others. Regional issues or local interests were viewed as parochial
that in 'national interest' ought not to influence decisions on water sharing between States.

The third point was the flip side of the second and relates to defining 'development'. Regional
development was considered important because some regions were 'backward'. Generally speaking
the Princely States were less integrated into the modern metropolitan economy and fitted the criteria
of 'backwardness'. Thus, regions were conceptualised as purely economic spaces where only
development planning could advance the 'backward' areas. To reconcile food production with
national interest and development of backward areas proactive federal intervention through
planning was necessary. The Planning Commission, though an executive agency without
constitutional status acquired a standing that obfuscated division of subjects and powers between
federation and States and jurisdiction over water and rivers under the federal constitution. The idea
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that food production could be increased only through large-scale river basin projects, with foreign
capital, bilateral and multilateral development assistance carried a powerful ideological legitimacy.

At the meeting of July 1951, doubts were raised on the accuracy of the discharge figures. However
the minutes of the meeting say cryptically 'these points were noted' (Krishna Water Disputes
Tribunal 1973b, p.41). The Memorandum of Agreement allocated water based on existing
utilisation and new projects as shown in appendix A.

The Planning Commission assumed the States would ratify the 1951 Agreement. However, Mysore
refused to ratify the Agreement unless her claim for 143.5 thousand million cubic feet of water
(TMC) was allowed in full. Within one year of the Constitution and two years of the integration of
States into a federation, the federal government faced its first major challenge.

The Agreement of 1951 is problematic on three counts then: the legality, the method adopted for
determining water availability, and its allocation. However, the challenge to the Agreement has
wider significance for several reasons. First, it gives an idea of the imperial style of governance that
the federal government inherited from the colonial government on transfer of power. Second, it
exemplifies the continuity in the visions of development in the post-war and post-independence era.
More importantly, in the long term, the States' resistance and assertion of their constitutional powers
within a federation prompted the federal government to pay attention to the procedural aspects of
federal governance in a manner the colonial government was never required to.

The first second and to an extent the third plans reconstituted India's economic relations with the
West in the post-war period. The first two plans and to a lesser extent the third plan were
characterised by large bilateral and multilateral assistance to infrastructure projects. The role of UN
agencies, organs, and institutions was to mobilise resources for development planning globally.
Consequently, by 1955-56 India was already the largest debtor to the World Bank (Bhambhri 1980;
Khan 1961). In the context of international and federal mobilisation for river basin projects, the
intervening movements for linguistic reorganisation of States, an issue that had nothing to do with
development planning or with river basin projects had profound implications for the Agreement of
1951, and for sharing Krishna waters.

7. Law, States reorganisation and river basin projects

There were six disputes under the States Reorganisation Act 1956 on sharing Krishna waters: (i.)
westward diversion of the waters of the tributary Koyna for power projects by Maharashtra; (ii.) the
storage dam at Ajra in Maharashtra designed to service Bijapur area that became part of Mysore
State after reorganisation; (iii.) the extension of the Tungabhadra Left Bank Low Level Canal to
Andhra Pradesh following merger of the Hyderabad State into Mysore and Andhra Pradesh; (iv.)
extension of the benefits of a project on the Bhima in Mysore to Andhra Pradesh; (v.) extension to
the Upper Krishna Project to Andhra Pradesh pursuant to the division of parts of Hyderabad State
between Mysore and Andhra Pradesh; (vi.) and supply of power to Hyderbad city from Munirabad
power house in the reorganised State of Mysore.

Sections 107 and 108 of the Act deal with inter-State water sharing following from the territorial
changes and are based on principles guiding international treaties, in particular Articles 309 and 310
of the Treaty of St. Germain. In the Award, "The Law" on territoriality and water sharing developed
in a European context appears a natural extension of the liberal constitutional order that India
adopted after independence. Briefly, Sections 107 and 108 of the Act provide for:

(i) Federal intervention to maintain power supply to regions if they are likely to be modified to
the disadvantage of the area or region;

(ii) Agreements between States and between the federal and State governments before November
1 1956 (the operative date of the statute) continue to be in force;

(iii) In case of projects commenced but not completed and projects included in the Second Five
Year Plan before 1/11/56, the scope and nature of the project could not be modified or altered
(i.) without central government approval in cases where a single successor State in concerned
with the project; (ii.) without an inter-State agreement in cases where there are more than one
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successor State; and (iii.) where there is no agreement the central government may issue
directives.

(iv) Project is defined as a project for "the promotion of irrigation, water supply or drainage or for
the development of electric power or for the regulation or development of any inter State
river or river valley."

The KWDT investigated dependable flow using hydrological data and quantitative methods.4

Protection of existing uses was deducted from the dependable flow to determine the allocable
surplus available for new projects. Projects in operation or under construction before 27/07/51, the
date of the disputed agreement were treated as protected use. In September 1960 the Planning
commission convened another inter-State conference as a last ditch but unsuccessful attempt to iron
out the disputes relating to the 1951 Agreement and the States Reorganisation Act 1956. At the
September 1960 conference Mysore and Maharashtra protested against clearance of any new project
and followed up their protests with application for reference of the dispute for adjudication. The
KWDT considered the projects commenced or completed between July 1951 and September 1960
as preferential use to be granted after meeting protected uses. Any utilisation made or proposed
after September 1960 was regarded a new use. New uses were permitted only if there was allocable
surplus left after meeting protected and preferential uses. The allocation for such new uses was
considered by applying principles of equitable apportionment. The KWDT determined a hierarchy
of uses based on cut off dates that were based on principles of intelligible differentia in law, legal
definitions of dispute that include the positive act of assertion of a claim by one party and denial of
it by another. In doing so, the KWDT re-framed the questions of water sharing as one of economic
equity instead of legal rights.

Re-framed as economic equity issues, the political bases of the claims were not inquired into. Such
claims included the status of federal planning in the constitutional scheme, the jurisdiction of States
over water, federal-State fiscal and financial relations, the encroachment by federal planning in the
constitutional division of subjects between the federal and State authorities and whether water
claims follow territorial changes. The contentious Agreement of 1951 was declared illegal and all
claims arising out of it merged into one of equitable apportionment. Similarly, all claims arising
from States Reorganisation Act 1956 were declined and re-presented as issues of equity to be
resolved on strictly quantitative criteria. Such criteria included: availability of water; efficient
utilisation; cost-benefit analysis; preferential uses of irrigation over power generation; and the
hierarchy of 'protected', 'preferential' and 'new' uses. In determining these legal questions the
KWDT could draw on international law developed and expressed in the Helsinki Rules 1966; the
UN recommendations and norms developed by the regional organs of the ECOSOC; by the experts
in international water organisations such as the WMO and UNESCO supported programmes; and
US and European law that sat well with the colonial systems in place.

The procedure followed by the KWDT for determining dependable involved a number of steps:

(i) to determine the total discharge levels in the river system on the basis of discharge data;
(ii) to determine periodicity of the cycles of variations in the discharge levels and fix dependable

discharge levels after discounting for fluctuations;
(iii) to fix a percentage of the dependable availability as the dependable flow available for

allocation;
(iv) determine consumptive and non-consumptive uses and return flows;
(v) assess the States contribution to the basin's water and economy by taking into account (1)

area of the State; (2) population of the State; (3) State's contribution to the discharge levels;
(4) rainfall in the basin; (5) proportion of the catchment area in the State; (6) the command
area of the projects; (7) the ayacut of the project; (8) special considerations such as droughts
and famines;

(vi) assess irrigation needs and plans and water requirement;
(vii) fix total available water to each State on the basis assessment of all factors;
(viii) consider water allocation for projects within the quotas available to each State.

4 The adequacy or otherwise of the hydrological data and the quantitative methods used is beyond the scope of
this paper.
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Each step assumed the existence of adequate longitudinal data and the scientific infrastructure for
monitoring, quantifying and apportioning the waters of the Krishna. Though the problem of
inadequate quantitative data came up before the KWDT, the implications of this for applying the
principles of equitable apportionment in law were never considered. Indeed, it could not be
considered, as such recognition would lock the proceedings of the KWDT, embedded as it was in
adversarial Anglo-American traditions of law, into a deadlock. Following the procedure, the KWDT
calculated the total dependable flow in the Krishna basin at 2060 TMC of which 560 TMC was
allocated to Maharashtra, 700 to Mysore and 800 to Andhra Pradesh.

The KWDT introduced a new legal classification, based on the amount of water utilised by the
works. The KWDT treated projects using more than three TMC water as major works; those using
between 1-3 TMC as medium works; and those using less than one TMC as minor works. In law,
this was a further extension of colonial law and policy that classified irrigation works first as major
works and minor works based on revenue and later added the area irrigated by the works as a further
criterion for classification.  Colonial law also differentiated works as either productive or protective
based on rainfall. Such classification determined the jurisdiction of State authorities, planning
priorities, revenue and water charges and defined state responsibilities or absence of it for repair and
maintenance. Thirty-six major and twenty-three medium projects were cleared by the Award, and
could go ahead because of the Award. The size of projects was clearly an important factor that
influenced the total entitlements of the States.

By determining the disputes exclusively on the principles of equitable appropriation the KWDT
was able to de-historicise and de-spatialise the entitlements to water. At the same time by re-
envisioning the dispute as one of equitable apportionment the KWDT was able to save the federal
structure, at least for the time being, enough to allow the development 'project' to proceed. Over
time as all the latent contradictions in the river basin projects unfolded, they became the foci of
inter-State conflicts, federal-State conflicts, popular movements for social and environmental
justice. Yet, the framework of international and national law in the post World War II era fetishised
the relations between different actors in river basin projects, viz., the UN organs, Specialised
Agencies and institutions, the federal, State and Western governments, the democratic implications
of the development 'project' and the economic implications of popular democracy.

8. Concluding reflections

In the wake of capitalist development in the West came technological developments that made
large-scale multi-purpose dams possible. Underpinning the ideas of river basin development was the
idea that a river basin was a natural unit and must therefore be treated as a unit of regulation in law
(Teclaff 1967; Teclaff 1991). Such a view of river basins cast the problem of regulation of rivers in
antithetical terms. The biophysical view of a river basin as a natural unit viewed the river in
utilitarian terms as an economic entity where problems posed by political territories must somehow
be surmounted by 'rational' politics. Political territories on the other hand are formed due to
historical social formations and production relations. In the historical context of capitalist
development in West, envisioning river basins as biophysical units that 'rational' politics and law
must regulate helped extrapolate rivers from traditional land relations and interpolate it into market
relations. Such market relations in turn could be expressed in contractual terms between social
actors transacting in water (D'Souza forthcoming).

In the colonial context, the conflicts arising out of claims to waters of a river challenge the
universalism that underpins assumptions about science and technology for 'development', and the
universalism of law that de-historicises and de-politicises social relations over water. In doing this,
the universalism of law helps fetishise two important structural features that distinguish Indian
society from capitalist societies. First, that capitalist development in the West was possible because
of what David Harvey (1985) calls the 'spatial fix' available due to imperialism and colonisation and
in the absence of such 'spatial fix' the developmental assumptions underlying principles of equitable
apportionment of waters in international law are unworkable. Second, the planning process, far
from overcoming the absence of 'spatial fix', exacerbated it. Whereas the political language of
planning was premised on its ability to overcome the spatial expansion that capitalist development
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required, the economic undercurrents were premised on the restructuring of imperialism after the
crisis and reconstruction of capitalism post-1945 under the UN system. The universalism of law by
discounting context, history, and geography makes such fetishism possible.

If the critique of river basin projects is to go beyond the state-citizen duality within which it is
currently located the structural conditions that create that duality need closer examination. In the post-
war world, the ways in which international and national law intersect could provide important insights
in extending our understanding of the institutional disjunctures between the "economic" and the
"political". Such disjunctures have made it possible for the systemic co-existence, of undemocratic
economic institutions with democratic political institutions in relation of river basin development.

Appendix

Allocation of water to States under the 1951 Agreement

Allocation Based On Existing Utilisation

Bombay 176 TMC
Hyderabad 180 TMC

Mysore 98.5 TMC
Madras 290 TMC
Total 744.5 TMC

Source: (Krishna Water Disputes Tribunal 1973b, p.42)

Allocation Based On Discharge Levels of 1000 TMC ft

Bombay 24% 240 TMC
Hyderabad 28% 280 TMC

Mysore 1% (provisional) 10 TMC
Madras 47% 470 TMC

Source: (Krishna Water Disputes Tribunal 1973b, p.42)

Allocation Based on Discharge Level Excess of 1000 TMC ft.

Bombay 30%
Hyderabad 30%

Mysore 1% (provisional)
Madras 39%

Source: (Krishna Water Disputes Tribunal 1973b, p.42)

TMC = Thousand Million Cubic Feet of water.
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This paper will focus on how human-water relationships can be analyzed and understood beyond
state planning schemes and more recent hydrologic modeling schemes to account for local
complexity.  It will sketch out a history of regional water planning in the Mekong Delta looking at
complications that resulted from this state-centered and mechanical view of human and hydraulic
nature in the Mekong Delta.

In today’s era of watershed management plans, GIS and computer-generated models are
increasingly gaining ground as primary tools for decision-making.  They are the latest
manifestations of a long tradition that bases decision-making on quantitative models.  Yet the same
theoretical problem that has dogged state planners for more than a century remains:

How does a model handle local interactions, local ecologies, and locally specific uses of water?

Modelers’ notions of water networks and social networks are gross simplifications and mostly
quantitative abstractions of complex, inter-related ecological and social processes that begin at local
intersections between humans and nature.

The purpose of this paper, however, is not to bash network thinking or modeling.  These tools are
powerful and sophisticated abstractions that do in many cases show important physical trends that
may not be witnessed locally.  Complex hydraulic equations can be used to estimate projected water
flow, evapo-transpiration, water consumption for specific crops, etcetera.  Network thinking has
opened a way for understanding the importance of inter-related cause and effect in an ecosystem.

What I argue instead is that there is a long historical trend of centralized planning without sufficient
questioning of local conditions to support generalized assumptions and measurements. This
predisposition towards network thinking over local thinking has occurred much to the detriment of
overall success in improving human-water relationships. This trust in numbers has created a faith in
networks, and it is the lone engineer or scientist in the historical record that found fault with
assumed values, standards of measurement, and quantifications of social value. It is only with the
historical gaze lodged in the present-day that we might even begin to wonder whether the models
they used were even appropriate. Some of the trouble these days with dams, canals, desalinization
schemes, and river shed management plans that don’t work is that they are the products of traditions
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of measurement that began with a failure to accommodate sufficient local thinking into the
equation.

What do I mean by local thinking?  Local thinking is an attention to details, an attempt to
understand more precisely what factors may affect water flow, chemical processes, soil qualities,
and especially patterns of human water consumption based on in-depth local analysis.  Local
thinking is a comparably more expensive and time-consuming form of study if used over a region.
It also requires that a surveyor be able to listen and translate information that may not necessarily fit
into desired forms of useful information.  This requires a much broader training in languages than
mathematics.  If one imagines present-day computer simulations re-programmed to account for
local information regarding complex natural and human patterns of water movement, then the
details would probably swamp current algorithms.  Thus site studies and local knowledge-bases are
generally dismissed because they can’t be incorporated into quantitative or regional analyses as they
are structured.

It is this decision to disregard the details by state planners and engineers time and time again in the
Mekong Delta’s recent water history that has led to wasted investments, failed projects and a
fundamentally flawed process of analyzing human-water exchange in something as large as a river
delta much less the entire Mekong Basin as some groups have begun to study.  Historic water
projects in the Mekong Delta relied more on the fact that there was an overabundance of fallow land
and fresh water to outbalance erroneous assumptions of hydrologic processes. In the present-day,
with a population of 17 million and almost all agricultural land under intensive cultivation, state
planners rely on a historically rooted trust in numbers that dates back over a century now in the Delta.

This paper will briefly highlight aspects of the Delta’s re-engineering and specific examples where
local problems underscored some of the weaknesses in decision-making based on a failure to
understand significantly the local ecological and human situation.

A Brief Introduction to the Mekong Delta

The Mekong Delta covers approximately 5 million hectares of land surface, with roughly 4 million
hectares of that territory in present-day Vietnam.  It is a rich alluvial plain formed by the Mekong
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River carrying silt from its headwaters in the Tibetan Plateau over 4800 kilometers into the South
China Sea.  The population of the Mekong Delta has grown from a few hundred thousand
inhabitants in 1800 to over 17 million today. In the colonial period alone, cultivated land rose in
area from 340,000 hectares to 2.5 million. The Mekong Delta has undergone perhaps one of the
most explosive increases in human population, of which nearly 85% is involved in agriculture, in
the world.  Once covered in rich forests, the delta now is almost entirely cultivated, an unbroken
horizon of emerald paddy.

Population in the overall Mekong Valley stretching from Tibet to Vietnam has now topped 65
million, and a series of major mainstream and tributary projects are either completed or underway.
In the near future, these projects may have a radical impact on mainstream water flow affecting
flooding and salinity levels in the Delta.1

Since the late 1700’s, the primary demographic trend in this region has been the southward
settlement of Vietnamese people into this territory.  That trend was encouraged by the colonial
regime and has continued to the present day as the primary vector of human migration in Vietnam.
The growth in the delta’s population from the 1700’s has meant an increased involvement of the
state in both political administration and water management.  While fresh water was plentiful, the
State was more concerned with labor costs and the strategic need for major canals.

The Vinh Te Canal

One of the most ambitious pre-colonial water projects was a 67 kilometer canal to connect
Vietnamese garrisons on the Mekong River with the coast along the Gulf of Thailand.  In 1817, the
Vietnamese king directed his military governor to begin a project linking the Mekong River and the
Gulf of Siam from Chau Doc to Ha Tien.  Ha Tien at the time was a commercial port that had been
sacked several times by Siamese forces keen to take over the gulf coast and the Mekong Delta for
their own settlement.

1 UNEP and Mekong River Commission (1997). Mekong River Basin Diagnostic Study: Final Report.
Bangkok, Thailand, pp. 14-18.  Presently there is widespread concern in the basin about the operation of eight
mainstream dams in China and the construction of proposed dams on major tributaries.
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For five years, over 50,000 Vietnamese and Cambodian conscriptees dug the channel by hand from
traces of older waterways through new sections of depressed floodlands sometimes a half meter
below sea level, through rocky sections along the bases of granite hills, and through dense
mangroves towards Ha Tien.

The purpose of this canal was not so much economic as it was political and strategic.  The
completion of this canal allowed Vietnamese soldiers and settlers to access the gulf coast and lay
claim to the western regions of the Delta.  Unfortunately, political events in 1833 with a major
rebellion and intermittent wars with Siam prevented sustained settlement by the Vietnamese.  For
several years, Siamese ships moored at Ha Tien and along the Vinh Te canal to support their
campaign to sieze the Delta for their own migration policy.

The canal soon fell into disrepair.  The intermixing of tidal fluctuations and river flows as well as
differences in the bottom composition of the canal led to the formation of transverse sandbars at key
points making navigation by ocean-going vessels and barges impossible.  The tropical climate and
stagnant waters were also soon clogged by rapidly growing duckweed.

The Arrival of French Engineers at Vinh Te and the Delta

In 1867 the Vietnamese king Thu Duc ceded the Mekong Delta to the French under the jurisdiction
of the French navy.  This began a seventy-year period of French influence that included the
introduction of new engineering techniques, steam-powered dredges, and new forms of state
planning.  In spring 1879 aboard a small gunship, hydraulic engineer J. Renaud studied Ha Tien
Bay and the Vinh Te Canal on a mission to consider its amelioration. He and his crew studied it
segment by segment, noting depth, width, currents, and the contours on the bottom where sandbars
blocked easy navigation.  He described three major siltation barriers at Tinh Bien, Vinh Lac and
Vinh Dieu villages where sediment deposit formed sandbars and cut off deep-drought navigation.
Upon reaching the mountain where the original military governor who had commanded the canal
project was entombed, the crew transcribed and translated the commemorative steles on the history
of this canal.  In his findings, Renaud remarked:

After 12 years we have conquered this portion of Cochinchina without having
maintained the considerable works of the Vietnamese and Cambodians.  The diggings
of Thoai are no longer navigable and plants clog the Vinh Te Canal to the point that the
water basin is no more than a stream where the boats only with difficulty can clear a
passage.  In continuing the work of civilization begun by the Vietnamese, to get in
touch with the actual needs of commerce, we will fulfill the double goal that we attach
for the populations of this province in distributing to them our benevolence and in
creating for our colony a new commercial route, a new source of wealth…2

Renaud recommended that the newly formed Colonial Council in 1880 re-dredge the canal and Ha
Tien’s harbor for economic and “civilizing” reasons.  The Colonial Council recommended the
project as part of a larger public works budget to the French Ministry of Colonies.  At this point,
dictates of the French mission civilisatrice would have required that the French build up these
existing works first before continuing canal schemes into new areas.

The Colonial Council quickly recommended for funding a whole slew of projects including re-
dredging the Vinh Te canal, construction of a railway from Saigon into the Delta, and numerous
new projects.  The colony’s chief engineer Thevenet proposed that a significant portion of the
millions of francs needed to complete these projects would come from revenue generated by the
new opium monopoly.  The fiscal impact of this new proposal worried politicians in Paris and the
financiers at the newly formed Ministry of Colonies.  They organized for their own chief engineer,
Combier, to spend two years examining the Cochinchina propositions on closer detail.

Upon closer inspection of the Vinh Te project, the Parisian engineer found earlier equations of
water flow to be erroneous because they assumed water levels on the river side to be continuously a

2 J. Renaud. “Etude sur l’approfondissement du canal de Vinh-teù et l’amelioration du port d’Hatien”,
Excursions et Reconnaissances, No. 1, December, 1879, p. 66.
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half meter higher than water levels at the sea.  In fact, he found that during the dry season, the
current often reversed itself flowing inward from ocean to river because of the large depression of
relatively newly formed alluvial soils in the center segments of the canal.  Furthermore, the French
knew almost nothing of the cycle of floods that annually inundated the region and turned the
depressed areas into a giant inland lake for the late summer and early fall.  The publication of these
dualing reports created uproar in France and effectively meant the end of consideration of re-
dredging the canal both for scientific reasons and also for a lack of strategic importance.3  France
now held power over the Mekong Delta and Cambodia to the west.

Steam Dredge

Despite conflicts between colony and mother country over these early proposed projects, the
colonial Department of Public Works launched an ambitious campaign tied to the migration of
millions of Vietnamese farmers to rapidly irrigate the Mekong Delta and convert its lowland forests
and grasslands into rice-producing, revenue-producing farmland.  With the advent of steam dredges
and new engineering techniques that kept canals clean of silt and navigable, the colony supported
the construction of roughly one hundred major canal projects.  Under an ambitious colonial public
works campaign (1890-1930) men and machines dredged new transport and irrigation canals
exceeding 165 million cubic meters in volume.  This compared with the 210 million cubic meters
dredged for the Panama Canal and the 260 million for the Suez.4

3 The Combier Mission and subsequent debates in the Paris newspapers are discussed by John Bassford.
“Land Development Policy in Cochinchina Under the French,” PhD Dissertation, University of Hawai’I
(1984), p. 30.  See Ch. Combier. “Rapports presentee au S.E. le Ministre de la Marine et des Colonies sur les
grands travaux projetes en Cochinchine.” (1881) Folio 4-904(3), pp. 16-19. Thu Vien Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi:
Thanh Pho Ho Chi Minh. These three reports summarize Combier’s position and describe in ascerbic detail
his views on the technical and policy issues in the development of new public works in the early years of the
colony.
4 Gouvernement General de l’Indochine: Inspection Generale des Travaux Publics. Dragages de Cochinchine:
Canal Rachgia – Hatien. Saigon (1930), p. 20.
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This series of graphics show in very rough detail the lines of major canals completed at five and ten
year intervals during this period.

1880 view of canals dredged: Notice the Vinh Te Canal along the border with Cambodia. This
represents one of several pre-colonial water projects dug by hand.

Here is the view in 1900 just a few years after the first steam-dredges were introduced.
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Here is the view after the completion of some major transport and agricultural canals (1905).

By 1910 already the network of new canals begins to fill out the lower Delta.
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In 1915 most of the early drafted canals had been completed and the dredging operations were
frozen to allow more men and resources to be directed back tom the front in the war back home.

In 1920 operations resumed, especially in the far western reaches of the Delta and the far southern
tip.  Engineers began projects besides canals such as sea dikes, barrages, and gravity-fed canals.
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1930 marks the end of this “golden age” for the engineers.  By this point it was becoming
increasingly difficult to maintain sufficient levels of fresh water in the existing canals.  It was also
somewhat difficult to maintain all of the existing canals that required significant annual
maintenance.  The colonial regime was on the verge of economic collapse the following year as
world rice prices dropped in the Great Depression.

Phung Hiep Intersection
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The numbers of colonial and technological success were expressed in cubic meters of earth dredged,
cultivable surface area created, price per cubic meter dredged, and in kilometers of navigable
channel.  What the numbers failed to express however was the number of projects that failed to
drain water or open up navigable channels.  Millions of francs were lost when new canals failed to
produce necessary volumes of water to support irrigation, navigation, and to keep the bottom clean
of sandbars.  Provincial administrators lobbied hard in Saigon to push through their projects.  Like
large internationally funded projects today, success in getting funded in one’s domain meant better
political prospects down the road.  The appearance of large steam-dredges and new waterways was
concrete evidence of progress.  Administrators without training in hydraulic engineering advanced
local suggestions and competed with one another to improve the water system in their district.  By
1908 the chief engineer of Public Works began to insist that preliminary surveys be conducted
before any proposal was advanced to his desk.  This map of Phung Hiep shows not just exceedingly
large volumes of earth dredged to connect the Mekong River with the Gulf of Thailand through this
depressed basin.  It shows in this seven-way intersection the folly of poorly surveyed projects.
Several million francs and canals later, colonial engineers managed to open up large parts of this
swamp forest.  Even today the region is one of the poorer agricultural regions because of the
depressed soil here.

Flood in the Delta (Source: A. Pouyanne)

By 1910, it was certain engineers such as Albert Pouyanne that began to notice the conflict between
network thinking and local thinking.  As chief engineer of all colonial works, he was faced with
the task of approving budgets and deciding which projects would not only improve irrigation and
agriculture but also not damage the existing system.  He requested and received funds to study the
natural water regime of the Delta.  He demanded from each proposed project proof that water intake
and water flow would not disrupt existing works.

At the same time that Pouyanne began calling for more organized planning, a visiting Engineer A.
Normandin arrived to survey existing hydrologic data.  On the subject of rainfall, he found
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discrepancies in measured rainfall from Saigon to the provincial seats of 25-30%.  The
measurement sites were all found within the same deltaic plain.  He noted that even rainfall
measurements across Java and Siam, with their spines of mountains running the length of the
territory, reported differences in a closer range.  The difference measured between Saigon and its
own sister city Cho Lon in 1910 varied by more than a meter.5  Normandin’s studies criticized
almost every aspect of water measurement in the Delta as incomplete and well outside normal
margins of error.

Here was a colonial regime that had aided one of the largest agricultural settlement campaigns in
Asia, yet despite the force of their hydraulic engineering, they still understood little about the annual
floods that come every year late in the summer and inundate large portions of the land.  While they
had enabled new settlement through deforestation and canalization, the same engineers and
scientists had very little understanding of the local natural processes that governed water flow in
terms of estimated rainfall or flood levels.

Water Flow of the Mekong River

By 1940 the colonial regime depended primarily upon two hydrographic stations for measuring
water volume and direction in the Delta.  These two stations were located at the entry point of the
two main branches of the river from Cambodia into Vietnam at Chau Doc and Tan Chau.  They had
yet to study chemical processes, biological cycles, and physical processes as this fluctuating river
fed into the increasingly complex network of manmade and natural canals.  By 1930, they had only
a bare-bones mechanical view of the river, essentially knowing only the volume and force of water
flowing through the primary gateway into their system of canals.  Tide gauges at several river
mouths were relied upon for recording fluctuations in water height, but these stations were often
poorly staffed.  The subsequent decades of warfare in the Delta prevented significant improvements
in hydrologic monitoring until recently.

5 A. Normandin.  Travaux d’hydraulique agricole a etudier et a entreprendre en Cochinchine: Rapport de
Mission.  Saigon: Imprimerie Commerciale M. Rey (1913), pp. 9-11.
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Xa No Cadastral Map

Beyond problems of a physical nature, the colonial regime also failed to account for existing local
water rights and questions of indemnities owed to local water consumers.  Of course, holding
colonial power over the indigenous people offered the government a lot of room to dig where they
wanted.  However, the situation of indemnities and shifting water sources became increasingly
complex with increased settlement and the legal title to lands under the colonial regime.  Along one
of the major agricultural canals, Xa No, the Public Works Department set about to straighten the
channel through a village that had used the local water source for their irrigation since the late
1800’s.  This was not and is not uncommon in large public works as the public good is usually
viewed by the engineers and the majority to outweigh local needs.

However, in this case the clash between local needs and state needs was exacerbated by a lack of
precedents in handling indemnities and water rights.  The new canal’s embankments blocked off the
historic flow from the existing creek.  In the dry season, the downstream plots now suffered
drought.  In the rainy season, the upstream land parcels now suffered excessive flooding.  To
remedy the situation, the village chief petitioned a local DPW surveyor to cut sluices along the sides
of the canal to bring proper water circulation back into their fields.  The engineer checked with local
civil servants and gave his nod of approval.  Under normal circumstances this issue might have been
concluded until either a visiting engineer saw the cuts and had the embankment closed again or he
allowed the drainage to continue.  However, the village chief had seen the construction of the
channel as an injury caused by the state and he had paid laborers himself to reconstruct the village’s
main irrigation ditches from the new canal.  The engineer’s nod of approval was read as an
acceptance and willingness to reimburse the chief for his labor expenditures, so the village chief
wrote to the provincial administrator and requested that the Department of Public Works reimburse
him for the labor costs he had endured.

The chain of events that followed sent smoke rising to the head office in Saigon and eventually to
the Governor General’s office in Hanoi.  Here the colonial state was faced with a new legal
challenge as part of their efforts to extend a network of waterways in the Mekong Delta.  The
colonial council decided to reimburse farmers only for lost fruit trees and not for lost land as it was
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argued that they gained canal-front property and the increased value of this real-estate made up for
their losses in valuable farmland.6  Because there was still a lot of newly opened land along other
canals, many of these farmers probably chose to abandon their plots and move elsewhere where
water was more easily manipulated.

These incidents occurred as early as 1903, highlighting the increasingly complicated task of
building a canal network at the outset even during the peak of colonial power in the region.

Tidal Gauges in the Delta

Post-Colonial Water Management

Unfortunately the scope of this presentation does not allow me to continue with details of water
management during two major wars and with the installation of the unified government in 1975.  It
is hard to imagine a similar wetland on the face of the earth that has been so mapped and surveyed
yet less understood than the Mekong Delta in the twentieth century.  In terms of state planning, the
old Department of Public Works operations were split into a private French dredging enterprise and
the Vietnamese Department of Public Works.  The early years of US involvement in the 1960’s saw
a third water management operation—the best funded and best equipped—controlled directly by the
Unites States Military Command in Vietnam.  Frequently domestic missions to dredge new
waterways or construct barrages were interceded by military operations on both sides of the
fighting, and military dredging took precedence in this era.

6 The map and letters form a series of correspondences from 1902-1904 as part of the Department des
Travaux Publics files in the Fonds GouCoch at the National Archives Number 2 in Ho Chi Minh City.  See
Folio IA13/232(1-4).
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Engineers and increasingly scientists urged an extension of a complete hydrographic monitoring
network across all of South Vietnam’s watersheds; but only a few of these stations were ever
constructed, and military conflict often led to their abandonment.  Existing works such as sea dikes,
barrages and canals dating back to the 1930’s soon fell into disrepair as fighting continued.
Arguably it has taken more than 15 years of post-war reconstruction to re-approach the state of
water manipulation achieved by the colonial regime in 1939.

Since that time, however, the population has risen from some 4 million persons to over 17 million
today.  The ecosystems that acted as a buffer to sustain water quality during the colonial era have
been much deteriorated since the American war and the subsequent population explosion.
Scientists and engineers have yet to understand in even approximate detail the nature of sediment
transport during annual floods and relationships between tidal fluctuations and flow models in
coastal regions protected by diking schemes and moving barrages.

Flooded House (Source: International Red Cross. Photo: Viet Thanh)

Adding the lack of scientific understanding of the Delta’s processes to the recent renewal of large-
scale, mainstream projects first surveyed in the early 1970’s, and the situation of the Delta’s
waterways and its biodiversity becomes a dire situation.  The lack of local thinking has
accompanied large state projects now for more than a century in the Mekong Delta.  What is
different now is the disappearance of all coastal buffer lands and the rapid increase of population in
the Mekong Valley.

It is the recognition of these rather dire circumstances on a global level that has brought everyone
here together for this conference.  The circumstances of the Mekong Delta’s settlement and
irrigation over the past century are not isolated events but part of more general global trends in
water planning.  It is imperative that we must try to use the laboratory of historical hydrologic and
environmental evidence to figure out where our predecessors got it right and where they got it
wrong in understanding the nature of water.  I believe that one place some engineers got it right was
in realizing early on the weaknesses of network thinking in their day.  By actually studying the
assumptions of water supply and water movement upon which new projects were based, these
individuals along with perhaps many more local critics brought up a very important point:

Network thinking is only as strong as accurate knowledge of how component pieces behave.
Historically this meant understanding the nature of water.  Today it also means
understanding the nature of water uses.
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Mekong Delta from Space

The purpose of this paper is not to argue against today’s efforts to model or think abstractly about
water management. Anything that may help restore biodiversity in the Mekong Delta’s ecology and
improve the quality of life for people there is certainly worth trying.  Instead, the aim of this paper
is to show how both local water-use patterns and local hydrology can be more complex than what
state planners assume in their projections.  This paper aims to encourage discussion in water
planning that anticipates complexity, appreciates pockets of diversity within even small regions
and calculates for present-day ignorance, especially in problems related to human-watershed
interactions.  Is it possible as a planner or modeler to estimate your own level of ignorance and
quantify this in projections?  Historical inquiry into past water conditions and social issues may be
the only option available as existing conditions only detriorate.

What is troublesome now and in the past is the continuing trend in the network and model world that
pushes forward into the politics of regional planning without even a working ground knowledge of
one creek’s social and natural history. Ultimately decisions to develop water resources must be
more locally based. They have to build on local knowledge of water-use and local hydrology.
Returning to the issue of systems modeling, the question should be asked again and again: how do we
deal with complexity? Historical research at sites will uncover important information as to the
success or failure of past projects. Part of the success depends on social and environmental conditions
there. Part of the success also depends on shifting interests of the State to invest resources into new
construction. Successful planning in the Mekong Delta and the Mekong Basin will hinge upon
increased sensitivity of planners to local variations in human water-use and in hydrology.

Such a goal requires that one studies the details of local environmental conditions and human
interactions beyond the views of state planners.  These local functions, if reapplied back to
predictive modeling, might lead to better algorithms describing major watershed exchanges.  One
might nest within watershed models more local canal, tributary or headwater models specific to eco-
cultural regions.  Such a hydrologic network could then calculate quantitative impacts from global
models of monsoon movements and water cycling to the individual quantitative impacts of a farmer
drawing water for his half hectare of rice paddy.  The only problem is that somewhere between
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modeling human interactions and ecological relationships in the watershed, our massive
supercomputer might crash under the load of calculating these seemingly infinite relationships. Still
it is worth a try to pursue our friends in the modeling world with these concerns.  We have
everything to lose and everything to gain.

I thank my colleague Fiona Miller for presenting this paper and apologize that I could not be present
to answer questions and participate in this conference.  I would be happy to entertain comments and
exchanges by email at dbiggs@u.washington.edu.  Thank you.
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Introduction

After three decades of ideological conflicts and civil wars, the six Mekong states were drawn
together in pursuit of "sustainable development" based on the logic of economic integration heavily
promoted by both bi and multilateral development agencies and aid donors. The Mekong, largely
unspoiled as a result of isolation caused by the region’s periodic civil wars in the past, has become a
new  and one of the last remaining water frontiers for the  whole range of international private dam
building industry.

This pheonomenon has brought the Mekong to the fore as a highly contested battlefield of ressource
development, which involves international dam building business, backed up by national, regional
and international public institutions, on the one hand, and local communities on the other. This
phenomenon further implies the legitimacy and ambiguity of the role of the planning practice and
process that comes with hydropower development. This role of planning is directly played and
influenced by national, regional and international public institutions and foreign private consultants,
at different scales and with various degree of involvement. In the Mekong context, planning has
been both utilised to promote the concept of "sustainable development" with pararell official
promotion of dam construction at the structural level, and is also required as a formality for the
decision making at the project level.

This paper takes as a starting point that communication among all stakeholders is necessary.
However, the ability to use "communication", that would form the basis for decision making, in the
formal instituetionalized patterning between the affected communities and the whole structure of
project proponents is highly unequally distributed. On the one hand, proponents of projects, policies
or programmes are able to make use of the existing political-economic structure  and administrative
apparatus, which allows them to dominate the communication line and transmit strategic and
political message to the public at large. On the other hand, the affected local communities do not
have equal access to similar or sufficient communicative space to counteract the dominant structure,
or even defend themselves from harmful projects or practice.

Thus, the role of planners, through their consulting and advisory function as part of the planning
process, is instrumental to encourage or discourage participation of the affected communities and
thus, to further enhance or reduce their ability to create and make use of the communicateive space.
The failure to foster consultation and participation of affected communities would induce the
disabling communicative effects, which, in turn, mediate, justify and reinforce the existing
hegemoic position of the status quo or project proponents. Such practice has far-reaching
implications to the question of ressource contestation in the Mekong region, particularly, since
rivers are ressources of public good character. This implies, when hegemony is established, the
reprioritisation and reallocation of ressource from local ressource users to serve the whole range of
profit-seeking foreign dam building industry -- from contractors, engineering companies,
consultants and aid donors, construction material suppliers as well as urban elites and consumers
living both within the national and regional boundaries.

This paper attempts to uncover the real motives of the rhetoric of "sustainability", as promoted  via
the "communicative action" (Forester, 1980, Sager, 1992) by planners within both national, regional
and international institutions, for the Mekong region. A brief historical account of the development
plan and hydropower initiatives promoted by in the region will also be given. It also aims to expose
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the pursuasion techniques, employed by institutions, developers and consultants in the planning
process of hydropower projects through the case of the current Nam Theun 2 project proposed on
the Nam Theun River in Laos.

The paper further contrasts the distorted communication (Forester, Sager) of the dominant power
structure, representing regional and international institutions, governments and dam builders as well
as the consultants, with the solidarity-based collective "communicative" response from the affected
rural communities. This will be done through the examination of the Mool River villager grassroots
movement in their struggle against the construction of the Pak Mool Dam on the Mool River in
northeastern Thailand. Their attempt to create communicative space with the public at large has
manifested itself as a collective counter-hegemonic consciousness and movement.

Before further analyzing the subject, this paper will first outline the theoretical framework
employed to explain the contesting synergy between the "systematically distorted communication"
(Forester) and the "communicative power" of the counter-hegemonic position (Mittelman, 2000).
The framework helps to illuminate the significance and implication of "communication" in the face
of unequal power relations over the control of access to this highly contested  ressource – the
Mekong River.

The politics of "communication"

As mediated and supported by the United Nations Development Programme, the concept of
"sustainability" finds a central place as the rhetorical rationale for the regroupping of the four
riparian states of the lower Mekong basin – Thailand, Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam, under the
intergovernmental body -- Mekong River Commission (MRC) in 1995. Unlike its predecessor, the
Mekong Committee, which focused narrowly on utilisation of the River based on  the conceptual
plan to build a cascade of seven dams on the mainstream of the Mekong, the MRC’s mandate has
extended to cover environmental protection (MRC, 1995; Radosevich, G. in Traisawasdichai 1995).
However, a paradox has arisen when the MRC’s long term goal still operates under the same logic
as that of its predecessor. It aims to construct a cascade of eleven "run-of-the-river" dams on the
mainstream of the Mekong, though being substantially revised and scaled down in engineering
terms (Mekong Secretariat, 1994).

As stated in its name,  "the Cooperation for the Sustainable Development of the Lower Mekong
River Basin Agreement", the treaty has conveyed a strong political message, legitimizing the
harmony between "sustainability" and "hydropower development". The MRC as well as its bi and
multilateral supporters, particularly the UNDP, have systematically communicated to the public and
transmitted their own interpretation of "sustainability" for the region. The sustainability of the
Mekong is now equivalent to the interest of the corporate dam builders while the long standing
practice of local fishers and farmers, prior to the Mekong agreement, now stands in the way of the
dam builders, impeding them to achieve the  goal of "sustainability".

Within domestic national boundaries, planners in the Mekong riparian states, Laos, Cambodia,
Vietnam, Burma and Yunnan of China, have echoed the same vision of sustainable development
that focuses excessively on dam construction. The key justification of this policy is to earn foreign
exchange from exporting hydro-electricity to their neighbour -- Thailand, whose economy is most
advanced in mainland Southeast Asia. With strong impetus for hydro development both at the
regional and national levels, environmental consultancy associated with dam building industry has
become one of the most lucrative businesses in the Mekong region and, in particular, Laos,
beginning in the early 1990s. Expertise has been drawn internationally from both individual
consultants and consulting firms from countries with dam-building industry tradition in the West,
and regionally from Thailand, as well as international environmental advocacy institutions such as
IUCN and the US-based World Conservation Society.

Such phenomenon has raised a serious question about the legitimacy of  the role of environmental
consultants whose practice is influencing the planning and decision making processes concerning
hydropower projects. In principle, the tasks of planners, understood here as dam consultants, are to
serve the public and to protect the interests of those outside the decision making process against
strong and directly involved actors (Sager, 1992). But, in reality, the dam consultants perform their
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duties in the face of power relations, characterized by organizational structure of  both private [dam-
builders’] interests and public agencies (Forester, 1980). Their communicative function with the
public and affected communities has politicial implication, which is conducive to "set up
expectations, affect meanings, influence political relations and shape understanding." (Sager).

John Forester pinpoints the "disabling communicative effects" performed by planners in his
analysis:  "..Planners’ communicative actions work to organize (or disorganize) citizens’ attention,
their engagement, investment, and particiaption. .. Planners open or foreclose possibilities, alert or
ignore others, call forth or disregard particular concerns, and spread or narrow the bases of design,
criticism, particiapiton, and thus decision-making." (Forester, 1982b:64, cited in Sager, 1992).

Given the domination of power structure in the communicative mode,  planning itself is an outcome
of the "systematically but unnecessarily distorted communication" in Forester’s analysis (1980).

The organizations, bureacracy and institutions are the structure of distorted communication
precisely because they operate under selective action (Forester, 1980), they are co-ercive and they
are an outcome of mobilization of bias (Sager). Therefore, planners’s role is significant to
counteract, expose and correct this systematic distortion of communication. In so doing, planners
should encourage an undisturbed, open and genuine dialogue involving different concerned parties,
aiming at mutual understanding and consensus building in planning practice (Forester, 1980; Sager;
Holden, 1998).

Following Habermas’ communicative rationality concept, Forester suggests the four norms of
"universal pragmatics"-- comprehensibility, sincerity, legitimacy and truth, for planners to meet in
their planning practice (Forester, 1980, Sager 1992, Flyvbjerg, 1998). These four norms are posed
into questions for planners’s communicative action, which can be practically summed up here: for
comprehensibility: what in fact is happening around, or to, the affected parties as a result of a
certain proposed project? For sincerity: are the listeners being manipulated, misled, fooled or
misguided? For legitimacy: is the planner taking advantage of professional status unfairly? For
truth: are the listeners being offered information upon which they can act, or are they being
misinformed, however unintentionally? (Forester, 1980: 279)

In the face of fierce resource contestation in the Mekong between profit-seeking dam builders,
national governments and public institutions on the one hand, and local communities, on the other,
communication is in every sense highly contested. Attempting to justify their course of actions to
win  access to the contested ressource in question, both camps find it necessary to seek the
communicative space with the public. However, the ability of each side in the camps to seek
communicative space is highly unequal.  The alliance between private interest, national
governments, and public institution, which forms the "structure of systematically distorted
communication", clearly gains domination for their ability both to seek the communicative space
and to set the agenda of the discourses. The legitimacy of dam consultants is precisely their
potentialities to correct this distorted communication to include the views of affected communities
in the planning process and, subsequently, decision-making. In this way, the affected communities
will be provided appropriate social space in communicating their concerns to the public. By
contrast, the closing of communication channels,  characterized by the absence of a consultation
process and participation by affected communities, constitutes the reason for the emergence of the
resistance movement as an expression to counter the hegemony of the power structure..

The Mekong, planners and hydropower

The greatness of the Mekong River has been generally recognized not only because of its historical
value, but also because of its natural wealth. For historians and archaeologists alike, the Mekong is
the cradle of  the ancient Khmer civilization prior to the mid 14th century, as evidenced by the
existence of the glorious temples, including Angkor Wat in Cambodia, Phanomrung and Pimay in
Northeastern Thailand and Wat Pu in southern Laos (Vallibhodom, Srisak, in Traisawasdichai,
March 1992, and Kasetsiri, 2000). In terms of ressource, the river has, for generations, supported
the livelihood of some 50 millions of  people along its course and tributaries in the lower basin. The
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Mekong’s natural flooding regime, carries silt deposit to farm land, enriching the rice growing area
of the Mekong delta in Vietnam. The fisheries ressource of the Mekong is vital for the small scale
and subsistance economy of local population in the region. The river itself has been the major
course for people to travel from place to place, particularly significant in areas with no road access.
It irrigates farmers’ land in the dry season and provides drinking water for the people.

Geographically, the 4,800-kilometre long Mekong orginates from the Tanghla Shan Mountains on
Tibetan plateau at the elevation of some 5,000 metres, meandering through the georges and
mountainous area of Yunnan southern province of China, passing Burma, dividing Thailand and
Laos, feeding into the Tonle Sap Great Lake in Cambodia, and dividing itself into nine branches at
the Mekong delta in Vietnam before emptying itself in the South China Sea. The Mekong is the
longest  river in Southeast Asia and twelfth in the world. With its annual runoff above 475,000
million cubic metres, the Mekong ranks the eighth in the world and twenty first in term of drainage
area of 795,000 sq km (MRC Secretariat, 1995).

The historical development of Mekong hydropower scheme began in the 1950s against the
background of the beginning of  cold war confrontation in the region. The Mekong Committee
(MC) was formed in 1957 by the United Nations, comprising four lower Mekong riparian states,
Thailand, Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam. Its mandate was to coordinate and look for the possibility
for water resource development (Sluiter, 1992). The involvement of the US, with its strategic
interest in mainland Southeast Asia, in the planning of the Mekong at the early stage has shaped the
Mekong plan towards the model of river ressource development in the US. Such model has
subsequently been the imagination of later Mekong planners until today.

The first preliminary survey of the basin was done by the US Bureau of Reclamation in 1956 and its
report became the basis of further planning for development of the Mekong resource. In 1970, the
first grand scale plan for hydropower construction on the Mekong, done by American engineers,
emerged. Modelled on the development of the  US’s Colombia basin (Radosevich, 1995, in
Traisawasdichai), the Indicative Basin Plan, known as the Mekong blueprint, envisioned the
construction of a cascade of seven mainstream dams, which could store 29 per cent of the Mekong’s
annual discharge and produce electriciticy of 23,300 megawatts (Norconsult, 1994). Two projects,
Strung Treng in Cambodia and the 4,800-megawatt Pa Mong Dam with the height of over 100
metres near capital Vientiane, were to be the backbone of construction (Norconsult). The plan, as a
product of the cold war, "excluded totally the portion of the Mekong in the upper basin in China
like it had never existed on any world map" (Ryder, G. in Sluiter, 1992). The blueprint was the
grandest vision ever planned for the Mekong. President Johnson (White, 1969) at time said: "The
vast Mekong River can provide food and water and power on a scale to dwarf even our own
Tennessee Valley Authority."

Due to three decades of civil wars in the region, no dams in the Mekong blueprint have ever been
built. The MC was dissolved in 1975 when the Indochinese states came under control of the
communist governments, together with the withdrawal of the US influence and its financial
contributions. The Interim Mekong Committee  (IMC) was set up in 1978, without Cambodia, and
the Mekong Secretariat, the research and technical arm of the MC, continued to function with
reduced budget from the UN (Mitchell, 1994). In 1987, a revised indicative plan was released with
no substantial change from the previous Mekong blueprint except a reduction in the height of Pa
Mong Dam, which was intended to be the first mainstream dam in the Mekong cascade (Mitchell.).
The IMC was later dissolved in 1992 due to the conflict among the member states. Laos and
Vietnam vetoed against the Thai’s ambitious proposal to divert the water from the Mekong
mainstream to irrigate its drought-stricken northeastern region. As a result, Thailand withdrew its
membership and preferred to pursue its own "sovereign right" to proceed the project outside the
MC’s framework (Sutabutr, Prathet, personal communication, 1995).

Interest in the regional hydropower development was renewed with the prospect of peace in
Cambodia in the early 1990. The Mekong Secretariat launched the Mekong Mainstream Run-of-
River Hydropower report in 1994, superseding the two previous plans. The new plan envisions a
cascade of 11 run-of-the-river dams on the mainstream, stretching from Pak Beng in norhtern Laos
to Kratie in the downstream Cambodia. It is estimated to generate a total of 13,000 megawatts of
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electricity to be fed into the Thai power system, would displace 60,000 people and flood 1,900 sq
kms of land (Mekong Secretariat, 1994).

In 1995, under the auspice of the UNDP, the Mekong River Commission was formed, comprising
the four lower Mekong riparian states, which has officially superseded its predecessor, the Mekong
Committee. Its mandate is to coordinate the development programmes with emphasis on joint or
basin-wide development projects through the formulation of a basin development plan. The basin
plan would be used to identify, categorize and prioritize the projects to seek assistance for and to
implement at the basin level. (MRC, 1995). Considerable effort was also made by the MRC to
pursuade the two upstream countries – Burma and, particularly, China, to join the Mekong group.
Yet, China, which controls 20 per cent of the Mekong flow, has never responded to the MRC’s
invitation to avoid getting obliged with the MRC’s water usage rule.The Mekong Agreement stated
on paper that the rationale for the cooperation of the Mekong groupping is to safeguard "the
conditions and ecological balance of the Mekong from harmful projects" (MRC, 1995). China itself
has an ambitious hydropower programme on the upper portion of the Mekong mainstream and
internal development agenda for its poorer hinterland in landlocked Yunnan area.

Yet, what is seen as the single most influential stimulus for the region’s economic and infrastructure
integration, is the emergence of the Asian Development Bank’s initiative Greater Mekong
Subregion (GMS), which was launched in 1994. Operating as an informal subregional cooperation
framework, the GMS has gone beyond the MRC’s framework by bringing together all six countries
in the region, including Burma and Yunnan Province of China, to participate in the programme. The
GMS has proposed the most ambitious, most comprehensive and most diversified infrastructure and
development programme ever in the Mekong subregion. It envisions the future prosperity of the
Mekong region, in which all the six countries will be linked together by a crisscross of road,
railway, air lanes, telecommunication and electric power transmission line, and later through the
free flowing exchange of mutual trade and tourism. Unlike the MRC, the GMS’s programme has
advanced at a dramatically high speed, attracting participation from foreign private investors and
financial institutions. For the hydropower sector in particular, the Nam Theun-Hinboun dam, with
ADB’s support, was completed four years after the GMS was launched. The ADB has recently
subcontracted the study of the Xe Kong and Se San basin hydropower development study in
Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam. The bank also mobilized the Japanese fund for the construction of
the Nam Luek Dam project in Laos.

At the turning point of the region’s geopolitics based on peace re-establishment over the last
decade, the ADB, through its GMS programme, has been instrumental in effectively shaping and
determining the direction of development for the whole Mekong region. While Thailand has derived
the regional role of being the single energy importer, the rest of the Mekong riparian states have
evolved with the status of hydropower exporters. The GMS’s energy sector study identifies
Thailand as the region’s promising energy market for the next three decades up until 2020
(Norconsult, 1994).  Its study, which was done prior to the Thai’s economic crisis, esitmates that the
Thai’s energy demand will continuously increase from 9,801 MW in 1993 to 34,426 MW in 2010,
or an anverage of around 10 per cent per year (Norconsult).

Simultaneously, the GMS’s study identifies 46 hydropower projects, with an overall installed
capacity of 36,850 MWs, in all riparian states for further construction to produce electricity for
export, feeding into the Thai’s power system (Norconsult). Evidently, all the Mekong states have
had hydropower construction as the top priority set forth in their development agenda. The number
of proposed dam projects vary, depending on different sources of studies. Yet, as identified in the
GMS’s energy study,  there are five dams (16,050 MWs) in Yunnan, 18 (7,483 MWs) in Vietnam,
nine (4,606 MWs) in Burma, 15 (3,660 MWs) in Laos and four (3,485 MWs) in Cambodia as well
as five (1,560 MWs) in Thailand (Norconsult, 1994).

In addition, Laos itself has had its own national hydropower development plan, which is even more
ambitious than the GMS’s projection. Laos has identified 60 hydropower sites on the Mekong’s
tributaries with an overall installed capacity of 18,000 MWs (Phonekeo, 1995). Of this number, 23
projects with 6,800 MWs  (Phonekeo) have been advanced at various stages and two, Theun
Hinboun and Huay Ho dams, have already been built. Apart from Laos, China has also advanced
considerably with its hydropower programme. The 1,500-MW Man Wan Dam, already completed,
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is the first mainstream dam on the Mekong. China is currently constructing two more, the 1,350-
MW Dachaoschan and the 1,500-MW Jinghong dams, of which the electricity produced will be sold
to Thailand.

Interestingly, the current economic slowdown in the region, resulting in the drop of energy demand
in Thailand, does not seem to tone down the riparian states’ ambition for hydro development. The
Lao government and its foreign private partners as well as the World Bank, for example, are still
active in getting the controversial Nam Theun 2 project to the implementation stage. Both
Cambodia and Vietnam, with the Japanese fund, are furthering their hydropower master plan
studies. The ADB is supporting Burma for the feasibility study of Salween dam while the
construction of the Dachaoschan and Jinghong is going on unabatedly without fearing of  losing the
Thai energy market.

Amid the region’s sentiment orientated towards hydropower development, the health and natural
wealth of the Mekong are  under threat. Several social and environmental impacts have been
predicted. First, the dams both on the mainstream and tributaries are likely to block the fish
migration, destroy fish spawning ground and favourable habitat. This would likely result in
depletion of both species diversity and fisheries ressources and, hence, destruction of the food
security for local population. Second, the possible trapping of silt deposit behind the dam would
potentially reduce the fertility of farm land, specially in the Mekong delta. Third, the reduction of
freshwater in the Mekong channel in the dry season will possibly extend the distance of the yearly
sea water intrusion in the Mekong delta. Fourth, deforestation due to flooding the reservoir area
could increase the existing degree of damage from both severe drought and flooding in the Mekong
area. And, last is the national security issue: how downstream states, particularly the Mekong delta
area, can be assured that  in time of unexpected drought and flooding crises, they would not be
worsened by the operation of upstream dams. What can be a guarantee for downstream states that
they would not be deprived of replenished water stored in the the upstream dams in time of servere
drought and that they would not be added more unwanted surplus water from the upstream dams in
time of unprecedented flooding crisis?

Since the idea to exploit the ressource of the Mekong first emerged five decades ago, the
development agenda for the Mekong through the work of  the intergovernmental body -- the MC in
the past and MRC in the present form, has been set up and controlled by external influences for
various strategic reasons. From the control by the US and UN in the cold war era to the ADB and its
alliance – both bi and multilateral agencies, favouring intensive ressource exploitation and top-
down development approach, in today’s de-tente, the Mekong intergovernmental body has become
more and more isolated and irrelevant to the immediate and long term needs of the local
communities. Important questions arise, how the MRC can actually function to protect the interests
of local communities and safeguard the fragile ecology of the Mekong amid the ongoing temptation
in the region towards hydropower development? To put it more specifically: how can dam business
in the region, promoted by the ADB, MRC and various external institutions and mediated by
national governments and investors, meet their declared objective of "sustainability"?

Dams and Sustainability

"..They (ideologies, promoted by planners) are distortions not because they are unclear,
but because they are indeed clear, but they so misrepresent social and political reality
that they may obscure alternatives, cover up responsibility, encourage passivity and
fatalism, and justify the perpetuation of inequity and suffering," John Forester, 1980,
on the distortion of communication (p.281)

Central in the MRC’s interpretation of "sustainable development" of the Mekong, that excessively
focuses on hydropower development, is clearly not the logic based on equal distribution of
ressource, but rather that based on the views of both economists and engineers. Dam engineers see
water that flows down to the sea as an unnecessary waste of resources and that it should be turned
into megawatts (Ryder, G in Sluiter, 1992, Traisawasdichai, 1995). Economists adhere that "good
thing must be scarce in equilibrium" (Sager, 1998) and thus efficient allocation of resources is the
solution. In the Mekong region, hydropower development has been promoted, by national
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governments and various external institutions, as the major foreign exchanger earner. Thus, the idea
of "cash-generating dams", in which the Mekong River will be turned into electricity commodity, fit
well with the economic and engineer rationalities. Probing the text of the Mekong agreement, one
finds these two conveniently-complementing rationalites, stating  "To cooperate in all fields of
sustainable development, utilization, management and conservation of the water and related
resources of the Mekong River Basin, including but not limited to irrigation, hydropower,
navigation, flood control fisheries…" (MRC, 1995:4)

"[projects, programmes and planning are] To promote, support…in the development of
the full potential of sustainable benefits.., and the prevention of wasteful use of
Mekong River Basin waters.." (MRC:4).

The content deriving from the Mekong’s "public transcript" (Bryant &Bailey, 1997, Scott, 1990)
entails an understanding that the existing pattern of ressource use of the Mekong River is
unsustainable and wasteful. It is an attempt to explain the long standing practice of local
communities that rely on the ressource of the Mekong as the free-riders, which would result in the
"tragedy of the commons" (Hardin,  1970). Such perceived local threats to the Mekong, in the view
of  the Mekong planners, need to be prevented and the "unsustainable and wasteful" practice of the
local communities need to be replaced by the economically efficient re-allocation and use of
ressource. The dam engineering practice is one such solution to redirect the ressource of the
Mekong River to fit into the economic efficiency rationale.

As such, the language of economic and engineer rationalities serves to obscure the political problem
of unequal ressource distribution as apolitical. Damming the Mekong is merely an engineering
technical matter and relies exclusively on neutral manipulation of economic efficiency principle
(Sager). Shifting the river ressource away from local communities to serve the interests of foreign
dam builders is justified as a way to efficiently manage and allocate ressource for the optimal use.
Thus, the apolitical language effectively distorts the real political issue of unequal distribution and
reprioritisation of ressource.

Prominent in the MRC’s framework  is also an attempt to harmonize hydropower development and
"sustainability" as one single goal. Yet, due to its far-reaching social and ecological impacts, as
widely documented, constructing a dam on a river, which floods the forest, wipes out fish from the
river and displaces local communities, is clearly in conflict with the principles of ecological
protection and social equity. Hydropower development, promoted as the means to generate cash for
the less advanced economies in the Mekong, is, instead, based on the conventional unidimensional
pro-growth development approach, which requires intensive exploitaion of natural ressource. As
such, it would be difficult to articulate that hydropower development, which aims to commodify the
Mekong River, can go hand in hand with environmental protection as well as social equality.

Yet, the Mekong planners’ assertion of such ideology as "dam and sustainability" is pursuasive, if
not authoritative. It works to influence the public’s understanding to justify the profit-seeking dam
building practice in the region and to dismiss the long standing practice of local communities, their
values, aspiration and their social and cultural differences. As Foresters writes: "They [the
organizational political and economic structure] do not just "transmit information, but they
communicate political and moral meaning. ..They seek support, consent, trust, sacrifice and so
forth" (Forester, 1980: 276). As such, the planners systematically foreclose other actors’ opinion
and discussions about alternative means and their prefered approach in developing the Mekong
River.

Following Forester’s view, the structure of various public institutions involved in the Mekong
planning including MRC, ADB, World Bank and national governments, is understood as the
structure of systematically distorted communication.The transmission of ideology of the
compatibility of dam and sustainable development, in which the public is expected to accept,
contributes to enhance the power of the centralized bureaucratic and technocratic structure of these
institutions.

The social and political realities in the Mekong amid the politicisation of ressource use (Bryant &
Bailey, 1997) have brought to forth the question of development for the region – what type of
development the local communities of the Mekong River aspire for? Be it the pro-growth
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developmentalism, no-growth environmentalism or else? This can only be determined by dialogue
with the local communities to identify their goals and aspirations and the means to reach them. Yet,
as it stands now, the intensification of capitalism and modernity in the region, mediated by the
MRC, ADB and various institutions, has increased the fierce contestation of the Mekong ressource
between the place-based local communities on the one hand, and the non place-based profit-seeking
private dam-building interests and the national governments on the other. Basing "sustainability" on
economic rationality has, thus, provided an open access for the free-rider foreign dam builders to
competingly build the dams on the unspoiled Mekong River in the absence of appropriate
environmental protection regulation in place, which will eventually result in the "real tragedy of the
Mekong".

Mekong watchdog?

As "sustainable development" was the rationale that has re-created the MRC in 1995, the institution
has, thus, communicated to the public with the aim to justify its role as an environmental protector
of the Mekong. Unlike its predecessor which focused exclusively on exploitation of the river, the
MRC’s mandate on paper is extended to cover environmental protection (MRC, 1995). However,
the MRC’s present rule that governs the use of the Mekong’s  water among riparian states is, in
reality, weaker than the former 1975 water usage rule. The 1975 rule secured the riparian states’ the
right to veto potential harmful projects and required states to provide water quality impact studies
for all proposals to all riparian members for approval before they can proceed with their projects
(Traisawasdichai, 1995). The present water usage rule, instead, abolishes the states’ veto right and
the requirement to submit impact studies for all projects as the basis for approval, regardless of
whether they are  mainstream or tributary, intra- or inter-basin projects in both dry and wet seasons.

The strictest obligation in the present rule is the requirement for "agreement" from all riparian states
for a proposal that features mainstream inter-basin project conducted in the dry season (MRC,
1995). The "agreement" principle is the decision that will be reached on the basis of  "prior
consultation, which is defined vaguely as "timely notification plus additional data and information"
(MRC) to evaluate a proposed project, which is the "basis for arriving at an agreement" (MRC). The
criteria to judge the suitability of a proposed project is based on the maintenance of  an "acceptable
minimum monthly natural flow" on the mainstream of the Mekong in the dry season at various
identifed stations (MRC, 1995). To date, criteria for the acceptable minimum flow has not yet been
worked out.

Indeed, the present water usage rule reflects a compromise to accommodate different specific
interests of the riparian members rather than reflecting the concern to protect the Mekong’s intrinsic
ecological values. Thailand has two ambitious both intra- and inter-basin water diversion schemes.
The proposed Kong-Chi-Mool project, with the construction of a string of dozens of weirs
undergoing construction at various stages in the northeastern region, eyes the flow of the Mekong to
irrigate 510,000 rai of the parched farmland. The project, scheduled to be fully completed by 2035,
expecting the flow from China’s future dams in the upstream river to provide the surplus flow in the
dry season (Sutabutra, Prathet, in Traisawasdichai, 1995). Another ambitious scheme is the Kok-
Ing-Yom-Nan inter-basin project which aims to tap the flow of the Mekong at the border province
of Chiang Rai in the north of Thailand and divert the water via the Kok and Ing rivers in the
Mekong basin into the Yom and Nam rivers in the Chao Phya basin (Sutabutra).

For Laos, its major interest is not to be obstructed by the water usage rule so that it can proceed with
its plan to construct multiple dams on the tributaries of the Mekong. Its other concerns deal with the
maintenance of the Mekong flow both to preserve its world-renowned Khone Falls, which is an
important fishing ground in Southern Laos, and to protect the navigation route for access to sea
which holds important implications for a landlocked country (Saykham, in Traisawasdichai, 1995).
It’s location as an upstream country has a significant ecological implication for the downstream
countries of Cambodia and Vietnam with its Mekong delta. In recent years, concerns in Cambodia
and Vietnam have been raised about the reduction of water in their portions of the Mekong caused
by upstream deforestation as a result of dam construction in Laos.
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Like Laos, Cambodia has strong interest in building dams within its boundary. Two of its priority
projects are mainstream dams – Sambor (3.200 MWs) and Stung Treng (3,300 MWs) (Norconsult,
1994). Ensuring the natural reverse flow of the Tonle Sap Great Lake in the wet season is another
important issue for Cambodia (MRC, 1995). The Great Lake is the largest permanent freshwater
lake in Southeast Asia (UNESCO, 1994) and its ecological balance relies greatly on the Mekong’s
flooding regime. Dut to its flat topography and the Mekong’s dry-wet hydrological regime, the
flooded surface area of  the lake expands more than three times, ranging from 3,000 square
kilometres in the dry season to 10,000 square kilometres in the wet season (Tana, 1995). The Great
Lake and its connected Tonle Sap River have a unique natural hydrological feature, that helps
replenish water for the downstream Mekong delta. In the wet season, the Mekong rises and pushes
its flow into the Tonle Sap River, which, as a result, reverses its course and flows upstream carrying
its flow back into the lake. In the dry season, the lake releases its water and feeding into the Tonle
Sap, ensuring sufficient water flow for downstream Mekong delta (Tana).The Great Lake is the
main fishing ground in Cambodia, which is one of the last countries in the world where wild
freshwater fisheries still remains (Tana). The country’s fisheries production yielded 65,500 tons of
fish in 1994 and 120,000 tons at its peak in 1940 (Tana).

The lake and its fisheries ressource have been threatened by deforestation of the flooded forest belt
surrounding the lake and competing and intensive fishing practice (Tana). But the most serious
threat to the ecology of the lake is the proposed Tonle Sap dam, which is planned right at the mouth
of the Great Lake. The dam is one of the eleven projects in the MRC’s present run-of-the-river
dams on the Mekong mainstream (Mekong Secretariat, 1994).

As for Vietnam, due to its downstream geographical location, the proposed sites for hydropower
development are outside the Mekong basin. Its main concern, in the MRC’s framework, deals with
the protection of the fragile system of the Mekong delta area, which is known as the rice bowl of
Vietnam. It is the most productive rice farming area and, in recent years, development in the delta
area has substantially increased acqua culture production. Both of which are key export
commodities that have helped fuel  the whole of Vietnam’s economy for the last decade. Another
problem in the Mekong delta is the yearly problem of sea water intrusion. Securing sufficient
freshwater flow from the Mekong is fundamental to keep the severity of sea water intrusion to a
minimum for the delta area (Hoang Trang Quang, in Traisawasdichai, 1995). To date, the proposed
Tonle Sap dam at the mounth of the Great Lake and the Thai’s ambitious intra- and inter-basin water
diversion schemes are the projects Vietnam has been concerned about and kept a close watch on.

To a certain extent, the different concern of downstream countries – Cambodia and, particularly,
Vietnam, have in the past provided some sort of leverage, checking and preventing proposed
harmful projects that involved the use of the mainstream’s water. Vietnam, together with Laos,
vetoed against the Thai’s water diversion scheme in 1992. However, within the present MRC water
usage rule, it does not reflect the real ecological concern for the Mekong River itself. As a product
of a compromise, the present rule facilitates each member state to carry on projects with their own
sovereign rights and ignore the duty to protect the ecological integrity of the river. Thailand has
proceeded with its Kong-Chi-Mool and Kok-Ing-Nan projects. Laos is active in building dams on
the Mekong’s tributaries with two dozens of projects waiting in the pipeline. Cambodia is seeking
funding to build Sambor Dam on the Mekong mainstream and numerous tributary projects. All
these practices have evaded the authority of the MRC and its water usage rule supposedly written in
the first place to protect the Mekong’s environment.

The Yunnan factor has added evidence to the weakness of the MRC’s enforcement of its
environmental mandate. Some of the impacts from the construction of three Chinese dams
proceeded since 1995 have begun to be felt in the lower Mekong basin. China has completed the
construction of Man Wan Dam some years ago and is currently building the Dachaoshan and
Jinghong dams. The first unprecedented incident caused by the effects of dam construction in
Yunnan,  took place right at the signing ceremony of the Mekong Agreement in Chiang Rai in 1995.
The Thai host had to cancel the arranged symbolic cruise on the Mekong for the four heads of
riparian states because there was not enough water in the river due to water being blocked by the
upstream Man Wan Dam during its inundation phase  (personal communication, Chiang Rai, April
1995). In recent years, Thai fishermen, farmers and boat passengers have faced a water shortage
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problem because of the Chinese Dams (Chutikul, Kobsa, in The Nation, April, 2000). The yearly
traditional catching of the Mekong Giant Catfish in Chiang Khong town has come to a standstill.
The decline of the fish is said to be partly due to overfishing, the change of water flow and water
quality and partly due to the speculative impacts of upstream dam construction. Fishermen believe
that the Chinese dams are blocking the fish migration. All these suppositions are speculative but
hold evidence that important baseline data regarding the Mekong’s ecology, aquatic biology and
hydrology have not been in place as the basis for evaluating the impacts of any proposed or ongoing
development projects, particularly the mainstream ones.

Attempts by the lower riparian states to seek greater cooperation from China has become more a
serious issue. Last year’s flood crisis, the worst ever in three decades in the Mekong region which
killed more than 400 people (Reuters, 28/9/2000), has raised concern about the potential threat from
China’s dams. Yunnan contributes 20 per cent of its volume to the Mekong, thus, its eventual ability
to control the flow has significant national security implications for the downstream states  (Crispin,
et al, 2000). Being outside the Mekong groupping has facilitated China to proceed with projects
without consultation with and explanation to downstream states. With caution not to spoil the
carefully-groomed diplomacy with China, the four downstream governments have refrained from
responding to any of the impacts and potential effects from China’s activities on the Mekong. The
signing of the commercial navigation of the Mekong River pact between Burma, China, Thailand
and Laos, last year was one attempt to bring China out for more talks. The navigation pact, which
China had long been enthusiastic for, covers navigation of 786 kilometres from Simao in Yunnan to
Luang Prabang of Laos. The pact, which benefits China most, will allow free flow of goods from
landlocked Yunnan to the southern Mekong market (The Nation, 21/4/2000). Yet, expectation that
greater economic cooperation would bring China to closer cooperation has not yet proved right after
seven years of the ongoing GMS’s economic and infrastructure programmes.

It is apparent that there has been no diplomatic leverage among the four Mekong states for
negotiating or coordinating with China to seek way for proper sharing of the common Mekong
River. No attempt has been made to execute the MRC forum to voice the concern of the lower basin
states over the potential environmental and security threats from Chinese dams. The MRC has been
noticably by-passed even by its member states, leaving it with no concrete diplomatic influence, nor
ability to fulfill its environmental protection mandate. To date, the MRC is most effectively
functioning merely as a forum for member states to channel technical and financial assistance from
bi and multilateral donors.

Nevertheless, the "sustainability" rationale serves to sustain the MRC’s existence and produces two
significant effects. First, through assertion of the sustainability rationale, the MRC communicates to
the public and legitimates itself in search for a role to play. Second, the rationale serves to justify
and facilitate environmental policy and protection exclusively into the domain of the MRC, and,
hence, systematically excludes the local communities from taking part in the decision making
process affecting their lives.

Redefining "sustainability"

Sustainability involves social equity and ecological protection. Thus, it is not justified that the
MRC, through its one way top-down-styled communication approach to transmitting its version of
"sustainability", is expecting the local communities to abandon their system of values and, instead,
agree and accept the pro-growth hydropower-centred development. A two-way communication
appraoch based on an open and authentic dialogue between the MRC and local communities who
will be affected by its decision is necessary, if the gap between them is to be bridged. The collective
goals and conditions of sustainability need to be defined and imposed by local communities
themselves within a democratic communicative mode. Those goals will be, then, collectively
pursued by the communities with the MRC as the mediator and supporters for them to move
towards the direction of sustainability defined in their own terms. The ecological integrity of the
Mekong, if defined as the goal of sustainability, is itself the communities’ "rice bowl". As such,
there is no reason to believe that the communities will destroy their own rice bowl.
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Consultants and dams: the case of Nam Theun 2 in Laos

"Planners shape not only documents or information, then, but also citizens’ access to
information, their understanding and interpretation of such information, and their
ability to participate effectively in political processes affecting their lives. .." John
Forester, 1980, on planners’ communicative effects.

The intensification of hydropower development programme in Laos, beginning in the early 1990s,
has established a fierce contestation of ressource between the place-based local communities on the
one hand, and the non place-based foreign private dam building industry and the Lao government
on the other. The proposed Nam Theun 2 project, Laos’s largest dam, is one such example of
contestation, between these two camps of actors, over control of access to the ressource both of the
Nakai Plateau forest and of the three rivers in central Laos – Theun, Xe Bang Fai and Hinboun
(Roberts, 1997). Within the planning process, environmental consultants, who are also non place-
based actors ranging from individual experts, firms to advocacy groups and specifically set-up
advisory panels, emerge as crucial "political" players. Their role is political because their practice
and activities, pertaining the process of producing reports and documents submitted to policy
makers, are the basis of the eventual "political" decision, which determines who gets the contested
ressource in question and when. Within the communicative mode, the consultants can function
either to encourage or discourage an open democratic planning process; and either to advance or
weaken the interests of the affected people. Thus, the "quality of their communication counts"
(Forester, 1980) because it serves to keep the people informed about the future decision for
proposed projects that will affect their lives.

As for Nam Theun 2, the first and most powerful justification for the dam construction, set forth by
two international conservation groups, the IUCN and the US-based World Conservation Society
(WCS), emerged with a common  slogan: "damming to save the forest". From the perspective of the
"conservationists", the IUCN and WCS endorsed: "...the establishment of the Nakai-Nam Theun
Conservation Area as a biodiversity conservation area of international standard is one of the
principle mitigation measures of the Nam Theun 2 hydropower project." (IUCN &WCS, 1997).
Absent from the conservationists’ analysis is the cost of losing the entire 450-sq km Nakai Plateau
forest in the proposed inundation area. The Nakai Plateau is home for several globally threatened
wildlife species. The displacement of 5,000 indigenous people in both the reservoir area and the
conservation area, as well as at least 50,000 more in the nearby Xe Bang Fai basin as a result of the
Nam Theun 2 transbasin hydropower project, was not seen as a serious cost. Instead, both the forest
loss and people displacement have been turned into a necessary trade-off, or even benefit of the
project, for the creation of the "world-class conservation area."

The conservationists’ support of the dam on ground of forest protection can be seen as a clear
ignorance of the political dimension in their consulting practice. Choosing to comment about the
benefit and not about the cost of Nam Theun 2 is a clear violation of communicative norms of
"comprehensibility, sincerity, legitimacy and truth" (Forester, 1980, Sager, 1992, Holden 1998).
Accordingly, they keep the public uninformed about the real impacts of the project, organizing
public attention towards the benefits of the dam, making biased professional judgement and
simultaneously suppressing the views of the affected people. This, thus, discourages effective public
participation. As such, "conservation" has gained dominance while the loss of the Nakai Plateau and
displacement of local communities drop into the background.

Throughout the project’s ten-year-long planning process stands the presupposition that decision to
build Nam Theun 2 was made. Such presupposition permeates the environmental impact studies’
documents to the extent that the studies can not form a logical basis for decision makers to assess
the validity of the project itself. The assessment of the project’s impacts on fish and aquatic biology
impacts, for example, stressed the need "to monitor [fish] migrations, to determine the real status of
apparently endemic species, to clear the vegetation in the reservoir [to improve both water quality
and fish development in the reservoir] , to design and test re-aeration devices and … to investigate
the feasibility of biologically sound fish-ladders" (Kottelat, 1996).
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The study added: "If a fishway or fish ladder is considered in the final design of the project, it
should be designed as soon as migration data become available, in close consultation between
engineers and biologists." (Kottelat).

The document reflects the goal-achievement logic used in the study. When the goal of constructing
Nam Theun 2 has already been set, the means to reach such goal has to be worked out. Accordingly,
instead of pointing to the potential killing of large number of wild river fish and the loss of existing
subsistence fisheries in the three waterhseds (Roberts, T. 1997), the consultant highlighted future’s
technical mitigation measures to reduce the negative impacts on aquatic biology and fisheries,
hence, justifying the dam construction. By introducing the objective of "making Nam Theun 2 a
reality", the consultant has turned the "political" problem of Nam Thuen 2 into merely a technical
one. As a consequence, basic data concerning the fish migration, species diveristy and behaviour as
well as river-based livelihood have been absent from the impact study, leaving no sufficient criteria
available to evaluate the extent of Nam Theun 2’s acquatic biology and fishery impacts. Instead, a
range of technical solutions, including the design and study of fish ladder, that seem more likely to
create new jobs for the consultant circles than to actually mitigate the "unidentified" impacts, have
been proposed. A fish ladder; for example, has already turned out to be an unsound mitigation
measure and a waste of money for Thailand’s infamous Pak Mool Dam on another important
tributary of the Mekong.

Based on the goal-oriented strategy, consultancy surrounding Nam Theun 2’s overall environmental
impact study nurtures the product-oriented, rather than the process-oriented, way of public planning
(Sager, 1992; Holden, 1998). Product-oriented planning gives preferences to the goal of dam
construction and answers to the interests of dam builders, who first hire the consultants, by
producing a favourable environmental impact assessment study report. Conversely, if the process-
oriented planning had been taken, the focus would have been given to the "means", which would
have guided the consultants to seek possible solution through "regular processes of community
consultation, expertise pooling and project reviews running from brainstorming to collective
criticism" (Forester, 1980: 280). As such, affected communities along the Theun, Xe Bangfai and
Hinboun rivers would have been part of the process in a mutual and unbiased dialogue. Through the
dialogue and consultation, their role would not be restricted merely to informants but active citizens
who help to identify, discuss and determine the acceptable or unacceptable extent of the project’s
possible social and environmental damage, and eventually to provide comprehensive input into the
design and study of the consultants’ work themselves. When the strategic goal of "getting Nam
Theun 2 built" was honestly dismissed from any process of consultation and dialogue, the
communities would naturally on heir own come up with problem definitions and solutions and
agreement or disagreement with the project. A potential advantage in terms of achieving the
agreement to build Nam Theun 2 from the affected communities is, thus, not a goal in itself, but a
by-product one. Yet, "the means-end scheme collapses when the means are also the ends."(Sager,
1992). As in the Nam Theun 2 consultancy’s practice, the downplay of all the project’s potential
impacts and the highlight of its perceived benefits in all studies have manifested themselves in tune
with the goal of dam construction.

The role of environmental consultants for hydropower development is both important and strategic.
Their practice – both through their communication and planning, can further some interests and
weaken others (Sager, 1992). How consultants perceive and understand their role and tasks in
carrying out reports, plans and programmes; therefore, determines their responsible or irresponsible
planning practice. In the face of fierce ressource contestation as in the Nam Theun 2 case, ignoring
the affected communities’ concerns implies advancing the foreign profit-seeking dam-builders’
interests. With an aggressive promotion of dam building programme in Laos, the present pro-dam
dominated power structure, which is today’s common characteristics of all Mekong states,
represents the structure of a "systematically but unnecessary distorted communication" (Forester,
1980). However, if sensitive to this distorted communication, the consultants can counteract it by
encouraging participation and involvement from the affected communities. If otherwises, the dam
consultants are, in fact, merely part of this pro-dam structure of systematically-distorted
communication themselves.
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Communication from below: the anti-Pak Mool Dam resistance

After ten years’s blockade by the World Bank-sponsored Pak Mool Dam, the Mool River,
Thailand’s largest tributary of the Mekong, is once again running free. The Thai government has
finally agreed to the demand of affected river communities to open the dam’s gates for the three
months’s fish spawning migration season late May this year. The Mool River villagers in their
twelve-year tenacious struggle against the construction of Pak Mool Dam have today become the
legend of Thailand’s most organized grassroots movement overtly challenging the dominant power
of the state. The construction of the 136-MW Pak Mool Dam, situated in the northeastern Ubol
Ratchathani province, has depleted the natural fish stock and destroyed river-based livelihood.

Their long lasting and openly-declared collective resistance has matured the Mool River
communities and helped them to develop a shared meaning and conception for their struggle. That
is their right to the collective ownership of  the Mool River. Built on the message of  "returning the
Mool to its children" (Ekachai, 2000), the Mool river communities have reconstructed their identity
to seek way to communicate with the public at large. Simultaneously, they negotiate their rights for
self-determination, regarding their ressource use, against the imposition of the state´s version of
development. The success to pressure the dam owner, the Electricity Generating Authority of
Thailand (Egat), to open the dam for three months a year to allow fish from the Mekong to spawn
upriver in the Mool is a first but important incremental step towards their openly-declared objective
of decommisioning the dam, recovering and returning the Mool River to the communities.

With growing conceptual and political sophistication (Escobar, 1998), resistance methods,
symbolizing their shared value system, have been developed to open and create social space for
communication with the larger public – both elite and urban middle class, and to counteract the
hegemony (Mittelman, 2000) of the state and pro-dam national and international institutions. For a
decade, such communicative space had previsoulsy been monopolized by the state’s apparatus. The
villagers’ non-violent communication approach through the excercise of "war of position and war of
movement" (Mittelman) involves persistent rounds of writing appeals to authorities, marching the
town barefoot, exhibiting their unused fishing gears, staging hunger strikes and sit-in protests,
blocking Bangkok streets, camping outside the Government House and invading it to meet the
prime minister when he fell on deaf ears to listen to their voice after months of protest. Their two
year-on camping at the damsite in the makeshift huts, which they call Mae Moon Man Yuen Village
(long-lasting the Mool), signifies the "nodes of resistance", which is juxtaposed with the "nodes of
control" of the dam facility (Bryant and Bailey, 1997). And the conflict between these nodes of
control and resisistance is clear to go on.

The escalation of the long standing Pak Mool conflict, between the Mool River communities and
Egat as well as its pro-dam allies, including consultancy industry and World Bank, is a clear
manifestation of contestations over not only resource use and identity meanings, but also
communication space. The conflict stemmed in the fist place twelve years ago from Egat’s planning
and decision making process for Pak Mool without consultation with and participation from the
affected communities. With its financial and bureaucratic power, Egat has, from the outset, gained
dominance for its ability to monopolize the information system and channel of communication with
the public, thus, controlling the whole discourse of dam and development.

The legacy of the Pak Mool Dam, built five kilometres upstream the confluence of the Mool and
Mekong rivers, today is a clear vindication of the defects of all aspects of a hydropower scheme
operated under the monolithic administrative political power structure, involving state, consultancy
industry and the World Bank. As scientifically-confirmed by the World Commission on Dam’s
study (WCD, 2000), Pak Mool, carried out without adequate environmental impact studies, has
failed to deliver its promised benefits and created both environmental and social damage to the
communities. In terms of its promised benefits, Pak Mool produced only 20.81 megawatts
compared to its estimated capacity of 136 MWs, as a result of the hydrological miscalculation. The
project was presented as a "multi-purpose" development scheme, but irrigation benefits of a "run-
of-the-river" project were doubtful. Upstream reservoir fisheries yielded around ten kilogrammes
per hectare per year instead of the estimated 100 kgs per hectare per year without fish stocking or
220 kgs per hectare per year with the fish stocking programme (WCD).
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In terms of envrionmental damage, the number of fish species has reduced from 265 before the dam
was built to 90 species while upstream fish catches have declined by 60-80 per cent. This has
resulted in the loss of fisheries-based livelihood. The dam permanently submerged more than 50
rapids, which served as the natural habitat for many fish species. The submergence of the rapids
was not mentioned in the EIA report and; thus, the implication of the loss of rapids was not
assessed. The actual number of households displaced by the dam was 1,700 instead of 241 as
predicted in the EIA as a result of the declining fishing yields. The project cost was higher than
estimated. Compensation and resettlement costs increased 182 per cent from the estimated 231.55
million baht to 1,1131.1 million baht while compensation for fisheries loss, unanticipated in the
original estimate, accounted for 395.6 million baht (WCD). In terms of mitigation measures, the
two-million-baht fish ladder has failed to help upstream fish migration. The stocking of fresh water
prawn (Macrobrachium rosenbergi) is unlikely to generate income as the species cannot breed in
fresh water (WCD). In sum, the WCD’s study says: "If all the benefits and costs were adequately
assessed, it is unlikely that the Pak Mool project would be [built today]."(WCD).

Yet, all these realities of the Pak Mool Dam have for a decade not been taken seriously by both the
government and the public due primarily to Egat’s skillful promotional publicity. The conflict of
Pak Mool has, indeed, reflected double development discourses based on two separate systems of
cultural meanings and values. One nurtures the state’s unidimensional character of pro-growth
development and the other enacts the unprecedented movement linked to the defense of nature,
culture and livelihood (Escobar).

The state’s hegemonic discourse seeks to weave the "public transcript" (Bryant and Bailey;
Mittelman; Scott 1990) of the Pak Mool Dam in a way that influences the public to articulate the
project as environmentally-harmless through the redesign of a "run-of´the-river" scheme, to
undervalue the local culture and their relations to the Mool River, and to transmit the attitude that
the Mool River communities should sacrifice for the "common good".

In response, the counter-hegemonic expression by the Mool River villagers entails the development
of their own cultural logic and their search for a way to penetrate a wall of uniformity to create a
communicative space. In so doing, the villagers have redefined the goals of development that
encompass their rights, pride and aspirations; that recognize, not undervalue, their local knowledge
related to the intricate pattern of ressource use; and that defend, not destroy, the ecology of the
Mool River. As manifested, the Pak Mool discourses between the dominants and the ecological and
cultural defenders have, thus, centred around three fierce contestations  – aquatic biology and
fisheries, the ecological value of the Mool, and the dam’s economic rationale.

The fisheries contestation was directed towards the questions of fish migration between Mool and
Mekong and the diversity, the abundance of fish in the Mool River and the usefulness of fish ladder.
The public transcript of Pak Mool refused to acknowledge the Mool-Mekong fish migration and
downplayed the significance of fisheres in the Mool River basin. The number of fish species in the
Mool before the dam construction was shown at 70 species in the EIA report (Traisawasdichai,
1992), though only recently being raised to 158 species by Egat in opposition to WCD’s figure of
265 species (WCD). The EIA stated fish species in the Mool River have no economic value and
simultaneously pointed out to the benefits of the potential reservoir fisheries.

Contesting the public transcript, the Mool River villagers insisted the dam would block the fish
migration from the Mekong into the Mool and, hence, the fish would disappear from the river. They
made a list of the fish names that they could think about from their own fishing experience and they
found 400 of them (Traisawasdichai, 1992). The figure was no exageration when established scientist,
Walter Rainboth of the University of Califonia, himself estimated about 800 species in the lower
Mekong basin (Traisawasdichai). There was no established study of fish species at the time. The
villagers related their local knowledge, accumulated through time and space, to explain the interrelation
of the Mool-Mekong river system and the abundance of fish in the Mool. In the rainy season, when
both the Mool and Mekong rise, they flood large patches of the riverine bushes, which provide
favourable habitat for fish that swim upstream from Mekong to Mool. They supported their argument
by telling the story of the "two colour rivers" to explain why fish migrate from Mekong to Mool.
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"We, villagers, alwlays call the two rivers as the muddy-red Mekong and the blue Mool. The Mool
has clearer water than the opaqued Mekong. At the confluence, the river is called the Two Colour
River because of the contrast of the colours of the Mool and Mekong. When the Mekong swells in
the wet season, the fish are pushed by the current. And the clearer water in the Mool attracts them to
swim upriver to spawn in the Mool,” said Roen Kluikaew, (personal communication, 1992).

They also argued that the reservoir fishery could not replace the abundance of the existing fish stock
in the Mool. The reason is fish in the Mool is of shallow type so they could not survive in the
stagnant and deep water reservoir.

The story of fish ladder has added another crucial contestation in which both the hegemonic and
counter-hegemonic movements seek for communicative space. The public transcript of fish ladder has
been manipulated to show Egat’s sincerity in mitigating the impacts of Pak Mool. The fish ladder was,
in fact, proposed after strong public criticism supported by academics and scientists’ opinion
confirming the existence of Mool-Mekong fish migration. The legacy of the fish ladder reveals both
its technical mistake and the unmitigable impacts of the dam. First proposed at ten-million baht
budget, the cost of fish ladder was later cut down to two million baht. As a result, the ladder was
designed and built to be too steep and remains dry for half a year in the dry season (Traisawasdichai,
1996). Modelled on the fish ladder in the west to help salmon jump over the dams to spawn upriver, of
which sucesss is still doubtful, the fish pass at Pak Mool is considered useless to accommodate the
unknown and unstudied behaviour of 265 diversified fish species of the Mool (WCD).

Fish that use the ladder in the rainy season were found injured and some die before they could swim
or jump pass the 17-metre high dam to spawn in the reservoir, as it was originally intended. For
those that survive the hard journey on the ladder, the possibility for them to further survive in the
unfavourable condition of the reservoir water is questionable. Some small fish were found using the
ladder but they were of no economic value and were too small in size and number to be sufficient to
replenish fish stock for the Mool. Many fish were often found dead in the turbine outlets, located at
the other end in the opposite direction to the fish pass. This is because the stronger current of the
water released from the turbines attract the fish to the turbines, instead of to the fish ladder
(personal communication with villagers and fishery officials, 1996). However, the Department of
Fisheries has been aware of the failure of the fish ladder at Pak Mool, but has made no effort to
inform the public, thus allowing Egat to continue its promotional publicity. The agency released its
commercial advertisement on the television throughout 1996 to promote the success of fish ladder
that it has helped the communities to sustain their traditional diet of fermented fish.

The competing views pertaining the natural worth of the Mool concerned the ecological
implications of the riverine rapids. The Mool River villagers protested at once when Egat blasted
Tad Hua Phu and Khan Hew rapids – the first two of a series of  twelve rapids formations that stood
right in front of the  location of the spillway of the "run-of-the-river" dam. The blasting of the rapids
had been previously unknown as it was not included, nor even mentioned, in the environmental
impact studies. The villagers argued that the rapids were the "kingdom of fish", serving as the
shelter for the tired fishes that swim upriver from the Mekong to spawn in the Mool and as the
"asylum" for young fishes to hide themselves from their predators in numerous holes of the rapids.
(Traisawasdichai, 1992). Yet, this local view of the Mool River ‘s value was not only being ignored
but also contempted by the authorities. Egat contended the blasting of the rapids was merely an
ordinary technical work of the dam and the rapids were nothing but rocks (Supin Panyamark, in
Traisawasdichai, 1992).

The contestation over Pak Mool’s economic rationale, based on its projected electricity output, is
related to the specific character of the Mool-Mekong’s hydrological system. It reflects the
authorities’ belief in the superiority of science and technology over local knowledge. The local
communities warned in the first place that Pak Mool, which would be situated near the estuary of
the Mool and Mekong, would not be able to function because of the unique regime of the two
rivers. In the rainy season, the Mekong downstream the dam swells and pushes its flow back into
the Mool, which also rises at the same time. They warned that the swell of the Mekong, when
meeting the 17-metre high "run-of-the-river" dam, would leave no head for Pak Mool facility to run
the turbine and generate electricity (personal communication, 1992, 1995). Their prediction has
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proved right as the dam can only produce 20.81 megawatts – an amount over six times less than its
estimated capacity.

The Mool River’s defenders

The structure of the "systematically distorted communication", which has closed all formal
communicative space for the Mool River villagers through the domination of Egat and the World
Bank in supporting the dam, is an important reason that constitutes the emergence of the anti Pak
Mool dam grassroots resistance movement. The villagers’ struggle for inclusion into the decision
making process that affects their life also implies the redefinition of their relation with the dominant
power structure (Escobar).

To create their own channel of opinion formation and communication, the Mool River villagers first
started out as unorganized inexperienced submerged networks (Escobar, Mittelman), prior to the
dam construction. As the impacts of the dam became more apparent, the submerged networks grew,
gaining new members, and networking with other peripheral, grassroots groups. Through time and
maturation, hidden transcript of the anti-Pak Mool resistance movement has been elaborated not
only to challenge Egat’s agenda-setting and its public transcript, but also to assert their right to
defend and restore their lost livelihood through demand for compensation. In 1994, when the dam
was completed, the affected villagers began to demand compensation for lost income during the
three-year period of dam-building. The impacts of the dam construction were felt immediately when
construction began as it has caused a sudden loss of fish stock in the Mool and community-based
fisheries. A year later, they demanded for compensation for the decline of fish after the dam
construction. After persistent protests, Egat finally agreed to compensate the damage during the
construction phase at  90,000 baht per household, of which only 30,000 baht were paid in cash and
the rest went to a coopertive fund (Eakchai, 2000). Meanwhile, Egat has not yet fulfilled its
agreement to give 15 rai of land to the affected villagers for the loss of livehood after the dam
construction phase (Eakchai).

The long-lasting struggle of the Mool River villagers have further created a broader political
commitment based on solidarity, in which they have become part of the larger network group called
the Assembly of the Poor. Encompassing diversifed meanings yet with a shared identity for a
broader goal towards "postdevelopment" agenda (Escobar), the Mool River grassroots group has
become strengthened. Their "hidden transcript" has become deeply sophisticated. By demanding the
opening of the dam’s gates to allow the fish to return to the Mool River, they have now turned the
presupposition of the Pak Mool discourse into their own democratic collective agenda. That is no
longer the discourse based on the presupposition of the singular owner of the dam, but now it is
based on the view of collective ownership of the river.♦ In other words, the dam owner, which has
been operating on a part of the river, should leave as the owners of the Mool river decide to stop
granting concession to their operation. "Returning the Mool to its children" is, therefore, a strategy
for the counter-hegemonic agenda, guiding the Mool River villagers movement towards their
eventual goal of decommisioning the dam.

However, there is a huge gap between the hegemonic and counter-hegemonic positions between the
power structure, characterised by Egat and World Bank on the one hand, and the Mool River
resistance movement, on the other, and this gap continues to open up. After the WCD announced its
findings of Pak Mool’s impacts, both Egat and the World Bank refused to acknowledge all the
findings and have continued to monopolize the formal communication channel to promote Pak
Mool Dam as a successful project. In the face of existing highly unequal power relations, which
structurally sustains the systematic distortion of communication, open-ended and diversified
grassroots resistance movement is necessary. It is needed to open up the communicative space for
the inclusion of the affected people into projects, and programmes´ design, planning and decision

♦ The concept of ownership of the river was once proposed by a Thai scholar, Nithi Eawsriwong, as a basis for conflict resolution of Pak
Mool Dam between the authorities and affected communities. He proposed that the resolution should be based on a dialogue among
communities along the Mool, who are the owners of the river, to define and decide the pattern of how to best manage the Mool (personal
communication with second hand source).
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making processes. The communication from below is thus the struggle for self-determination,
challenging the asymetical distribution of power.

Conclusion

In the face of fierce ressource contestation arena, a participatory, inclusive and transparent
democratic planning process is fundamental to any decision that determines the distribution of
ressource. Within this democratic organizing process, collective goals and actions should be
determined by an undominated dialogue that involves affected communities. This highlights the
degree of responsibility and accountability of those who are involved in the planning practice and
process as they are inevitably operating in the face of power domination of the various forms of
bureaucracy, institutions and organizations. In effect, such political economic power structure is the
"structure of systematically distorted communication of assurance, threat, promise and legitimation"
(Forester, 1980: 283). Through regular consultation process and dialogue with affected
communities, planners can counteract this systematic distortion of communication.

However, it is more often than not that planners, as in the case of environmental consultants or
advisors for hydropower projects, are part of the structure of systematically distorted
communication themselves. Within such situation, the power structure of the combined profit-
seeking dam builders, state agencies and national and international planning institutions thus gain
dominance in the dam development discourse through their monopoly of communication space to
elaborate their public transcript. In the Mekong region, the public transcript of hydropower
development has been systematically woven by this characteristic structure of distorted
communication to equate dam construction with sustainability. "Sustainability" as promoted by
various national, regional and international instituions in the Mekong is based on economic
rationality, which contradicts ecological protection and reinforces social inequality in terms of
distribution and displacement of existing patterns of ressource use.

The interplay of power structure in the hydropower discourse as such has made it impossible to
create enabling communication that ensures the authentic inclusion of the affected communities in
the planning and decision making process. The power structure, in seeking to preserve and extend
its sphere of influence, would continue to distort and damage dialogues. This implies that the
collective actions of the affected local communities based on solidarity and defense of nature and
ecology -- either organized or unorganized, articulated or unarticulated forms of submerged
networks (Escobar), are the main ingridient to counteract the structure of distorted communication
and transform the undemocratic to democratic decision making. Yet, this is not to dismiss the
possibility to encompass the aid-for-undistorted communication (Sager, 1992) based on
communicative rationality in the formal planning and decision making process. Indeed, both
approaches – the collective social movement and communicative rationality, are necessary, if the
counter-hegemonic efforts are to effectively challenge the asymetical distribution of power by the
dominant structure.
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Abstract

Water resources has been historically one of the main issues in dispute between the growing population of the
twin cities that has flourish along the border in a region which present annual rainfall of less than seven
inches, not even there is a treaty which aims to establish water limits there is no comprehensive binational
water management plan, especially for groundwater. The Treaty between Mexico and the United States for
the Utilisation of Waters of the Colorado and Tijuana Rivers and of the Rio Grande signed in 1944 allocated
water and created the International Boundary and Water Commission (IBWC). Actually water issues in this
border have outgrown the jurisdiction of the IWBC. Since 1945 the population congregated along the 2,000-
mile Mexico-United States border have quadrupled in size. Population growth has been accompanied by an
upward trend in border industrialisation. Economic development has meant intensive patterns of water
consumption. While the IBWC has continuous water allocation related support services, its contemporary
agenda is occupied with urban support services and water quality problems. With the turn of the century, the
growing urban centres along the Rio Grande, where the river becomes the international boundary, started
increasingly to depend on groundwater. This situation was not specifically address in the 1944 Treaty.
Nevertheless groundwater had been address under Minute 242 signed in 1973. Its is interesting to note that
since 1973 despite some discussion, there has been little real progress toward such an agreement. The current
controversy over the interpretation and implementation of the 1944 Water Treaty regarding "extraordinary
drought" or groundwater management indicates the need for the two countries to better define the terms of the
Treaty.

1. Introduction

This paper draws attention to the increasing economic activities and migration which has already
contributed to serious problems in the border communities in terms of sustainable use and
availability of water and the importance and limitations of the 1944 Water Treaty as legal
framework to water-related issues in the border region Because much of the 3,140-Kilometer (Km)
boundary between Mexico and the United States passes through regions of water scarcity, there has
been intense competition over obtaining an adequate supply of water for municipal, industrial, and
agricultural use. Water users in the twin cities located in the semiarid region of the U.S.-Mexican
borderlands, during the past decades, have placed increasing demands on water availability because
of the population growth rate.

In both the United States and Mexico, historical trends have shown faster growth rates in the border
region than in the two nations as a whole. Since 1945, twin cities congregated along the border have
quadrupled in terms of population. For example, in 1950 the combined population of the eleven
largest Mexican border municipalities was 1,056,000. By 1980, that figure had risen by almost
400%. In 1900, one in 18 U.S. residents lived in a border state, which by 1995 increased to about one
in five. The growth on the Mexican side has been even more explosive. In 1990, one in 10 Mexicans
lived in a border state, that figure became one in six only five years letter. By 1995, almost 10.6
million people lived in the counties and municipios around to the international boundary, with 5.8
million on the U.S. side and 4.8 million on the Mexican side. Water demand in these urban border
areas has increased exponentially due to steadily increasing levels of economic activities.

The increasing economic activities and migration have already contributed to serious problems in
the border communities in terms of sustainable use and availability of water. Higher population,
increasing industrialisation, especially from maquiladoras (after the Spanish word maquila meaning
a mill or a processing facility), have increased employment opportunities, which in turn has
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accelerated migration rates. On the Mexican side of the border the adverse impacts of the
maquiladora industry are now visible, especially in terms of water requirements and wastewater
disposal of inadequately treated wastewater. With over 5 billion pesos in monthly wages, the
maquiladora industry has become essential to the Mexican economy. In some Mexican states like
Chihuahua, where Ciudad Juarez is located, up to 589 maquiladoras were operating by September
2000, which between 1994 and 2000 represented, in that state, an cumulative foreign direct
investment of around US$3.6 billion, and in which US$12.5 billion were obtained through exports
(Jan-October 2000) (NAFTA Works, 2001). Rapid industrialisation and urbanisation have resulted
in more intensive patterns of water consumption and use. Nowhere is this more true than in the El
Paso-Ciudad Juarez area of Mexico.

Much of the growth in the border area is attributed to Mexico's maquiladora program. Maquiladoras
are product assembly factories, the majority of which are located in Mexico's northern border
region. The programme promotes the establishment of Mexican subsidiaries for foreign-mostly
U.S.-firms, and most of the facilities were established near the U.S. border, in part to exploit
proximity to the U.S. transport grid and markets. The programme has been growing dramatically:
2100 plants operated under this programme in 1990. By 1998, more than 4000 maquiladoras were
operating in Mexico (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2000). As urbanisation-
industrialisation intensifies further, so will the demand for water resources to fulfil the increasing
water demand. As the population growth is expected to continue, so is the demand for water
resources (Chávez, 2000).

2. Transboundary Water Resources: The Hueco Bolson and the Rio
Bravo/Grande

Water supply for the border region is drawn from the Rio Bravo/Rio Grande and two major
aquifers, the Hueco and the Mesilla Bolson. The Hueco Bolson extends south from the New
Mexico/Texas state line to the Sierra de Juárez to the west, and to the Sierra El Presidio and Sierra
Guadalupe to the south. It is approximately 9,000 feet deep and consists primarily of stilt and gravel
in the upper levels, and clay and stilt in the lower portion. It contains an estimated nine million acre-
feet of fresh water and as much as 3.4 million acre-feet of saline water (International Boundary and
Water Commission, 1998), which has an annual recharge rate of about 6,000 acre-feet. This figure
represents only about five percent of the total amount of water pumped out each year from the
aquifer. Accordingly, the water level in this aquifer has been declining by 1.5 to 7 m annually. At
the current rates of pumping, it is estimated that economically recoverable fresh water from this
aquifer will be exhausted by 2030 (figure 1).

The Rio Bravo (or Rio Grande as it is known in the United States) and its tributaries drain a land
area more than twice the size of the state of California. About half of the basin is in the U.S., and
about half of the U.S. area lies in Texas. The character of the basin in Texas changes dramatically
from the arid region around El Paso to a subtropical coastal region near Brownsville. Between these
two points the waters of the Rio Grande have been impounded in two major reservoirs, International
Amistad and International Falcon Reservoirs.

The increasing economic activities and migration has already contributed to serious problems in the
border communities in terms of sustainable use and availability of water (Liverman, and Varady,
1999). Rapidly-growing urban centers along the lower Rio Bravo/Grande in the border between
Mexico and the United States demand more and more water. The Basin drains 170,000 square miles
of land and incorporates three U.S. and four Mexican states. Certain U.S. and Mexican communities
are proposing new construction of water projects on the Rio Bravo/Grande, or on their tributaries. In
addition to Elephant Butte, Caballo Reservoir, Amistad and Falcon Reservoirs, there are at least 20
additional reservoirs, dams or diversion structures operating on the U.S. and Mexican tributaries of
the Rio Bravo/Grande Basin (Schmandt, and Stolp, 2000).
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Figure 1.
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The Rio Bravo (or Rio Grande as it is known in the United States) and its tributaries drain a land
area more than twice the size of the state of California. About half of the basin is in the U.S., and
about half of the U.S. area lies in Texas. The character of the basin in Texas changes dramatically
from the arid region around El Paso to a subtropical coastal region near Brownsville. Between these
two points the waters of the Rio Grande have been impounded in two major reservoirs, International
Amistad and International Falcon Reservoirs.

The increasing economic activities and migration has already contributed to serious problems in the
border communities in terms of sustainable use and availability of water (Liverman, and Varady,
1999). Rapidly-growing urban centers along the lower Rio Bravo/Grande in the border between
Mexico and the United States demand more and more water. The Basin drains 170,000 square miles
of land and incorporates three U.S. and four Mexican states. Certain U.S. and Mexican communities
are proposing new construction of water projects on the Rio Bravo/Grande, or on their tributaries. In
addition to Elephant Butte, Caballo Reservoir, Amistad and Falcon Reservoirs, there are at least 20
additional reservoirs, dams or diversion structures operating on the U.S. and Mexican tributaries of
the Rio Bravo/Grande Basin (Schmandt, and Stolp, 2000).

There is, however a critical element missing from the regional planning picture for the Rio
Bravo/Grande water, of which half belongs to Mexico. Elephant Butte reservoir is 40 miles long
with more than 200 miles of shoreline. The total storage is 2,109,423 ac-ft and its drainage area is
28,900 sq mi. Caballo reservoir storage capacity is 238,316 ac-ft, of which 100,000 ac-ft is for flood
control. The Amistad reservoir surface covers 89,000 acres and its capacity is 5,658,600 ac-ft. The
international Falcon reservoir is located on the Rio Bravo/Grande. The area of Falcon reservoir
varies from 870,00 ac at elevation 3001.2 feet to 115,400 ac at the maximum elevation of 314.2
feet. This reservoir has summer storage capacity of 2,371,220 ac-ft. It is premature to plan
additional reservoir projects for a binational watershed when information on half of that watershed
is extremely limited. Limited information is available on water quality of the rivers, reservoirs and
groundwater in the Mexican side. Furthermore, environmental and social impacts of the existing
and proposed projects are mostly unknown (Schmandt, 2000). During a recent drought in the border
between Mexico and the United States, U.S. share of water in Falcon and Amistad reservoir fell to
24% of total supply and Mexico's share to around 15% water supply. It is estimated that annual
water loss due to evaporation from the Falcon/Amistad system now exceeds total annual municipal
water demand from the system. The combined yearly flows from all tributaries subject to U.S. water
extraction rights have dropped from 2.3 million acre feet (a/f ) to 0.2 million a/f - a loss of over 2
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million a/f. Some are not even making it to Rio Bravo/Grande . Water is thus increasingly becoming
a major development constraint for the region (Handbook of Texas, 2001).

The Treaty between Mexico and the United States for the Utilisation of Waters of the Rio Colorado
and Tijuana Rivers and of the Rio Grande signed in 1944, allocated water and created the
International Boundary and Water Commission (IBWC). Water issues in the border region have
outgrown the jurisdiction of the IBWC quite some time ago. While the IBWC has continuos
allocation-related support services, recently its agenda has incorporated as priority urban water
support services and water quality problems (Moore, 2000; Utton, 1994). Water management in the
border is complex and follows political boundaries. The Rio Bravo waters are managed at many
levels: internationally by the International Boundary and water Commission (IBWC), which oversees
the division of the Rio Grande waters between the United States and Mexico under the Treaty of
1944; nationally by the Comisión Nacional del Agua (CNA) in Mexico and the Bureau of
Reclamation in the U.S.; between states by the Rio Grande Compact Commission in the United States.

In the area of Ciudad Juarez-El Paso, at a state level by the Texas Natural Resources Conservation
Commission (TNRCC), and the Junta Central de Agua y Saneamiento in Chihuahua.  In Mexico's
case the Nation has, at all times the right to impose limitations on private property as the public
interest may demand. So far as water resources is concerned, the National Congress approved a new
Law of National Waters in December 1992, additional regulations in January 1994, and
modifications to some articles in December 1997. The Law of National Waters established broad
objectives for development and implementation of the plans and the policies for water resources for
development and implementation of plans and the policies for water resource management. The
responsibility for implementing the Law was assigned to the Comisión Nacional del Agua (CNA)
(Tortajada, 2000).

The CNA traditional approach to water management, which has historically disregarded
transboundary-related water resources in the border, is now totally outdated. The problem has
become even more serious because CNA in the recent past has given inadequate attention to the
management of border water resources. Its planning and management practices are often antiquated,
and its management and technical capacities are limited. It continues to be a highly centralised
institution, inspite of the rhetoric of decentralisation in the recent years. In addition, legally the
Mexican River Basin Councils are supposed to manage resources from an integral and regional
perspective, but so far they have failed to achieve this objective. Few serious and objective
observers of Mexico's recent water management practices would dispute the fact that poor
management of this resource has contributed to the determination of the water-environmental
conditions of the border region. The recent Mexican Government policies, explicitly or implicitly,
consider that the economic activities and employment opportunities will increase the most in the
border regions. On the basis of current trends, it is clear that the growth in the border region cannot
be maintained, even at the current level over the medium to long-terms, because of water and
environmental constraints faced, let alone account for higher growth rates in the future.

3. The 1944 Water Treaty between Mexico and the United States: Cross
Border Alternative

For over a Century, the United States and Mexico, otherwise divided by history, culture, wealth,
and a host of past antagonisms, have managed to find diplomatic, co-operative solutions to some of
the most basic controversies in international affairs: the allocation of transboundary water, the
division of disputes territories, and the management of a range of problems arising from contiguous
development along their common boundary (Mumme, 1993). Although the larger binational
relationship has often been defined by mutual suspicion and asymmetry in political and economic
terms, in the last century these countries have peacefully agreed on the apportionment of critical
water resources and joint solutions water allocation problems.

Occasionally, as with the Colorado River salinity crisis of the Chamizal boundary dispute, water-
related issues have proven difficult to resolve since most of the region is arid and the shared rivers
and aquifers resources are extremely valuable. This region between the United States and Mexico
has fostered its share of surface-water conflict, from the Colorado to the Rio Grande/Bravo but it
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has also been a model for a peaceful conflict resolution, notably through the work of the IBWC, the
supralegal body established to managed shared water resources as a consequence of the 1944
Mexico-US Water Treaty (Secretaria de Relaciones Exteriores, 1947).

The primary purpose of the binational 1944 Treaty between Mexico and the United States for the
Utilisation of Waters of the Colorado and Tijuana Rivers and of the Rio Grande (from now on
Water Treaty) is to allocate and manage the US and Mexico surface boundary waters, specially the
Rio Bravo/Rio Grande. Historically, the US-Mexico boundary waters have been manage trough the
Treaty of Peace and Friendship of 1848 and the Convention between the United States and Mexico
for the Equitable Distribution of the Waters of the Rio Bravo/Rio Grande in 1906 from the 1944
Water Treaty.

The Water Treaty signed at Washington in February 3, in 1944 allocated water along the U.S.-
Mexico border based on a negotiation formula. The 1944 Treaty allotted in Article 4 the waters, of
the Rio Grande/Bravo between Fort Quitman, Texas and the Gulf of Mexico to the two countries as
follows:

A. To Mexico:

(a) All of the waters reaching the main channel of the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo) from the San Juan
and Alamo Rivers, including the return flow from the lands irrigated from the latter two rivers.

(b) One-half of the flow in the main channel of the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo) below the lowest
major international storage dam, so far as said flow is not specifically allotted under this Treaty
to either of the two countries.

(c) Two-thirds of the flow reaching the main channel of the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo) from the
Conchos, San Diego, San Rodrigo, Escondido and Salado Rivers and the Las Vacas Arroyo.

(d) One-half of all other flows not otherwise allotted by this Article 4 occurring in the main
channel of the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo), including the contributions from all the unmeasured
tributaries, which are those not named in the Article 4, between Fort Quitman and the lowest
major international storage dam.

B. To the United States:

(a) All of the waters reaching the main channel of the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo) from the Pecos and
Devils Rivers, Good-enough Spring, and Alamito, Terlingua, San Felipe and Pinto Creeks.

(b) One-half of the flow in the main channel of the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo) below the lowest
major international storage dam, so far as said flow is not specifically allotted under this Treaty
to either of the two countries.

(c) One-third of the flow reaching the main channel of the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo) from the
Conchos, San Diego, San Rodrigo, Escondido and Salado Rivers and the Las Vacas Arroyo,
provided that this third shall not be less, as an average amount in cycles of five consecutive
years, than 350,000 acre-feet (431,721,000 cubic meters) annually. The United States shall not
acquire any right by the use of the waters of the tributaries named in this subparagraph, in
excess of the said 350,000 acre-feet (431,721,000 cubic meters) annually, except the right to
use one-third of the flow reaching the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo) from said tributaries, although
such one-third may be in excess of that amount.

(d) One-half of all other flows not otherwise allotted by this Article 4 occurring in the main
channel of the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo), including the contributions from all the unmeasured
tributaries, which are those not named in this Article 4, between Fort Quitman and the lowest
major international storage dam.

The 1944 Treaty specifies that in the event of extraordinary drought or serious accident to the
hydraulic systems on the measured Mexican tributaries, making it difficult for Mexico to make
available the run-off of 350,000 acre-feet (431,721,000 cubic meters) annually, allotted in
subparagraph (c) of paragraph B of Article 4 to the United States as the minimum contribution from
the aforesaid Mexican tributaries, any deficiencies existing at the end of the aforesaid five-year
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cycle shall be made up in the following five-year cycle with water from the said measured
tributaries. Whenever the conservation capacities assigned to the United States in at least two of the
major international reservoirs, including the highest major reservoir, are filled with waters
belonging to the United States, a cycle of five years shall be Considered as terminated and all debits
fully paid, where upon a new five-year cycle shall commence.

The 1944 Water Treaty provides for the non-navigational use and allocation of the Rio Grande
(Articles 4-9, 18, 19, 21 and 26), the Colorado (Articles 10-15, and 27), and future agreements on
the Tijuana Rivers (Article 16). The 1944 Treaty does not expressly make provision for water
quality, but Article 3 does grant the IBWC the authority to give "preferential attention to the
solution of all border sanitation problems". In practice, the Parties have broadly defined Article 3,
and treated sanitation and salinity problems under its scope. This Treaty does not cover
groundwater, even where it is related to the surface water. The allocation formulae for the Rio
Grande and the Colorado Rivers contain ambiguous language. In particular, Articles 4, 9 (Rio
Grande) and 10 (Colorado) allow for reductions in quantity of water delivered in the event of
"extraordinary drought" or "serious accident".

This Treaty apportioned the waters of the Rio Bravo (called in the U.S. Rio Grande) and established
the IBWC in Article 2, creating an institutional mechanism for the implementation of the treaty.
Article 25 sets out the procedures for the IBWC, based on the 1889 Convention and supplemental
rules and procedure adopted by the IBWC with the approval of the Governments.

4. International Boundary and Water Commission (IBWC)

The IBWC is integrated by one "Engineer Commissioner" representing each government, who also
leads the country Section. The Sections may include two additional principal engineers, a legal
advisor, and a secretary designated by each government. The U.S. Section reports to the Department
of State of the U.S. government. The Commissioners and core staff is accorded diplomatic status
and immunity. The jurisdiction of the IBWC encompasses the limit parts of the Rio Grande and the
Colorado River, and works located on the common boundary with each Section maintaining
jurisdiction over the portion in its territory.

Since then the IWBC´s responsibilities has enlarge to include all aspects of water resources
management such as allocating water from the Rio Bravo, Colorado River, and other minor rivers
and associated tributaries; overseeing groundwater utilisation in the Colorado River basin; and
monitoring the salinity levels of the Colorado River as it enters Mexico. Although the IBCW has
operated efficiently and effectively within the operated efficiently within the areas mentioned
before, it has not responded to some other problems as hazardous-waste disposal and transport, air
pollution, water pollution, and over-pumping of groundwater (Moore, 2000). There are few express
compliance mechanisms in the 1944 Treaty, which is not unusual in watercourse agreements.
Article 24 allows for ongoing monitoring and information exchange yet makes no provision for
public access to information or justice. Unlike the 1909 Boundary Waters Treaty between the U.S.
and  Canada, the 1944 Water Treaty does not have a provision for non-discrimination. Article 17
expressly states that neither Party shall have claim for damage caused by discharge of flood waters,
and Article 20 obligates governments to assume responsibility for claims arising from incidents in
their own territories.

Article 24 of the 1944 Water Treaty, contains the general powers of the IBWC pertaining to
compliance system mechanisms. The IBWC has the power to invoke the national courts to support
the enforcement of the treaty provisions; and to settle disputes subject to the approval of the two
governments. The IBWC is required to furnish information to the Parties, but not the public. Article
24 requires the IBWC and each Section to construct, operate and maintain gauging stations to
compile hydrographic data, which is to be exchanged between the two Sections, recently updated by
Minute No. 289. Article 24 requires the Commission to submit annual reports to the two
Governments, and at any other time on matters within its charge.

The 1944 Treaty replace the 1889 binational Convention that had established the old International
Boundary Commission/ Comisión Internacional de Límites and expanded the authority of the
IBWC/CILA to include water issues addressing the application of the boundary and water treaties
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and settling differences that could arise in their application. The Treaty authorised the following
activities:

• Demarcation of the land boundary.

• Preservation of the Rio Grande and Colorado Rivers as the international
boundary.

• Protection of lands along the rivers from floods by levee and floodway projects.

• Distribution between the two countries of the waters of the Rio Grande and the
Colorado.

• Regulation and conservation of the waters of the Rio Grande for their use by the
two countries by joint construction, operation and maintenance of international
dams, reservoirs, and hydroelectric generation plants.

• Delivery of Colorado River water allocated to Mexico.

• Solution of border sanitation and other border water quality problems.

The International Boundary and Water Commission, according to the 1944 Treaty (from now on
called the Treaty) was given the following duties:

(a) To initiate and carry on investigations and develop plans for the works which are to be
constructed or established in accordance with the provisions of the Treaty and other treaties or
agreements in force between the two Governments dealing with boundaries and international
waters; to determine, as to such works, their location, size, kind and characteristic
specifications; to estimate the cost of such works; and to recommend the division of such costs
between the two Governments, the arrangements for the furnishing of the necessary funds, and
the dates for the beginning of the works, to the extent that the matters mentioned in this
subparagraph are not otherwise covered by specific provisions of the 1944 Treaty or any other
Treaty.

(b) To construct the works agreed upon or to supervise their construction and to operate and
maintain such works or to supervise their operation and maintenance, in accordance with the
respective domestic laws of each country. Each Section shall have, to the extent necessary to
give effect to the provisions of this Treaty, jurisdiction over the works constructed exclusively
in the territory of its country whenever such works shall be connected with or shall directly
affect the execution of the provisions of the Treaty.

(c) In general to exercise and discharge the specific powers and duties entrusted to the Commission
by the Treaty and other treaties and agreements in force between the two countries, and to carry
into execution and prevent the violation of the provisions of those treaties and agreements. The
authorities of each country shall aid and support the exercise and discharge of these powers and
duties, and each Commissioner shall invoke when necessary the jurisdiction of the courts or
other appropriate agencies of his country to aid in the execution and enforcement of these
powers and duties.

(d) To settle all differences that may miss between the two Governments with respect to the
interpretation or application of the Treaty, subject to the approval of the two Governments. In
any case to which the Commissioners do not reach an agreement, they shall so inform their
respective governments reporting their respective opinions find the grounds therefor and the
points upon which they differ, for discussion and adjustment of the difference through
diplomatic channels and for application where proper of the general or special agreements
which the two Governments have concluded for the settlement of controversies.

(e) To furnish the information requested of the Commissioners jointly by the two Governments on
matters within their jurisdiction. In the event that the request is made by one Government alone,
the Commissioner of the other Government must have the express authorisation of his
Government in order to comply with such request.
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(f) The Commission shall construct, operate and maintain upon the limitrophe parts of the
international streams, and each Section shall severally construct, operate and maintain upon the
puts of the international streams and their tributaries within the boundaries of its own country,
such stream gagging stations as may be needed to provide the hydrographic data necessary or
convenient for the proper functioning of the Treaty. The data so obtained shall be compiled and
periodically exchanged between the two Sections.

According with Article 38 of the Internal Regulations of the Mexican Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
published in the Federation Official Diary (Diario Oficial de la Federación, DOF) on August 28,
1998 with the modifications which had been published in the DOF on November 13, 1998, the
Secretary of Foreign Affairs (Secretary de Relaciones Exteriores, SRE) in its organisational chart
should considered the the Mexican Section of the International Boundaries and Water Commission
(Comisión Internacional de Límites y Aguas, CILA) (Secretaria de Relaciones Exteriores, 2000).

Figure 2.

Each section reports to its national government through either the U.S. Department of State or the
Mexican Secretaria de Relaciones Exteriores (SRE) (Figure 2). In Mexico, the SRE is the Mexican
counterpart to the U.S. Department of State. Under Mexico’s Federal Public Administration Law,
the Secretariat of External Relations handles all issues regarding international boundaries and water.

SRE undertakes studies and projects concerning the administration and distribution of water of
international rivers, including the Rio Grande/Bravo. SRE carries out its responsibilities for the
management of international waters through the Mexican Section of the IBWC/CILA (Schmandt, 2000).

Over the Curse of 100 years the two governments to address new issues and settle disputes have
used amendments known as "minutes". The minutes are mostly clarifications of technical details
and unclear language not mentioned in the original 1944 Treaty, which has remained essentially,
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unchanged. The IBWC forwards its decisions in the form of "Minutes" which are subject to the
approval of the two Governments and which are substantive agreements. The flexibility of this
procedure has allowed the IBWC to respond to changing conditions without the need to re-negotiate
the treaty. This evolving practice is one of the strengths of the U.S.– Mexico treaty.

The major problems regulated by agreement of the Parties and documented in the Minutes of the
IBWC are: 1) salinity; 2) sanitation; and 3) water shortages. Generally, the compliance system
mechanisms include exchange of information between the States; monitoring construction, quantity
and quality of surface water; prior consultation; and assistance through financing schemes
(Mumme, 1993).

Minute No. 293 provides for information to the public on quantity of water during periods of
extreme drought and delegates compliance monitoring to sub-national actors (state of Texas and the
Comision Nacional del Agua, the CNA of Mexico). Minute No. 298 establishes a joint monitoring
programme for coastal waters that requires the IBWC Sections to install and operate two monitoring
stations inside their respective coastal waters, and one joint international station at the boundary.

For several decades after the signing of the 1944 Treaty of International Waters, surface water
issues along the border were manage trough IBWC/CILA framework. However, by the 1980s the
environmental problems, as well as the world wide discussion of environmental issues, led to
attempts by both the U.S. and Mexican governments to address these problems The political
difficulty of achieving treaty-level agreement binationally, and within Mexico and the United states
isolates the IBWC from political pressure in both countries, and its narrow jurisdiction and limited
water management mission reinforce both political insulation and dependence in the Mexican case
from the central government (Mumme and Moore, 1999). The political limitations bearing on the
Commission derive from different sources in each country. In the United States, a strong federalism
and powerful national Congress have been the basic arenas in which agreements related to the
United States-Mexico affairs have been forged.

For the Mexican national section, border states have little influence in the affairs of the Mexican
section, which is above all responsive to the Mexican SRE and presidential control. From a
decision-making standpoint, its dependence on SRE for policy authority restricts its realm of
discretion and reinforces its role as a technical advisory agency to the Mexican Government.
Unfortunately this role now a day is not enough to confront the emergency of environmental
problems and a wide range of water-related issues which show clearly the embedded limitations on
the Commissions capacity to innovate in the face of emerging demand for policy action in the
border area.

5. Conclusions

The Border problems, particularly water issues, have outgrow the jurisdiction of the IBCW. Their
solution can no longer depend on limited technical skill of the IWBC engineers. Changes in the
border between Mexico and the United States are complex but can be divided roughly in to
categories of demographic, economic and political change. The most obvious changes are
demographic and economic in nature. Since 1945, twin-cities, those congregated along the 2,00
mile Mexico-United States border, have quadrupled in size.

In 1950, for instance, the combined populations of the eleven largest Mexico border municipalities
was 1,055,798. By 1980 that figure had risen to 4,162,219 (Mumme, 1993). Population growth has
been accompanied by an upward trend in border industrialisation. The growth of the maquiladoras
industry, in which the number of plants has grown from around 600 in 1965 to 1480 in 1989.

The rapid metamorphosis of border cities has generated constant pressure on urban services to
provide water supply, sewage and sanitation support. Economic development has meant more
intensive patterns of water consumption and use (Mumme, 1993). While the IBWC has continuous
water allocation related support services, its contemporary agenda is increasingly occupied with
urban support services and water quality problems.

The IBWC original mandate remains the allocation of treaty water resolution of disputes concerning
the location of the boundary water resources. In the new context of heightened environmental
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concerns along the border, the IBWC´s traditional approach to water management has been hard
pressed. Much of the difficulty seems to arise from the inherent tension between a management
approach that is historically oriented toward the distribution of water resources along the border and
growing pressures which have trust the Commission into a more visible and contentious regulatory
role in addressing transboundary water problems (Mumme, 1993). For centuries rivers and wells
had been the source of water in the border region. With the turn of the century, the growing urban
centers along the Rio Grande/Bravo, where the river becomes the international boundary, started
increasingly to depend on groundwater.

This situation regarding groundwater was not specifically address in the 1944 Treaty and further
opportunities for functional expansion outside current treaty authority in this issue is limited.
Nevertheless transboundary groundwater had been address through the Minutes. Under Minute 242,
signed in 1973, IBWC was given authority to regulate groundwater in the San Luis-Yuma section of
the Lower Rio Colorado River Basin. Minute 242 also authorised the IWBC to enter into
discussions aimed at reaching a comprehensive international agreement apportioning and regulating
groundwater aquifers along the United States-Mexico border. Its is interesting to note that since
1973 (Minute 242), despite some discussion, there has been little real progress toward such an
agreement. To the contrary, both nations have intensified withdrawals in, effect, a quiet pumping
war on each other in a race to claim the larger share of this scarce resource (Mumme, 1993).

The barriers to a groundwater treaty are numerous and growing. First, any effort to apportion
groundwater will diminish the stock of water available to the border and basin states, particularly in
the Rio Grande/Bravo and Colorado River basins. Transboundary groundwater is common pool
resource. As with most common pool problems, individual beneficiaries have limited incentives to
relinquish short-term benefits for long-term gain. Any groundwater treaty, indeed any treaty
addressing any water-related environmental problems along the border, harbours the potential for
opening up long settles distributive issues among the various basin states and between Mexico and
the United States. This is a level of controversy that the states themselves as well as the two
countries have avoided. Taken as a whole, it is simply politically choice to pump the water faster
than the neighbour is. Second, in recent years, water scarcity has become even more of a critical
issue in the American West than it was due to demographic trends, policy changes, and drought
(Mumme, 1993). However, groundwater is an important unfinished business to be dealt with if
damaging conflict between the two countries is to be avoided.

Also the persistent drought in border states like Chihuahua, Mexico has led to significant less water
from the tributaries reaching the mainstem of the Rio Bravo. Flows have been reduced to the pint
where Mexico is now in a "deficit" situation with respect to the 1944 US-Mexico Water treaty that
governs the allocation of the Rio Bravo/Grande. The Water Treaty provides that one-third of the
flow reaching the main channel of the Rio Bravo is allocated to the amount in cycles of five
consecutive years (431 Mm3 /year).

Since 1997, Mexico owed the US about 1,240 Mm3. By February 2000, Mexico had accumulated
and additional 480 Mm3 deficit in the current five year cycle. This situation could affect the
development of the northern Mexican region. Mexico has argued that the latest drought in the
region could be described as "extraordinary drought" in terms of the water treaty. Unfortunately this
"extraordinary drought" situation is not well define in the treaty. This lack of certainty is now in the
heart of a ranging controversy. This dispute, and the Mexican water debt, has reached the level of
the respective state departments in Mexico and the U.S., the International Boundary and Water
Commission.  The current controversy over the interpretation and implementation of the 1944
Water Treaty indicates the need for the two countries to better define the terms of the Treaty,
especially regarding drought issues. This situation has affected water resource planning in some
areas like in the Lower Rio Grande Valley in Texas. Trough Minute 307 both countries have
committed to prevent future water deficits and to work jointly to identify measures of co-operation
on drought management and the sustainable management to the basin. It is important to enhance
this co-operation mainly trough the framework of the IBWC and the development of binational
studies which contemplated the examination of possible approaches to ensure water for ecological,
urban, societal, and agricultural uses and the consideration by the IWBC of public participation.
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Abstract

The Hacienda of San Nicolás de los Agustinos, in the state of Guanajuato, was the largest hacienda
in colonial Mexico. In 1583-1585, water and land rights were granted by the Spanish Real Crown to
all the haciendas in Salvatierra and Valle de Santiago. Such concession had repercussions in 1919
when the owners of the haciendas of Santo Tomás, La Magdalena, La Zanja, La Bolsa, Grande,
Santa Mónica and Pastores, neighbors of San Nicolás, claimed their water rights. The Ministry of
Agriculture (Secretaría de Agricultura y Fomento) had to review old documents, including a Real
Provisión, to determine the water volume granted to San Nicolás and a geographic description about
the situation of the small rivers connected to the Grande River or Lerma River. The story is, then,
the story of a water conflict that remain unsolved from 1585 to 1930, and is a perfect case to
explore the possibilities about the origins of the conflicts around water and its social and cultural
significance.

Introduction: the origin of an hacienda

Located in El Bajío, in the state of Guanajuato, Mexico, the hacienda of San Nicolás de los
Agustinos was built around 1564 in the lands that Augustinian friars received as part of the convent
of Yuriria and in the lands donated by Alonso de Castilla. Alonso de Sosa, a Chichimec “general”,
granted  the lands to the Augustinian order in the years between 1540 and 1550, in the environs of
the convent of Yuriria, in a zone called Guasindeo, inhabited by Purepecha indians.

He gave much land in which was established an agricultural estate, called San Nicolás, and it grew
so much, through the grace of God, that, among irrigated wheat haciendas, it took first place in New
Spain. (Basalenque, 1963: 130).

Fray Diego de Chávez, an Augustinian friar that came to New Spain in 1550 with the task of
organizing what later was called the Augustinian Province of  San Nicolás de Tolentino, imposed
Alonso de Castilla the lands and goods concession as part of the chaplaincy of the Augustinian
order in the present states of Guanajuato and Michoacán: “The lands that the so called Alonso
possessed in the valley of Guasindeo were a estancia of minor livestock and eight caballerías of
land, little more than ten square kilometers” (González Velázquez, 2000: 69, this and all English
passages hereafter presented taken from Spanish language sources are Murillo’s translation).
Luis de Castilla, Alonso’s father, claimed his son’s goods to the Augustinian order. Therefore,
between 1568 and 1571, Diego de Chávez granted everything to the Castilla family in exchange of
accomplishing maintenance and enhancing works in the hacienda and of offering “the annual census
funds and a percentage of the crops set apart for the chaplaincy founded in Yuriria by his son”
(González Velázquez, 2000: 74). At the same time, Alonso de Castilla committed not to sell the
hacienda, and so must be followed by his heirs and successors.

In 1574, Juan Adriano, another Augustinian friar, formalized the granting of the hacienda goods to
Luis de Castilla. Surprisingly, Castilla himself granted the hacienda back to the Augustinian order
in 1579, declaring that “yo el dicho don Luis de Castilla vuelvo doy e restituyo al dicho convento de
Urirapúndaro y al dicho padre fray Alonso de Alvarado, su prior, las dichas tierras y estancias de
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Guacindeo”1. "I, Luis de Castilla, give back to the convent of Urirapúndaro and to friar Alonso de
Alvarado, the lands and estancias in Guasindeo".

Thereafter, the hacienda of San Nicolás grew in size and in production. Though it was until 1606
when the Augustinians received their grant of water rights, between 1580 and 1589 they constructed
a great canal, eight kilometer long. Friar Jerónimo de la Magdalena, the new man in charge of the
lands in Yuririapúndaro:

[...] undertook to create the wheat hacienda that we now call San Nicolás, and he assumed
the administration of it; he built the dam, a very difficult feat, dug the canal many leagues in
length that can irrigate …(land) from which one can harvest 50,000 fanegas. (Basalenque,
1963: 308).

Thus San Nicolás came to be the largest hacienda in New Spain. Within its boundaries, 120 Indian
laborers worked in forty caballerías of land (1,712 ha). Between 1583 and 1585, twenty-three grants
of irrigable land, including water rights, were issued to Spanish settlers in Salvatierra and Valle de
Santiago (Murphy, 1986: 47) .

At the beginning of the seventeenth century, another wealthy man, Pedro de Arizmendi Gogorrón,
bought a great amount of lands. As the pioneers that preceded him, he also had to build a canal to
irrigate his parcels. The canal’s name remains until today and it may be found north to the city of
Salvatierra. Murphy (1986: 62) mentions a conflict arisen by this canal. The conflict goes as
follows:

The canal of Gogorrón experienced a better fate. The haciendas along the entire length of
the canal remained under irrigation and, during much of the eighteenth century, they each
retained the original one-fifth share of the water.  When the Carmelites constructed a new
water divider (torno) in 1735 that had the effect of diverting more than their share, the
action provoked an armed confrontation of hacienda administrators and led to an order of
the audiencia restoring the traditional division. Later documents, which speak only of “the
water that belongs to” the haciendas, clearly refer to the shares based on the early division
of the flow among Gogorrón’s heirs.

Gogorrón’s canal was tapped and, once a year, the Carmelites cleaned the canal and closed all
outlets as to ensure their right to possession.

Michael E. Murphy  (1986:199) mentions that irrigation in colonial El Bajío needed not to be ruled:
only in Valle de Santiago, a town near Salvatierra, a water judge supervised irrigation practices.
Murphy states that the introduction and practice of irrigation did not modified the local political or
social structures.

In Salvatierra, irrigation was run by four latifundia that saw the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries:
the owned by Gogorrón, the owned by López de Peralta (Tarimoro Valley), the Carmelites’ and the
Augustinians’. In these estates, works were built that remain virtually unchanged during the whole
colonial period. Another canal to be considered is the one built by Yllanes, now known as the
Maravatío canal, located in what was the hacienda of San Nicolás.

Juan de Yllanes and Martín Hernández constructed several irrigation systems in the zone. As a
result, they got land and mill rights, and as time went by, built the hacienda of San Buenaventura.
After Hernández’ death in 1608, his lands were divided among his sons. The six heirs, from the new
hacienda called del Potrero, “produced an aggregate quantity of wheat comparable to that of the
hacienda San Nicolás in the early seventeenth century” (Murphy, 1986: 50).

Augustinians and Carmelites acquired in 1670 other portions of the lands once owned by
Hernández. Thus starts a period in which water was managed by hacendados of several religious
orders:

The properties using the smaller downstream canal, know as the canal of María Torres
(one of Hernández’ heirs) were acquired by the Augustinians and Carmelites, who

1 “Escritura de cesión de las tierras de Guasindeo el señor Luis de Castilla al convento de Yuririapúndaro y de
los catorce  mil pesos que con Alonso de Castilla su hijo difunto le debía, 1568-1571, f. 4”, text quoted by
González Velázquez, 2000: 79.
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agreed in 1670 to share the water equally. Each order built irrigation boxes at its own
expense to divide the flow and assumed equal responsibility for maintenance.
(Murphy: 1986: 51).

However, the vecinos (property owners) that also used such water for crop irrigation, obliged the
Augustinians to claim their water rights. In 1713, a Real Provisión was enacted to stop the conflicts
between the Augustinian hacendados (or their tenants) and the dwellers 2.

Such Real Provisión presents the testimony of Juan Learreta on behalf of the Provincia de San
Nicolás de Mechoacán de Religiosos del Horden de San Agustín, on which the main complain was
the water’s theft. According to this document, the circunvecinos (property owners) grew wheat and
maize and diverted water from an acequia (irrigation ditch or canal) that, according to Juan
Learreta, was owned by the Augustinians. In the document, it is requested that “a los sircunvecinos
se les notifique de bajo de gravicimas penas que se les impongan no hurten dicha agua, ni
perjudiquen en manera alguna a mi parte, en la pocecion de dichas aguas”. “Property owners be
notified that under severe punishment they be compelled not to steal water nor they harm in any
way my possession of such waters”.

The matter of water theft was solved when it was decreed that water belonged to the same person
who owned the land near the acequia. This is a good example of how water and land rights are
linked and how urgent it is to reconsider the role of both as closely related and inseparable
resources, even in our days. Such decree referred to a previous agreement, dated in 1655, of the
Real Audiencia of New Spain, that allowed the circunvecinos to use water under the rationale of

...que mejor derecho tenga de lo qual se an orijinado asta aora por la mala inteligencia
de dichas justicias, muchos pleitos, gastos e incombenientes, a las personas que estaban
posellendo quieta y pacificamente por haberlos despojado como dicho es3. "rights will
be granted to those who quite and peacefully are entitled to them"

Could this resolution of the Real Audiencia keep record of some differences between the Real
Audiencia and the Augustinian order that permits the case to be solved in benefit of the
circunvecinos?

What has been described until now about water conflicts in the colonial period show that there are
no conflicts without complexity and history. It is precisely in historical facts where events of long
term consequences are found, creating environments of future clash. Maybe, as it happened in the
hacienda of San Nicolás de los Agustinos, the first events with the described nature were triggered
by Juan de Yllanes when, between 1580 and 1600, he built the two canals now called Maravatío and
San Nicolás. And maybe the clash was fed in 1669 by the land conceded as payment by the
hacienda of San Nicolás to Don Antonio Esquivel y Vargas. The hacienda turned later into the
hacienda of Santo Tomás. This award in payment “included the haciendas (of La Concepción and
San Antonio), the mill, the dwelling houses, shacks, eras (parcels) and two sixths of the water for
irrigation”4.

A 300-year-old conflict around water

At the beginning of the twentieth century, the hacienda of San Nicolás de los Agustinos had a
surface of about two thousand hectares (on the left bank of the Lerma River, in the present
municipality of Salvatierra, in Guanajuato). Since nobody knew how much water corresponded to
each hacienda in the zone, Mister Luis Bermejillo, then the owner of the hacienda, estimated his
water share in ten million cubic meters. The hacienda of San Nicolás de los Agustinos bordered
with other haciendas: Santo Tomás, La Magdalena, La Zanja, La Bolsa, Grande, Santa Mónica,
Pastores.  The main problem was the different volumes that each hacienda received, besides the
water used by the neighbors of the zone.  Water distribution was a problem in the two main canals:
Maravatío and  San Nicolás de los Agustinos.

2 Archivo Histórico del Agua, Fondo Aprovechamientos Superficiales, box 1143, file 15999, pages 15-16.
3 Ibid.
4 AHA, aprovechamientos superficiales, box 4614, file 61410.
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On November 6, 1919, Mr. Luis Bermejillo presented before the  Departamento de Concesiones
(Concessions Department) of the Ministry of Agriculture, a paper on which he requested a
confirmation of the water rights for the hacienda of San Nicolás de los Agustinos5, especially after
the establishment of ejidos granted to workers of the hacienda, fruit of the Mexican Revolution.

In a message written by the Ministry of Agriculture, dated on March 11, 1920, Mr. Bermejillo was
encouraged to present the necessary papers that acknowledged his person and the hacienda’s water
rights in order to open a file and proceed to the case analysis. Mr. Bermejillo had bought the
hacienda of San Nicolás de los Agustinos in 1902 but paid for it until 1904 to Gregorio Lámbarri.
The hacienda was sold “with its waters, uses, practices, servants, facilities, buildings and in general
with everything that corresponds and belongs to it in fact and by law and that is considered by the
law as estate and good”6.

The authentication of the hacienda’s water rights entailed the intervention of a paleographer that
transcribed two documents: a certification acknowledging the two intakes cut into the Grande River
(the Lerma), dated from 1754-1755; and the Real Provisión dated in 17137, already mentioned. The
first paper is a geographical account of the river and streams diversions, an splendid and meticulous
work of description in situ, requested by the Augustinian friar Nicolás de Ochoa. The following
fragment will serve as an example of such detailed description:

Aora que seran las ocho de este dia, y estando al fin de dicha hasienda (la de Santa
Rita) mirando al Rio grande de Toluca que va al dicho Valle de Santiago, y es el
contenido en el citado escrito, y estando al Sur de el, vio, y se le demostro asi por la
parte que presento este escripto, como por los circunstantes; una boca que llaman el
Arroyo de Orttega que se vio ser la prinsipal que nase de dicho Rio grande con su
corriente al Norte, y dicha voca, al Les Nordeste inclinada. Que esta nase del Rio
grande, y medida en anchura, se hallo tener cuarenta y seis baras poco mas o menos;
por averse hecho con cordel, de estremo a estremo, la que lleba abundante agua.

But the water conflict, recorded in the sixteenth century, among “circunvecinos” and Augustinians
surfaced, too, in 1903, a year after Mr. Bermejillo bought the hacienda of San Nicolás. This time
under a different light: now several haciendas were clashing for the rights to use the water from the
Maravatío canal, evoking thus what happened back in the sixteenth century between the
Augustinians and Carmelites. Mister José María Zaldívar y Torres, owner of the hacienda of Santo
Tomás, presented a complaint before the Ministry of Agriculture, stating that he was entitled to
0.941 cubic meters per second (two sixths of the water volume) proceeding form the canal that
crosses the hacienda of San Nicolás de los Agustinos and whose capacity is 2,824 cubic meters per
second. 8 In 1919, the same complaint was presented to the same Ministry but this time came from
the owner of the hacienda of Santo Tomás: Mrs. María Ruiz viuda de Herrera9.

In 1925, the Ministry of Agriculture tried to reach an agreement concerning the water volumes
designated to each hacienda near the Lerma River. However, the document, issued on March 18,
does not clearly state the boundaries of the hacienda of San Nicolás de los Agustinos, since a ranch
called San Pedro, close to the hacienda and owned, too, by Luis Bermejillo, is mentioned. Besides,
the document reckons the water rights of San Pedro, “hoy pueblo y hacienda de San Nicolás” (“now
pueblo and hacienda of San Nicolás”), causing confusion as to what boundaries should be
considered. The other haciendas that claimed their right to use the water from the Maravatío canal
were Maravatío, Santo Tomás, San Buenaventura and San Isidro Batanes10.

In 1928, Mrs. Jesús Otamendi viuda de Olace, owner of the hacienda of Maravatío, denounces that
“she does not receive the waters she is entitled to because upstream users, abusing of their location,

5 AHA, aprovechamientos superficiales, box 1143, file 15999.
6 Ibid.
7 Luis Aboites (1988:64) mentions the hacienda and his owner, highlighting the fact of using a Merced Real to
prove water rights possession.
8 AHA, aprovechamientos superficiales, box 4614, file 61410.
9 AHA, aprovechamientos superficiales, box 98, file 1498, pages 1-2.
10 AHA, aprovechamientos superficiales, box 98, file 1498.
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divert so much water that very small amounts are let through and only on rainy seasons she gets
enough water to irrigate her parcels” 11.

In 1928, the condition of the hacienda of San Nicolás was as follows12:

The hacienda of San Nicolás de los Agustinos has presented two requests of
confirmation of water usage rights of the Lerma River: one refers to the canal of San
Nicolás through which it diverts about 10.000.000 cubic meters to irrigate 2,000
hectares of land; and the other one refers to 21.000.000 cubic meters taken through the
canal of Maravatío to irrigate 1,500 hectares.

The National Agrarian Commission tried to solve such confirmation of water rights through a
general study of the zone in 1928.  In accordance to the presidential resolution of June 16, 1927,
about land tenancy, the hacienda of San Nicolás de los Agustinos loses 185 hectares in favor of the
pueblo Maravatío del Encinal; 746.85 hectares in favor of the Congregación de San Pedro (now San
Pedro de los Naranjos); 1,168 hectares in favor of Santiago Maravatío; 65 hectares in favor of
Cupareo; 396.2 hectares in favor of La Mulada; and 1,726 hectares to form the pueblo of San
Nicolás de los Agustinos.

In the same study, it is stated that the hacienda “never managed to irrigate all lands reached by its
canals. Hence these lands could not be considered as permanently irrigated”. Consequently, water
granted to the hacienda of San Nicolás de los Agustinos was distributed among the mentioned
ejidos, and the hacienda kept only 2,067 hectares with a water volume of 1,033 liters per second,
which was the volume conceded by the National Agrarian Commission and that was to be diverted
by the San Nicolás and Maravatío canals.

In 1928, another small clash appears: neighbors of the ejido La Zanja, armed with rifles, destroyed
the protective structures that kept the lands of the hacienda safe when the Lerma River
overflowed13.

In 193014, the water volume granted to the hacienda of San Nicolás is discussed again: a dictum
over Salvatierra’s water ruling, drawn by the engineer Bruno M. Trejo of the National Agrarian
Commission, points out that under the scheme of water distribution by ejido, no water volume
proceeding from the canal of Maravatío is considered for the hacienda of San Nicolás. The main
technical reason was:

The land irrigated every year by the hacienda of San Nicolás de los Agustinos, through
the  canals of San Nicolás and Maravatío, reached 811 hectares, plus 389 irrigated with
waters from other springs, and the land potentially irrigable is of 6,732 hectares.
Therefore, 5,532 hectares are left dry due to the lack of water in the river.

Attempts of ruling water usage: the lost battle

The matter of water rights among the different haciendas could certainly be solved by ruling water
distribution. From 1924 to 1930, there were several attempts to do so with the water from the canals
of San Nicolás  and Maravatío15, de 1924 a 1930.

The first ruling project dates from 1924 but was not approved by the Ministry of Agriculture. This
project granted a volume of 570 liters per second to the rancho San Pedro, which was part of the
hacienda of San Nicolás. Later, on April, 27, 1928,  the National Agrarian Commission proposed
that the hacienda was entitled to 1,869 l.p.s. through the canal of San Nicolás y 570 diverted from
the canal of Maravatío. Thus, water distribution was planned as it appears in the chart below,
(especially considering the communities next to the hacienda, not the ones in the rest of the zone).

11 AHA, aprovechamientos superficiales, box 101, file 2019.
12 AHA, aprovechamientos superficiales, box 98, file 1498.
13 AHA, aprovechamientos superficiales, box 1143, file 15999.
14 AHA, aprovechamientos superficiales, box 93, file 1801.
15 AHA, aprovechamientos superficiales, box 93, file 1801, pages 6-9.
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HS. (hectares) L.P.S.

Fundo of the Pueblo of San Pedro 24 12
Ejido of the Pueblo of San Pedro 202 106
Fundo of the Pueblo of San Nicolás de los Agustinos 101 50.5
Ejido of the Pueblo of San Nicolás de los Agustinos 1,610 805
Ejido of Cupareo 718.25 359.1
Ejido of La Mulada 145 72.5
Remaining land property of the Hacienda of San Nicolás de los
Agustinos

2,067.8 1,033

4,878 2,439

Source: AHA, aprovechamientos superficiales, box 93, file 1801, page 7.

According to the rules of the Third Zone of Waters, Lands and Colonization, reviewed on 1930,
water distribution of the canal of San Nicolás is virtually the same as shown in the chart. There are
only three differences: in the rules, less hectares are assigned to the ejido of the pueblo of San Pedro
(129 instead of the  202 reported in the mentioned project); next, the water volume corresponding to
each community and ejido is substantially different. For example, considering the 1928 set of rules,
the flow rate of the ejido of the pueblo of San Pedro is 41 liters per second, instead of 106; and the
flow rate of the hacienda of San Nicolás is 659 lps, compared to the 1,033 lps that appear on the
chart. Finally, no water volume for irrigation diverted from the canal of Maravatío is allocated to
the hacienda of San Nicolás.

On November, 5, 1929, the Ministry of Agriculture informed Mr. Bermejillo the canceling of any
obligation or right for water use of the canal of Maravatío16, mainly because:

...the hacienda went through several modifications that resulted in the founding of several pueblos.
Hence, now it is considered as user of the Lerma River only through the canal of San Nicolás...

In 1930, engineer Bruno Trejo’s report is reviewed, which states that the hacienda of San Nicolás is
allocated 2,439 lps, to irrigate the land part of the hacienda, the fundos and ejido lands. The amount
considers, too, the irrigation-by-turns system divided in days, hours and minutes. This report does
not consider either any water volume for the hacienda of San Nicolás through the canal of
Maravatío.

After Salvador Cuevas, First Official of the Water, Lands and Colonization Office, central region,
issued another dictum on May 26,1930, the solution to the conflict was left open and under the
responsibility of the Ministry of Agriculture. Cuevas proposed on such document to “appropriately
clarify” both the dimensions of the land expropriated to the hacienda and the water volumes used
and potentially usable for irrigation, diverted from the canals of San Nicolás and Maravatío. This
would solve the conflict and would finally let know the water volume that the hacienda needs.

Cuevas emphasizes that Mr. Bermejillo used (in his requests of confirmation of water volume
allocated to his hacienda) terms applicable only to lands that will be sown, not those already under
irrigation. Phrases like “volume that is to be used” or “land susceptible to irrigation” opened the
way to confusion during the process of the conflict solution. In the last part of his report, Cuevas
mentions, too, that the account for water distribution from the Maravatío canal to the hacienda of
San Nicolás de los Agustinos should be canceled, just as it was stated in the letter dated November
5, 1929, issued by the Ministry of Agriculture.

In 1933 a provisional set of rules for the Lerma River water distribution is enforced for the zone of
Acámbaro and Salvatierra. The memory of a gathering held in Salvatierra, where a directive board
—called Junta de Aguas— was formed, states that this Junta should be responsible of 17:

16 AHA, aprovechamientos superficiales, box 93, file 1802, pages 3-4.
17 AHA, aprovechamientos superficiales, box 2137, file 32177, pages 3-4.
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...the distribution, control and enhancing of the systems in operation; the proper use of the Lerma
River water for the irrigation of the different users lands benefited by the canals of Emenguaro,
Reforma, San Nicolás de los Agustinos, Maravatío, Batanes and Buburrones (Gogorrón).

This Junta de Aguas was also temporarily responsible of water distribution in the mentioned canals,
until the Ministry of Agriculture issue a set of rules to be enforced on such matters. For this to
happen, the so called National System of Irrigation Number 11 Alto Río Lerma had to be
institutionalized between 1934 and 1935. The set of rules of this System was issued in 1935. The
boundaries of the system-district set by this document are “from the Tuxtepec reservoir, Michoacán,
up to Salamanca, Guanajuato, lawfully acting over all hydraulic works, constructed or to be
constructed, that permit the use of water for irrigation”18.

There is no certainty about how the conflict concerning the canal of San Nicolás’ water volumes
allocation to each hacienda was solved. The solution may have likely be postponed and the conflict
continued even after the constitution of the irrigation system number 11, a system that currently
functions under the users management and the name Irrigation District 011 Alto Río Lerma.
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Introduction

This paper deals with historical processes of institutional change in water management in the
context of regional development in East and West Germany. Attention will focus on two riparian
regions on Germany’s borders, the Lower Oder and the southern part of the Upper Rhine, in the
period between 1945 and the 1970s’. The main objective of this paper is to identify parallel,
divergent or convergent paths, as well as major turning points in these paths, of institutional change
in water management in both regions. The general theoretical foundation for this approach is based
on notions of institutional change and path-dependent development as expounded by Douglass
North, Elinor Ostrom and others.1 These approaches offer a more appropriate framework for the
analysis of the regional and institutional embeddedness of development processes than the
normatively biased theories of modernisation or totalitarianism that have often dominated German
debate.2 Institutional innovations in the water management systems of both East and West
Germany, exemplified by the transition to watershed management in the German Democratic
Republic (GDR) or the implementation of floodplain restoration policies for the Rhine, unfolded as
complex and contradictory historical processes.

Two German border rivers

The Oder River runs a total length of 912 kilometres, encompassing about 118,000 square
kilometres. Until 1945, the river lay entirely within Prussia. After World War II it came under
Polish jurisdiction. The Lower Oder and the “Oderbruch” region, the subjects of this paper, thus
became part of a border region between the German Democratic Republic (GDR) and Poland. The
Oderbruch region, located between the towns of Lebus and Hohensaaten, is an area of 640 square
kilometers, some 57 kilometres long and 15 kilometres wide. The draining and colonisation of the
Oderbruch region that took place between 1747 and 1753 under the Prussian King Friedrich the
Second, remains, to this day, one of the most famous examples of hydrological engineering and
reclamation in Germany’s history.

The Rhine river, 1238 kilometres long and with a catchment area of 185,000 square kilometres,
reverted with the Versailles Treaty of 1918 to a border river between France and Germany in its
southern reaches. The southern Upper Rhine region between Straßburg and Basel, which will be
discussed here as well, thus also became a border region. Although the Upper Rhine has been vastly
more important as a navigable waterway and despite the fact that the settlement structure of the
Upper Rhine region is centuries older and much more developed that the Oderbruch, both regions
were more or less agrarian until 1945. Both areas were, furthermore, visited by fierce fighting in
World War II and suffered heavy destruction. However, taking the immediate post-war situation as

1 Elinor Ostrom: Governing the commons. The evolution of institutions for collective action. Cambridge
1990; Elinor Ostrom/Roy Gardner/James Walker (ed.): Rules, Games and the Common-Pool Resources. Ann
Arbor 1994; Douglass C. North: Theorie des institutionellen Wandels. Eine neue Sicht der
Wirtschaftsgeschichte. Tübingen 1988.
2 Hans-Ulrich Wehler: Die Gegenwart als Geschichte. München 1994; Joachim Radkau: Natur und Macht.
Eine Weltgeschichte der Umwelt. München 2000, p 216ff.; Jürgen Kocka: Vereinigungskrise. Zur Geschichte
der Gegenwart. Göttingen 1995, S. 91-101.
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a starting point, the two regions proceeded to develop along highly divergent paths, largely
attributable to the very different political systems within which they developed.3

Disaster policies and socialist transformation of the Oder region 1947-1952

The inundations hitting the Oderbruch region in March 1947 revived a spectre of natural disaster
considered impossible since the 19th century. 18,000 inhabitants in 56 localities and an area of about
60,000 hectares were affected by floods that left 22 dead and drowned a large number of farm
animals. The Oder was restored to its old banks and flooded the area between the old and new
riverbed. With this almost 200 years of land reclamation programs were temporarily reversed.4

The flood crisis of 1947 was intensified by the fact that the complex infrastructure of water
management, which required constant and comprehensive maintenance, had already been severely
damaged during the last weeks of the war. In the area around Seelow alone more than 45,000
soldiers had died in bloody fighting between the German and Soviet armies. Socialist and Soviets
integrated plans for regional reconstruction into existing programmes for the elimination of war
damage, and incorporated disaster prevention into the overall project of socialist transformation.
Flooding assistance programmes were thus coupled with the redistribution of land and the
intensified construction of homes for “new farmers”. In the following years the Oderbruch was
designated a socialist model region. Here the huge amount of 100 Million Marks were designated
for reconstruction projects.5

The socialist transformation of water management

In the years following the floods of 1947, the institutions responsible for water management and
disaster relief programme in the Oderbruch were harshly criticised by the SED and specific
ministries. The crisis policies of the dike management co-operative was investigated by a special
commission of the provincial parliament due to alleged neglect in opening certain areas along the
river and thereby contributing to flood damage. This resulted in a very critical appraisal and the
replacement of the director of the co-operative at the end of 1948.6 In retrospect, the floods of 1947
signalled the beginning of the end for the co-operative system of dike management. After several
provisional fixes the co-operative association with its 225-year tradition was converted on 1 January
1953 into a public enterprise (VEB) “Wasserwirtschaft Oder-Neiße”, and thus became part of state
administration.7

The general political background for this move was the socialist leadership’s aim to intensify
agriculture and industrial activity. In the Lower Oder region, the GDR’s economic policies led to
the creation of two large heavy industrial combines and corresponding “new towns”
(Eisenhüttenstadt and Schwedt). Within the context of land reform and collectivisation,
furthermore, large socialist agricultural cooperatives (Landwirtschaftliche Produktionsgenossen-
schaften/LPGs) dedicated to large-scale plant and poultry production were created. Simultaneously,
the process of land improvement was intensified. As a result of these and other attempts at forced
industrialisation in the GDR, water consumption was expected to increase dramatically and
exponentially. In order to satisfy this increasing demand it was seen as absolutely necessary to
radically reform water management and make it unconditionally subordinate to national economic
planning.

As an expression of this new policy towards water, in 1950 about 2500 organisations (some sources
speak of 3500) involved in various aspects of water management in the GDR were dissolved.

3 Martin Eckholdt (ed.): Flüsse und Kanäle. Die Geschichte der deutschen Wasserstraßen. Hamburg 1998, p.
269; 53; Heino Kalweit: Schöpfung aus Wald und Wasser. Geschichte der Wasserwirtschaft in Brandenburg
und Berlin. Stuttgart 1998
4 Neues Deutschland, 26.3.47; Kalweit p. 196
5 Brandenburgisches Landeshauptarchiv, Rep. 208; Kalweit, p. 196.
6 Brandenburgisches Landeshauptarchiv, Rep. 208
7 Hans-Peter Trömel: Die Deichverbände im Oderbruch. Bad Freienwalde 1988, p. 19-20; Brandenburgisches
Landeshauptarchiv, Rep. 208.
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Similar to the fate of the Oderbruch Dike-Management Association, centuries old co-operative
organisations were amalgamated by a law on 1 January 1953 into a new state-managed system of
local enterprises and 15 large regional (so called “Z-“) water management enterprises. These
enterprises integrated functions of water supply, piping, sewage and flood prevention that were
formerly managed in largely separate fashion. In order to assure optimal water use, these enterprises
were not organised according to the system of territorial administration but encompassed river
catchment areas.8 In order to oversee co-ordination of the enterprises and to deal with basic water-
related issues, a central Office for Water Management was established on 1 July 1952. At the same
time, specific water management framework and “perspective” plans were drawn up for the
identification of investment measures that were then integrated into the more general project
catalogue of the State Planning Commission.

This basic reform of water management structures in the GDR signalled a break with German
institutional traditions. At the same time it also meant a certain convergence with practices of other
European countries, such as England and France, especially with regard to institutions in dealing
with river systems. 9

Floods and regional development in the Upper Rhine region

As was the case with the Oder River, 1945 brought fundamental (if rather different) changes to
regional development and water management in the southern parts of the Upper Rhine river area.
The floods that took place at the end of 1947 and beginning of 1948 were a severe blow to the
region which was already struggling with the aftermath of war-related destruction. Although no
fatalities were reported, the resulting damage was enormous. The Ministry of Home Affairs of the
State of Baden calculated public property losses at 3,3435 Million German Marks and private
property losses at 4,347 million. Large-scale destruction affected agriculture in particular (for
example, the washing away of winter seed) and counties close to Rhine, especially Kehl and
Rastatt. Disaster response was characterised by traditional procedures; instead of seizing the
opportunity of using reconstruction for comprehensive structural reform, as in the case of the Oder,
support and subsidies were granted on a piecemeal and individual basis. While not as blatant as in
the case of the Oder, the Rhine floods were nevertheless also strategically used to consolidate
political power and legitimacy. 10

With the redefinition of the Upper Rhine region as a cross-border space of co-operation and transit
an explicit attempt was made to reanimate the economic networks that once made the region so
dynamic. Apart from this innovative cross-border conceptualisation of the region, Baden’s State
Planning Office maintained during the 1950s a very traditional emphasis on quantitative growth and
speculated on a dramatic increases in population, housing (for example in order to accommodate
refugees), industrial activity and, hence, water demand.11 Water providers were thus seen as an
important building block of policies focused on economic growth and social welfare. Structural
policies did not, as was the case with the Oder region`s Schwedt and Eisenhüttenstadt, create new
industrial centres but focused on the strengthening of existing industrial sites (such as Kehl,
Offenburg, etc.). As agriculture decreased in importance, economic structural change set in and
service industries, such as tourism, also began to characterise the region.

The modernisation of the sewage systems

Within the context of traditional, growth oriented structural policies, the sewage systems in the
region were modernized in the following decades. As the “State Development Plan” was being
drawn up in 1957, the Baden ministry of Home Affairs still faced a serious problem of water supply

8 van der Wall/ Kraemer S. 20.
9 Henriette van der Wall/Andreas Kraemer: Die Wasserwirtschaft in der DDR. Berlin 1991; Internationale
Kommission für die Hydrologie des Rheingebietes: Der Rhein under der Einwirkung des Menschen –
Ausbau, Schiffahrt, Wasserwirtschaft, Lelystad 1993, S. 24.
10 Staatsarchiv Freiburg, C 5/1; F 30/2.
11 Staatsarchiv Freiburg, C 5/1; F 30/2.
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and sewerage in the southern Upper Rhine region. In some counties, in fact, a majority of the
population were not connected to sewage treatment systems of any kind (e.g. 56,9 % in Müllheim
county and 78,7% in Freiburg county). These numbers were considerably reduced in ensuing years
thanks to federal programmes (including the so-called “Green Plan” and other special initiatives)
subsiding the construction of water pipelines and supply and treatment facilities. As a result of this
traditional approach to modernisation, influenced by the paradigm of public hygiene, water
pollution decreased so that by the 1970s the quality of Rhine water  in distinction to the situation
of the Oder  was steadily improving. 12

These results were achieved at the local and regional level largely through traditional water
management institutions, composed of numerous decentralised and localised water associations,
many of them run as co-operatives, and the regional water authority of the District administration
(Regierungsbezirk). This system survived a large-scale administrative reform in Southwest
Germany which amalgamated Baden and Württemberg-Hohenzollern into the new State (Land) of
Baden-Württemberg in 1952. As a result, the responsible regional authority remained the
Waterways Office of Südbaden (South Baden) District, itself a carry-over from 19th century
institutions (including the famous Baden Directorate for Waterways and Roads). 13

In contrast to the conservation of traditional institutional structures of water management on the
local and the regional level fundamental institutional changes took place in the shape of several
international environmental protection commissions for the Rhine River. The first of these was the
International Commission for the Protection of the Rhine from Pollution (“Internationale
Kommission zum Schutze des Rheins gegen Verunreinigung“) or IKSR, created in 1953. Thus,
almost 140 years after the Rhine came under international jurisdiction in terms of its function as
commercial route (the Central Commission for Rhine Navigation was created in 1815), formal
cross-border co-operation in environmental policy was established. 14

The beginnings of cross-border water policies on the Oder River

Cross-border co-operation intensified also, in a slower and thematically restricted way, in Oder river
water management during the second half of the 1950`s. The primary reason for this was the
decision of the GDR political leadership to establish a petrochemical industrial complex (PCK) in
Schwedt. Poland was extremely concerned about the possible contamination of Szczecin’s (the
former German city Stettin) drinking water resulting from PCK. At Poland’s behest therefore, a
Polish-German working group was set up in 1958 to regularly monitor water quality. Already
before the PCK complex began operations, high amounts of Phenols (Benzene) were registered. At
this point, water supply and waste discharge systems of the Schwedt complex were only at the basic
planning stage. It was originally conceived that waste water would be cleaned of oil and then
biologically treated before being discharged into the Oder. Because of Poland’s anticipatory
intervention, the PCK plant was, in fact, equipped with the most modern water treatment plant
available in the GDR, one that integrated mechanical, chemical and biological treatment systems.
The city of Schwedt also received a new water supply station.15

Subsequent German-Polish Intergovernmental Commissions have continued to focus on possible
hazards to Oder water. As such, the consequences of a possible accident at PCK as well as the
contamination of Oder water by Schwedt’s paper factory (the toxic effluents of which were well
over acceptable limits at the beginning of the 1970s) are still very much on the co-operation agenda.
Consultations regarding the threat of pollution of the Oder by PCK were taken up in bilateral
negotiations over use of border waters and culminated in a Polish-German Treaty, signed on 11

12 Staatsarchiv Freiburg, C 5/1; F 30/2; F 30/6; Thomas Tittizer/Falk Krebs (ed.): Ökosystemforschung: Der
Rhein und seine Auen. Eine Bilanz. Berlin 1996, p. 72.
13 Christoph Bernhardt: Zeitgenössische Kontroversen über die Umweltfolgen der Oberrheinkorrektion im 19.
Jahrhundert, in: Zeitschrift für die Geschichte des Oberrheins (ZGO) 146. (1998), p. 293-319.
14 Tittizer/Krebs, S. IX, 1ff.
15 Bundesarchiv, Außenstelle Berlin-Licherfelde, DK 4; Heinz Glade: Zwischen Rebenhängen und Haff.
Reiseskizzen aus dem Odergebiet. Leipzig 1976, p. 100-101.
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March 1965. The working agenda developed after conclusion of the treaty included water quality
issues, the development of indicators and water quality goals, flood prevention and navigation. 16

Flood prevention and land use management

As a measure of flood prevention, the joint deployment of German and Polish icebreakers was not
only successful but also absolutely essential. With the help of the icebreakers several situations of
extreme danger were narrowly averted. These occurred in 1966, 1977 and 1982 when high water
levels threatened with floods of the magnitude of those in 1947. As the riverbed morphology of the
Oder had been less modified as was (and is) the case with the Rhine, (i.e. most of the lower Oder’s
floodplain has been left intact) these successes in flood prevention could be realised through
traditional measures. Such traditional measures included, above all, the reinforcement of dikes, the
careful distribution of water inflows between the West and East Oder through the sluices at
Widuchowa, on the Polish side, and the building-up of polders in the area near Schwedt. The polders
were themselves used flexibly and served a multifunctional purpose. As measures against flooding
they functioned as a retaining area for water flows. They also served agricultural purposes and were
flooded purposely, and thus fertilised, during the winter months. In additions, they were used as
recreational areas by the population of Schwedt, utilised by fisheries and, in some cases, as
ornithological refuges and sources of drinking water. Special legal arrangements were made in order
to assure this multifunctionality of the polders.17

Within a larger historical and comparative perspective, we can interpret the relatively limited
anthropogenic modifications of the Oder’s morphology and, based on this, the management of
polders as elements of a specific path dependency in which an apparent “underdevelopment” in
fluvial engineering resulted in a multifunctional and environmentally sensitive use of the lower
Oder floodplains.

Utopia and stagnation: Regional planning and water management in the GDR
during the “Signal Years” of the 1970s

Continuous shortfalls and an increasing divergence between the situation of water management and
the utopian planning objectives for industrial growth, agricultural production and housing
construction targets were mirrored by district development plans produced around 1970. For
example, the district council of Frankfurt/Oder drew up a comprehensive concept guiding
“Objectives and the Development of Water Management until 1980” and that forsaw an increase in
water consumption from circa 17,2 Million cubic metres in 1967 to a level of about 74,0 Million
cubic metres in 1980. In order to increase the number of connections to central water treatment
plants, especially in the rural areas of the Oderbruch, it would have been necessary to lay down
1500 kilometres of pipe. However, of the 459 Million Marks necessary for this investment, only 160
were available, so that by 1980 a “connection rate” of merely 53%, the GDR average for 1968, was
achievable.18

By around 1970 the process of centralisation of water management was more or less complete.
Already in the 1960s, remaining small-scale enterprises providing water supply and treatment
services locally were consolidated by government decree at the district level in order to form state-
managed enterprises (Volkseigene Betriebe Wasserversorgung und Abwasserbehandlung or VEB
WAB). This centralisation of water management competencies was symptomatic of an increasing
subordination of water and environmentally related issues to general industrialisation goals. The
Natural Landscape Act (Landeskulturgesetz) of 1970 and the creation in 1972 of a Ministry for the
Environment could do little to change this. Comparative research on spatial planning documents

16 Brandenburgisches Landeshauptarchiv, Rep. 601; Bundesarchiv, Außenstelle Berlin-Licherfelde, DK 4.
17 Hans-Joachim Herzog: Die Oder und die Regulierungsarbeiten am unteren Oderlauf bei Schwedt, in:
Schwedter Jahresblätter Heft 7/1986, p. 5-21; Herbert Schneegaß: Intensive landwirtschaftliche Produktion
auf dem Grünland der Überflutungspolder an der unteren Oder, in: Schwedter Jahresblätter Heft 7/1986, S.
43-45; Kalweit S. 197
18 Brandenburgisches Landeshauptarchiv, Rep. 601.
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indicate clearly that in the GDR regional development plans were drawn up in strict adherence to
the primacy of industrial development, with very little regard for water-related or environmental
aspects.19

Paradigm shifts in regional planning and flood protection policies of the
1970s in the Upper Rhine

In Baden-Württemberg it was not until 1970/71, after a series of false starts, that a major
administrative reform allowed for meaningful institutional change in the Region “South Upper
Rhine”. This reform mandated the creation of regional planning associations and thus signalled a
move towards the regionalisation of planning tasks. Nevertheless, already at the first attempt to
establish a coherent regional plan for South Upper Rhine and to harmonise different interests, major
conflicts arose with regard to water. In contrast, planning issues such as transportation, settlement
development and economic growth were comparatively unproblematic. 20

The move towards a regionalisation of planning tasks encouraged the water management section in
the Land government office of South Baden (Regierungspräsidium) to design a more consistent
water protection policy even before the first drafts of the regional plan had been completed. The
agency decreed exceedingly restrictive procedures in reviewing new permits for gravel excavation.
As housing boomed and settlements expanded, gravel excavation exposed increasing areas of
ground and drinking water to the air and thus presented a hazard. This restrictive approach met,
however, with the disapproval of regional planning association of South Upper Rhine, established in
1973. This body was organised as an association of local governments and was a de facto
representative of local development and economic interests that supported the continued and
unfettered exploitation of gravel pits. The first formal regional development plan was thus passed
into law in 1980 without reference to this specific water issue; it would take three more years before
this conflict could be dealt with in an appropriate legal manner. 21

Other water-related conflicts that emerged during this time were the result of diverging interests
with regard to municipal drinking water supplies, agriculture and tourism. In the area around
Freiburg a dramatic increase in urban water consumption threatened a significant fall of
groundwater levels in the region with serious consequences for farming. By the same token,
agriculture was responsible for a decrease in water quality though use of fertilisers (especially
nitrates). Both of these problems had, furthermore, consequences for the tourism industry (for
example in the spa Bad Krotzingen) and were criticised accordingly, among other things, because of
undesired changes to the landscape. 22

As the debate over water use polarised, it was necessary to re-evaluate existing plans: as a result, a
new balance between economic, urban development and environmental aspects was achieved.
Water management was no longer treated as a subordinated variable of economic development (as
remained the case in the GDR) but was increasingly dealt with in a anticipatory manner in
development plans and enjoyed enhanced status vis à vis economic objectives.

Cross-border initiatives in flood protection went one step further, moving from strictly “protective”
policies to measures for the reclamation of “used” resources. Because of the constant danger of
floods and the lack of retaining areas along the Rhine, an international Flood Water Commission
was established in 1968. This commission presented a report on the situation of the Rhine ten years
later, resulting in the German-French agreement of 1982. This agreement established measures for
the reconstruction of flood plains and water retention areas that for 200 years had served the

19 W.N.Belousow u.a.: Komplexe Gebietsplanung. Berlin 1983; Rolf Bönisch/Gerhard Mohs/Werner Ostwald
(Hg.) Territorialplanung. Berlin 1982.
20 H. Moser: Wasserwirtschaftliche Planung am südlichen Oberrhein, in: Großräumige wasserwirtschaftliche
Planung in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland (DVWK-Schriften 64), Hamburg/Berlin 1984, p. 138-154.
21 L. Wiederhold: Vorsorge „Wasser“ in der Regionalplanung, in: Großräumige wasserwirtschaftliche
Planung in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland (DVWK-Schriften 64), Hamburg/Berlin 1984, p. 163-173.
22 W. Fuchs: Regionalplanung, drei Seiten einer Medaille: Land-Region-Kommune, in: Großräumige
wasserwirtschaftliche Planung in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland (DVWK-Schriften 64), Hamburg/Berlin
1984, p. 174-181.
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purpose of flood prevention. In total, a volume of 212 Million cubic metres of water retention space
were to be reclaimed, 127 of which were to be located in Baden-Württemberg, the largest section of
the south Upper Rhine. The original plans have since been modified in two important ways. Firstly,
the programmes mandating the development of water retention areas put the renaturation of
adjacent wetlands and biodiversity on equal standing with flood prevention. Secondly, instead of
building large polders, work has concentrated on smaller areas with the result that numerous
meadows drained during the age of industrialisation are now again subject to periodic inundation
and have thus reverted to their “pre-industrial” state. These policies, while expensive to implement
at a cost of several million German Marks, go well beyond a traditional protection of scarce
resources and common practice in water management. They orient future development according to
past waterscape and landscape conditions.23

Conclusion

The comparative perspective offered here demonstrates how “socialist transformation” in the GDR
led to an abandonment, already in the early 1950s, of the traditional German institutional system of
water management. Water management structures in the GDR thus partially conformed to practices
in other West European states, involving a kind of institutional “de-differentiation”. Watershed
management, abandoned in East Germany after 1989, today is returning via the EU’s Water
Framework Directive. So, appearing in 1950 to be a break with German tradition and by 1989 to be
a relic of socialism watershed management today enjoys a renaissance as an element of European
integration. Seen from a contemporary perspective, policies of polder construction, the slowly
evolving German-Polish co-operation and successes in water treatment also appear to have been
“modernising moments” in the development of socialist water management. But this was no more
than a “partial modernisation”: generally, after the innovations of the early 1950’s, more static,
conservative, industrially focused and ecologically harmful policies took hold. A second wave of
innovation that might have taken place in the early 1970s was halted in its infancy, resulting in
stagnation and utopian planning concepts in which growth expectations and resource capacities
greatly diverged. 24

In the case of the Upper Rhine, the 1950`s were marked by institutional change in cross-border co-
operation and, at the same time, by a preservation of traditional institutions of water management.
By the 1970s, a fundamental innovative turning point occurred in the water policy at the Upper
Rhine  as well as in other West European countries: with the modernisation of regional planning,
the enhanced status of water-related issues in regional plans, and a paradigm shift in flood
prevention policies a new path of institutional change and development was defined. This path
shows a very special mix of both traditionalism and newer elements, representing a new type of
water policies in the age of the “Second Modernity”.25

23 Oberrheinagentur: Integriertes Rheinprogramm H.14, Lahr 1995; Drucksache 12/5748 des Landtages Baden
Württemberg, here cited after: Hydrologie und Wasserbewirtschaftung – Hydrology and Water Resources
Management – Germany, 45. Jg. 2001, H. 3, S. 133-135.
24 Rainer Lepsius: Die Institutionenordnung als Rahmenbedingung der Sozialgeschichte der DDR, in:
Hartmut Kaelble/Jürgen Kocka/Hartmut Zwahr (ed.): Sozialgeschichte der DDR. Stuttgart 1994, p. 17-30;
Europäisches Umweltbüro (ed.): Handbuch zur EU Wasserpolitik. Brüssel o.J. (2000).
25 Ulrich Beck: Das Zeitalter der Nebenfolgen und die Politisierung der Moderne, in: Ulrich Beck/Anthony
Giddens/Scott Lash: Reflexive Modernisierung, Fankfurt a.M. 1996, S. 19-112.
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The River.  It conjures up pictures, reflections if you will, of the life surrounding it.  Civilization
began near The River.  Christians base one of their most sacred covenants—baptism—around The
River.  Folklore reaches its pinnacle on The River.  A well-known composer wrote his most beloved
piece based on The River.  Environmental groups fight to free from twentieth-century ecological
oppression The River.  Children learn to splash and swim on a hot West Texas day in The River.
An entire nation's industrial power supply relies on, and then contaminates, The River.  The Nile,
the Jordan, the Mississippi, the Danube, the Amazon, the Brazos, the Volga—each river represents
different meanings and perspectives to the individuals, groups, and societies surrounding their
River:  The Civilizational, the Religious, the Whimsical, the Romantic, the Endangered, the
Amusing, the Magical, the Practical, the Scientific.

This essay focuses on one river—The Volga River—and the environmental interpretations of one
American visitor to the river.  The Volga, revered as the "Mother of All Russia," represents all of
the diverse aspects of The River.  It also serves as a microcosm of the entire environment of its
nation, Russia.  The Volga is a dichotomy, much like Russia itself, with both positive and negative
elements—it is up to interpretation and perspective to determine which outweighs the other.  But,
most of all, it demonstrates the fragility, and yet the resilience, of an environmental entity—a living,
ever-changing monument to humanity and all our goods and evils.  The Volga River represents a
romantic side of nature, captured in the words of the travel journal of this paper's author.

I'm sitting here on the third level deck, and the sun, while setting, is still high enough
to cast its golden glow on the Volga and the surrounding countryside.  It is an
absolutely gorgeous evening, with the smell of wood from the little peasant homes that
dot the banks, the countless number of onion-domed cathedrals, and the seagulls
singing to me.  The wind is softly blowing my hair as we inch further north before
turning southwest toward Moscow and the end of this incredible journey.  There are
only a few people out right now, four older women, a young couple, and two men
beside me playing chess.  This is unlike any evening I have ever experienced.  There is
a magic in the air that I can see, smell, hear, and feel.  I know that it is the magic of
Russia.  Even if I never pass this way again, I will remember this evening for the rest
of my life.  From this evening forward, for the rest of my life, anytime I will think of
the Volga, I will think of this night and this time in my life when I stepped out of my
real world and took the road less traveled to the heart and soul of provincial, Volga
Russia.2

But, the Volga also stands as a testament to the harsher side of nature during the Soviet era—
industrialized, degraded, polluted.

I have never seen (or smelled or felt!) air pollution as bad as I see it out my window
right now.  The peaceful, serene countryside I wrote about earlier quickly gave way to
a heavy industrial site—in other words, a hideous city named Yaroslavl.  God only
knows all of the pollutants and toxins we are breathing right now.  Ships, tankers, and
tugs are in abundance, and the Volga no longer seems to be a tranquil place to spend
the evening.  It is more like a hellish cesspool.  Even after the sunset, there is a dark
brown haze hanging over the horizon.  The air is heavy, so heavy, I think I could cut it

1 “Matyshka Volga” means "Little Mother Russia".  It is the colloquial phrase for the Volga River.  By using
the diminutive tense of the word, this demonstrates the endearment Russians feel for the river.
2 Michele Anderson Schmidt, unpublished travel journal.  Aboard the Mikhail Kalinin, on the Volga River,
west of Kostroma, Russia, 28 July 1999, 8:45 p.m.
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with the knife.  I feel dirty and grimy, and I just took a shower this afternoon before I
went outside to watch the sunset.  So this is Russia—the proletariat's utopia…3

The organization for this paper is a somewhat unique one.  It is a "thought experiment," created by
the author to attempt to reconcile the various definitions of nature, using the Volga River as a
tangible example.  In order to interpret the Volga River, the arguments of several important
environmental historians and environmentalists will be used as a starting point for interpretative
synthesis.  William Cronon offers several characteristics of nature.  Four of Cronon's ideas are
juxtaposed on an interpretation of the Volga River as nature.  Richard White suggests that the
Columbia River is an "organic machine."  Using White's argument, the Volga River will be
described as an organic machine, by looking at the people, the river structures, and the sturgeon,
and how these interact with each other along the Volga.  Donald Worster argues that the greed and
profit-motives of capitalists created the Dust Bowl in the United States.  Worster's assertion is based
on the Marxist theory of environmentalism.  By using the Volga as a legacy of Soviet Marxism,
Worster's argument will be disputed.  The final analysis of this paper incorporates the perceptions of
the Volga—and life along it—by the paper's author.  The main argument, if there is one to this
paper, is that nature, and the Volga as nature, is subject to interpretation.  But, as William Cronon
directly points out, isn't all nature subject to interpretation?

William Cronon, in "Beginnings—Introduction: In Search of Nature,"
Uncommon Ground: Rethinking the Human Place in Nature

In the introduction to the controversial book, Uncommon Ground, William Cronon attempts to
describe the concept of "nature," by offering eight diverse personality traits: nature as naï ve reality;
nature as moral imperative; nature as Eden; nature as artifice, nature as self-conscious cultural
construction; nature as virtual reality; nature as commodity; nature as demonic other, nature as
avenging angel, nature as the return of the repressed; and nature as contested terrain.4  Cronon
writes about the list:

The list I offer is anything but comprehensive, but it certainly identifies some of the
most important ways that contemporary Americans think about nature… [N]one of
these natures is natural: all are cultural constructions that reflect human judgments,
human values, human choices.  We could choose to think about nature differently, and
it is surely worth pondering what would happen if we did."5

By using four of Cronon's ideas of nature applied to the Volga River, a provocative interpretation
begins to emerge.

Nature as Naïve Reality—The Volga as Naïve Reality. This nature is one that is the most common
perception of nature.  "It is in fact one of the oldest meanings that the word 'nature' carries in the
English language: the sense that when we speak of the nature of something, we are describing its
fundamental essence, what it really and truly is."5a It is a simplistic definition, and one that claims a
universal idea of nature, but one that carries with it some unnecessary baggage.  Nature as naï ve
reality disregards all cultural context—it "wants us to see nature as if it had no cultural context, as if
it were everywhere and always the same."6  However simplistic the idea of nature as naï ve reality is,
it has widespread appeal.

The Volga as naï ve reality fits well into the simplicity of the definition.  The Volga River is a river.
Fish live in its water, boats sail on it, people swim in it.  Its path runs from outside of Moscow to the
Caspian Sea.  Do these statements adequately describe the positive and negative dynamics of the

3 Schmidt, 28 July 1997, 10:30 p.m., in a cloud of smog, stopped on the river at Yaroslavl.  (Written less than
two hours after the previous entry.)
4 William Cronon, "Beginnings—Introduction:  In Search of Nature," Uncommon Ground: Rethinking the
Human Place in Nature, William Cronon, editor (New York:  W. W. Norton and Company, 1996), 34-51.
5 Ibid., 34.
5a Ibid.
6 Ibid., 35.
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river?  Do they demonstrate the fish's role in the river, or the boats' impacts on the river, or the
people's perceptions of the river?  Naï ve reality omits the incredible, tragic meaning of the river.
According to Cronon, "If we wish to understand the values and motivations that shape our own
actions toward the natural world, if we hope for an environmentalism capable of explaining why
people use and abuse the earth as they do, then the nature we study must become less natural and
more cultural."7

Nature as Moral Imperative—The Volga as Moral Imperative. "The great attraction of nature for
those who wish to ground their moral vision in external reality is precisely its capacity to take
disputed values and make them seem innate, essential, eternal, nonnegotiable."1  The concept of
nature as a moral imperative requires a cultural context, which is disregarded in "naï ve reality."  In
addition, Cronon asserts that "nature as a moral imperative always implies a very particular vision
of what ideal nature is supposed to be."8

The Volga as a moral imperative raises two dichotomous views, and these views begin to
demonstrate the value-oriented perception of the Volga.  To a Russian, the Volga represents the
sense of "soul."  Marq de Villiers, who traveled down the Volga in 1990, writes, "No, this isn't just
another river.  In Russian folklore, the Volga is mother and mistress, comrade and beloved,
companion and the teller of tall tales.  Matushka Volga—Little Mother Volga—is Russia itself…"9

The Volga as moral imperative is a very culturally based idea. The moral imperative of the Volga to
Russians—and those Westerners who observe Russians on the Volga—is one of reverence, respect,
remembrance.  De Villiers quotes an old traditional folksong:

My mother told me, my dear son
When all your roaming has been done

When you come home, fatigued by safe
Then dip your hands in a Volga wave10

Americans might (and quite probably) react in different ways.  The response might be that the
Soviets had destroyed their environment.  They could reference the Chernobyl nuclear accident as
the most dreadful of examples.  Or perhaps, they would take another position, asserting that nature
in eastern Siberia is in its purest form—remote, wild, untouched.  The region has not yet been
exploited, mainly because the Soviets based many of their Gulags in the remote area and there is
little infrastructure (railroads, highways, airports) east of the Ural Mountains.  Americans, too,
might at one moment find the Volga the reverent entity Russians perceive.  Along the Volga,
evidence of the "Russian soul" presents itself in sunsets and moonrises.  At another moment, the
same American finds that the Volga is a garbage dump that flows.  It is a part of nature not to be
revered but to be reviled.

Nature as Artifice, Nature as Self-Conscious Cultural Construction—The Volga as Artifice, The
Volga as Self-Conscious Cultural Construction.  Cronon addresses the idea of nature as artifice and
as self-conscious cultural construction with the example of planned communities in Southern
California—especially Orange County.

Once we believe we know what nature ought to look like, once our vision of its ideal
form becomes a moral or cultural imperative—we can remake it so completely that we
become altogether indifferent or even hostile toward its prior condition.  Taken far
enough, the result can be a landscape in which nature and artifice, despite their
apparent symbolic opposition, become indistinguishable because they finally merge
into one another.11

7 Ibid., 36.
1 Ibid.
8 Ibid.
9 Marq de Villiers, Down the Volga:  A Journey Through Mother Russia in a Time of Troubles (New York:
Viking Penguin, 1992), xiv.
10 De Villiers, 2-3.
11 Cronon, 40.
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Along the Volga, there are several planned communities.  In his rush to industrialize the Soviet
Union in the 1930s, Joseph Stalin conceived and implemented these planned communities.  One
such example of the Volga as an artifice and a self-conscious cultural construction is Ulyanovsk,
historically known as Simbirsk, the birthplace of Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov, better know as Lenin.
As a political and ideological landmark, the name change of Simbirsk represents a cultural
construction of consciousness (as do the names and name-changes throughout post-Soviet Russia).
The moderately sized pre-Revolutionary village in provincial Russia would, following Lenin's
death, became a planned monument to the Great Proletariat.  "The citizens love and cherish the
memory of their great fellow-countryman, holding sacred the places where he was born and grew
up, studies, and pondered on the future of his country and his people."12

Ancient churches were torn down, Lenin's familial homes were well-preserved (even his classroom
is available for viewing), concrete was poured, red flowers cultivated, and of course, architects
erected many statues of Lenin, including the very traditional monstrous one overlooking the
Volga—so that Lenin could view the Mother of All Russia in perpetuity.  The ultimate in Soviet
pride of Lenin is the gigantic museum complex, "Stoletiya Lenina Square" (Lenin Memorial Center)
which also lines the river.  According to the guidebook,

Hundreds of thousands of people from all over the world come to Lenin's hometown.
Their hearts swell with emotion as they approach the place where the great leader was
born and where the Lenin Memorial Centre was built by decision of the Central
Committee of the CPSU [Communist Party of the Soviet Union] and the Soviet
Government on the occasion of his centenary.  The idea was to build a memorial which
could serve as both a museum and monument, performing, at the same time, the
functions of an ideological centre…The structure is simple, austere, and majestic at the
same time.  For all its magnificence, it does not look heavy: supported by fifty-seven-
metre-high columns, it seems to float over the square.  The large loggia in its eastern
façade commands a fine view of the Volga and the green expanses beyond.13

To the Soviets, and now, even to many Russians, it was natural to memorialize Lenin in this way.
The center exemplified the ideals of concrete, structures, and columns as nature.  Dedicated in 1970
on the hundredth anniversary of Lenin's birth, the monument now stands as a hideous reminder of
the harshness of Leninism on the environment and nature.  Ulyanovsk, in the post-Soviet transition,
has not returned to its pre-Revolutionary name; nor can the bank of the Volga River where the
center is located ever return to its green, lush, pre-Revolutionary state.  Nature here, and in other
places across the former Soviet Union, has been transformed into an artifice.

Nature as Contested Terrain—The Volga as Contested Terrain.  The last definition of nature
championed by William Cronon used in this essay is the idea of nature as contested terrain.  Cronon
writes, "…because people differ in their beliefs, because their visions of the true, the good, and the
beautiful are not always the same, they inevitably differ as well in their understanding of what
nature means and how it should be used—because nature is so often the place where we go
searching for the fulfillment of our desires."14

A provocative example of this is the landing site of Yuri Alekseyevich Gagarin, Hero of the Soviet
Union, and the first man launched into space.  The Volga was the witness to the monumental
moment in civilization when the world began reaching for the stars; the Volga people who
witnessed the event were less than impressed.  After his ninety minute flight, Gagarin "land[ed]

12 Places Associated with Lenin in the Volga Region:  An Illustrated Guidebook (Moscow:  Planeta, 1987), 20.
This particular book is an excellent example of Soviet historiography.  It was published as a guidebook for the
tourists from the Soviet Union and its "Fraternal Socialist Neighbor States" (its puppet regimes in East
Europe) when they made their pilgrimage to Ulyanovsk.  The day I visited the museum, few people were
paying homage to Lenin.  When the women clerks at the museum's souvenir shop learned there were
Americans in the tour group, they began to pull out of storage many Lenin trinkets.  I paid 10,000 Rubles for
the book, less than $2.00 at the time.  It is a very ironic read, especially knowing that after its publication in
1987, less than five years later, the nation Lenin created would cease to exist.
13 Ibid., 21.
14 Cronon, 50-51.
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from his parachute in a pasture in central Russia.  The Vostok capsule—minus the cosmonaut—
came to rest in a 'plowed field' near the Leninsky Put collective farm not far from the towns of Marx
and Engels on the banks of the Volga.  A very appropriate spot."15  The local peasantry of the
kolkhoz16 would watch the field on which Gagarin landed be transformed into a tribute to Soviet
technological greatness.  Although the remoteness of the site would not contribute to masses of
visitors (like the Lenin Center in Ulyanovsk), nonetheless, the environment of the region would
change dramatically due to tourists, scientists, and students of the Space Age.

The contested terrain of the site—collective farm versus great memorial—demonstrates the
difference in perspectives and interpretation of nature.  Great Russian Birch trees were planted,
lining the avenue to the monument, and the black earth of Central Russia—the breadbasket
responsible for feeding the workers of the nation—would be scooped aside and paved with Soviet
concrete.  Today, the contested terrain has entered a new phase.  Few people travel to the site, and it
has fallen into disrepair.

Around the statue of the Hero of the Soviet Union, weeds grow in the cracks of the
concrete.  Small parts of the stone are chipped away in disrepair and neglect.  Its tragic,
but fitting condition memorializes the late great nation, and bears witness to today's
lack of concern for things—and moments—past.  It's almost as if Russia no longer
chooses to remember the past.  Its only concern is not history, but recovery.  The
monument symbolizes to me the resignation of Russia and its people to only survive in
the present, to forget about the past and to ignore the future.17

The traditional terrain of the ancient Russian steppes has been locked into a contest with the
technological life of modern Russia.  This is a small, regional microcosm of Russia in the twentieth
century.  Not only is the contested terrain between people of the region and the visitors to the site,
the site itself has an argument going on with the land around it.  The monument's disrepair
demonstrates that nature, no matter how defined, always fights back.

Richard White, The Organic Machine: The Remaking of the Columbia River

The short description on the back cover of The Organic Machine, asserts that Richard White's work
has added to the descriptive literature of environmental studies.  "One of the great shortcomings—
intellectual and political—of modern environmentalism is its failures to grasp how human beings
have historically known nature through work and how work embeds us in our world."  In his
introduction, White addresses the main argument of The Organic Machine:

I want to examine the [Columbia] river as an organic machine, as an energy system
which, although modified by human interventions, maintains its natural, its 'unmade'
qualities… The flow of the river is energy, so is the electricity that comes from the
dams that block that flow.  Human labor is energy; so are the calories stored as fat by
salmon for their journey upstream.  Seen one way, energy is an abstraction; seen
another it is as concrete as salmon, human bodies, and the Grand Coulee Dam.18

In White's definition of "nature," he paraphrases Donald Worster by stating that nature is "salmon
swimming, the river flowing, and I would add, humans fishing."19  Perhaps this is reminiscent of
William Cronon's idea of "nature as naï ve reality."

In White's argument, energy is an imperative when studying a river such as the Columbia.  Energy
is, as physicists would argue, "the capacity to do work."20  A river emits energy; therefore, a river

15 Walter A. McDougall, …The Heavens and the Earth:  A Political History of the Space Age (New York:
Basic Books, Inc., Publishers, 1985), 243.
16 Or, collective farm.
17 Schmidt, 11 July 1997, Saratov, Russia.
18 Richard White, The Organic Machine:  The Remaking of the Columbia River (New York:  Hill and Wang,
1995), ix.
19 Ibid., x.
20 Ibid., 6.
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emits the capacity to do work.  Machines, too, are energy-rich—they allow the capacity to do more
work.  A possible conflict arose in nineteenth century America: "Machines stood as both the agents
and symbols of nature.  The machine, a product of their minds and hands, was their surrogate in
what seemed a simple opposition of the mechanical and the natural… But what seemed simple was
not.  From one perspective machines seemed unnatural, but from another they seemed but a new
manifestation of natural forces.  The natural and mechanical separated only to be intertwined."21  By
developing the interconnectedness of nature and machine, Americans were able to harness the
power and energy of the river.

As the same time, the life systems within the river had to shift.  The salmon in the Columbia River
represented a sense of energy.  The fish relied on the river for birth, life, and even death.
"Examining how humans moved on the river provides one angle of vision on the rapids and falls of
the Columbia; examining how salmon moved up and down the river provides a second, equally
revealing perspective… As much as wind, wave, and current, salmon were part of the energy
system of the Columbia."22  Humans learned to depend on the energy utility of the salmon; but it
was not an equal exchange.  As the river moved, evolved, and transformed into a source of human
energy, the salmon lost and the river attained only a loose truce within its relationship to humans.

Criticisms arise when a historian investigates the damming of the Columbia River.  To replace
steam as the source of human power and energy, electricity would become the new source.  And to
maximize electricity, a damming project began.  "From the imitation of nature would come a future
electrical millennium.  The damn would be, literally and figuratively, 'The Biggest Thing on
Earth… The new continental economy would be 'like one unified machine, one organic whole.'  In
this tendency to mix machine, nature, and society into a single metaphorical whole lay a vision of
an Emersonian world."  Emerson had been vindicated.  And modern American society would be
completely transformed by hydroelectric power.

In the process, however, the role and identity of the river has changed.  Hopes of greater
independence for communities, less crowding, less pollution and waste, and more "human contacts
with the natural world," were not fulfilled with the damming of the river.  "What has failed is our
relationship to the river… We have neither killed the river nor raped it, although people claim both
are true.  What has happened is closer to a failed marriage."23

Where as the Columbia may not be dead or defiled, what about the Volga River in Russia?  How
can White's model be used to describe and analyze the Volga?  Dams have created an
environmental problem along the Volga.  But these were not the only structures built on the Volga.
From the time of Peter I ("the Great") and the late seventeenth century, the goals for Russian and
Soviet leaders were to create a canal system all along the Volga.  For Peter I, his primary goal was
to increase trade routes by fully utilizing the Volga.  One of the main canals would be the Don-
Volga "Communication."24  In 1698, John Perry, a British engineer, was summoned and hired by
Peter I to begin the Don-Volga canal.

I was sent directly to Mosco, with Orders for my being immediately dispatch'd from
thence into the Province of Astracan, about a thousand Wurft (or Rus Miles), to survey
a Work… for making of the abovesaid Communication of Ships of War, as well as
trading Vessels of Burden, to pass between the Caspian and the Black Sea, by way of
the two great Rivers, the Wolga and the Don.24

21 Ibid., 30.
22 Ibid., 15.
23 Ibid., 59.
24 The Oxford English Dictionary, second edition, defines "Communication" as "[6.a] Access or means of
access between two or more persons or places; the action or faculty of passing from one place to another;
passage (between two places, vessels, or spaces; [b] A means of communicating: a channel, line of connexion,
connecting passage or opening.  Hence door of communication."  The Communication mentioned in the paper
is a waterway canal.
24 John Perry, The State of Russia Under the Present Tsar, 1716 (London:  Frank Cass & Co., Ltd., 1967), 2.
For the sake of simplicity and clarity, quotes from Perry's journal have been modified.
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The Communication, or canal, would not be completed until over two centuries later, when Joseph
Stalin sought to link the entire Volga waterway.  Under Stalin, the entire nation followed the plans
of industrialization and collectivization of agriculture.  The creation of the dams and canals required
cheap abundant labor.  As the terror increased during the Stalin regime, the numbers of prisoners in
forced-labor camps (eventually known as the Gulag) multiplied and were used to build the great
river products.   Both nature and humans would be destroyed in this endeavor.  Prison camps were
established next to the canals.  The prisoners would dig out the channels, and upon completion,
supervisors would throw them into the ditches, fill with water, and drown the prisoners.  The camps,
sans workers, would move to the next location and begin the process again.25  The same procedures
occurred while building the dams, also using slave labor.  But when completed, Stalin had his
hydroelectric power plants, and he had his modern, Russian waterway that went from the North Sea,
through to St. Petersburg, down to Moscow (via the Moscow canal), into the Volga, to the Caspian
(on one route), to the Don and ultimately the Black Sea (on another route).  Because of the dams
and canals, the Volga has changed.  Its length is 3500 kilometers, and "it now takes water 18
months to flow from Rybinsk (above Yaroslavl) to Volgagrad, compared with one month in the old
days."26

The dams and canals, creating man-made stagnant seas between the structures, have endangered the
Russian sturgeon.  Sturgeon, like salmon, must return up the rivers to spawn, but the damming of
the Volga has endangered the spawning process.  Because of the dams, few sturgeon can go far
enough up the river to spawn.  Even if they overcome the dams, they are likely to die in the heavily
polluted man-made lakes created by the dams.  In addition to the ecological impact—the death of
the sturgeon—it has created an economic concern to the Volga people. "Restricted to a smaller area,
the sturgeon is in danger of being destroyed.  This in turn puts the caviar industry at risk."27

Beluga sturgeon, from which the most desirable, exquisite, and expensive caviar comes, can live up
to 150 years and weigh over 2500 pounds.  Along the southern Volga, tub-fulls of the eggs are
scooped out for residents and tourists at unbelievable low prices (especially for Americans with
hard currency dollars to exchange).  The Caspian Sea, into which the Volga flows, is the home of
Beluga caviar—but in order to breed in nature, the fish have to be able to travel up the Volga to its
spawning ground.  This has become a most difficult task because of the damming of the river and
the pollution that has settled at the Volga delta on the Caspian.  There is another threat to the
sturgeon, another man-created danger.  Politics and poaching represent two new destructive forces
at work along the Volga.

[The sturgeon] survived the Soviet era of dam-building that cut off its breeding
grounds.  It survived the toxic wastes that Soviet industry shoveled down the Volga,
sometimes raising the level of oil phenols and heavy metals to five or six times the
levels deemed safe for public health.  It even survived the underground nuclear
explosions the Soviets toyed with nearby up through the late 1980s.  But that was the
easy part.  Now the sturgeon has to survive the lawlessness and disorder that came with
the collapse of the Soviet Union.28

Poachers and their gangs make their money by confiscating legally-caught sturgeon and taking the
greatest catches.  The number of poachers is on the rise.  Political disorder has created the
lawlessness that has allowed the growth of poachers.  In 1994, there was approximately five to six
tons of illegally produced caviar; within a year, this amount doubled.29

25 "Russia's War:  Blood Upon the Snow," Episode 1, "The Darkness Descends," PBS Home Video, 1995.
26 John Noble, et al., Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus:  A Lonely Planet Travel Survival Kit (Hawthorn,
Australia:  Lonely Planet Publications, 1996), 584.
27 Ibid., 614.
28 Marshall Ingwerson, "Ancient Fish of the Caviar Trade Now Face Smugglers, Oil Drills, The Christian
Science Monitor International, August 19, 1997, <htto://www.csmonitor.com/durable/1997/08/19/intl/
intl.6.html>, printed from the Internet, 17 April 1999.
29 "Sturgeon Poaching in the Caspian Sea:  News from the Russian Press," <http://www.sturgeons.com/
quarterly/vol5no1/news.htm>, printed from the Internet, 17 April 1999.

htto://www.csmonitor.com/durable/1997/08/19/intl/
http://www.sturgeons.com/
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The fate of the sturgeon on the Volga River demonstrates the fragility of a river ecosystem.  Man's
interaction with the river—whether by seeking energy through hydro-electric power, as prisoners
working on river structures, by politically destabilizing the river, or seeking corrupt practices in
obtaining the river's greatest treasures—manifests an interdependency, good or bad, between
natures.  As a source of energy and power, in White's definitions, the Volga epitomizes the ultimate
in organic machines in Russia.  As White writes, "All natural features move, but few natural
features move so obviously as rivers.  Our metaphors for rivers are all metaphors of movement:
they run and roll and flow.  Like us, rivers work.  They absorb and emit energy, they rearrange the
world."30  The Volga works, absorbs and emits energy, and has rearranged the world, for man,
sturgeon, and canals.

Donald Worster, Dust Bowl:  The Southern Plains in the 1930s

A popular argument in environmental history integrates a capitalist critique in the formulation of the
theory.  Donald Worster begins his work, The Dust Bowl, by quoting Karl Marx in Capital.  "All
progress in capitalistic agriculture is a progress in the art, not only of robbing the laborer, but of
robbing the soil."31  In The Dust Bowl, Worster asserts that the environmental and social disasters of
the Great Plains during the 1930s were the worst in the history of civilization.  These terrible
disasters were caused by capitalism.  "[T]he American Dust Bowl of the thirties suggest that a
capitalist-based society has a greater resource than others, greater eagerness to take risks, and less
capacity for restraint."32  Worster connects the Dust Bowl with the concurrent Great Depression—
both of these devastating events were physical reminders of the limitations and the negatives of
capitalism in America.

According to Worster, because of capitalist pursuits, western civilization began to ignore nature.
"There has been no more important change in the human condition than the transition from a
traditional sense of intimate dependence on the ecological community to the modern feeling of
absolute free will and human autonomy.  It is not too much to say that our entire industrial world
was made possible by that change in outlook."33  Industrialization and capitalism caused man to
"foul his nest… he is forever capable of considerable violence toward nature, he is everywhere
materialistic, and he has never paid much attention to the environmental consequences of his
deeds."34  Capitalism, and the quest to attain the most capitalist materialistic goal of all—profit—
has drawn humanity out of nature.  No longer are we in tune with the natural state of being.

Nothing signifies this most drastic change in the human perception of nature than the machine.  As
America expanded westward, in search of the utmost of democratic principles of the attainment of
more and more land, new means of labor would become necessary.  As the United States
mechanized through the Second Industrial Revolution of the late nineteenth century, America
farming also became mechanized.  "[T]he new-style sodbuster was an expansionist, feeling all the
old land hunger of an opportunity-seeking democrat, but adding an intense desire to make his new
machines profitable that would have shocked Thomas Jefferson's agrarian idealism."35  The
landscape of the Great Plains would be transformed in a generation into an unrecognizable region.
It would become "a landscape tailored to the industrial age."36  In this transformation, the
mechanization of agriculture, the expansion of people and farming, the over-utilization and
overworking of the land, and of course, the profit motives of the capitalists would create the
situation of the Dust Bowl in the 1930s.

30 White, 3.
31 Karl Marx, as quoted in Donald Worster, The Dust Bowl:  The Southern Plains in the 1930s (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1979), 3.
32 Donald Worster, The Dust Bowl:  The Southern Plains in the 1930s (Oxford:  Oxford University Press,
1979), 7.
33 Ibid., 95.
34 Ibid., 94.
35 Ibid., 87.
36 Ibid.
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In Marxist environmental history, it is readily acknowledged that Marx did not directly address the
question of the environment.  However, according to some Marxists, the theories of Karl Marx and
Frederick Engels could be used to address the problems in the twentieth-century world (as argued
by Donald Worster).  In his preface to Marx and Engels on Ecology, Howard Parsons sets forth his
thesis on the relevance of Marx and Engels:  "This work is offered in the conviction that the ideas of
Marx and Engels on ecology are and can be made relevant and useful in solving ecological
problems and the other major social problems connected with them."37

Parsons points out where and when Marx formulated his theories; thus, he ties Marxism with
environmentalism.  "The primary places at which ecological damage was inflicted were the factory
and the dwellings of the industrial workers, the large agricultural estates, and the rural slums…"38

Marx critiqued the capitalist world for creating these situations.  The exploitation of labor was not
the only argument Marx asserted.  He makes the connection between labor and capital.  "Just as
capital exploits labor, it also exploits nature, bringing upon society comparable disastrous
consequences."39  The motive behind this exploitation is profit—the profit of capitalists.  The
answer to capitalism—free enterprise, private ownership and incentive, and profit-oriented
markets—is its antithesis, socialism—not only social and economic socialism, but political
socialism as well.

Whereas the political struggle since 1848 has been a struggle for social emancipation,
it is now clearly a struggle for humanity's emancipation not only from social but also
from natural oppression.  The struggle for emancipation from environmental
oppression cannot wait for the political emancipation of a given nation or group of
nations.  The ecological struggle must be linked to the political struggle.  It must be
maid clear that the class struggle against political oppression of the workers by a ruling
class is simultaneously a struggle against the oppression of nature by that same ruling
class, the ruination of natural sites of recreation and beauty, and other forms of
environmental degradation.  Liberation from one entails liberation from the other, since
human beings are an integral part of their environment, inextricably bound to it.40

The Great Liberators of both humanity and the environment, in Parsons' view, was the Great
Socialist Nation, the Soviet Union.  Although he "recognizes" that the Soviets had their share of
problems ("air pollution, some industrial pollution of inland waters, erosion, and so on…"41), he
argues that within the nation, answers had been found to confront the great evils of capitalism.
Parsons states that the ultimate answers for the environmental crisis facing the planet could be best
served by socialist nations.  "[I]n a socialist country, the problems are rooted not in a productive
system of private ownership and profit but in a system of public ownership, and consequently when
the public and the state officials are alerted to a problem and aroused to do something about it,
solution comes with relative ease."42  Whereas Worster demonstrated that more governmental
intervention would and eventually did solve some of the problems of the Dust Bowl, Parsons
declares that a socialist government would easily solve the entire environmental crisis, and it is up
to socialist nations to use their influence to cross ideological boundaries to help save the planet
because crises know no boundaries.  "Today the struggle of the working people is called upon not
only to maintain socialist societies wherever they exist and to create them where they do not exist,
but also to preserve and improve the planetary environment against the disruption and impairment
of nonhuman nature imposed by the capitalist mode of production and exchange."43

To Worster and Parsons, capitalists willing to exploit the land and nature, as well as the human
workforce, for profit-oriented gains created the evil environmental messes of the world.  Parsons

37 Marx and Engels on Ecology, edited and compiled by Howard L. Parsons (Westport, Connecticut:
Greenwood Press, 1977), xiv.
38 Ibid., 22.
39 Ibid., 26.
40 Ibid., 105 (emphasis original).
41 Ibid., 92.
42 Ibid.
43 Ibid., 104-105.
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points to the overall history of the industrialized world, but specifically addresses the United States
as the chief environmental antagonist, while Worster discusses a particular moment and region in
the United States.  Worster concludes his argument:  "Capitalism cannot fill [the need for
ecologically adaptive cultures]; all its drives and motives tend to push the other way, toward
overrunning a fragile earth.  Man, therefore, needs another kind of farming by which he can satisfy
his needs without making a wasteland."44  Two years before the publication of Worster's The Dust
Bowl, Parsons made a stronger anti-capitalist claim and added a more compelling threat.

[N]either social nor natural humanization will be possible on the scale required until a
socialist transformation of society effects a change in the ownership of industry and
agriculture and , with that, an economy of abundance rather than scarcity, popular
ownership of nature, and an extended responsible attitude toward nature's creatures.  In
a society and ecology of scarcity, governed by mutual predation, neither persons nor
human creatures are safe:  all are endangered by genocide and ecocide.45

What does a non-Marxist who has traveled to post-Soviet Russia think about these two arguments?
First of all, capitalism could not have created the environmental problems in the Soviet Union.
Neither is socialism without fault for the ecological crises prevalent in post-Soviet Russia.  Second,
the claim Worster makes that the ecological devastation of the Dust Bowl is perhaps the worst in all
history is debatable.46  The environmental disasters within the Soviet Union, with its socialist
agenda, political system, and social revolution, do nothing but discredit the Marxist claim that
capitalism is the cause of all environmental and ecological crises.  According to Murray Feshbach
and Alfred Friendly, Jr., "ecocide" in the former Soviet Union is the nation's worst legacy.
Feshbach and Friendly confront Parsons' assertions that publicly owned means of production solve
environmental problems.

For the environment, the central planning system became Frankenstein's monster…
Without a market mechanism to determine the value of credit, goods and services, they
assigned arbitrary costs and prices to capital, labor, raw material and equipment.  Most
damaging of all to nature, the planning system treated all natural resources—land,
water, mineral deposits and forests, for example—as state property, virtually as a free
good the cost of which to the user was either minimal or nil… The plan and its
fulfillment became engines of destruction geared to consume, not to conserve, the
natural wealth and human strength of the Soviet Union.47

The Volga River, the Mother of All Russia, offers an excellent microcosm of Marxist-socialist
policies toward nature. The Volga is a degraded environmental region, partly due to the industrial
mega-centers on the banks of the river. One observation can be made at Kazan, an ancient, great
city in the history of Russia.

We are approaching Kazan, the seat of the Tatar region of Russia, an ancient city more
Turkish than Russian. The sun is setting but I can still see the cloud of pollution hanging
over this ancient city. It makes me think about where we were earlier today—seeing
Lenin’s birthplace—and seeing the birthplace of the man who envisioned and created
the first Socialist state. Now, I think about what the Soviets left as their legacies. It’s
difficult not to think of their gifts as being negative—nothing positive comes to mind
right now. I look at Kazan and see what the rapid industrialization of this resource-rich
nation did. I can SMELL Kazan, even in my cabin with the door and windows shut…
For the first time, I am experiencing the environmental nightmare and disaster I have
heard so much about. This is a disgrace and a horrible legacy for the Soviets to leave

44 Worster, 243.
45 Marx and Engels on Ecology, 48.
46 It should be noted, however, that when Parsons and Worster wrote their analyses, the environmental
disasters of the Soviet era were not well-know in the West.
47 Murray Feshbach and Alfred Friendly, Jr., Ecocide in the USSR:  Health and Nature Under Siege (New
York:  BasicBooks, 1992), 40 (emphasis added).
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behind for all of us, and especially the Russian people. It smells here, the air feels
heavy. My eyes are watering from all the socialist “progress” that is in the air.48

The legacy of the Soviet Union's politics, economics, and industrialization means that the Volga
River suffers tremendously, even in the post-Soviet era.  The Volga is a victim of Marxist-
socialism, as practiced and implemented by the KPCC—the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union—as well as the rapid industrialization of the region.  The ecocide is present on the river from
its source, north of Moscow, to where it flows into the Caspian Sea or through the Volga-Don canal
on its way to the Don River.  Not only has nature paid the price, but also the people who live near
the Volga also must atone for its damage.  "Some Soviet waterways, in short, were dangerous to
human health.  Some were so polluted—the Volga River, the Caspian Sea, the Baltic—that fish
were dying and commercial fisheries with them.  In most cases, the fault lay with officials who
invested too much in promoting industry, too little in protecting people and nature."49

Today, the cruise boats, which have sailed up and down the Volga for generations, continue to
contribute to the degradation of the Volga.  Each evening, after dinner, a "dump" is made into the
river—an untreated dump of all sewage, garbage and other wastes.  Passengers aboard the ships are
requested not to use the tap water in their bathrooms; rather, boiled water is provided on each floor
of the ship.  The Russian tourists do not appear to show concern for these practices.  Western
tourists, especially Americans, are appalled!  Health hazards to humans or nature were not
perceived as important to Marxist-Leninism in the Soviet state.

Heavy industry was.  All along the Volga River, there are large, industrial sites.  The production
facilities at Yaroslavl, Kostroma, Nizhni-Novgorod, Kazan, Ulyanovsk, Saratov, Perm, Ufa,
Volgagrad, and Astrakhan produce steel, petro-chemical, chemical, and biological products.  There
are military facilities in the region which add to the hazardous threat and waste.  Agricultural
production contributes to the environmental problem with its pesticides and fertilizers.  Factories
rely on the river for cooling, hydroelectric power, and other key industrial requirements.  But the
population also relies on the river.  In just these major cities listed (not including Moscow or any of
the smaller towns and villages), 8,790,000 humans—souls—live on the banks of the Volga.  They
have to boil their water to drink.  They do not always have water available in their flats.  They rely
on the fish caught to add protein to their diets, and to sell, subsidizing their not-so-stable or reliable
wages.  They look to the Volga for recreation, transportation (even in the winter, with skis and
sledges).  Yet, the river may be failing them—and are they failing the river?  The Russian people
claim the state owns the river—thereby, it is free for all.  But, who will clean up the river?

The people have become part of nature along the Volga River, and together, were less of a priority
to the socialist state than the rapid heavy industrialization of the 1920s and 1930s. The people,
however, have a different perspective. They still swim in the Volga, eat the fish from the Volga, and
drink its water. Westerners, aware of the degradation, choose not to, and are ridiculed by their Russian
friends. Marxism in the Soviet Union was not the positive answer to the environment as Worster and
Parsons assert it is. The Communists left a nasty legacy, visible all along the Volga River.

By their very emphasis on production, by making those industries that are especially
harmful to the environment—steel, coal, and petrochemicals—the pillars of the
economic system, and by their nearly total disregard for the health of the environment
in these lands, the Communists left a legacy that will be more difficult to erase than
practically any other.  The result is a polluted environment that is observable
everywhere in the region… Where as the members of the Communist elite really
wanted to harm the environment, the flora, the fauna, and the people is immaterial:
intentions do not matter in the book of judgment, only facts.50

48 Schmidt, aboard the Mikhail Kalinin, on the Volga River, outside of Kazan, Tatar Republic, Russia, 25 July
1997.
49 Feshbach and Friendly, 116 (emphasis added).
50 Ivan Volgyes, "The Legacies of Communism:  An Introductory Essay," in The Legacies of Communism in
Eastern Europe, edited by Zoltan Barany and Ivan Volgyes (Baltimore:  The Johns Hopkins University Press,
1995), 5.
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An American's Perceptions and Analysis

Although I have some ideological (and, in my perspective, practical) differences with the Marxian
theory of environmentalism, I readily admit that the advanced industrial and capitalist "nature" of
the United States experiences its own environmental problems, crises, and degradations.  As a
resident of Colorado, I have become more aware of the controversies surrounding land use, water
policy, and deforestation.  As a landowner in Red Feather Lakes—our property literally borders
Roosevelt National Forest—I do not want to lose our pristine "front yard."  And, I notice the "brown
cloud" that hovers over the Front Range, created by the consumptionism of its residents (myself
included).  It is important, however, to note that, unlike in post-Soviet Russia, many solutions have
been utilized to minimize, if not eliminate, environmental hazards across the United States.  But, I
also recognize that we have a long way to go in order to create a more environmentally-friendly
society.  Environmentalism begins at home and it is not my place to interpret the environmentalism
of another country—unless I recognize my own nation's faults and limitations.

Throughout this "thought experiment," I have relied on other authors' works and made my own
comparisons of the Volga River.  In addition to these, I bring my own perspective into this paper.  I
traveled to the Volga region two summers ago.  I lived in Saratov, Russia, for two months.  I studied
at university, bought groceries at the market and fish at the piers, rode the mass transit, cruised up
the Volga for a week.  I became part of the nature of the Volga River.  What I write now is based on
my experiences during the summer of 1997 and the observations I made.

Situated on the Volga River, in the heart of provincial Russia, lies the city of Saratov.  Its
population of 900,000 lives, works, and breathes along the western banks of the Volga River.
Saratov is a heavily-industrialized "moderately-sized" city.  Throughout the Soviet era, and
especially since 1945, its industries included strategic manufacturing plants—mainly military
materiel.  Because of its strategic and military value, the city was closed to foreigners until 1993.
The landscape of the city is harsh.  The traditional Soviet-style high-rise apartment buildings line all
the streets, boulevards, riverbanks.  There is noise everywhere.  Grime coats the buildings, and
heavy pollution saturates the air.  It appears at first glance (and even at second and third glance) to
be an ecological nightmare, with no relief.

In his history of the Columbia River, Richard White wrote that "mechanization was the mark of the
modern; nature was a primordial past."51  The Soviet leaders, especially Joseph Stalin, promised that
Russia would move into the modern world through its heavy industrialization.  The traditional,
agrarian lifestyle of the peasants would be quickly transformed into a world of mechanization,
industry, and ultimately, industrial waste.  But, Stalin left at least one positive legacy that is still
with us today.

There is a park in the middle of Saratov—a park built in 1935 by Stalin, no doubt using "volunteer"
(read, prison) labor.  It is an oasis in a sea of muck and mud, perfectly planned to serve the people
of Saratov.  The nature of the park appears as one crawls through a back gate amid rubble of brick.
The noise of the city diminishes, the smell of the grass covers the industrial stench in the air.  The
coolness of the shade provided by the Russian oak and birch trees blocks out the debilitating
summer sun.  It is nature at its grandest.  It is a refuge for the people, long considered the
proletariat.  It is Marx's idea of utopia, in the midst of a socialist cesspool.  It also represents the
Crononian idea as "Nature as Self-Conscious Cultural Construction."  Even for this conservative
American, I felt Green.

There is no middle class in the former Soviet Union. A few elites still control the majority of
production, profit, and even the proletariat. The workers have little "creature comforts." But they do
have their park, they have their promenade with linden trees, they do have their private plots at their
dachas in the country. Geraniums proliferate in the windows of their Soviet-era flats, petunias line
the statue of Lenin at the city park. The residents of Saratov have their Volga River and its
embankment, a place for long summer walks, and cold winter cross-country ski excursions. Whether
their idea of nature is the same as Americans, they have their nature, however they define it.

51 White, 33.
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Saratov residents also have a unique characteristic of environmental that Americans take for
granted.  They individually recycle almost everything.  Plastic bags go from home, to the market,
home again, to be washed and dried in the bathroom, to be reused again.  Soft drink bottles are
carried to the vegetable oil kiosk, filled up, rinsed out when empty, and taken back for more.  Old,
enamelware milk pails are used, instead of milk cartons.  Canvas bags are taken to the market for all
the bounty purchased.  But, this primitive type of environmentalism practices by Russian women is
not out of concern for the environment.  Rather, it is done out of necessity.  Unlike American
grocery stores where purchases are sacked in brown paper sacks, bags are not provided at Russian
markets, kiosks, or stores.  Russian shoppers have to purchase even the cheapest of plastic bags and
sacks.  Containers for liquid commodities and groceries are non-existent on the streets.

There is little or no packaging on food products—which was appalling at first, to see chickens lying
on the counter, with no refrigeration, no wrap.  And this means that there is little household trash to
carry out—unless an American happens to live in the flat, who is from a disposable society!—just
one small bucket, once a week.  But in a city of 900,000, those small buckets add up.  I do not know
where the Saratov landfill is.  That, of course, is not a tourist attraction.  I guess I did not even want
to ask.  After seeing environmental degradation all around me, imagining only one small bucket of
trash for seven days and four people gave me hope for the future of the environment in Russia.

Today, there are numerous environmental movements in Russia, but in Saratov, far from "the
center" (Moscow), other issues concern the common Russian people.52  To talk to Russians about
the environment creates a very interesting conversation.  I gained insight by doing so with my
hosyaika,53 Berta.  Russians do not feel as threatened by their environment as I did.  To some, like
Berta, the more important concern right now is the post-Soviet transition to capitalism and
democracy.  They worry about receiving their wages—sometimes ten months late.  They worry
about putting food on their tables, keeping their flats heated in the winter, and what they will do for
pensions when they retire.  Russia currently is in no position to pay for the massive cleanups the
environment needs now, let alone to prevent further environmental disasters in the future.  They do
not overtly blame the former governments for the problems, nor do they seek answers from the
present government.

Yes, the Volga River and its region are heavily industrialized, severely polluted, and hazardous to
nature—to the people who live and work there, the fish in the stream, and the grass that the wind
blows over the steppes and across the riverbanks and steppes. The Volga region brings to mind
Charles Darwin's ideas of the "entangled bank."  According to Joel Hagen, in his book titled An
Entangled Bank, he writes that "Darwin's example provides an excellent illustration of basic
ecological principles. Species do not exist completely independently, but they often form interacting
groups.  Regulations of one population by another may be indirect.  Sometimes a single species may
have a pervasive influence on several other members of the web."54  In the present study, the
entangled bank demonstrates an interconnected, interwoven nature along the ancient banks of the
Volga River.  The human residents have interacted with the sturgeon; the government has imposed
its will on the river current; corrupt poachers interact with the old people over the caviar.

In addition, Hagen explains to his readers the symbolism of the Apollo space missions to the idea of
"Spacecraft Earth."  The self-contained environment of the space module was not, by Darwin's
theory, an entangled bank—except within itself.  The Apollo 13 disaster proved that self-contained,
independent systems would be almost impossible to save without outside assistance.  The earth,
however, was an entangled biosphere, with species in nature interdependent between each other,
even with the earth itself.  Processes that affected one species would affect others.

52 It is interesting to note that one international environmental movement in Russia is chaired by Mikhail
Gorbachev, the last Chairman of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, and the Soviet President when the
country collapsed in 1991.
53 Or, landlady.  Berta was my landlady during the summer of 1997, but now, I consider her moya dryga (my
friend), as we have continued our long-distance friendship through correspondence, phone calls, and even in a
visit in St. Petersburg in February 1999.
54 Joel B. Hagen, An Entangled Bank:  The Origins of Ecosystem Ecology (New Brunswick, New Jersey:
Rutgers University Press, 1992), 1
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My experience with this idea was aboard the Mikhail Kalinin, a Czechoslovakian river steamer, on
which I traveled the Volga for a week.  I became entangled with the Volga, dependent on it for my
showers aboard ship, while it emitted the water drained from the shower directly back into the river.
I interacted with other species along the river, including the seagulls that always trailed our ship for
scraps and morsels.  Outside the walls of a five-hundred-year-old monastery, I befriended a very
friendly calf that proceeded to follow me around her wooden village.  I purchased dried and salted
fish from many Volga boatmen, contributing a few dollars to their economy situation, and also
becoming part of the fishing culture long revered to the Volga people.  I drank a Russian beer on the
beach of the Volga on the Fourth of July, celebrating my nation's holiday, Russian style. I
acknowledged beauty in the most unique places—methane gas and chemical wastes create the most
incredible sunsets I have ever seen!  I traveled through the canals and around the dams, which
disrupted the Volga's ancient flow but which also created electricity for the countless millions of
Russians who depend on the energy created by the river.  I, too, became a part of the energy of the
Volga River.

When I traveled on the Volga two years ago, I did not realize at the time that I was interpreting it. My
travel journal proves otherwise, when I read it today. In my environmental naivete, I never really
thought of the Crononian idea of The Volga as Nature. But now, in retrospect, when I was on board
the Mikhail Kalinin, I was not a self-contained, independent observer to nature. I became a part of
nature—the nature of The Mother of All Russia, the polluted, the serene, the dynamic Volga River.
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Introduction

The millennial year (2001) opened in Central Asia with Kyrgyzstan again flooding its downstream
neighbors and with Uzbekistan shutting off the natural gas supplies to Kyrgyzstan.  What began as a
hiccup in regional relations resulting from residual Soviet planning has spiraled into a serious and
potentially violent conflict in the region.  The inescapable interdependence of the Central Asian
states both geographically and as an historical legacy of the Soviet Union must be managed if these
countries are ever to achieve security, sovereignty, and stable regional relations.

The core of this issue is the nexus of environmental and energy security in Central Asia: the
utilization of the Syr Darya waters.  These waters can either irrigate the vast cotton fields of
Uzbekistan and Southern Kazakhstan or fuel the hydroelectric capacity of Kyrgyzstan and
Tajikistan, but they cannot fully do both.  Attempts to reconcile these needs and these conflicting
interests form a history of the region since independence, paralleling the better known Aral Sea
crisis.  Tracing this history not only outlines the evolution of this crisis but also highlights the
economic and security needs of these republics.

This water/energy feud has been regularized into an annual game of ‘tit-for-tat’ exacerbating
already precarious environmental crises and political instabilities.  While analyses have shed light
on the existence of this water/energy conundrum1 and experts within the region have sought to call
attention to the related environmental degradation,2 this paper seeks to pull all of these issues
together.  Against the background of a full, complex picture of the entire situation, this paper will
also indicate how these issues are increasingly used as tools of regional relations.  In much the same
way as the ancient khans used water and other resources to strong-arm their opponents, so, too, are
their descendants finding the same weapons still in their arsenals.3  Rather than simply exacerbating
other sources of tension, in this case of the Syr Darya, the environment is itself increasing becoming
a weapon.

Background

While the recent history of Central Asia is tale of five republics endeavoring to chart their own
paths, geography and the Soviet legacy keep them inextricably linked.  Geographically, these
countries— Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan— are bound by the
twin rivers of the Inner Asian fertile crescent, the Amu Darya and the Syr Darya.  These two, now

1Gleason, Gregory. «Upstream-Downstream: the difficulties of Central Asia’s water and energy swaps,» Open
Society Institute, February 6, 2001; Brazhko, Vasilina. «An inviting proposal for Central Asia energy and
water resources,» Times of Central Asia. Vol. 2, no. 2 (45). January 13, 2000; Pannier, Bruce and Naryn
Idinov. «Water used as leverage in dispute,» RFE/RL. June 1, 1999; Pannier, Bruce. «Water becomes a
political issue,» RFE/RL. August 3, 2000; Simeoni, Gianpietro. «Water supply: Kyrgyzstan and Central
Asia,» Times of Central Asia, April 19, 2001.
2«Uzbekistan- careful of ecology,» Times of Central Asia, Vol. 2, no. 9 (52), March 2, 2000; «Uzbek experts
propose ways to save Aral Sea,» Times of Central Asia, Vol. 2, no. 10 (53), March 9, 2000; «Uzbeks face
problem of overflowing lakes,» Times of Central Asia, Vol. 2, no. 10 (53), March 9, 2000; «Water discharge
from Kazakh reservoir in Uzbekistan stops,» Kazakh Interfax News Agency reported in BBC News, March 3,
2001.
3 Sidikov, Bahodir. «Water war in Central Asia?» Times of Central Asia, Vol. 2, no. 33 (76), August 17, 2000.
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international rivers flow down from the mountains in the east towards their erstwhile destination,
the ever-desiccating Aral Sea in the west.  The Syr Darya, the ancient Jaxartes, runs over 2,896 km
from Kyrgyzstan, through Uzbekistan, into Tajikistan, and back into Uzbekistan before heading into
Kazakhstan and turning north to where it had emptied into the Aral Sea.  With an average annual
flow of 37 km3, the river supplies the water for irrigation and for several major cities, including the
capitals of Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan and the former capital of Kazakhstan.

The Soviet legacy comes in to play with the use of this water and the consequences thereof.  In
order to more fully tap the agricultural potential of this region, complex water management systems
were constructed along the courses of both the Amu Darya and the Syr Darya.  The rivers were
dammed to control the floods as the mountain snows and glaciers melt in the late spring, to ensure
that there was sufficient water to irrigate at the end of the long, hot summers, and to generate
hydroelectricity where feasible.  Among the dams on the Syr Darya are the Toktogul in Kyrgyzstan
and the Chardara in Kazakhstan.

The mighty Toktogul Dam straddles the headwaters of the Syr Darya at the Naryn River.  Although
construction began on the dam in 1962, its reservoir was not completed until 1975.4  The reservoir
took until 1987 to fill completely the 19.5 km3 it holds, which innundated 120km2 of arable land in
Kyrgyzstan.5  This is more than half the volume of Lake Mead (35.2 km3), the largest man-made
lake in the United States or enough water to fill the Great Pyramid of Egypt 7.5 times.  Comparable
to the Hoover Dam in size (roughly 220m) and in power generation capacity, 4 billion kWh/year,
Toktogul towers figuratively, if not literally, over other dams in the region.  Conversely, the
Chardara Dam with its reservoir capacity of 5.7 km3, was built simply to regulate the flows into
Kazakhstan and the Aitek canal. As southern Kazakhstan relies on irrigation for agriculture, the
Chardara’s main function had been to keep water in the fields during the summer and fall.6  While
there are several other dams along the Syr Darya in between the Toktogul and the Chardara, these
first and last dams are the focal point of this current crisis.

Another aspect of the Soviet water management legacy binding these republics together in spite of
themselves, is the staggering waste of resources, resulting in the Aral Sea crisis.  The inefficient use
of water, the poorly designed and poorly maintained irrigation systems, and the absence of natural
resource valuation caused a water shortage without a water scarcity.  That is to say, that while there
is sufficient water to meet the region’s needs, so much has been wasted that the rivers no longer
complete their courses, downstream users receive very poor quality water, and the ultimate
downstream users often receive no water at all.7  The penultimate downstream user, the Aral Sea,
received no inflow for several years in the 1980s and has lost over 50% of its surface area and 75%
of its volume.  The republics in Central Asia, but especially Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan, are linked
in their need to address the environmental devastation, as well as the economic and public health
disasters, the desiccation of the Aral Sea is causing.

Republics

The Aral Sea crisis highlights another Soviet legacy in the region, one that is at the same time
geographic and environmental, yet intensely political.  As part of the ‘divide and rule’ policy of the
Soviet Union, the Soviet republics carved from the territory of Central Asia were divided between

4 Saifullin, et al.. «Management of water resources in Uzebkistan and ways of raising its efficiency,»
September 1998. USAID Report. Contract no. PCE-I-00-96-00002-00. p. 47.
5 Britton, Barbara. «Synthesis Report: Issues and perspectives on the development of a multiyear agreement
on the operations of the Toktogul Reservois of the Naryn-Syr Darya Cascade,» Issue Paper No. 5. May 1997.
USAID Report. Contract no. CCN-Q-12-93-00165-04. p. 7.
6 Khamidov, et al. «Assessment of the current situation in the Syr Darya Basin water resource use,» June
1999. USAID Report. Contract no. PCE-I-00-96-00002-00, p. 6.
7 Smith, David. «Environmental security and shared water resources in Post-Soviet Central Asia,» Post-Soviet
Geography. Vol. 36, no. 6. 1995. pp. 356-358.
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upstream and downstream users.8  In a region primarily defined by its deserts and arid zones, water
is extremely precious.  The split between mountainous sources of water and flat, arable users of
water guaranteed tension and the need for Moscow to mediate.  Following independence, without
Moscow to referee, these tensions are now international conflicts.

The upstream suppliers of the region’s water are Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, both of which are
relatively small, mountainous, ethnically-divided, and poor.  While Tajikistan is still recovering
from a civil war that from independence (1991) until mid-1997 wrecked the country, Kyrgyzstan
had been relatively stable until recent incursions from Islamic rebels jeopardized its security and its
relations with its neighbors.  Battling these militants as they move from Tajikistan through
Kyrgyzstan towards Uzbekistan has been a drain on scarce resources for both republics.  Neither
country is particularly resource-rich nor do they have much arable land.  One of the few resources
that these embattled republics do possess is a wealth of hydroelectric potential.  Kyrgyzstan has an
economically feasible hydroelectric potential of about 55,000 GWh/yr, and 264,000 GWh/yr could
likewise be generated in Tajikistan.9  Neither country currently has the infrastructure to generate
this amount of electricity and instead produce 3 and 4 GWh/yr, respectively.  When fully
functioning, this constitutes between 90 and 98% of the countries’ electricity generation, but often
fails to meet their energy needs.10

Table 1- Background Statistics on the Syr Darya Basin Republics

size (km2) arable land
(km2)

% of total
£

population
in millions

§

%GDP
agriculture

*

% Syr Darya
flow generated
domestically

£

water
dependency

ratio •

% Syr
Darya
with-

drawal ¶
Kyrgyzstan 198,499 13,895 - 7% 4.753M 41% 78% 0 1%

Tajikistan 143,099 8,585 - 6% 6.578M 19% 1% 16.7 7%

Kazakhstan 2,717,286 326,079 - 12% 16.731M 10% 8% 31.2 33%

Uzbekistan 447,397 40,274 - 9% 25.155M 33% 13% 77.4 41%

£ from Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. Aquastat reports: Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan,
Uzbekistan. on-line version. January 1998.
§ from infoplease.com listings for: Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan, updated 2001. Figures for 2001
estimated.
* from World Bank Group. At a Glance Reports: Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikisan, and Uzbekistan. on-line version.
updated August 31, 2000.
• from Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. Irrigation in the Countries of the Former Soviet Unions
[sic] in Figures: Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan. Rome. 1997.
¶ from Britton, Barbara. «Synthesis Report: Issues and perspectives on the development of a multiyear agreement on the
operations of the Toktogul Reservois of the Naryn-Syr Darya Cascade,» Issue Paper No. 5. May 1997. USAID Report.
Contract no. CCN-Q-12-93-00165-04.  Aral Sea is allocated 18%, making 100% of the total 37 km3.

The downstream users of the Syr Darya’s waters include Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan, and ideally,
the Aral Sea as well.11  Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan are significantly larger both in territory and
population than their upstream neighbors.  While Kazakhstan alone is the size of all of Western
Europe, the area relevant to the Syr Darya Basin is the vast steppe lands of southern Kazakhstan, as
opposed to its more industrial north.  The land along the water’s course through most of these two
republics is fertile if heavily irrigated.  The demands on irrigation are increased by the region’s
principle crop, water-intensive cotton.  The Soviet Union had ordered the region’s agriculture

8Goble, Paul and Bruce Pannier. «A watershed in Central Asia,» RFE/RL Newsline, Vol. 1, No. 82, Part I,
July 28, 1997.
9 Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. Irrigation in the Countries of the Former Soviet
Unions [sic] in Figures: Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan. Rome. 1997.
10 Food and Agriculture Organization. Aquastat reports: Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan. on-line version. January
1998.
11 While many of these issues pertain also to Turkmenistan, this paper focuses on the Syr Darya Basin and
therefore excludes Turkmenistan from the analysis.
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converted to a cotton mono-culture that has systematically destroyed the soil and overtaxed its
water supplies, but continues to constitute a significant portion of export earnings.12  However, both
republics are endowed with substantial energy reserves, including natural gas, oil, and in
Kazakhstan, coal also.  Despite their mineral wealth, both countries remain extremely dependent on
the water from their upstream neighbors for irrigation as well as urban uses and for sufficient
volume to ameliorate the effects of the Aral Sea crisis that impact upon these two republics most
immediately.

Evolution of Crisis

As all of the now independent republics were once part of the unified Soviet state, the water
management infrastructure was constructed to service the region as a whole.  Upstream republics
contributed their wealth of water to irrigate the vast lands of Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan.  Dams and
reservoirs were constructed to ensure a consistent supply of water to the downstream croplands
during their growing season.

The energy produced by the dams was a side benefit, not central to the dams’ main function.  The
electricity generated by the summer releases was not of significant use to Kyrgyzstan, the republic
in which it was produced, because its small population and smaller industrial base made little
demands of the energy grid at that time of year.  The high mountains and the bitter winters created a
much more significant need for electricity for heat in the winter.  The primary agricultural function
of the dam is evident in the fact that Kyrgyzstan was not permitted to run the dam during the winter
to generate electricity for its own needs, but rather stored water until early summer to ensure
sufficient reserves for irrigation.  As part of the integrated Soviet plan, the downstream republics
compensated Kyrgyzstan for the summertime releases by sending a portion of their vast energy
reserves to that republic during the winter.  Upstream and downstream users swapped summer water
for winter fuel.  And, of course, the cost of operating and maintaining the dams and reservoirs was
borne by the central government in subsidies. This pattern continued for Kyrgyzstan until
independence.13

As the first few winters of independence left the republic strapped for cash and hard pressed to pay
for its energy needs, hydroelectric power generation became an increasingly attractive use for the
already existing infrastructure.  In fact, IMF and US economic surveys of Kyrgyzstan in the early
1990s consistently cite hydroelectric power as one of its few resources and suggest using
Kyrgyzstan’s hydroelectric power generating potential to bolster its economy. 14  The Toktogul
dam, with its huge reservoir, stood ready to supply not only the republic’s energy needs especially
during the bitter winters, but also to provide a source of foreign exchange earnings.

There remained two significant problems, both centered on the dam having been built for
agricultural purposes.  Although there is nothing in particular about the dam’s design that designates
it for one purpose or another, downstream users count on the timing of water releases for irrigation.
Changing the timing of releases to suit Kyrgyzstan’s energy needs had two major obstacles.  One,
the river’s carrying capacity is reduced in the winter when the Kyrgyz needs the energy, and two, it
would deprive downstream republics of water when they need it for their crops.

A River in Winter

The reduced carrying capacity of the Syr Darya is partially a function of having had its flow
managed.  Normally, the river would naturally flood in the late spring thaws when the temperature
rises along the river’s entire course.  To prevent these floods, dams were constructed downstream of
Toktogul— the Kairakum in Tajikistan, the Andijon in Kyrgyzstan, the Charvak in Uzbekistan, and

12 Cotton alone provides 40% of Uzbekistan’s export earnings. World Bank Group. Country Profile Reports:
Uzbekistan. on-line version. updated September 2000.
13 Khamidov, p. 7.
14 International Monetary Fund. IMF Economic Reviews: Kyrgyz Republic, 1993. Washington, D.C.
December 1993; Mainayev, Boris. «U.S. experts to decide on Kyrgyz Hydroelectric power station,» ITAR-
TASS. June 23, 1993.
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the Chardara in Kazakhstan.  With so much of its volume diverted by these dams into reservoirs, the
Syr Darya shrank in from its banks downstream.  As it shrank and silted, the capacity of the
riverbed diminished and villages moved in towards the new riverbank.15

Additionally, the lower reaches, those closest to the Aral Sea, where the river runs far north in
Kazakhstan, freeze in the winter.  The river may or may not freeze solid annually but its frozen
banks significantly restrict the amount of water it can contain.  The river’s banks were usually
sufficient to contain the river’s natural winter water volume.  All of these factors resulted in the
river’s inability to contain as much water as it once did, and certainly not to contain a heavy flow in
the winter when these narrowed banks would be frozen as well.  Therefore, especially in the winter,
there is now no place for a significant influx of water to go but out over its banks.

Downstream Dependence on Water

While unable to contain a glut of water in the winter, the Syr Darya still supplies the irrigation
system for hundreds of thousands of hectares of croplands in Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan. A
significant portion of both of these republics’ economies is derived from agriculture (see table
above) and a majority of this is cotton.16  Thus, these downstream republics are bound to their
irrigation networks for their economic survival.

Unlike northern Kazakhstan, which has numerous rivers, the preponderance of water used in this
area of Kazakhstan and in Uzbekistan is generated outside the republic’s borders.  Uzbekistan is, in
fact, one of the more water dependent countries in the world, receiving over 80% of its water from
beyond its borders.17  In order to maintain foreign exchange earnings, Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan
must cultivate cotton, for which they must irrigate, for which they must receive sufficient water at
the correct times of year.  Kyrgyzstan, and to a much lesser extent Tajikistan, control both the
amount and the timings of the Syr Darya water releases in these republics.  Clearly, releasing water
in the winter instead of the summer would have a ruinous effect on the cotton crops, and by
extension the economies of the downstream republics.  Thus, Kyrgyzstan’s switch to a hydroelectric
use of the dam would cause sufficient economic dislocation and environmental damage that neither
downstream republic could accept the consequences.

The Barter Trade War

Faced with the dependence of their downstream neighbors and with the momentum (or inertia) of
history, in 1992 Kyrgyzstan, along with water ministers from all the Central Asian republics, signed
an agreement to continue the 1982 Soviet water allocations regime.18  This agreement set out the
amounts of water each republic should receive annually.  However, as independent states,
Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan were no longer obliged to deliver their energy resources to Kyrgyzstan
free of charge.   Deliveries were, therefore, dramatically reduced when Kyrgyzstan was unable to
pay.  Kyrgyzstan also found itself responsible for the maintenance and operations costs of the water
management infrastructure on its territory, carrying a price tag of nearly $4 million/yr.19  Finding
few feasible alternatives, Kyrgyzstan ran the Toktogul dam for hydroelectricity during the winter.
While the following spring brought sufficient rains and glacier melt to replenish the dam’s
discharge, there was serious flooding in Kazakhstan.

15 Tsaruk, Oleg. «Big water flows to the Kzylkum or Is the Aral dying?...Long live Aidar!» ECOSTAN News.
Vol. 3, no. 4. April 1, 1995.
16 Khamidov, p. 7.
17 Klötzli, Stefan. «The water and soil crisis in Central Asia- a source for future conflict?» ENCOP
Occasoinal Paper, No. 11. Center for Security Policy and Conflict Research. Swiss Peace Foundation. May
1994. Chapter 4.  Compare with Turkmenistan over 90% and Egypt 97% dependent on externally supplied
water resources.
18 Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. Irrigation in the Countries of the Former Soviet
Unions [sic] in Figures: Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan. Rome. 1997; Saifullin, p. 52.
19 Aiyp, Naryn. Water Resources,» Kyrgyz News--. June 12, 1997. reported in Turkistan Newsletter, Vol. 97-
1:09, June 13, 1997.
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In 1993, Kyrgyzstan’s economy was rapidly economy declining and being driven to great levels of
inflation by the contraction of the Russian economy.  Two of the republic’s responses further
escalated the impending trade war.  One is that with the encouragement of the United States,
Kyrgyzstan began to investigate using hydroelectricity not simply for energy but for its job potential
and as a means to develop its economy. A secondary dam, above the Toktogul, the Kambarata
barrage, was explored as an alternate means of generating hydroelectricity without interfering with
the irrigation function of Toktogul.  Unfortunately, the nearly $2 billion price tag for constructing
this system was, and is, beyond the reach of the already cash-strapped republic and the beyond the
inclination of the international aid community to invest in a non-strategic, resource poor country. 20

Thus Kyrgyzstan has borne witness to the old adage «it takes money to make money,» and accept
that it lacks the resources to capitalize on its primary resource.

Kyrgyzstan also chose to leave the so-called «Rouble-zone» and introduce its own currency in
1993.  This switch prompted Uzbekistan to demand that payments for natural gas be made in hard
currency.  After much negotiation, Uzbekistan was willing to drop the price 40% so long as the
payments were made in hard currency and the water from Toktogul was released on time.21  This
began the spiteful cycle of leveraging gas, water, the transit for either, and any other commodity
against neighbors, allies, and erstwhile co-signers of a treaty of eternal friendship.22

Both 1993 and 1994 were high water years and meeting both the demands of hydroelectricity and
irrigation were accomplished without drawing down the reservoir.  The same cannot be said for the
low-water year of 1995.  While the Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan negotiated an
agreement to exchange water for energy resources in the winter, the product was highly flawed.
First, the countries involved did not come to agreement until June.  The reservoir had already been
drawn down too far during the earlier months to allow for a full summer release.23   Kazakhstan did
not receive its full allotment of water because Tajikistan had not been include in the negotiation—it
being in the midst of a civil war— and therefore felt no compunction about detaining additional
water to meet its needs during a low water year.24  Additionally, these early agreements pertained to
the volumes of annual allotments and neither specified timing of the releases nor that there would
not be winter releases.25  Thus, when Uzbekistan again began charging world prices for its natural
gas, Kyrgyzstan ran Toktogul during the winter and fully met its annual release obligations.26

Further difficulties came in 1996 when Kazakhstan, in spite of its massive energy reserves, faced a
serious energy crisis.  The republic, at the urging to the World Bank and would-be investors,
addressed this potential crisis by privatizing its energy sector.  Unfortunately, it failed to include
allotments of coal and other resources for Kyrgyzstan as part of its privatization plan.  Therefore,
the Kazakh government was unable to compel the newly privatized industries to sell energy
resources to Kyrgyzstan, especially at a loss, and fell short in its shipments, sending only 200,000 of
the 600,000 tons of coal it had promised to Kyrgyzstan.27  Kyrgyzstan was then forced to release
water in the winter to make up the energy shortfall.

In June of 1997, the Kyrgyz government discussed charging Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan a price in
hard currency for the water they receive.  While, on the one hand, it was argued that water should
be treated like any other commodity and paid for, on the other, it was recognized that «if the Uzbeks
want to play rough, there are a hundred ways they can make [the Kyrgyzs’] lives difficult.»28

20 Mainayev, June 23, 1993; Kasymova, Valentina. «National constraining factors to the agreement on water
and energy use in the Syr Darya Basin (Kyrgyz Republic),» April 1999. Contract no. PCE-I-00-96-00002-00,
p. 20.
21Kuzmenko, Boris. «Former Soviet republics prefer dollars,» Moscow News. August 13, 1993.
22 «New regional bloc to be formed in Central Asia,» ITAR-TASS News Agency January 10, 1997.
23 Khamidov, p. 12
24 Khamidov, p. 14.
25 see collection of agreeements in the Appendices of Daud Beg, «CAR power market: Issues and options,»
November 1999. Contract no. PCE-I-00-96-00002-00.
26 Bransten, Jeremy. «Kyrgyzstan/Uzbekistan: the politics of water,» RFE/RL Newsline. October 14, 1997.
27 Khamidov, p. 13.
28Bransten, October 14, 1997.
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Subsequently, the Uzbeks have succeeded in making both the Kazakhs’ and the Kyrgyzs’ lives
difficult.  In July 1997, the Uzbeks decreased the amount of water that flowed into Kazakhstan,
threatening the failure of nearly 1,000 km2 of corn and cotton crops.  The prospect of losing these
crops elicited a significant protest demonstration in Kazakhstan, and, in response to pressure from
the Kazakhstan government, Uzbekistan released an additional 20% of the water, still amounting to
only 50% of what Kazakhstan had originally been allotted.29  Ironically, these protests took place
along an irrigation channel between the republics known as the «Friendship Canal.»

August 1998, Uzbekistan completely shut off the natural gas to Kyrgyzstan as a result of its being
seriously in arrears in gas payments.  While the gas was restored after Kyrgyzstan paid $900,000 of
the debt, Uzbekistan had raised the stakes to turning off an entire country’s energy supply.
Uzbekistan again cut the gas to Kyrgyzstan again in November, citing an accrued bill of $3.3
million, despite Kyrgyz protests that they had paid $1.7 million of that.30  This situation continued
until March 1999, with Kyrgyzstan running Toktogul to make up the difference in electricity.
Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan finally reached an agreement of compensation, with Kyrgyzstan
providing Uzbekistan with flour in exchange for gas.  However, Uzbekistan only agreed to by the
flour at $220/ton while world prices were $320/ton and sell the gas at $50/1000m3 while world
prices were $38/1000m3.31

The poor regional relations fostered by this inequitable arrangement were additionally soured with
Kazakhstan as a result of the winter water releases.  Running Toktogul to compensate for the energy
shortfall caused massive flooding in Kazakhstan in February 1999, straining relations between it
and Kyrgyzstan.32  The remainder of 1999 saw a series of reprisals among these three republics,
with the downstream countries turning on and off gas and coal deliveries and Kyrgyzstan turning on
and off the water during the irrigation season.33  November in Bishkek, the capital city of
Kyrgyzstan, several elderly and infirm residents froze to death due to the lack of heat.34

29Goble and Pannier. July 28, 1997.
30 «Uzbekistan cuts off gas supplies to Kyrgyzstan,» RFE/RL Newsline. February 26, 1999
31«Kyrgyz parliament debates Uzbek gas supplies,» RFE/RL Newsline. March 22, 1999.
32«Kyrgyz gas supplies to be restored,» BBC World Service. August 4, 1998.
33 «Uzbekistan cuts off gas supplies to Kyrgyzstan,» RFE/RL Newsline. February 26, 1999; «Gas supplies
from Uzbekistan to Kyrgyzstan resumed,» RFE/RL Newsline. March 2, 1999; «Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan reach
new agreement on gas supplies,» RFE/RL Newsline. March 10, 1999; «Uzbeks cut gas supplies to Kyrgyzstan
for unpaid bills, electricity for gas,» Kyrgyz Radio First Programm, reported in Central Eurasian Project Open
Society Institute. April 13, 1999; «No gas supply from Uzbekistan yet, April 14» Kyrgyz News in Turkistan
Newsletter, Vol 3:094, April 26, 1999; «No gas supply from Uzbekistan yet, April 15,» Kyrgyz News in
Turkistan Newsletter, Vol 3:094, April 26, 1999; «Kyrgyzstan without natural gas still, April 18,» Kyrgyz
News in Turkistan Newsletter, Vol 3:094, April 26, 1999;
«No natural gas deliveries from Uzbekistan yet, April 20» Kyrgyz News in Turkistan Newsletter, Vol 3:094,
April 26, 1999; «Bishkek residents receive gas, April 21,» Kyrgyz News in Turkistan Newsletter, Vol 3:094,
April 26, 1999; «Kazakhstan again cuts off gas supplies to Kyrgyzstan,» RFE/RL Newsline. May 19, 1999;
«Kyrgyzstan cuts off water to Kazakhstan,»  BBC World Service. May 24, 1999; «Kazakhstan resumes gas
supplies to Kyrgyzstan,» RFE/RL Newsline, May 24, 1999; «Kyrgyzstan cuts water supply to Kazakhstan,»
RFE/RL Newsline, May 25, 1999; «Kyrgystan to receive more gas from Uzbekistan,» RFE/RL Newsline, May
26, 1999; «Kyrgyzstan resumes water supplies to Kazakhstan,» RFE/RL Newsline, May 28, 1999; «Threat of
Uzbek gas supply cut looms over Kyrgyz homes,» Kyrgyz Television, Channel One, reported in BBC News.
May 28, 1999; «Kazakhs cut Uzbek gas supplies to Kyrgyzstan over unpaid debt,» Interfax-Kazakhstan News
Agency, reported in BBC News, June 15, 1999; «Gas deliveries resumed in Northern Kyrgyzstan,» RFE/RL
Newsline, June 18, 1999; «Kyrgyzstan seeks to renegotiate prices for Uzbek natural gas,» Kyrgyz Khabar
News Agency reported in BBC News, June 29, 1999; «Kyrgyzstan to buy gas from Kazakhstan,» RFE/RL
Newsline, August 2, 1999; «Gas deliveries from Uzbekistan should be increased,» RFE/RL
Newsline,November 2, 1999; «No gas from Uzbekistan yet,» Kyrgyz Report, RFE/RL Reports from the Field,
November 19, 1999; «No gas from Uzbekistan yet,»(2) Kyrgyz Report, RFE/RL Reports from the Field,
November 19, 1999; «Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan fail to resolve gas dispute,» Kyrgyz Report, RFE/RL Reports
from the Field, November 23, 1999; «No gas from Uzbekistan yet,» (3) Kyrgyz Report, RFE/RL Reports from
the Field, November 30, 1999; «Gas deliveries from Uzbekistan will be resumed,» Kyrgyz Report, RFE/RL
Reports from the Field, November 30, 1999; «Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan reach agreement on gas supplies,»
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The advent of 2000 held out little more promise for this trade war than had the years prior.  In fact,
as opposed to the high water years of 1998 and 1999, throughout 2000, the region experienced a
severe drought.  Exacerbating these conditions, was the Kyrgyz experience of starting the year
without their gas supplies from Uzbekistan, damaging several major factories35 and making them
leery of releasing water that would undermine their own hydroelectric capacity for the following
winter.  Thus, Kyrgyzstan has withheld water releases during the summers to ensure the sufficiency
of water supplies for its own needs.  The summer water «shortage» became so extreme that both
Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan negotiated with Tajikistan for additional water releases, despite that
country’s own drought.36  However, in spite of the severity of the situation, the squabbles continued,
and increasingly drew in the back debts of other commodities.  For instance, when Uzbekistan
withheld water from Kazakhstan, Kazakhstan turned off Uzbekistan’s international telephone
connections as the lines from the Soviet days still ran north through Kazakhstan.37  Exchanges of
water were now bartered off against the transit fees not only of the water but of gas.38

The year 2000 concluded and 2001 opened with Uzbekistan again cutting off the gas supply to
Kyrgyzstan and further raising the price.  Riots broke out in the Kyrgyz capital in February as the
gas situation had still not been rectified.39  In attempts to generate additional electricity on their
own, Kyrgyzstan released so much water from the Toktogul reservoir that Uzbekistan’s Minister of
Ecology and Emergency Management sent a letter requesting Kyrgyzstan to regulate the flow.
Kyrgyzstan simply replied that this is a consequence of Uzbekistan’s failure to supply natural gas
and that the dams in Uzbekistan should be up to the challenge.40  As this summer has again been
very hot and dry, the early release of such a significant volume of water will dramatically reduce the
amount available for irrigation, potentially damaging the Uzbek cotton crop.  Uzbek officials had
announced plans to expand the area of cotton cultivation based on an agreed 2.3 billion m3 release.
Kyrgyz energy officials have declared that only 750 million m3 will be released, potentially costing
Uzbekistan 300,00 tons of cotton.41

Kazakhstan has opted to make a separate peace with Kyrgyzstan.  Much of the Kyrgyzstan’s
difficulties and dependence on Uzbek natural gas in the winter center around the inconsistency of
Kazakhstan’s ability to meet its agreed coal, oil, and gas delivieries.  Rather than repeatedly engage
in the cycle currently absorbing Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan has offered debt forgiveness to
Kyrgyzstan, for non-payment of the energy resources Kazakhstan supplies, in exchange for
consistency of water supplies and offered to shoulder some of the costs of the operations and
maintenance of the Kyrgyz dams.42

RFE/RL Newsline. December 1, 1999; «Electricity cuts paralyse [sic] life in southern Kyrgyz town,»
Vercherniy Bishkek reported in BBC News, December 2, 1999; «Kyrgyz-Uzbek gas talks in Tashkent,» BBC
World Service, December 9, 1999; «Kyrgyz gas reconnected,» BBC World Service, December 13, 1999.
34Borubaeva, Gulhan. «Gas Shortage in Kyrgyzstan,» Kyrgyz Committee for Human Rights, reported in
Soros-Open Society Institute, December 20, 1999.
35Namely, the glass plant in Tokmok, the cement plant in Kant, and the Bakai alcohol enterprise in Kara-
Balta. «Energy security of the country,» RFE/RL Newsline- Kyrgyz Country Reports, January 4, 2000.
36 «Kazakhstan seeks to alleviate water shortage,» RFE/RL Newsline. July 19, 2000; «Drought-hit Tajikistan
providing Uzbekistan with water,» Voice of the Islamic Republic of Iran Radio reported in BBC News, July
23, 2000; «Uzbekistan appeals for drought relief,» RFE/RL Newsline. September 14, 2000; Hogan, Bea.
«Decreased water flow threatens cotton crop, peace in region,» Open Society Institute, August 2, 2000.
37«Debt row cuts Central Asia phones,» BBC World Service, July 18, 2000.
38Pannier, Bruce. «Water becomes a political issue,» RFE/RL. August 3, 2000.
39 «Residents of Kyrgyz capital protest gas, heating shortages,» ,» RFE/RL Newsline, February 2, 2001;
«Kyrgyz government petitioned over worsening social conditions,» RFE/RL Newsline, February 6, 2001.
40«Uzbekistan sent a letter...» Vecherniy Bishkek reported in Times of Central Asia, Vol. 3, no. 6 (103),
February 18, 2001.
41 Koichiev, Arslan. «Water games could leave Central Asia high and dry this summer,» Open Society
Institute, March 19, 2001.
42 «Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan to write off mutual debts,» RFE/RL Newsline,July 7, 1999; «Kyrgyzstan,
Kazakhstan sign accord to share water facilities,» Kyrgyz Radio Channel One, reported in BBC News,
September 12, 2000; Koichiev, March 19, 2001.
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Agreements and conflict resolution

This agreement with Kazakhstan does not exist in a vacuum, nor is it the first of its kind.  There are
numerous regional treaties and organizations to regulate the distribution of water.  In 1992, when
the countries of the region reconfirmed the Soviet water distribution allotments, the treaty also
created the Interstate Committee for Water Cooperation (ICWC), which in turn, is part of the over-
arching Aral Sea Basin Program and the International Fund for the Aral Sea (IFAS).43  As the Syr
Darya is the second of the two primary tributaries to the ever-shrinking Aral Sea, it is managed as
part of basin-wide plan both to rationalize regional water use and to try to conserve, preserve, or
stave off the impending death of the Aral Sea.  The ICWC is charged with careful monitoring and
regulation of all waters within the Aral Sea Basin.  Overseeing the Syr Darya in particular is the
intergovernmental Syr Darya Water Basin Organization (BVO, Russian acronym).  Created in 1987
when the Toktogul reservoir was finally filled, this agency, by regional consensus, is responsible for
the apportioning of water to each republic according to need, ensuring that the Aral Sea is also
taken into account.44

If these organizations and management structures exist, then how has this crisis come into
existence?  These agreements, like most international water rights are based on the volume, the
quantity of water delivered.  The issue in along the Syr Darya is not how much, but rather when it is
delivered.  The Kyrgyz have released at least the agreed upon amount of water, just not when the
downstream users need it.  Thus, in order to receive water when they want it, the Kyrgyz continue
to insist that either Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan compensate them for the loss of hydroelectric
benefit in the winter with some of their extensive energy resources, (as per the old Soviet
arrangement) or that the downstream users outright pay world prices for the water (as in a water
market).

In addition to the 1992 agreement re-confirming the Soviet water/energy distribution arrangement,
there were several other similar agreements reached over the years.  In 1993, with the backing of the
United States Agency for International Development (USAID), Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and
Uzbekistan declared an Economic Union and created the Interstate Council of Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan (ICKKU) as a forum for the presidents and the prime ministers of the
republics to meet. The goal of this organization was to coordinate better the relations and
interactions between the republics.  In 1994, an Executive Council of the ICKKU was formed and
charged with coordinating interstate activities including energy supply and environmental
protection and with assigning local representatives of the respective republics with regulating water
resources and pasture land.45  As part of their annual meetings the ICKKU negotiated the 1996
Energy and Water Sharing Agreement.  This stipulated that:

• Uzbekistan agreed to buy 1.1 billion kWh of electricity from Kyrgyzstan (generated from the
water releases for irrigation between April and September) for $8.41 million.  This payment
was to be made in the form of electricity provided to Kyrgyzstan during the winter.

• Uzbekistan agreed to deliver 400 million m3 of natural gas at an unspecified price to the
Bishkek thermal power plant.

• Kazakhstan agreed to purchase 1.1 billion kWh of electricity from Kyrgyzstan during the
summer months for $44 million.  The payment was to be in the form of 600,00 tons of coal to
be delivered before the end of 1996.

• Kyrgyzstan agreed to release a total of 6.5 km3 from the Toktogul reservoir between April and
September each to Uzbekistan and to Kazakhstan in compensation for the coal.46

43 Khamidov, p. 7.
44 Dukhovny, Victor and Vadim Sokolov. Integrated Water Resource Management in the Aral Sea Basin.
Scientific information Center of the Interstate Commission for Water Coordination in the Aral Sea Basin.
1999.
45 Beg, pp. 31-33. ; Environmental Policy and Technology Project. «Sustainable water management in the
Aral Sea Basin,» Draft Final Report. November 1998. Contract no. CCN-0003-Q-00-3165-00, p. 14.
46Britton, p. 8.
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Despite these arrangements, the privatization of Kazakhstan’s energy sector during the winter of
1995-1996 undermined its ability to meet its treaty obligations and the treaty was nullified almost
before it was signed.  Kyrgyzstan did not receive the coal it required in the winter although the
downstream republics had already received their water and the electricity it generated in the
summer.  Kyrgyzstan ran Toktogul in the winter, and both downstream republics received far more
than their share of the water, albeit during the winter when it caused flooding.

The consequences of Kazakhstan privatizing its energy sector are more far-reaching than simply
one winter’s dousing.  The region’s electrical grid was constructed during the Soviet period with all
the republics in one larger state.  Therefore, the power grid had unified the republics, facilitating
electricity transfers between the countries once they became independent.  By privatizing its energy
sector, Kazakhstan had to cut their portion of the circuit, refusing the transit of electricity via its
now privately held powerlines.  This undermined all of the republics ability to deliver electricity
consistently and reliably both within and among their borders.  This move on the part of Kazakhstan
has significantly hampered the development of a regional power pool.47

Again under the auspices of the ICKKU the Regional Energy and Water Complex attempted to
negotiate a new regional arrangement in 1997, but failed.  While the members did finally reach a
new agreement in 1998, it was not signed until 1999.  This new agreement made Tajikistan a full
member of the Council, which then became the ICKKTU.  The agreement’s provisions were:

• Kyrgyzstan will provide summer releases of 3.25 km3 from Toktogul to Kazakhstan and will
supply 1.1 million kWh of electricity.  Kazakhstan will pay for the power at the current rate or
will provide Kyrgyzstan with an equivalent amount of electricity or other fuel resource in the
winter.

• Kyrgyzstan will release 3.25 km3 of water from Toktogul for Uzbekistan and will provide 1.1.
million kWh of electricity. In exchange, Uzbekistan will deliver 500 million m3 of natural gas
and 400 million kWh of electricity in the fall/winter.48

In spite of the agreement, as was noted above, 1999 was not any more harmonious in the interstate
water/energy transactions than the years prior or since.  Annually these complex arrangements are
made, and then thwarted often before the ink is dry.  For example, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan
reached a bi-lateral agreement on gas and water payments on December 6, 2000.  On December 25,
Uzbekistan sent Kyrgyzstan a letter warning them that they had not paid the $2 million debt the
republics had renegotiated 3 weeks prior.  Uzbekistan cut the country gas supplies one week later.49

Regularly, international organizations, including the World Bank, United Nations Development
Program  (UNDP), Asian Development Bank (ADB), Organization for Security and Cooperation in
Europe (OSCE), plus others like USAID, have attempted to rationalize this situation.50  The twin
foci of these efforts are an energy market and water pricing.  While both power pools and water
markets would make sense and would potentially resolve the conflict, too many factors are absent to
implement either.  First and foremost is the acceptance that the water and the energy crises are
completely intertwined and any course must provide a practicable solution to both situations; one
cannot be resolved without the other.

47Ametov, Iskander, Valentina Kasymova, Vyacheslav Borisovsky, Alexai Zyryanov, Georgy Petrov, and
Anatoly Preigel’. «Status of the  electricity pool in Central Asia and the problems of efficient joint use of
water and energy resources of the Syr Darya Basin,» June 1999. Contract no. PCE-I-00-96-00002-00, pp. 15-
16.
48«Central Asian water sharing agreement,» Eni-Environment News Source. Vol. I, No. 3, November 1998.
49 «Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan reach agreement on energy, water resources,» RFE/RL Newsline. Decmber 7,
2000; «Uzbekistan warns Kyrgyzstan over gas debts,» RFE/RL Newsline, December 27, 2000; «Uzbekistan
reduces gas deliveries to Kyrgyzstan,» RFE/RL Newsline- Kyrgyz Country Reports, January 2, 2001;
«Uzbekistan cuts natural gas deliveries to Kyrgyzstan,» RFE/RL Newsline, January 3, 2001.
50 Eggleston, Roland. «OSCE Seeks agreement on water,» RFE/RL. June 5, 2000; Mordacheva, Tatyana.
«Water crucial factor in Central Asia today,» Times of Central Asia, Vol. 2, no. 48 (91), November 30, 2000.
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The water resource solutions put forward by international organizations have focused heavily on
water pricing.51  This entails establishing a rational, market price for water and then determining
which use has the higher value.  Unfortunately, not only is there no mechanism for implementing
this in the absence of any previous valuation of water or its uses, but most utilities are heavily
subsidized.  This undermines both efficiency in utilization and the feasibility of a near-term charge
for water because the prices for most goods including agricultural products, where irrigation
consumes 92% of the surface water, are based on non-payment for water.  A charge of this resource
would make most sectors of the economy non-cost effective and nonviable.52  Therefore, while long
term solutions may lie in adapting the price of water to match is value, it is unrealistic to assume
that this would be implemented in any near-term arrangement.

The power market solution does have the advantage of the region being contructed, during Soviet
times, as a unified power grid.53  This infrastructure, while outdated and in desparate need of repair,
does exist and is managed by the Unified Dispatch Center-Energia (UDC), an agency widely
respected in the region for fairness and impartiality.54  While UDC and the grid itself provide a basis
for unification, other nationalist agenda are more powerfully divisive.  The need to garner hard
currency for their resources drives all of these republics to act in national rather than regional
interests.  For example, Uzbekistan, where UDC is located, will not allow the agency to expand its
purview for fear it would lose some of its control.55

Likewise, international organizations have in many ways contributed to the fractiousness.  For
instance, the World Bank promoted Kazakhstan’s energy sector privatization that has profoundly
distrupted regional coordination.  Further compounding the problem is the chessmatch played by
these international organizations through their regional proxies.  The USAID supports the ICKKTU
as the vehicle for adressing these water-energy problems, favoring Kyrgyzstan and the upstream-
users’ rights.  The European Union’s Technical Assistance in the Commonwealth of Independent
States Program (EU-TACIS) and World Bank Global Environmental Fund (GEF) support IFAS and
the downstream users.56  Thus the international community may be exacerbating the situation more
than promoting a solution.

In the face of annual reprisals and ineffective support from international aid, regional tensions have
been raised to the extent of threats to security.  Kyrgyzstan’s government speaks of the threat to
energy security.57 Clearly, the on again, off again nature of Kyrgyzstan’s energy supplies
demonstrates their vulnerability to its downstream neighbors’ policies and economic whims.
Likewise, the ability of Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan also, to diminish the flow of water to the heavily
irrigated agricultural regions downstream, highlights the economic and potential food security threat
that the upstream countries have over their neighbors. Last summer’s drought and the resulting crop
shortfalls in fragile economies make these issues serious threats to regional stability and security.58

There is another aspect of regional security beset by this crisis.  It has received even less attention
than this gas/water situation until the past few years when it has taken on a threatening proportion in
its own right.  The growing menace undermines the sovereignty of Uzbekistan as its causes are
policy decisions by Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan, for which only Uzbekistan bears the cost.  This
threat is the ever-expanding Aidarkul.

51 Kurbanov, Tulanbai. «The paradoxical situation around the Aral Sea problem,» Times of Central Asia, Vol.
2, no. 19 (62), May 11, 2000.
52 Saifullin, p. 26, 40; Khamidov, p. 5.
53 Northern Kazakhstan is on the Russian powergrid, while southern Kazakhstan lies on the same grid as the
rest of Central Asia.
54 Beg, pp. 30-33.
55 Beg, p. 33.
56 Author’s interviews with Daene McKinney, Barbara Britton, and John Strickland (USAID-EPIC), Geoff
Rothwell (formerly of WB-GEF), Ulugbek Ruziev (IFAS/GEF), Pieter van den Hoven and Robert Yardley
(EU-TACIS).
57«Energy security of the country,» RFE/RL Newsline- Kyrgyz Country Reports, January 4, 2000.
58 Alimov, Shavkhat (pseud.). «Uzbekistan faces drought crisis,» RCA, No. 7, June 16, 2000; Pannier, Bruce.
«Central Asia: Drought decimating crops,» RFE/RL. August 3, 2000.
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Aidarkul and Ecological Security

Just below the Uzbek-Kazakhs border where the Syr Darya turns north, lies the Arnasai Depression.
Just north of that border in Kazakhstan is the Chardara dam.  Not long after the dam was completed,
a high water year (1969) sent a catastrophic flood over the reservoir and back into the Arnasai
Depression in Uzbekistan.59  By 1980, Komarov, mentions that «at the Chardzhou [sic- Chardara]
Hydroelectric Power Plant on the Syr Daria River, during the floods every year millions of cubic
meters of water pour pointlessly into the Arpasai [sic] Basin, which has not outlet.»60  He ascribes
this to cost cutting on flood drains.61  However, following the floods, the lakes in the depression
shrank back to negligible proportions.62  This pattern continued until Kyrgyzstan opened the
floodgates in the winter.

The Syr Darya’s carrying capacity was reduced because the northern Syr Darya freezes in the
winter. The rush of water hit the reduced capacity of the river, overflowed its banks, and washed
away many of these Kazakh villages and fishing communities that had crept in to the narrowed
riverbed, causing massive flooding. 63

The following winter, 1993, Kyrgyzstan requested assistance from Uzbekistan to cover the
operations costs of the reservoirs.  Uzbekistan refused, as it was funding the maintenance of the
dams and reservoirs in its own territory.  It also continued with its demand for payment on the
current debt for gas and for funds to cover the gas for the upcoming winter.  Unable to pay,
Kyrgyzstan ran the dam again.  Kazakhstan, to prevent further loss of life and livestock attempted to
contain the water behind the Chardara dam.  However, the capacity of its reservoir was soon
exceeded and the water broke through into the Arnasai depression in Uzbekistan releasing so much
water that Uzbekistan threatened to cut off what little gas Kyrgyzstan was receiving unless the
flooding stopped.64

By the late spring of 1994, the lowlands had filled with water and flooded out into what had been
the pasturelands of the «Hungry Steppe.»  This flooding had formed Lake Aidar, covering 170,000
ha., or 1700 km2, inside of Uzbekistan.65

For perspective, the entire Toktogul reservoir is only 19.5 km3 and Lake Mead, the reservoir behind
the Hoover Dam, the largest man-made lake in the U.S., is 35.2 km3.  In the space of 5 years, a lake
with roughly 2/3 the volume of the largest American man-made lake sprang up unbidden in the
midst of Uzbekistan’s prime pasture land and industrial province.  Between January 1993 and July
1998 the water level rose 6.4m, flooding 1,074 km3 beyond the initial flood that had created the lake
system.  The water releases in 2000 caused massive flooding causing the water to rise an additional
7.8m.  This rise in water level brought the inundated area to nearly 325,000 ha (3,258 km2, 5x the
area of Lake Mead or larger than the State of Rhode Island).66  The severity of the crisis began to
attract attention; conferences were held in Tashkent and attention was turned from simply an
energy/economic security threat to the ecological one.67

59 Vostokova in Glantz, Michael, ed. Creeping Environmental Problems and Sustainable Development in the
Aral Sea Basin. New York: Cambridge University Press. 1999; Khamidiv, et al. «Assessment of the current
situation in the Syr Darya Basin water resource use,» June 1999. Contract no. PCE-I-00-96-00002-00.
60 Komarov, Boris. The Destruction of Nature in the Soviet Union. New York: M. E. Sharpe. 1980, p. 53.
61 ibid.
62 «Uzbeks face problem of overflowing lakes,» Times of Central Asia, Vol. 2, no. 10 (53), March 9, 2000.
63 Ignatov, Fyodor. «Southern Kazakhstan threatened with destructive floods,» ITAR-TASS. January 20, 1995.
64 Britton, p. 7
65 Ibid.; Tsaruk, April 1, 1995.
66 «Overflow water poses threat to lake,» Uzbek Televsion Channel One reported in BBC News, February 23,
2000.
67 «Uzbekistan- careful of ecology,» Times of Central Asia, Vol. 2, no. 9 (52), March 2, 2000; «Uzbek experts
prropose ways to save Aral Sea,» Times of Central Asia, Vol. 2, no. 10 (53), March 9, 2000;«Uzbeks face
problem of overflowing lakes,» Times of Central Asia, Vol. 2, no. 10 (53), March 9, 2000.
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Table 2- Volumes of Water Releases from Chardara Reservoir to Arnasai Lakes (km3)

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 total
2.65 9.286 4.003 1.208 1.244 3.135 21.436

from Khamidov, et. al. «Assessment of the current situation in the Syr Darya Basin water resource
use», June 1999, USAID-EPIC Report. Contract no. PCE-I-00-96-00002-00.

The costs to Uzbekistan have been multifaceted.  The loss of pasturage required the destruction of
83,000 sheep and the loss of livelihoods that went with them.  Sixty homes have been flooded as
well as the local schools, as have 44 km of powerlines, and the primary road connecting the towns
of Nurata and Baymurad with the regional capital of Navoi.  The floods endanger the stability of the
gas pipelines between Gazli and Almaty, as well as those between Omsk and Charjou.  The waters
are also approaching the major cities of Navoi and Jizzak, both of which now require groundwater
pumps at their  perimeters to maintain the structural integrity of their buildings.  Over the past five
years, as a result of the untimely water releases Uzbekistan has suffered an estimated $1 billion in
losses.68  But this speaks to the economic, not the ecological, aspects of the crisis.

First, the inundation is approaching the towns of Nurata and Zerafabad.  Both of the towns are
uranium mining centers and both use in situ leaching technologies to extract the ore.  This
technology, and thus the mines, are very susceptible to flooding and to contaminating any water that
seeps into the process.  Both the surface and the subsurface water are at risk for contamination from
the uranium and/or from the sulfuric acid of the extraction process if the lakes reach this area.69

Whether or not this water becomes contaminated from these mines, the surrounding salty soil has
turned the fresh riverwater brackish, rendering it useless for watering herds or for irrigation.

Second, the change in water surface area in the region has had a detrimental effect on both the local
climate and on public health.  The desiccation of the Aral Sea has dramatically changed the regional
microclimate, pushing it from continental to extreme continental, losing up to a month from the
growing seasons as the summers become hotter and shorter.70  The large amounts of the displaced
water now standing farther east in Lake Aidar, in conjunction with the more extreme summer
temperatures are playing havoc with the precipitation cycle.  Additionally, the increasingly dry
conditions are worsening the already severe epidemiological situation.  The slow-running water is
more turgid and carries a higher mineral load, making it less sanitary and more prone to carry
disease.71

Third, as the Arnasai Depression has no outlet, all the water deposited there is lost to the Aral Sea.
While the water is within the Aral Sea Basin, any precipitation resulting from the surface water
moves back west.  Thus, all of the cubic kilometers of water pouring into Aidarkul will not help
ameliorate the desiccation of the Aral Sea.  Projects are underway to «save» the «Little Aral,» the
now separate, smaller part of the Aral that lies entirely within Kazakhstan and which had been fed
by the Syr Darya.72  While some water does make it down the Syr Darya’s entire course to the Little
Aral, how much more progress could be made if some portion of the annual overflows into Aidarkul
went instead towards the efforts to preserve what remains of the Aral?  Thus, Kazakhstan’s act of
self-preservation, forcing the winter flood waters into Uzbekistan, causing serious environmental
and economic damage there, is, in the long-run, also detrimental to its own environmental concerns.

68 «Overflow water poses threat to lake,» February 23, 2000; Kurbanov, May 11, 2000; Koichiev, March 19,
2001.
69 Mordacheva, Tatyana. «Water crucial factor in Central Asia today,» Times of Central Asia, Vol. 2, no. 48
(91), November 30, 2000.
70 Kamalov in Micklin, Philip and William Williams, eds. The Aral Sea Basin. New York: Springer. 1996.
71 Khamidov, p. 11.
72«World Bank to fund Kazakh water resources project,» Kazakh Interfax News Agency reported in BBC
News, June 15, 2001; «Uzbek experts propose ways to save Aral Sea,» Times of Central Asia, Vol. 2, no. 10
(53), March 9, 2000.
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New Tools of War

The fate of the Aral Sea had been a poignant symbol for Central Asians prior to independence, and
a rallying point for nationalism afterwards.73  However, this nationslism now undermines the ability
of now independent republics to cooperate and to address such regional problems as the Aral Sea
represents.  The conflict of national agenda within a clearly regional dilemma is nowhere so clear as
with the usage of the Syr Darya waters.

Part of this nationalism is understandable: creating an identity for newly independent countries and
asserting control over that territory and the resources therein.  Those resources include the natural
resources found on and in the land—such as oil, gas, gold, uranium, water, and the land itself—as
well as the infrastructural resources leftover from the Soviet Union—roads, railways, pipelines,
dams, etc..  However, none of this infrastructure was designed to complement the borders of any
one republic, rather it was meant to tie the republics together.  Now that they are independent, these
states find themselves still tied to each other.

This interdependence means that each republic must rely on the others for the proper operation of
that infrastructure. Conversely, that infrastrucutre can now also be used as leverage against the other
republics. While is seems only natural to stake sovereign claim to the roads and rail-lines within a
state’s border, the engineering of the infrastructure does not respect borders and the borders were
gerrymandered to be especially ethno-nationally divisive.74 The most direct route from northern
Kyrgyzstan to southern Kyrgyzstan cuts through Uzbekistan. There are several enclaves of Uzbeks
near the border of Uzbekistan, but within Kyrgyzstan.  Various pipelines and canals start in one
republic but primarily service another.  Each republic has vulnerabilities to the others. Rather than
accept their interdependence, nationalism fuels the need to ‘stand on one’s own two feet.’

One problem is the desire to be truly compensated for resources.  During the Soviet period, cotton,
and thereby land and water, along with gold, gas, oil, and innumerable other resources were
consumed voraciously by Moscow, without, what is felt in Central Asia, to be due compensation.75

Now, Uzbekistan would like to charge world prices for its natural gas and Kazakhstan would charge
the same for its resources.  In the absence of export pipelines, in a landlocked region, the countries
can only export many of these resources to each other and none can pay world prices.

Kyrgyzstan is additionally frustrated by the conventions of free water access for riparians.  The
other republics are endowed with natural resources that are recognized as saleable; Kyrgyzstan’s
only natural resource of consequence, water, must be distributed freely.  However, as the physical
infrastructure of the dam system, despite its shared function, is located in Kyrgyzstan, the Kyrgyz
feel they should be compensated for the timing of the releases, i.e. paid to not use the water for their
own purposes, and for the maintenance and operation of a system that benefits the downstream
users far more than it does the Kyrgyz.  Had Kyrgyzstan been paid world prices for the water it
releases from Toktogul, it would receive $800 million annually and not be a debtor nation.76

Obviously, Uzbekistan could no more pay world prices for water than Kyrgyzstan could pay world
prices for gas.

A second problem is the facility with which these resources can be cut off.  The nature of the dam
and the pipeline lends itself to readily flipping a switch.  This ‘switch’ is being used as leverage
more and more frequently for a variety of reasons.  The Kyrgyz government alleged that some of
the gas withholdings during the winter of 1999 were a political ploy in Uzbekistan to ensure an
overabundant gas supply in that country prior to its presidential and parliamentary elections.  The
Deputy Prime Minister of Kyrgyzstan explained that if Kyrgyzstan was «forced to increase sharply
the utilization of water at hydro-electric power stations...there may not be enough irrigation

73Critchlow, James. Nationalism in Uzbekistan: a Soviet Republic’s Road to Sovereignty. San Francisco:
Westview Press. 1991, p. 84.
74 Critchlow, pp. 11-12.
75 Critchlow, p. 68.
76 Osorov, Zamir. «Water war in Central Asia is imminent,,» Times of Central Asia. Vol. 2, No. 38 (81),
September 21, 2000.
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water...for Uzbekistan in the spring and summer next year.»77  In the fall of 2000, «local observers
believe[d] Kyrgyzstan released water from Toktogul...to take revenge for regular interruption of
natural gas...by Uzbekistan.»78   This spring, Kyrgyzstan’s threats to withhold the full volume of
water, following on the heels of the winter flooding, will significantly upset Uzbekistan’s plans to
increase the area of cotton cropping, undermining their economic plans.79

The third problem is that Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan still have border claims against each other.
Numerous borders were ill-defined at the end of the Soviet period, but the Uzbek enclaves in
already ethnically divided Kyrgyzstan provide a tempting target for redrawing the border.
Uzbekistan has used these previously shared resurces as leverage to force land concessions from
Kyrgyzstan.  Uzbekistan has explicitly used its gas resources as leverage to try and force
Kyrgyzstan to cede the territory that would connect these enclaves with Uzbekistan proper.80

While the power had clearly been on the side of the Uzbeks, with a larger population, larger and
better trained armed forces, and the power to turn off the gas, the balance may have shifted.  This
second year of drought further empowers Kyrgyzstan with its control of the water supply.  Rather
than acquiescing to Uzbek demands for land, Kyrgyzstan is requiring the back rent it is owed on oil
and gas fields located on its territory, leased by Uzbekistan since before the Soviet collapse.81

President Karimov of Uzbekistan has conceded that Kyrgyzstan is not at fault but places the blame
on Kazakhstan for failing to make their energy allotments to Kyrgyzstan.82   Despite the on-going
problems of Kazakhstan’s inability to keep its treaty agreements, it is considered a «a better partner
to Kyrgyzstan since it does not have any territorial claims» against Kyrgyzstan.83  However, the
shift in the balance of power toward the upstream states is evident is Kyrgyzstan’s recent efforts to
strongarm even Kazakhstan into paying the $20 million debt it owes by withholding its water.84

The power of water in an arid region may supercede even the power of energy.

Conclusion

And thus it continues with the republics, alternately shutting off water, gas, and other resources in
retaliation for insufficient payments or allotments.  The economic union that was burgeoning in the
region is devolving into a «tit-for-tat» over resources vital to the respective economies.  These
republics are fighting a trade war in barter currency.  While this may seem a petulant game at an
abstract level, people die in Kyrgyzstan without heat and in Uzbekistan, people are rapidly loosing
livelihoods as crop and pasture lands are swamped.  The Syr Darya situation remains a massive
economic and environmental threat to the region.

Perhap not «tit-for-tat» but «The Prisoners’ Dilemma» is a more appropriate game, in terms of
Game Theory, to describe these countries’ behavior.  At each turn the players «defect»; they sell out
the others.  Theoretically, shared experiences, common culture, or learning the costs of «defection»
eventually ought to make cooperation a more attractive option.  Clearly, the costs are not yet high
enough for these countries to see the benefit of cooperating.  Treaties and international assistance
notwithstanding, the absence of trust, the impetus of national interests over regional ones, and the
convenience of the tools of leverage make defecting too easy.

77 «Kyrgyz Deputy PM: Uzbek gas supplies reduced ‘for political reasons’,»Vecherniy Bishkek reported in
BBC News. November 22, 1999.
78 Sidikov, Bahodir. «Water war in Central Asia?» Times of Central Asia, Vol. 2, no. 33 (76), August 17,
2000.
79Koichiev, March 19, 2001.
80 «Kyrgyzstan rejects Uzbek land demand,» BBC World Service, February 16, 2001.
81«Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan fail to reach agreement on border,» RFE/RL Newsline, February 16, 2001.
82 «Central Asian summit: water, energy resources discussed,» Kyrgyz Television Channel One, reported in
BBC News, April 22, 2000.
83 Kasabolotov, Zh.. «Kyrgyzstan’s geopolitics: problems and perspectives,»Times of Central Asia, Vol. 3, no.
7 (102), February 15, 2001.
84 Goble, Paul. «Central Asia: Analysis from Washington--Water power,» RFE/RL Newsline, June 1, 2001.
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How high must the costs go?  While no one but the governments of these republics can say for
certain, the people in the Aral Sea region of Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan have already shown that
they are willing to accept a significantly diminished quality of life, health, and economy without
major protest.  Perhaps the active nature of the Syr Darya crisis as opposed to the passive
dessication of the Aral Sea will prompt more action.  Either way, the water war of Central Asia is
already afoot.  It is not a war over water; it is a war using water.  If these republics do not find a cost
sufficient to elicit cooperation, break this cycle, and manage their interdependence, water may not
be all that is used in future conflicts.
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